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abstract

Assembly with robots involves two kinds of motions, those that are point-to-point and those
that are force/torque guided, the former kind of motions being faster and more amenable to
automatic planning and the latter kind being necessary for dealing with tight clearances. In this
paper, we describe an assembly motion planning system that uses descriptions of assemblies and
CAD models of parts to automatically figure out which motions should be point-to-point and
which motions should be force/torque guided. Our planner uses graph search over a potential
field representation of parts to calculate candidate assembly paths. Given the tolerances of the
parts and other uncertainties, these paths are then analyzed for the likelihood of collisions.
Those path segments that are prone to collisions are then marked for execution under
force/torque control.
The calculation of the various motions is facilitated by an object-oriented and feature-based
assembly representation. A highlight of this representation is the manner in which tolerance
information is taken into account: Representation of, say, a part contains a pointer to the boun
dary representation of the part in its most material condition form. As first defined by Requicha,
the most material condition form of a geometric entity is obtained by expanding all the convexi
ties and shrinking all the concavities by relevant tolerances.
An integral part of the assembly motion planner is the execution unit. Residing in this unit
is knowledge of the different types of automatic EDR (error detection and recovery) strategies.
Therefore, during the execution of the force/torque guided motion, this unit invokes the EDR
strategies appropriate to the geometric constraints relevant to the motion.
This system, called AMP-CAD, has been experimentally verified using a Cincinnati Milacron T3-726 robot and a Puma 762 robot on a variety of assemblies.

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant CDR 8803017 to the Engineering
Research Center for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In any assembly operation there is always some uncertainty in the knowledge of the loca
tions and the shapes of the parts to be mated; this uncertainty may exceed the clearances
between the parts, which precludes the use of point-to-point motions, ailsd known M
coarse motions. In such cases, it becomes necessary to use motions that are guided by sensory
feedback, especially of the force/torque kind. These latter types of niotiohs are usually referred
to as fine motions or compliant motions. An important goal of assembly motion planning is the
automatic discovery of those plan segments where fine motions are required arid the precise
sensory-feedback arid manipulation strategies to be used in the execution of the fine motions.
In our Work we have developed a two-phase assembly motiori plaririing system called
AM P-C AD , diagramed in Fig. I, that in Phase I ignores all the ririceftamties and derives a
sequence of motions under the assumption that the starting positiori Of each pent of each
subassembly ist known without error and that the ditiierisioris of the parts are known precisely.
Basically, in this phase of planning the system operates like a simple path planner. Tb illustrate,
suppose the assembly calls for the piston shown in Fig. 2 to be placed in the engine block
cylinder. Initially, Ouf system will simply calculate a path such as the one shown in the figure. Of
course, if the nominal diameter of the piston is larger than the nominal diameter of the cylinder,
the planner would declare a failure.
ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATION
PHASE I: Ignore Uncertainties
Stage I- Develop initial path
Stage 2- Refine initial path into
collision-free nominal path
PHASE 2: Incorporate Uncertainties
Stage I- Analyze uncertainties arid
characterize path segments.
Stage 2- Develop assembly motion plan
from segment characterization.
OFFLINE
ONLINE
PLAN EXECUTION:
Execute motion under error detection
and recovery until successful

Fig I:

The flow of control in AMP-CAD.

Geometric
and Spatial
Constraints
Only

Uncertainty
Constraints
with
Geometric
and Spatial
Constraints

START
CYLINDER
-GOAL

Fig 2:

A path of the piston from START to GOAL involves tight clearances when
passing through the cylinder but much looser clearances everywhere else.

Subsequently* in Phase 2 of planning, the system takes into account all the uncertainties
and characterizes each segment of the path calculated during the initial phase by first testing it
for the possibility of a collision. In all segments where collisions are expected, compliance will
be introduced via force/torque guided motions. The method used to detect collision-prone seg
ments of the Phase-1 path is based on first modifying the potential field representations of the
parts used for Phase-1 path planning to take into account the tolerances and any pose uncertain
ties, and then computing the overall potential of the grasped part vis-a-vis the fixtured part —if
this computed potential is not less than some a priori specified threshold (theoretically infinity),
a collision possibility is declared. A further characterization of each collision-prone segment is
then made, based on a number of factors such as the types o f uncertainties involved and the con
straints on the grasped part during the operation. Finally a motion plan is generated by selecting
a Strategy for each path segment from a library o f point-to-point and fine motion strategies^ The
motion strategies selected for the segments are based upon their characterization.
The assembly motion plan thus produced is shipped off to an execution unit which invokes
appropriate error detection and recovery (EDR) routines to cope with the often unpredictable
control errors encountered during the execution of compliant motion. These control errors may
be caused by a number of factors, such as the ever-present noise in the output of the force/torque
sensor, the sources of this noise being aeceleration/deceleration effects, the unpredictable
micro-collisions of the grasped part with the imperfections on the fixtured part, etc. (A discus
sion of these Control errors can be found in [21]).
The representation used for parts and assemblies has a great bearing on the design of pro
cedures used by AMP-CAD. Particularly important is the manner in which various uncertain
ties, especially the tolerance information, is handled, Since the discovery and characterization of
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eotiisioniprone segments of an assembly path calls fo r the processing o f geometrical models of
parts with and without uncertainties, the representation used for parts and assemblies must facili
tate access to such models. Furthermore, while a good representation should cater to the needs of
planning and execution, not to be forgotten is the fact that at some level the user has to specify
the assembly, therefore, an ideal representation should make only minimal demands of the user
with regard to the amount of infonpation needed, especially if this information can be generated
by analyzing the geometry of the assembly; we are referring to the information needed ulti
mately for planning and execution.
To meet these algorithmic and interface requirements, a feature-based assembly representa
tion was developed; the primitives of this representation are volumetric units that are meaningful
from the standpoint of mating operations in assembly. A feature-based representation is to be
contrasted with the more traditional boundary-based or CSG (constructive solid geometry) based
representations in CAD; these CAD representations do not allow easy access to the features that
one may have to reason over for the mating operations in an assembly. These shortcomings with
the more traditional boundary and CSG based representations are exacerbated by the difficulty of
incorporating in them vital information such as the tolerances, etc.
In our representation, each feature is an object represented by an attribute-value frame, with
some of the attributes possessing procedural attachments for the automatic creation of the
geometrical model of the part in its nominal condition, and in its most-material-condition, the
latter condition being a means to capture the manufacturing tolerances associated with the
feature [51]. There are also procedures, automatically invoked due to their attachment to the
attributes, for computing the symmetry group of the feature, etc. At a higher level, a part, also
an object represented by an attribute-value frame with procedural attachments for some of the
attributes for the automatic creation of the relevant geometric models in the presence of uncer
tainty, is considered to be a union of features, where some of the features, such as a hole, may be
subtractive. Finally, an assembly is represented by a tree, each node in the tree representing an
assembly operation, and the the leaves of the tree representing individual parts. In the attributevalue frame associated with each node resides information on which features from the two child
nodes (the child nodes representing either parts or subassemblies) are to be mated.
The representation used for parts and assemblies — since it plays such an important role in
the workings of AMP-CAD — will be discussed first in Section 3. Then in Section 4, we will
briefly discuss relative merits of the competing approaches that can be used for the path planning
portion of our system, followed by a more detailed presentation of how we have used the poten
tial field method. The planning methodology itself will be presented in Sections 5 and 6, In Sec
tion 5, we will put tq use the potential field representation of parts for path planning, ignoring all
the uncertainties; and, in Section 6, we will then show how the uncertainties may be incor
porated for the discovery and characterization of the collision-prone segments of an assembly
path. Section 6 also includes a discussion on the motion execution unit whose function is to
invoke the most appropriate errqr detection and recovery strategy for a compliant motion. For
now, we will start with a literature survey in the next section.

2. RELATED WORK
Preliminary work in the field of assembly motion planning was aimed at developing fine
motion strategies for various classes of assembly mating operations when the amount of uncer
tainty in the position and orientation of the parts in the assembly operation is such that the opera
tion cannot be accomplished with simple point-to-point motions. Several researchers at the
Charles Stark Draper lab [55,64] developed a passive device for aligning a peg with a hole as it
is being inserted into a hole assuming that the tip of the peg could somehow be brought within
the entrance of the hole, usually assuming the hole will be chamfered thus allowing a larger
opening and a much looser initial clearance.
Subsequent work in peg in hole insertion strategies has been aimed mostly at initially align
ing the peg with the entrance of the hole when the initial clearance between the parts is not
enough to guarantee that the peg could be brought to the entrance of the hole reliably. Inuoe
[26] developed a biased search strategy for inserting a loose fitting peg into a hole and a tilt and
slide strategy for inserting a tight fitting peg into a hole. Strip [58] developed a similar strategy
that works for pegs whose cross-section has a convex (not necessarily round) shape, so that
uncertainty in the orientation of the peg about the mating axis can be accounted for as well.
Caine, Lozano-Perez, and Seering [6] also developed a similar strategy that is limited to the
insertion of rectangular solid pegs into rectangular solid holes.
In Oijr experimental work we found that attempting to untilt a very tight fitting peg in a'hole
can sometimes cause the peg to become wedged in the hole, particularly when attempted by a
robot with error-prone compliant motion control. We therefore developed an alternative to the
tilt and slide strategy [21] that calls for bringing the peg as near as possible to the entrance of
the hole. At this point there will be a torque exerted on the peg by the surface containing the hole
and this tprque is such that the peg will tend to tilt into the hole. Therefore by measuring the
torque on the peg we can deduce which direction to slide the peg along in order to align it with
the entrance of the hole.
Peshkin [47] has developed a method for finding a fine motion control matrix so that when
the motion is executed, forces and torques exerted on the grasped part will Cause the graspied part
to be deflected in such a way that it will align itself with the fixtured part during the mating
operation. Peshkin’s work is a general approach for developing fine-motion strategies, but his
method relies on using force/torque data alone to differentiate between distinct contact
configurations of the grasped and fixtured parts which is not always possible.
While all of the strategies we have talked about, excluding Peshkin’s work, can be used to
mate parts given uncertain information about them, they are all specific to “ peg and hole”
operations. It is desirable then to be able to develop motion plans for mating operations in the
general case where the parts to be mated have an arbitrary geometry, the geometry being known
within some degree of Uncertainty.
Mason [42] showed how, given the task geometry, compliant motions could be selected to
perform the desired task. Unfortunately Mason’s work, which is not limited to assembly
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situations, cannot be used solely as the basis for developing assembly motion plans for two rea
sons. First, it requires a task description that does hot, in general, readily fall but of an assembly
representation but must instead be deduced. Second, it does nOt account for any uncertainty in
the knowledge of geometry and positions of parts. Currently we are aware of two competing
approaches to the one that we will present in this manuscript.
Many researchers [33,36,37] have advanced an approach based on a contact-space
representation of the parts. We will discuss this representation in Section 4; it essentially details
the contacts that will exist between the grasped part and the fixtured part in the assembly for all
possible positions and orienations of the grasped part. Currently the most complete planner
based on this approach is that discussed in [37]. A motion plan is developed in Laugier’s sys
tem by chaining together motions that maintain contact betweeri the mating paits. In this
approach then, a motion plan is seen as an ordered sequence of well chosen contacts. Laugier’s
planner operates in two phases. In the first phase a state-space graph is generated that represents
all of the feasible contact situations between the grasped part and fixtured part and also
represents all Of the feasible motions between any two such contact situations. In the second
phase, the graph is heuristically searched to find a path corresponding to a fine motion plan that
can be carried out reliably under the prevailing uncertainties.
To reduce the complexity Of the search for a fine motion strategy, this approach uses
heuristics on many different levels that serve to limit its generality. For instance, when selecting
a motion direction, it looks at motions that are tangent or normal to surfaces of obstacles that are
near the object, but the best motion direction may be neither tangent to nor normal to the obsta
cle surfaces. The effects of uncertainty are analyzed by a set of production rules and fine motions
are selected via a set of heuristics. These production rules and motion selection heuristics seem
ill-defined and are not justified in [37]. Furthermore, at this point in time there is no good
method for synthesizing purely rotational motions using his system, and motions that involve
simultaneous translation and rotation cannot be handled at all.
A number of researchers [5,9,15,17] have developed planning systems stemming from
what is commonly known as the “ LMT approach” which was introduced in [40]. The most
complete such planning system to date is the one that has been produced by Donald, [15] there
fore in the following we will refer to Donald’s planner although what we will say about
Donald’s planner is, for the most part, true about the other cited planning systems. Donald’s
planner casts the problem into configuration space; this being a mechanism for representing parts
which will be discussed further in Section 4.
The planning system then tries to find a motion vector, that when followed, will move the
grasped part from the starting position and orientation of the part, or the starting configuration to
the goal configuration without sticking on any surface of the fixtured parts under the given
uncertainty conditions. In the event that such a motion vector cannot be found, the planner tries
to find a subgoal such that the subgoal configuration can be achieved from the staring
configuration and the goal configuration can be achieved from the subgoal configuration with
non-sticking motion vectors. Arbitrarily many subgoal configurations can be introduced in
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connecting the starting configuration to the goal configuration. Finally, compliant motions
corresponding to each motion vector are used to form a motion plan.
“ Sticking’’ is a result of friction between parts. It is necessary for these systems to take
friction explicitly into account because otherwise it is quite possible that a motion vector into a
friction cone might be formulated. Because the motions developed by both Laugier’s system and
our system either comply along surfaces Contacting the grasped part or are formulated from fine
motion strategies that implicitly take friction into account, there is no reason for Laugier’s
planner of our planner to explicitly consider friction between parts.
There are several limitations of Donald’s system that our planner addresses. It is not clear
that there are methods to create a configuration space representation for some assembly
geometries, for instance when the center of mass o f the grasped part lies in a void of the grasped
part. There are many assembly situations for which this approach could not develop a motion
plan even though these situations have been addressed by earlier research. For instance, the stra
tegies discussed in [21,26,56,58] all rely on using torque measurements to reduce the transla
tional uncertainty Of the part which may be applied in many situations, but Donald’s system is
unable to formulate such fine motions because they do not fit into the model assumed for motion,
this model being based on a diagonal compliance matrix.
3. FEATURE BASED ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATION
The Usual geometric representations involve either some form of a faceted representation of
the boundary surfaces of the object or a combination of Boolean operators applied to volumetric
primitives. In either case, we lose access to what might be called features on the object. For
example, in the usual boundary representation of a block with a hole, it would not be easy to iso
late from the representation the surfaces that constitute the hole. To address this shortcoming, in
recent years there has been an interest in developing feature-based approaches to object
representation. Of course, since what constitutes a feature on an object depends on the applica
tion, the feature-based representations must of necessity be tailored to a specific application. For
example, as shown in [10,27] the feature-based representation for process planning is centered
around features such as slots, pockets, etc., these features corresponding to machining opera
tions. In this section, we will discuss our feature-based representation for assembly.
3 1 Feature Classes and Features
In our representation a feature is a volumetric unit of a part, where the volume might actu
ally correspond to a hole or a void. Features are assumed to be instances of feature classes and
may be either mating features (a hole for example) that are to be mated with corresponding
features oh other parts, or body features (a stock for example) to which other features are
attached. Since every feature is an instance of some feature class the set of available feature
classes in the system will constrain the description of a valid feature. The set of feature classes is
in turn dependent on the application and will need to be defined by an application engineer.
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..V-OyA feature class might be viewed as a composite of two or more? feature classes, for instance
a hejt-npt feature could be considered to be a hex-peg feature with a threaded-hole feature at its
center. Qur system places no limitations on the complexity of feature classes, the application
engineer is free to make the features as simple or complex as he chooses. The level of complex
ity of a feature class is ultimately dependent on the user’s ability to express the desired mating
relationships in a given assembly. If saying that gearl meshes with gear2 adequately describes
the mating between them, then in this case a feature class gear is a reasonable means of describ
ing gearl and gear2. If, on the other hand, tooth3 of gearl must be put into the space between
tooth I and tooth2 of gear2 then both gearl and gear2 must be expressed in terms of gear teeth
and spaces between gear teeth. While we allow the application engineer the flexibility of
defining his own feature classes, we place upon him the burden of defining them in such a way
that they are complete and consistent.
Internally, feature classes are created and manipulated via the Common Lisp Object System
(CLQS) which supports an object-oriented style of programming. (See [29] for an excellent
introduction to CLQS). A feature class is represented by an attribute-value CLOS data structure,
and each individual feature belonging to a particular class is an instance of this class. CLOS
enables us to build a class from another class; the original class is the superclass of the new class
and the new class is a subclass of the original class. The new class inherits both structure and
behavior from its superclasses. We use this mechanism to establish a hierarchy of feature
classes. Every feature class has as a superclass the class feature. Any specific feature that cannot
be defined in any other way can always be defined to be an instance of the class feature but, as
we shall explain shortly, defining a feature in such a way is a laborious process.
An example of a data structure for the feature class spur-gear is illustrated in Fig. 3 a; an
actual instance of which is illustrated in Fig. 3b. The class spur-gear is a subclass of the class.
gear which in turn is a subclass of the class feature. All of the attributes in the top block of Fig.
3a and b are those that are inherited from the class feature.
The sym, additivep and csg attributes are automatically instantiated whenever an instance
of the spur-gear subclass is created. The attribute sym described the symmetry group of the
feature; we will explain symmetry groups later in this section. The attribute csg points to a con
structive solid geometry (CSG) representation of a CAD model of the assembly feature. This
representation is calculated by a method specialized for spur-gears that is automatically invoked
upon instantiation of a spur-gear, every feature class must have a similar method associated with
it. The value of additivep is false if the feature is a hole or a void and true otherwise. We will
discuss the attributes nom m d mmc shortly.
The attributes in the second block in Fig. 3a represent the attributes inherited from the gear
feature class. The remaining block in the figure represent the attributes specific to the spur-gear
feature class. In order to create an instance of a spur-gear, a user must specify all of the gear
attributes and all of the spur-gear attributes.
Note that a user may specify a list for the value of certain attributes rather than a singular
entity. This list represents a manufacturing tolerance on that attribute and contains the nominal
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(spur-gear
csg
additivep

(spur-gear
csg
additivep
sym
nom
mmc

sym
nom
mmc

<ptrb>
<ptrc>

radius
num-teeth

radius
num-teeth

(1.45 0.05)
18

in-width-teeth
out-width-teeth
depth-teeth
height)

in-width-teeth
Out-width-teeth
depth-teeth
height

.26
.2
.26
0.40625)

—

.(b)

la )

(c)
■
Fig 3:

<ptra>

T
18

,

- ■
■
■
I--. ■■■■■.
(a) This is the data structure for the feature class spur-gear. Note that the
attributes csg, additivep and sym are calculated automatically by a method for the
spur-gear class associated with the GLOS initialize-instance function. The
attributes nom and mmc are calculated only if they are needed by a method for
the feature superclass, (b) An instantiation of the data structure in (a), (c)
Rendering of the nottiinal boundary representation automatically generated for
the spur-gear instance in (b).

value and tolerance for that attribute. For instance in Fig. 3b the attribute radius is to be within
the range 1.45±0.05. Of course, it makes no sense to specify a manufacturing tolerance on some
attributes, for instance num -teeth.
The value of the attribute nom is a pointer to the nominal realization of the boundary
representation (Brep) of the feature, that is, the Brep of the feature when all of the attributes take
on their nominal value. The value of the attribute mmc points to the most-material-condition
Brep of the feature. This Brep is created by enlarging all the convexities and shrinking all the
concavities, the enlargements and shrinkages corresponding to the tolerances associated with the

various dimensions. Both Breps are created simultaneously using the CSG attribute when and
if they are needed. Fig. 3c shows a rendering of the Brep pointed to by the nom attribute.
We have created a large set o f feature classes typically found on assembly parts, some of
which are described in Table I. Of course this set is by no means complete; for example, we
have not currently defined a feature subclass for bevel gears. If we were to deal with assemblies
involving bevel gears, it would be desirable to develop a bevel-gear feature class, although, of
course, it would also be possible to create a specific bevel gear feature by using the feature class
feature, ifoweyer, this would become too cumbersome to do repeatedly because if a feature is
created using the feature class feature the values of the attributes csg, additivep and sym must be
completely specified by the instantiation.
Feature Class

Attributes to be Specified

Explanation

feature

csg, sym, additivep

Any feature

round-peg

radius, height,
radius and height

comp-round-peg

list of component radii
and heights

A peg composed
cones and cylinders

csg, sym

Square, hexagonal, or
any arbitrarily shaped

arb-peg

bevel

Helical
peg
possible bevel

with
of
i

peg

Table I:

round-hole

radius, height, chamfer
radius and height

Cylihdrical hole with
possible chamfer

threaded-hole

radius, height, chamfer
radius and height

Threaded
hole.

threaded-cyl

radius, height,
radius and height,

Threaded cylinder as in
part of a bolt

spur-gear

radius, height, num-teeth,
in-width-teeth,
outwidth-teeth, depth-teeth

bevel

cylindrical

Typical spur gear

, .

.

. ;

.

Examples of some of the feature classes that have been implemented in our
system.

Wc realize that representing tolerance uncertainty is a research issue in itself that has not been fully resolved.
However, a good uncertainty model for our purposes can be built in the terms of the most material condition (mmc)
representation proposed by Requicha in 151].
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3.2 Representing a Part
In general, given a set of features, a part may be obtained by constructing Boolean expres
sions over the features using union, difference, and intersection operators, the Operators being
used in the regularized sense discussed in [50]. The intersection operator is really not neces
sary, since equivalent results can be obtained by using just the union and difference operators.
The fact that from a mathematical standpoint, it is not necessary to use the intersection operator
is particularly fortunate for us since that operator is capable of destroying the semantics of the
primitives in a feature-based representation. What is being said is that in a feature based
representation, it is more natural to think of all parts as being an aggregation of the features; of
course, in this aggregation some of the features may be subtractive, a process controlled in our
system by the attribute additivep shown in the data structure of Fig. 3a.
Like a feature, a part is represented by the CLOS data structure parr, an uninstantiated
example of which is shown in Fig. 4. The part is considered to be an aggregation, which can
have both additive and subtractive components, of the features in the list o f lists that is the value
of the attribute feature -list. Each list in this list of lists consists of at most 2 elements: the first
element is a pointer to the instantiated data structure for the feature being used, and the second is
the pose transform of the feature in the coordinate frame of the part. When a feature is subtrac
tive it is assumed that the material composing this feature is to be subtracted from the feature
preceding this feature in the feature -list. In this way the remaining features may be added back
into the void created by this subtractive feature.
The instantiated example of a part data, structure is shown in Fig. 4b; this example con
structs the handle of a lid for an assembly to be shown later. The attributes mmc, and nom have
the same meanings as for the case of features, their values in Fig. 4b are pointers to the Breps of
the part in its most-material-condition, and its nominal state where just the nominal values for
the dimensions Of the features are used. Fig, 4c shows a rendering o f the Brep pointed to by the
attribute nom for this part.
Note that we do not at present compute the symmetry group of the part from the sym
m etriesof the features, although that could be done by using the methods presented in [48,61].
Also note that there are some attributes not listed in the figure that are used for Storing Values
needed for various internal purposes.
3.3 Representing anAssembly
Our assembly representation can in essence be thought of as a binary tree. The leaves of
the tree contain parts and each non-leaf node in the tree represents an assembly operation to be
performed on the part of subassembly in the left subtree and the part or subassembly in the right
subtree. We assume that it is the part or subassembly in the left subtree that will be moved to the
part or subassembly in the right subtree and therefore refer to the left subtree as the “ grasped
part” and the right subtree as the “ fixtured part.” An assembly operation is a task that involves
connecting a grasped part with a fixtured part.
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(part

(part
csg
nom
mmc
feature-list)

csg
nom
mmc
feature-list

(a)

<ptrd>
<ptre>
<ptrf
((bridge (0 O .75 O 0 0 »
(pegl (0 -.7 3 7 5 0 0 0 0 »
(peg2(0 .7375 0 0 0 0 » »
(b)

(c)
Fig 4:

; (a) This is the data Structure for the class part. Note that the value of csg is created
automatically by a method for the part class if it is needed. SimilafIy, the values
of horn and mmc are calculated automatically for a second method for parts, (b)
An instantiation of the data structure in (a), (c) Rendering of the nominal
boundary representation automatically generated for the part instance in (b).

To represent an assembly operation in Our system, the user must instantiate a CLOS data
structure of the class assembly. An uninstantiated assembly data structure is depicted in Fig. 5a.
The initial uncertainty in the position and orientation of the grasped part and the control uncer
tainty of the robot are specified by the attributes p o se—uncert and control -uncert. These quanti
ties will be discussed in detail in Section 6.
The attributes initial -m ate -pose and fin a l-m a te —pose refer to the pose of the'grasped
part at the beginning and at the ending of the mating operation respectively. We will discuss tbe
Computation o ffin a l-m a te-p o se in Section 3.5. The value of initial —mate -pose will automati
cally be calculated if it is not specified the first time it is queried. Typically an assembly task
planner will be used to formulate a grasp plan to pick up the grasped part and a coarse motion
plan to bring it into position for the start Of the mating operation. The assembly task planner may
specify the value for initial-m ate-pose or query the value to trigger a computation of a reason
able Starting point for fine motion planning which corresponds to a good ending point fo r the
coarse motion plan; this computation is based on the value of fin a l—m ate-pose and the mating

(assembly

(assembly

csg
<ptrg>
nom
<ptrh>
nunc
<ptri>
initial-mate-pose (3.8 3.7375 .5 0 0 0)
final-mate-pose (3.8 3.7375 .125 0 0 0 )

csg
nom
mmc
initial-mate-pose
final-mate-pose
grasped-part
fixtured-part
pOse-uhc
cont-unc
description)

.

grasped-part handle
fixtured-part lidpt
pose-unc
(.05 .05 .01 0 0 0)
cont-unc
(.0 1 .0 1 .0 1 0 0 0)
description ((pi (into) h i) (p2 (into) h2)))

(a)

(b)

. ,i-

(c)
Fig 5:

(a) This is the data structure for the class assembly. Note that the.attributes in the
first block can or will be calculated automatically by methods for the assembly
class, (b) An instantiation of the data structure in (a), (c) Rendering of the
nominal boundary representation automatically generated for the assembly
instance in (b).

features involved.
A good ending point for a coarse motion plan, in general, is at the point where the fixtured
part or subassembly can no longer be represented by a convex hull completely containing it. For
instance, assume we are developing an assembly plan to mate a gear with some parts inside of a
gear box. Since coarse motion planning must typically be carried out during an assembly opera
tion, it would be desirable to model the gear box subassembly as a single parallelepiped com
pletely containing the subassembly so that planning could be carried out as quickly as possible.
Therefore a good ending point for coarse motion planning would be at a point prior to the gear
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entering the box. While coarse motion planning must usually be performed on-line because the
parts are not guaranteed to be in the same place each tiiiie, we can noramlly assume that the
structure o f the fixtured part will be the Saihe each tithe withift some bound of uncertainty.
Therefore an assembly motion plan created off-line should be valid for each execution of the
assembly mating operation, so a detailed fixtured part representation can and must be used.
ThQ description attribute of tin assembly operation is used to describe how the parts are to
be mated. The value of this attribute is a list of lists where every list contains a feature on the
grasped part, a list describing an attachment, and a feature on the fixtured part. The grasped
feature is to be mated with the fixtured feature as specified by the attachment. The first element
in the list describing the attachment is the attachment type. Exaihples of attachment types are
into, onto, thread, and mesh. The remaining elettients in this list are bptiontil and will be
explained shortly. Upon instantiation of an assembly, data structures are automatically created
for each attachment. Similar to features, each attachment is an instance of Some class. The dif
ferent types of attachments correspond to various attachment classes.
The remaining elements in the attachment list are used to specify values for attributes of the
attachment. In CLOS we can define generic functions that provide a generic interface for per
forming various functions on classes. When invoked, a generic function will in turn invoke the
method associated with the class of its argument. For instance, we have defined a generic func
tion to calculate the mating transformation from one feature to another when they are mated.
The actual method used to calculate the mating transform depends on the type of attachment
between the two mating features. For example, by definition when a gear meshes with another
gear the transformation between them is described by a translation in the X-Y plane possibly fol
lowed by a rotation about the Z axis. On the other hand, when a peg is inserted into a hole the
transformation between them defaults to the identity transform.
The default peg and hole mating operation corresponds to having the bottom faces of the
peg and hole touching. If the user instead wants the peg to be inserted a certain distance through
the hole he or she can specify the keyword '.offset and this distance as the second and third ele
ment in the attachment list. This distance, if Specified, is encoded into the offset attribute o f the
into data structure, otherwise the value of the offset attribute defaults to zero. The method for
into used to calculate the mating transform will take the value o f the offset attribute into account.
If no additional parameters are specified in the attachment list, the defaults will be taken on all
pertinent attributes. Note that each attachment type is a subclass of the class attachment. This
allows us to define generic methods for attachments.
Associated with some special types of attachments is a method that specifies an additional
motion or motions necessary to make the attachment. In a threading attachment, the system
would rely on the motion planner to find a sequence of motiohs to bring one feature into thread
ing position with respect to the other. However the actual threading motibh wbUld be symboli
cally calculated by a method associated with the thread class rather than planned by the motion
planner because it is far easier to find the threading motion this why.
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The values of the remaining attributes in the assembly data structure in Fig. 5a are automat
ically calculated if and when they are needed. The attributes csg, mmc, and nom are the same as
those defined for a part and are calculated by the functions assembly-csg, assembly-mmc and
assembly-notti given in Appendix 2. The fin a l-m a te-p o se attribute refers to the position and
orientation of the grasped part when assembled with the fixtured part and can be calculated using
the procedure outlined in Section 3.5 which is referred to as endpt-loc in the source code listed in
Appendix 2. Fig. 5b shows an instantiated assembly data structure. Fig. 5c depicts a rendering of
the assembly described in Fig. 5b.
Our assembly representation is different from those developed by others before us, largely
since the intended application of our representation is different. For example, Sanderson,
Homme de Mello, and Zhang, [48] have advanced a representation based on relational graphs for
representing assemblies in order to facilitate the generation of optimum assembly sequences. A
search for optimum assembly sequences necessitates that the representation used contain no
biases with regard to the ordering of parts* hence the representation used by Homme de Mello
and Sanderson is a graph data structure. On the other hand, since the principal aim of our
representation is I the automatic generation of assembly motion plans, we assume that the
sequence of assembly operations is already known and serves as one of the inputs for the genera
tion o f bur representation and therefore our representation can be more structured. This is why
we can use a tree stmcture, whereas Sanderson :etal. must use a graph structure.
Another major point of difference between the representation uSed in [48] and our
representation is that while the mating relationships in [48] are only considered at the surface
level, we consider them to be on the feature level, where a feature can consist of any number of
surfaces; The use o f features makes it easy to capture in the representation important information
about uncertainties, articulations, nonrigidities, etc., which would be difficult to do in a purely
surface-type representation.
The representation used by [44] is geared towards analyzing geometrical symmetries for
purposes such as the discovery of the mating features oh the parts to be assembled, the determi
nation of the s;rinmetry o f
assembled object from the symmetries of its parts, etc. While this
representatibh, derived from group-theoretic considerations, is ‘optimum’ for its intended pur
poses, it is really not complete enough for assembly motion planning. However, given the
importance of analyzing symmetries for mechanical assembly, we have embedded Popplestone
et al.’s group-theoretic notions for describing parts in our representation. This makes it easier for
us to calculate the destination pose of, say, a grasped part that will undergo a mating operation
for assembly. ^
v
Our representation is somewhat siifiilar to the one developed by Tilley [54], Tilley’s work
concerns the automatic generation of assembly representations at design time, particularly when
an assembly is created on a CAP workstation using graphical tools. In order for a user to
specify an assembly operation with Tilley’s system, the user must select two previously defined
parts (or subassenablies) and input into the system the initial location and the assembled location
of the part to be grasped, where these locations are relative to the stationary part. The
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specification of these locations is facilitated by a graphical interface which also prompts the user
for the type of operation required; e.g. fits, screw, etc., and an approach vector. Given this infor
mation Tilley’s system automatically selects faces on each of the two parts nnd labels theixi as
assembly features and then defines the spatial relationship between the two parts in terms of rela
tionships between the assembly features, and also in terms of a 4 x 3 location matrix, The system
then used the approach vector information to synthesize a motion plan for the assembly. How
ever, such motion plans cannot always be used directly on a robot for a variety of reasons, such
as when portions o fth e fixtured part impede motion along this vector or when the uncertainties
involved aTe too large to ignore.
Our assembly representation differs from Tilley’s with regard to (a) how the representation
for a particular assembly is created; (b) the incorporation of various uncertainties; (c) automatic
generation of assembly motion plans, as opposed to their being specified by the user; and (d)
what it is that is considered to be an assembly feature -- our system uses volumetric primitives as
assembly features, whereas in Tilley’s system the contacting surfaces are called assembly
features; etc. In out system, an assembly representation is not created by its graphical simula
tion, but by a declaration by the user of what volumetric primitives participate in assembly
operations; such declarations can be made by the user at a purely symbolic level. Since our goal
is the automatic creation of assembly motion plans, we cannot afford to ignore the various uncer
tainties that might be present in the system — uncertainties regarding the geometry of the parts,
as reflected by their tolerances, uncertainties in the initial poses of the parts, control uncertainties
associated with the manipulator, etc.
The reader should note that, outside the context of assembly motion planning, much atten
tion has recently been focussed on the use of volumetric primitives for feature based representa
tions in part design, process planning, and visual part inspection systems 18,24] and our work
may be viewed as exploiting the power of these representations for assembly motion planning.
Feature based representations are superior compared to the representations that use just geometry
because features can be semantically significant. For example, in process planning we may have
features such as slots and holes that correspond directly to machining operations.
3.4 An Example of Assembly Representation
To see how the user could create a representation of an assembly we will explain the pro
cess used to develop the assembly in Fig. 6. First the user must create an instantiation for each
of the features making up each part. For instance, the features on the handle are created with the
following three statements, presented for the sake of clarity in a pseudo-lisp form (those words
beginning with a a r e attribute names and are followed by their value).
bridge = make-instance(stock, .-length 1.475,;width .25, :height .25))
pegl = make-instance(round-peg, .-radius .125, rheight I, :bevel-radius .125, :bevel-height 0)
jpeg2 = make-instance(round-peg, rradius .125, -.height I, ibevel-radius .125, :bevel-height O)
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plate into opening

hole3 onto shaft
gearl mesh gear2

peg I into hotel
peg2 into hole2
handle

Fig 6

gearpart

boxpart

The assembly tree showing how the subassembly on the left is assembled with the
subassembly on the right. The leaves of the tree are parts.

Note that the user may specify a tolerance on say, the radius of the peg by stating .-radius
(.125,.01). The representation for the handle part can be created with the statement:
handle = make-instance(part, :feature-list ((bridge, (0 0 .75 0 0 0)), (pegl, (0 -.7375 0 0 0 0)),
(peg2, (0.7375 0 0 0 0)))).
Similarly the lidpart is built with the following statements:
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plate= make-instance(arbitrary-peg :partlist ((block, length=7.475, width=7.6, height=.25)))
holel= make-instance(round-hole :radius .125, :height .25, :chamfer-radius .125, rchamferheightO)
hole2= make-instance(round-hole :radius .125, :height .25, :chamfer-radius .125, :chamferheight 0)
Iidpart= make-instance(part, :feature-list ((plate), (holel, (3.8 3.0 0.125 0 0 0)), (hole2, (3.8
4.475.125 0 0 0)))).
Note that if a transformation is not indicated for a feature, the identity transformation is
assumed. The lid assembly then can be created by stating:
Iid= make-instance(assembly, :grasped-part handle, :fixtured-part lidpart, .-description ((peg!
(into) holel), (peg2 (into) hole2))).
This creates an assembly data structure pointed to by the variable lid. The variables holel and
hole2 point to round-hole data structures, pegl and peg2 point to round-peg data structures.
The variables lidpart and handle point to part data structures.
The right half of the tree can be created similarly by calling the make-instance function first
for the features gear!, hole3, housing, recess, opening, gear2, and shaft, and then for the parts
gearpart and boxpart, and finally for the assembly gearbox. The root node in the tree is created
with the following statement:
gearbox= make-instance(assembly, :grasped-part lid, :fixtured-part box, !description ((plate
(into) opening))).
Many details of a real gear box assembly have been left out to make an assembly tree that could
easily be depicted in a single figure.
While the above process might seem to be rather tedious, a user-interface could be easily
developed to prompt the user for the required information. This would save the user from having
tq keep track of the syntax of the system and if the interface could take graphical input, the
specification could be made even easier using methodology such as that presented in [54],
3.5 Calculation of the Mating Pose of the Grasped Part
One of the most useful aspects of our feature based assembly representation system is that
it automatically calculates the position a grasped part must be brought to in order to be assem
bled with a fixtured part. To show how this is done we will first consider a two part assembly.
Assume this assembly involves connecting parti with part2 by mating feature I of parti with
feature2 of part2. Then a valid mating transformation of parti is simply:
T?i = T ^2T f 2M(TPf I ) - 1
0)
where T%\ is the homogeneous transform defining the position of parti with.respect to the ori
gin, Tp 2 is a similar transform for part2, T f 2 is the homogeneous transform defining the position
of feature2 with respect to part2, T f j is the homogeneous transform defining the position of
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featurel on parti, and finally M is the transformation discussed earlier that relates the position of
feature I to that of feature2 when featurel is attached to feature2 in the described manner. For
those not conversant with homogeneous transforms see [28].
When the mating features on both parts possess symmetries, as is often the Casej there will
be mating transformations, other than the one obtained from Eq. (I), that will give the pose of
parti in the assembled object. Taking into account the symmetries, all the different possible
poses for parti can be found by calculating the following expression for all possible values of i
T i f 1,0 = T ^ l T f 1lR i f U W f l T 1
‘
' (2)
where R (f I,/) is a member of the symmetry group of featurel. A symmetry group is defined as
follows: let featurel be the set of points S in R 3, then the symmetry group of featurel is the
group of rigid transformations E(S) defined by
H S ) =R [RS=S
where RS signifies premultiplication of the points in S by the transformation matrix R. Hence
R (f l,i) is used to denote the i th member of the group E(S) associated with featurel.
When the two parts to be assembled have only one mating feature each, it is pointless to
compute the different transformations for parti since all these poses would lead to equivalent
results. If, however, it is desired that two or more features on parti mate with their correspon
dents on part2, one must compute the set of feasible mating transformations for each pair of
features on the parts and then find the intersection of the computed sets [44].
For example, consider Fig. 7 and assume that featurel of parti must mate with feature2 of
part2 and at the same time featurel’ of parti must mate with feature2’ of part2. Mathematically,
if a mating transformation is feasible for both featurel and featurel ’ then
T ( f l,i) = T i f V J ) .
(3)
Here T i f I , i) is the transformation found by first calculating T ^ \ in Eq. (I) for featurel and
feature2 and then substituting this value into Eq. (2). Similarly T i f l ' J ) is the transformation
found by first calculating Eq. (I) with respect to featurel’ and feature2’ and then using the j th
member of the symmetry group of featurel’, R i f l'J ) , to calculate Eq. (2). If featurel and
featurel ’ have n symmetries each, then the complexity of computing the set of possible mating
poses is on the order of n 2. We will now discuss how the complexity can be reduced.
Combining Eq. (2) with Eq. (3) and rearranging we get

R if U )

T0
p l T f 1 ~ \ t ° pI Y T f 1v R i f l ' J ) ( T f 1v T 1T f l

where iTp i)' is calculated with respect to featurel’ and feature2’, and Tp \ is calculated with
respect to featurel and feature2.
Substituting Eq. (I) into Eq. (4) where applicable and using properties of homogeneous
transforms we can further simplify Eq. (4) to be
Nolc Ihat the mating transformation for a mesh attachment cannot be computed independently o f other
attachments, if there arc any, because there is an infinite number o f ways to mesh two gears, and it may be necessary
to constrain Uie meshing transformation further. Therefore, the method that computes M in Eq. (I) for a mesh
attachment automatically examines the other attachments specified.
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cap

■(b).

(c)
Fig 8:

(a) Four parts to be assembled, (b) One possible subassembly of pin I, pin2 and
stock, (c) The subassembly of pin I, pin2 and stock when global constraints have
been applied to feature symmetries.

and then the number of valid symmetries, in this case four.
These constraints are found as follows. After an entire assembly tree is created, a function
is invoked to trace down the tree and find the first assembly operation at which two or more
assembly feature pairs must be mated and the fixtured part features are not rigidly connected to
the same part. It is for these type of mating operations that global symmetries must be examined.
For these operations all of the valid mating positions are found for the assembly assuming the
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grasped part is fixed and the fixtured part is free to move. All symmetries of each fixtured feature
that yield a valid mating pose are found and recorded in the corresponding feature data structure.
Then the symmetry groups of the other mating features on the part containing the fixtured
feature under examination must be constrained as well in accordance with the fixtured mating
feature’s valid symmetries.
For the example in Fig. 8a, the valid symmetries for the head of p in l and the head of pin2
are found. Then the part p in l is examined and the valid symmetries of the head feature of p in l
are used to find the valid symmetries of the cylindrical peg feature on p in l. The valid sym
metries of the cylindrical peg feature of pin2 are similarly found. When the mating pose of p in l
and pin2 are found only the valid symmetries are considered. The results of mating p in l and
pin2 with stock by constraining the symmetries of p in l and pin2 in such a manner is depicted in
Fig. 8c. The function that calculates the constraints on the assembly features is referred to as
constraint-loc in the source code listed in the Appendix 2.
An alternative approach would be to rely on backtracking to resolve the problem. After the
entire assembly tree is created, the function for calculating the final mating position is called to
find the mating position of the grasped part in the assembly. The final-mating-position function
will be recursively called for the subassemblies of the fixtured part and of the grasped part. The
final-mating-position function returns one possible position although, due to symmetries, other
positions might be possible. Therefore if it is not possible to find a final mating position for the
top level assembly, then the final-mating-position function could backtrack and select other
configurations for subassemblies, until a feasible top level mating position is found,
4. A RTIFICIA L POTENTIAL FIELDS
In the previous section, we discussed a feature-based representation for parts and assem
blies. The main advantage of that representation is that it allows humans to specify assemblies at
a high level of description and it contains automatic mechanisms for inferring final mating poses
and incorporating uncertainty. However, in and of itself this representation is not sufficient for
assembly path and motion planning since it does not directly support any means for quick calcu
lation of relative distances between parts. For path and motion planning purposes, as we will
show in this section, one can take recourse to artificial potential fields that are easily derived
from the geometric representations of the previous section.
The idea of artificial potential fields, as first promulgated by Khatib [27], Consists essen
tially of associating repulsive potentials with obstacles and the moving object and then using the
resulting artificial potential field distributions to determine the nearness of the object to the obs
tacles. The important phrase here is artificial potential field distribution. These potential field
distributions are artificial in the sense that they do not necessarily satisfy the Laplace’s equation
everywhere, because they are not obtained by solving that equation subject to the appropriate
boundary conditions. The only attribute they share with real potential field distributions is that
the field decay for an obstacle is proportional to the inverse distance from the obstacle. This
attribute suffices if the purpose is limited to the detection of collisions between an obstacle and
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an object, since when there is a collision the potential of the object would go to infinity.
This inverse dependence on distance also implies that the potential at a point may be used
as a measure of the nearness of that point to an obstacle and, given a set of obstacles, the valleys
of the combined potential may be used to locate paths that avoid all the obstacles in some equal
sense. Of course, in practice, the moving object will not be a single point, meaning that; for colli
sion avoidance we must consider both the position and the orientation of the object. Therefore,
following the valleys of the potential field, while keeping the orientation fixed, may not suffice.
The notion of finding valleys in a potential field must therefore be generalized to finding path
ways that minimize a measure of potential integrated over the surface of the entire moving
object, as was done by Hwang and Ahuja [21,22],
Therefore, in the formalism of artificial potential fields, path planning for obstacle
avoidance involves computation of minimum potential valleys for point objects and appropriate
deviations thereof for extended objects. For on-line obstacle avoidance, it is of course not possi
ble to pre-compute these valleys. However, in this case, especially for the case of a point object,
local computation of the negative gradient of the potential at any location would point the way
towards the nearest minimum potential valley and then track the valley itself to the desired desti
nation, particularly so if a suitable attractive potential is associated with the destination [27], As
pointed out by Khatib himself, the problem with this approach is that the point object would get
trapped in a local minimum, since there the value of the gradient will be zero. Yarious
approaches have been suggested for circumventing the problems posed by points such as local
minima. As suggested by Rimon and Koditschek [47], for some geometries of obstacles, as for
example when the obstacles can be considered to be a union of star-shaped regions, it is possible
to define the potential function in such a manner so as to avoid local minima. Another solution
to the problem, suggested by Barraquand and Latombe, lies in executing a series of random
motions whenever one encounters zero gradients, with the hope that one of these motions will be
a way out of the local minima [1J.
On the other hand, getting trapped at a local minimum is less of a problem for off-line path
planning with the artificial potential field formalism. As demonstrated by us here, and by other
researchers before us [21,22,31], in most cases of practical interest it is possible to avoid get
ting trapped in local minima by employing some form of heuristic search.
In the rest of this section, we will first give our definition of the potential field function.
This; function, which describes the decay of artificial potential as a point object moves away
from an obstacle, is different from those used by others before us. We believe that our definition,
although slightly more cumbersome from a computational standpoint, is better suited for the cal
culation of assembly paths under tight clearances. Our definition requires that the minimum dis
tance to an obstacle be calculated as precisely as possible. In contrast to some other computa
tional procedures [21,22], our definition allows us to compute potential fields for obstacles that
w : : :
—
It is interesting to note that a true potential field - a field that satisfies Laplace’s equation - can only have a local
minimum a boundary. But then, as our discussion implies, artificial potential fields are not true potential fields.
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are not strictly convex - a frequent occurrence in assembly. We conclude this section with a
brief survey of alternative approaches to path planning.
4.1 Potential Field Definitions
In AMP-CAD, the potential of a point in space represented by the position vector x is
characterized by the following non-negative function, defined everywhere:

&+ minJtist(X)
where 8 is a small positive constant, 8 is included for computational reasons to keep the value of
the potential bounded at the boundaries and in the interiors of the fixtured part and min_dist(x) is
the smallest Euclidean distance between the point x and the fixtured part. As desired, when x is
inside or on the surface of the fixtured part, min_dist(x) takes on a value of zero and therefore
the potential function takes on a maximal value of S-1 . As the point x moves away from the
fixtured part, the value of min_dist(x ) increases, and the potential function correspondingly
decreases. From this point on we will refer to the value of the function min dist (x) simply as
tninjdist. We will describe an algorithm for calculating minjdist shortly. The reader is referred
to [21,27,30,55] for examples of other possible definitions for artificial potentials.
'
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For an object to move collision-free, what is really of interest is the potential associated
with the points occupied by the boundary of the object. Clearly, if any point on the object boun
dary is going to occupy the same space as any of the obstacles, the object potential should
approach infinity as 8 approaches zero. Therefore, the object potential is defined to be
P ( X ) = J p(x)rfx
(7)
;

xefi(X)

' .

where X is a six-vector representing the translation and orientation of the object, and 5 (X) the
set of points on the boundary of the object when the object is translated and rotated so as to
occupy the pose corresponding to X. P (X) takes on its maximal value when there is a collision
between the object and one or more obstacles, and decreases as the object moves away from the
obstacles. Unfortunately because P (X) is dependent on both the shape of the obstacles and the
shape of the moving object, in general an analytical form cannot be found for it. Therefore, it
must be approximated using a method that will be described later on in this section.
Unfortunately, no matter how closely P (X) is approximated, there will always be the possi
bility that its value might not become large enough to reliably detect a collision, especially if the
point (or region) of contact between the two parts falls between the sampling points used for a
digital computation of the integration above. Therefore, it becomes necessary to also calculate
precisely the clearance between the object and the obstacles. For this reason we have defined a
third function, we call the clearance function:
C ( X ) = min L i n dist (x)
xeB(X) L ~
J
%

;
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(8)
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It is important to note that, in the presence of a collision, the value of P (X) is a measure of the ‘‘degree" of
collision, meaning the extent of the intersection between the object and the obstacles. This statement is only true
when 8 is non-zero in Eq. (6), as will always be the case for computer calculations of P (X).
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Clearly, C (X)=O when a collision between the object and obstacles takes place, and otherwise is
equal to the smallest distance between a point on the object and the nearest obstacle. We have
developed a method for computing C(X) precisely so that, for instance, if it is necessary to know
definitely that there exists no collision between the object in a given pose and the obstacles, we
can calculate the value of C (X).
It is necessary to be able to compute both P(X) and C(X). The gradient of the former
yields the direction in which the object should be moved to get away from collision situations,
and the value of the latter gives us a reliable indication of a collision. As shown in Fig. 9, the
value of C (X) will riot change - the value will be zero —for incremental deviations of the object
from the position shown. However, the value of P(X) will change for incremental deviations.

Fig 9:

If the object were perturbed slightly in any direction, from the position depicted,
the Vrilue of P (X) would change but the value of C (X) would remain the same.

We will explain in greater detail how C (X) can be computed precisely later on in this sec
tion after first discussing an algorithm for calculating the value of m in d ist. Our discussion
begins with a detailed explanation of the assumptions made by the m in d is t algorithm. The
interested reader can find routines for calculating min_dist, p (x) (called pointpot), P(X ) (called
objectpot), and C (X) (called clearance) detailed in the path planning portion of the AMP-CAD
source code given in Appendix 2.
4.1.1 Calculation of min_dist
How to calculate the minimum distance between two objects has been a problem Of much
interest during the last few years [5,17,35,41]. However, all the solutions provided so far
assume that the objects can be represented by polyhedral approximations; a further assumption is
that nonconvex polyhedral objects can be expressed as a union of convex polyhedra. The
polyhedral assumption makes such methods unsuitable for assembly motion and path planning
because of the tight clearances involved. For example, the cylindrical surfaces of a 3 inch piston
and a 3.001 inch cylinder would need to be represented by at least 122 facets to avoid any possi
bility of an erroneous collision being declared when the piston is precisely centered in the
cylinder, to say nothing of how many facets would be needed if the piston was just slightly offcenter but still not actually colliding. The need for such precision precludes the use of
polyhedron-based methods.
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In this section, we will therefore make a departure from these more traditional methods.
Instead of expressing the fixtured part as a union of convex polyhedra we will assume that an
arbitrary part can be expressed as a sum and difference of convex regions that are not necessarily
polyhedral. Fig. 10 should make clear the distinction between the two approaches. Fig. IOa
shows a block with a hole in it as a union of convex polyhedra -- as mentioned before, the
number of such convex polyhedra will be very large for assembly under tight clearances. On the
other hand, Fig. IOb shows the same block as a difference of two convex regions — this is the
decomposition on which our algorithms to be presented in this section are founded.

Fig 10:

(a) A fixtured part represented as the union of convex polyhedral obstacles, (b)
The same part represented precisely by the difference of two convex obstacles.

We will now list all the assumptions on which our calculation of min_dist is based and
present more fully the assumption that the fixtured part be expressible as a union and difference
of convex obstacles:
Assumption I:
We assume that the fixtured part can be expressed in terms of union and difference opera
tions on a set of convex obstacles. An obstacle whose material is added to the material of
other obstacles is referred to as a positive obstacle and an obstacle whose material is sub
tracted from the material of a positive obstacle is referred to as a negative obstacle. Each
negative obstacle is assumed to be contained within a single positive obstacle. Moreover,
the negative obstacles contained in any given positive obstacle can overlap, but one nega
tive obstacle cannot be completely contained within another. For example, the fixtured
; part shown on the left in Fig. I la is the positive obstacle A, subtracted from which are two
negative obstacles B and C. The ordering of the union and difference operations can be
important This is illustrated by the example in Fig. lib , where if we first added the
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positive obstacles C and D and then subtracted the negative obstacle B, the result would
not be the gear box shown on the left. Fig. l i e shows an example of a part that does Wot
lend itself to being easily expressed as a union and difference of convex Obstacles.
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Fig 11:

(a) This part can be considered to be a single positive convex obstacle containing
two negative convex obstacles, (b) This gear box is made up of a positive convex
obstacle (the box) containing a negative convex obstacle (the interior of the box)
which in turn contains two positive convex obstacles (two gear shafts). The
material of the negative obstacle B is subtracted from the material of the first
positive obstacle A (c) An example of a part that could not easily be represented
by a set of convex obstacles.

Assumption 2:
Given a decomposition of a fixtured part into positive and negative obstacles, it is assumed
that the boundary representation (BRep) for each such obstacle is available. For example,
for a block with a hole in it, we assume that the BReps are separately available for the
convex block and the convex hole as shown in Fig. 12. (In contrast with the case of
fixtured parts, we assume that for grasped parts we have available to us the BRep for the
entire part. The reasons for this will be made clear later).
Assumption 3:
We assume that there exists a differentiable surface equation associated with each face of
each obstacle in the boundary representation; the equations describe the infinite or closed
surface in which the face is contained. By convention, the surface equation is such that if a
point x is on the surface, g (x) = 0, and if x is on the material side Of the surface g(x)<(),
otherwise g (x)>0. In this way, as shown in [11] a point is inside an obstacle if g (x)<0
for all faces on the obstacle.
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face3 -> face4 -> face5 -> face6

Fig 12:

A pictorial view of the BReps needed for the obstacles used to express the
fixtured part depicted in Fig. 10. Face 3 through 6 are not shown for obstacle p.

Assumption 4:
As stated in Appendix I, the problem of calculating the minimum distance from a point x
to an infinite or closed surface described by the implicit equation g(x)=0 is really not that
hard and can always be solved through techniques of nonlinear optimization. Usually, for
a curved surface there will be more than one point on the surface whose distance from x
will be locally minimum with respect to the neighboring points on the surface. (This point,
which is not immediately intuitive, is illustrated in Appendix Twith the help of a parabolic
sutface. For a point x shown there, there are three points on the surface whose distances
from x are locally minimum with respect to their neighbors on the surface). The set of
such points will be denoted by Y, We assume that available to us is an appropriate pro
cedure, along the lines stated in Appendix I, for finding Y for a given implicit surface
equation g (x)=0.
A similar problem arises when we try to compute the minimum distance from a point x to
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an infinite or closed space curve. There can be more than one point on the curve whose
distance from x will be locally minimum. The set of these points will be denoted by Z. We
assume, again in accordance with the discussion in Appendix I, that we have available to
us procedures for finding Z for a given space curve.
The set Y will be called the surface projection set and the set Z the curve projection set.
Note that, for a given surface, each element of Y is a point on the surface such that a line
joining the point with x is an orthogonal projection from x to the surface. The elements of
the set Z may be interpreted in a similar manner.
We will now show, in procedures of increasing complexity, how m injdist is calculated.
Four procedures used for this are summarized in Table 2. We will discuss in greater detail each
of these procedures and justify their complexity measures.
Name of procedure

Complexity

Description of the function performed by this procedure

POS_OBSTACLE

0 ( F 2)

Compute minimum distance from x to a positive
obstacle of F faces not containing any negative
obstacles

SINGLE_NEG_OBSTACLE

0(F 3)

Compute minimum distance from x to a single negative
obstacle (of F faces) contained in a positive obstacle.

NEGOBSTACLES

0(N*F 3)

Compute minimum distance from x to a member of a
. •

•

.

.

.

.

set Q of negative obstacles contained in a positive
obstacle. Here N is the cardinality of Q and F is the
maximum number of faces on any negative obstacle.
PQS_OBS_CONTAINING

Q(N*F 3)

_NEG_OBS

Table 2:

Compute distance from x to a positive obstacle p that
contains a set Q of negative obstacles.

Procedures needed for the computation of m in jlist,

PROCEDURE POSJDBSTACLE
This procedure is based on the rationale that given the implicit equations
g i (x) = 0, g 2(x) = 0, • • • £ f (x ) = 0 for the F surfaces on a positive convex obstacle, if
g ;(x )< 0 for i ==l , - - - F
(9)
then the point x is inside or on the surface of the obstacle and the minimum distance to the obsta
cle is zero. This corresponds to the situation depicted in Fig. 13a. Qn the other hand, if there is
only one face such that ga00 > 0, then we will have a situation depicted in Fig. 13b. In this
event, in the general case the minimum distance to the obstacle is the minimum distance
between x and a point in Y computed for this face using methods explained in Appendix I. (See
Assumption 4 for definition of Y.)
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(a) In this situation g, (x) is less than zero for all faces so x is contained within the
obstacle, (b) Here ga(x) is greater than zero, but for all other faces on the
obstacle g(x) is less than zero. Therefore the minimum distance is found with
respect to the surface a. (c) In this case, ga(x) and gb(x) are both greater than
zero, so that we need to first find the edge at the intersection of face a and face b,
and then finding the minimum distance between this edge and x. (d) For this
obstacle we have ga00, gb00> and £ c (x ) all greater than zero and the closest point
to x is on the face b.
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T = {i gi(x)>0}
then the relationship of x to the obstacle corresponds to one of the two depicted in Figs. 13c and
13d. For the case of Fig. 13c, the closest obstacle point to x is on the edge formed by the inter
section of the faces a and b. And, for the case shown in Fig. 13d, the closest obstacle point is on
the face labeled b.

To catch the condition depicted in Fig. 13c, we must find the edges shared by every pair of
faces in T. For each such edge, we must then compute the set Z of points — see Assumption 4
for definition of Z -- using methods also explained in Appendix I . Now if a given point z in Z is
not actually on the edge then we must replace z with the edge vertex to which it is closest. Recall
that the points in Z are on the infinite or closed curve in which the edge is contained but not
necessarily on the edge itself.
To deal with the situation shown in Fig. 13d, in addition to computing the sets Z for each
pair of surfaces in F we must also compute the sets Y for each surface in T. We must then elim
inate from all such Y ’s the points that are not in the interior of the respective faces. A point y is
in the interior of a face i if
gj(y)<0 V j{ j e T & j* i}
This necessary condition follows from the convexity assumption. Clearly, if a surface point is in
the interior of a given face, then that point must be on the material side of surface equations for
all the other faces. (Note that if there are no points left in Y after we have eliminated those
points not in the interior, then we have a situation corresponding to that depicted in Fig. 13c.)
From the remaining points in all the sets Y and Z, we now find that obstacle point which is
closest to x. A pseudocode description of this procedure is as follows.
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procedure POS_OBSTACLE(x)
begin

Ir
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

r<- { &,(x),&,(x), • • • } |&(x) > 0.
If (r = 0) Ihenretum(O).
If (Sizeof(H
begin

= I) then

Find Y for only face in T.
y*«- Closest point in Y to x.
retum(euclidean_distance(x,y*));
end
ForeachFaceiinr
ForeachFaceh^iinr
begin
Find Z e for non-null edge e at intersection of face h and i.
If any point zej in Z t not on edge e then, replace with closest vertex
end
z*<—closest point to x in any of the Z’s.
For each Face i in r find Yi
For each face h * i in T
For each y^ in Yi found for face i
If (gh(yi,v) > 0) then, remove y,> from Yh
y*<-closest point to x in any of the Y’s.
retum(min(euclidean_distance(x,y*),euclidean_distance(x,z*)));
end

The main contributors to the time complexity Of this procedure are the nested for-loops in
lines 7-10 and the nested for-loops in lines 12-15. Since sizeof (T) is bounded from above by F,
,the number of faces on the obstacle, and since the computational effort in the two nested forloops is additive, the overall complexity measure is 0 ( F 2). This measure is predicated on I) our
being able to compute the sets Y (see lines 4 and 14) and Z (see line 9) in constant time; and 2)
the sizes of the set Y (see line 15) and of set Z (see line 10) being of order unity. Clearly, the
effort required to compute Y for a given surface equation g(x) is independent of the other sur
face equations. So we may upper-bound this effort by a constant, the size of the constant depend
ing on the analytical form of the function g. Most of the assembly surfaces we have dealt with
are first and second order surfaces and the computational effort to extract Y for such surfaces
would contribute a small factor (9(1). The same argument applies regarding the computation of
the set Z. The size of the set Y depends on the form of the surface involved. As our example in
Appendix I illustrates, for second-order surfaces the size of Y will never be greater than three.
^ : :
7T“

Note that it is possible for the set Y to be infinite for certain types of surfaces such as cylinders and spheres. In
these situations Y consists of the points on a curve, or in the extreme case, Y consists of the points on the surface of
a sphere when X is at the exact center of the sphere. When this occurs the entire set Y should be replaced by a
single arbitrary point from the set. Since the distance to X does not decrease any where in the neighborhood of this
point and since there are no points on the surface that are closer than this point (the distance to X is the same for
every point in the original set) the computations to be presented will not fail to find the true distance to the obstacle.
The same holds true for circular curves where the set Z could feasibly contain every point on the curve. Of course,
the routines that calculate Y and Z should have some special cases set up to handle these situations so that their
complexity is bounded.

Given that for this procedure a surface is constrained to be not undulating —since otherwise the
assumption of convexity would be violated -- we believe that the size of Y would not exceed a
small number 0(1). The same conclusion can be extended to the size of Z.
PROCEDURE SINGLE_NEG OBSTACLE
This procedure will find the minimum distance between x and a negative convex obstacle q
contained within a positive obstacle p. Although it may seem that a negative convex obstacle is
a region of space in much the same way as a positive convex obstacle and that therefore the
algorithm for finding the minimum distance should be the Same as described before, there are
two important differences: I) A necessary condition for a point to be a collision point with
respect to a negative obstacle is that the point lie on one of the faces, therefore points inside a
negative obstacle will not be collision points; and 2) Since some points on a negative obstacle
may not correspond to points on the part, such points should not enter minimum distance calcu
lations. To illustrate, note that none of the points shown in the three cases in Fig. 14 is a colli
sion point with regard to the negative obstacle defined by the faces 1-4. Moreover, Fig. 14b
shows a situation where, with regard to the negative obstacle, the closest point to x, on face 2, is
not valid and should not be considered; the next closest point to x is on face 4 and that then
defines the minimum distance in this case.

Fig 14:

Shown here is a fixtured part with a cavity. The part may be considered to be a
positive obstacle containing a negative obstacle, the latter defined by the faces 14.
With regard to the negative obstacle, the minimum distance from x in (a) is to
some point on the edge formed by the intersection of the faces I and 4; in (b) the
minimum distance is to face 4 because the projection on face 2 wdiild be invalid;
"■■:':^:.A/-iin'<c)'.thenfinimum'distanceistoface.3i ■

This procedure starts with the reasoning that the minimum distance from x to q is the
minimum of the distances to any of the faces of q. So we first find the surface projection set Y1
for each face i Of q. Let y,(V denote an element of F,-. Every point yt>v m-Yi is examined for the
following t\vo conditions:
Condition I:
■.'-V •
\
V'.
•.
This Condition requires that yliV be contained within the interior of the corresponding face i.
If this is not true the point y,->v is replaced with a point that is on the boundary of face i.
Condition 2:
This condition requires that y,-v be a valid point on the part. By valid point we mean that it
is a point on the surface of the positive obstacle p once the material corresponding to the
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negative obstacle q is removed. If yi Vis not valid it is removed from Tt.
To test a surface projection point ytjV for Condition I, we first construct a set Tiiv as fol
lows:

r,-v = {j I gj(yi,v)>0, face j neighbors face ij
For instance in Fig. 15a for the point
on face I, r t>v = {2}. This is because

Jrlil is on the

non-material side of the surface containing face 2, implying £ 2(yi, I ) >0- In contrast, for the point
y lfl in Fig. 15b, given that the neighboring faces of face I are face 2 and face 4, g4(y1,1)<0 and
£2(yi,i)< O > sort>= 0 .
:
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(a) The point y i j is on the exterior side of face 2 and therefore is not contained
within the bounds of face I. (b) The point y ^ is on the interior side of all faces
neighboring face I.

If TitV = 0 then Condition I is satisfied. Otherwise we would like to find a point on the
boundary of the face 1 to replace y,iV. To replace ytiV, for each face j in Ttv , we find the edge etj
formed by the intersection of face i with face j and perform the following operations. If
£y(yt>)>Q> we first find the curve projection set Zt>vj for the edge etj , otherwise when gy(y,iV)-Q'
ytiV is already a boundary point so we set Ztivj = /yt>vJ. Now since not every point in Ztivy is
necessarily on the edge (recall that the points in Zti vj can be anywhere on the curve containing
the edge e /j formed by the surfaces i and j), we must replace any points in Zti vj that are not on
the edge with the nearest vertex of edge etj . Of course, not every point in Zti vj will be valid.
For example, Fig. 16a shows a point z that is on the edge of the negative obstacle. But since this
point is also on the edge of the positive obstacle, it is not a real point on the part. On the other
hand, the point z shown in Fig. 16b is also on the edge of a negative obstacle. But, not being at
the same time on the edge of the positive obstacle, that point is valid. By the sarne token, if a
point z in Ztjvj is a vertex of the edge etj , it will be invalid if it is also a vertex on obstacle p.
Therefore, we must next remove all such invalid points from Zt vJ .
For a given ytfV, once we have removed all of the invalid points from the set ZtiVj and we
have considered each face in F tiv, we then replace the point ytjV in Tt by the closest point to x in
any of the curve projection sets, meaning we select the closest point from Ztivj taking into
account all possible indices j.
If Condition I is not true for yt>v, then the point yt>v will necessarily have been replaced
with an edge point that is valid, so there is no need to test Condition 2 for this point. Otherwise,
to test Condition 2 when Condition I is true, we need to test every surface of p and if yt v is Ori

Fig 16:

(a) The edge point z on the negative obstacle is also an edge point on the positive
obstacle and is invalid, .(b) T he edge point z on the negative obstacle is not on an
edge of the positive obstacle so it is valid, (c) The face point y on the negative
obstacle is also a face point on the positive obstacle and is invalid, (d) The face
point y on the negative obstacle is not on a face of the positive obstacle so it is
' valid."

any of the surfaces it is invalid. In the event that y,-iV is invalid we discard it from the set Yi. An
invalid point y and a valid point y are depicted in Fig. 16c and d respectively; in both these cases
y passes Condition I and is therefore interior to the face i. A pseudocode implementation of this
procedure is given here.

procedure SINGLE_NEG_OBSTACLE(p,q,x)
begin
1.
For each face i on q
2.
( d i s t i , y*)<— DIST_TO_FACE(p,q,x,i).
3.
Return smallest CUsti and associated y*.
. ' end '
;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

procedure DIST_TO_FACE(p,q,x,i)
begin
■'
For each point in yijV in Yi Comment- Yi is surface projection set for face i
begin
For each face j that is a neighbor of i
Comment-Test for Condition I.
: begin
If g;(yt>) ^ 0 then
begin
Condition I is false.
If gy(y,>) > Othen
Z iivJ ir-

curve projection set for edge e,,/.

ElseZtfv^ y l- J .
Foreach z inZi>v
'begin--;.
If z not on edge e Kj% then z<- nearest edge vertex.

If z is a vertex of e itj then
Fbreach vertexwbfp
Ifz=w zisinvalidvthendiscardzffomZifVj.
Else for each edge e* of p
If g e (? ) = O ^endiscardzffom ZtfVj.
end
end
end
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15.
16.
17.
18.

y,> <- closest point to x in any of the Z’s.

If Conditionlistruethen Comment-Test for Condition 2.
For each face j of p
If £)(y,>) = O then y itV is on a face of p and invalid so discard yliV.
end
19.
y*<—closest point to x in Yi .
20.
retum(euclidean_distance(x,y*),y*);
end

From the implementation of DIST_TO_FACE we can see that its complexity is dependent
on the test for Condition I and the test for Condition 2. In assessing the complexity we will
assume that F is the maximum of the following: the number of vertices on p, the number of
edges on p, the number of faces on p, and the number of faces on q. The complexity of testing
for Condition 2 then is 0(F), this complexity being derived from the for-loop executed on lines
17-18 of the procedure. The complexity of testing for Condition I is O (F 2) due to the nested
for-loops on lines 2-14. Since the complexity of Condition I clearly dominates, the complexity
of DISTTCLFACE is O (F 2). Therefore, because the SINGLE_NEG_OBSTACLE procedure
must call the DIST_TO_FACE procedure for each face on the obstacle q, its complexity is
O (F 3).
.

.

.

•

PROCEDURE NEG_OBSTACLES
When there is a set Q of negative obstacles contained in a positive obstacle p, the test for
Condition I stated in the previous procedure remains unchanged. However, the test for Condi
tion 2 is now slightly more complex due the fact that a surface projection point yt>v on a surface
of q might be invalid if it is contained in the boundary or the interior of another negative obsta
cle in Q. This is the case for the point labeled yljV in Fig. 17a. To determine the validity of a sur
face projection point y(jV, in addition to the testing the surfaces of obstacle p as explained above,
we perform the following operations. First we form the set of obstacles R which consists of any
obstacles from the set Q-q that contain the point yliV on the boundary or within their interior.
Note that R will be empty if the intersection of q with any of the other obstacles in Q is null.
We next eliminate from R those negative obstacles whose interaction with q does not
invalidate y(>v. In Fig. 17b, we have shown two negative obstacles with a portion of their bottom
faces in common. If suppose a point y is being considered in connection with an obstacle q, this
point will not be rendered invalid by the presence of the obstacle r. We therefore remove from R
any obstacle r that meets the following condition: yl>v is on a face j of r (i.e. g; (y;,v)=0) and the
point x is on the same side of face i and face j (i.e. either g;(x)<0 and gj(\)< 0 or g,(x)>0 and
gj(\)> 0)
As before, if y,->v is on a surface of p it is invalid. Otherwise y,iV is valid when R = 0 and is
invalid when R * 0 . When R * 0 , y,- v must be replaced with a valid point, to do this we recur
sively invoke the procedure NEG_OBSTACLES for each obstacle in R and replace y,iV with- the
closest point to x found on any of the obstacles in R.
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. -;(a) firthis situation, the -poiqt marked “ y(iv’’ is the nearest point to x on the face
i, but y/iV is not a valid point. Therefore the distance to the face i must be found
by recursively calpulating the distance to the negative obstacle r. Unless care is
taken, this call to r can recursive call q again, leading to an endless recursion, (b)
Shown here are two negative obstacles, q and r, sharing a portion of one of their
'■..faces.

A situation might arise during the execution of the NEG_OBSTACLES procedure that
would lead to an endless recursion unless it is trapped and the recursion is halted. This situation
occurs when we make a call to NEG_OBSTACLES for an obstacle q, this makes a recursive call
to NEG_OBSTACLES for an obstacle r, and this makes a recursive call to NEG_OBSTACLES
for the obstacle q again. For example, this is the case for the two negative obstacles, both
spheres, depicted in Fig. 18, where We seek to find the closest point to x Onithe Obstacle q. This
closest point, marked y,-, i , will turn out to be invalid because of the presence of the interfering
obstacle r. rDierefore, the procedure NEG_OBSTACLES will be called recursively with argu
ments x and obstacle f. This call will generate a surface projection set Yyyityyy, 2}, as shown in
the figure. Now, since, the point y^v 1 is itself invalidated by the presence of q, one would want to
make a recursive call to NEG_OBSTACLES with arguments x and q; however, that would lead
to an endless recursion, from q to r, and then back from r to q. To get around this difficulty,
rather than call NEG^oBSTACLES again, we find the curve projection set ZiJ for the edge e'ij
that is formed by the intersection of faces i and j . We then replace y ^ by the closest point to x
from the set Zij ; let’s denote the replacement point by y
No w our last call to
NEG^pBSTACLES, which had obstacle r as one of its arguments, will return the closest point
to x from the set {yjt v ,yjt2}.
The pseudocode implementation of NEG_QBSTACLES is similar to the implementation of
S INGLE_NEG_OBSTACLE only it invokes a different DIST_TO_FACE procedure, the pseu
docode for which is given here.
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face i
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obstacle q
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Fig 18:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

In this situation the point yjtW is invalid and must be replaced with the point
closest to x on the edge e,-j .

procedure DIST_TO_FACE(p,q,x,i,last,Q)
begin
For each point in y in Yi Comment Yi is the surface projection set for face i.
begin
Test for Condition I as before.
R <- valid_point(yiiV,p,q,Q,edge_point);
Comment R= T ru e if y,iVis valid, p if yifVis invalid & on p, or the set R as defined.
For (re R)
If (r e last) then Comment Trap endless recursion,
begin
Find Z e for the edge e at the intersection of face h and i.
Replace points in Ze not on edge with closest vertex.
y(>v <- closest point to x in Z e.
end
Else if (r = p), then discard yi>v from Yi.

Elselfclosestpointtox onr has already been found, then y(>v <—closest point on r.

11.

Else dist,yliW<—NEG_OBSTACLE(p,r,x,append(last,q),Q).
end
12.
closest point to x left in Yi .
13.
retum(euclidean_distance(x,y,*v),yI*v);
end

Note that the calling parameter last in the DIST_TO_FACE procedure is a list that is ini
tially set to 0 and is used to avoid an endless recursion. When NEG_OBSTACLES is recur
sively called, the current obstacle under consideration is appended to last so that this list con
tains a history pf the obstacles in Q that have already been examined.
To find the complexity of NEG_OBSTACLES let us first assume no recursive calls need to
be made. In this case the complexity is F times the complexity of DIST_TO_FACE, which is
again dominated by the test for Condition I (called for on line 2 of DIST_TO_FACE), which
was previously shown to be 0 ( F 2), making the complexity Of NEG_OBSTAGLES 0 ( F 3).
Neice we assume that F is the maximum of the following: the number o f vertices on p, the

number of edges on p, the number of faces on p, and the number o f faces on any obstacle in Q.
Now to account for the recursion, we need to note that it should never be necessary to
invoke NEGjOB STACLES on a member q of Q more than once because after the distance and
closest poiht to x have been calculated fbf q the first time, they can be stored in obstacle q’s data
structure and retrieved when necessary. Therefore, the depth of recursion caused by the call in
line 11 will never exceed the cardinality of the set Q, which we will denote N. Moreover, note
that since there is no backtracking allowed in the recursion and that since NEG_OBSTAGLES
might in the worst case be recursively invoked N-I times, the overall complexity of the recursive
NEG_OB STACLES is 0 (N xF 3)
PROCEDURE POS_OBS_CONTAINING_NEGJOBS
The procedure for calculating the distance to a positive obstacle p containing a set Q of
negative obstacles is similar to the procedure POS_OBSTACLE explained at the beginning of
this section with the following exception. When the closest point to x with respect to p is on the
boundary or in the interior of a negative obstacle q in Q, the point is invalid and we must replace
it with the closest valid point to x with respect to q. This replacement point can be found using
the NEG_GBSTACLES procedure.
To show how this is incorporated into the POS_OBS_CONTAINING_NEG_OBS pro
cedure note that if
V jeF aces(p)

and

(lb )

-

'^j<sFaces(qy.
(H )
then the point x is inside or on the boundary of p but is not inside or on the boundary of any of
\:diqi»egadv^obsta.cies. in Q, so the distance to p is zero. If, on the other hand, only Eq. (10) is
satisfied then x is inside or on the boundary of some obstacle q, so we must find the distance to x
with respect to the negative obstacle q by invoking the NEG_OBSTACLES procedure. Clearly,
such a call will automatically take care of any interactions between the various negative obstacles in Q.
'Vvf/.;;The only other possibility is that both Eqs. (10) and (11) are not true. This means that the
point x is neither In the positive obstacle p nor in any of the negative obstacles in Q. In this case,
the distance to the boundary of the positive obstacle p is found as we have shown already at the
beginning of this section, except that, when examining a point in a surface projection set or an
edge projection set of p, we must check to see if this point is valid. As stated before, such a point
will not be valid if it is on the boundary or in the interior of a negative obstacle q in Q. If the
point is invalid, we must replace it with the point returned from a call to the NEG_OBSTACLES
procedure with arguments x and q.
A pseudocode implementation for this procedure is given here.
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procedure POS_OB S_CONTAINING_NEG_OB S(p,Q,x)
begin

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

r<- { g a( x ),g b(x ), ■■• ) I g,(x) > o for obstacle p.
For (q e Q) do
If x inside obstacle q, then q’ <-q.
If ((r = 0 ) & (q’ = 0 » then retum(O).
If ((r = 0) & (q’ * 0)) then retum(NEG_OBSTACLES(p,q’,Q,x,0)).
return(POS_OBSTACLE(p,Q,x,O)end

The procedure POS_OBSTACLE is similar to the one given already except for the small,
modification described. A new implementation is given below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

procedure POSJDBSTACLE(p,Q,x,r)
begin
i f (sizeof(r) = I) then
begin
For each point yv in Y found for only face in T
If C(q <- valid_point(Q,yv)) * True) then
If closest point to q has been found, then yv<—closest point to q.
Else yv<-NEG_OBSTACLES(p,Q,x,q,0).
y* <— closest point to x in Y.
return(euclidean_distance(x ,y *)).
end
For each face i in T
For each face h & i inT
begin
Find Z6 for non-null edge e at intersection of face h and i.
If any point zej in Ze not on edge e, then replace with closest vertex.
If ((q <- valid_point(Q,z6i7)) ^ True), then for any zej in Z6.
If closest point to q has been found, then z6y<- closest point to q.
Else z6j <r~ NEG_OBSTACLES(p,QiX,q,0).
end
z*<—closest point to x in any of the Z’s.
F oreach faceiin r
For each face j ^ i in T i v
For each y i>v in Yi Comment Yi is the surface projection set for face i.
begin
If (g j(y itV) > 0), then remove y ijV from Yi .
If ((q < - valid_point(Q,yi>v)) * True) then
If closest point to q has been found then y,- vf - closest point to q.
yt>v<—NEG__OBSTACLES(p,Q,x,q,0).
end
y'*<- closest point to x in any of the Y’s.
retum(min(euclidean_distance(x,y*),euclidean_distance(x,z*))).
end

Here the procedure for deciding if a point is valid or not is similar to the procedure valid_point
used before only we do not need to consider p but we do need to consider every obstacle in Qi

Now the complexity of the procedure POS_OBS_CONTAINING_NEG_OBS will clearly
be dominated by either the call to NEG_OBSTACLES in line 5 or the call to POS_OB STACLE
in line 6. As shown before, the complexity of NEG_OBSTACLES is O (N x F 3)f The complexity
of POS_OBSTACLE is dominated by the nested for-loops in lines 8-14 or 15-21. If we ignore
the call to the NEG_OBSTACLES procedure then the complexity of either of these loops would
be 0 ( N x F 3) where the definitions of F and N were given previously and where O (N xF) is the
complexity of the valkLpoint procedure invoked on either line 12 or line 19. To see that this is
the complexity for the valid_point procedure, note that this procedure must examine every face
on every obstacle in Q to decide if a point is valid or not.
It would seem that the complexity o f the computations in lines 8-14 or 15-21 would be F 2
times the complexity of the procedure NEG_OBSTACLES, which has already been shown to be
O (N x p 3)f However, for reasons identical to those mentioned in the derivation of the time com
plexity function for NEG_OBSTACLES procedure, when the distance from x to any negative
obstacle q is computed, it is stored for later use if necessary via the "then" clauses in lines 13 or
20. Therefore, it is not possible to really make F 2 invocations of the NEG_OB STACLES pro
cedure and the total computational effort for all the NEG_OBSTACLES will not exceed
O (N xF 3)r Therefore the overall complexity of POS_OBSTACLE is O (N xF 3) and the overall
complexity o f the POS_OBS_CONTAINING_NEG_OBS procedure is also 0 (N x F 3). Of
course, if Q is null the complexity of the POS_OBS_CONTAlNING_NEG_OBS procedure
would be the complexity of the POS_OBSTACLE procedure which was shown to be O ( F 2)f
The Computation of min_disi entails invoking POS_OBS_CONTAINING_NEG_dBS for
each positive obstacle and taking the minimum value returned from all calls. Hence the overall
complexity of computing m injU st is 0 (M x N x F ) where M is the total number of positive obs
tacles. .
4.1.2 Potential and Clearance of the Grasped Part
In an assembly, the grasped part is the object that will be moved during the mating opera
tion and therefore the functions defined in Eqs. (7) and (8), F(X ) and C (X), must be computed
for the grasped part. In order to approximate P (X ) and to compute C(X), We first find a
polyhedral approximation of the boundary of the grasped part. To compute C (X) precisely, we
assume that we also have a parametric surface equation for each face of the grasped part, this
equation describing the infinite or closed surface containing the face. As we will show in this
section, the polyhedral approximation, while yielding directly an estimate for P(X), yields a set
of regions on the boundary of the grasped part that must be searched for the exact value of C(X).
In AMP-CAD, a boundary representation of the grasped part is created by performing a
boundary evaluation [50] on a constructive solid geometry (CSG) representation of the part; as
the reader will recall a CSG representation forms a tree with the leaves of the tree being CSG
shape primitives and the nodes of the tree denoting regularized Boolean operations. To create a
boundary representation of a polyhedral approximation of the grasped part, we perform a boun
dary evaluation on a similar tree where the CSG primitives have been replaced by their
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polyhedral approximations.
Of course, if the GSG primitive is polyhedral, there will be no reason to approximate it. If
the CSG primitive is a conic, there are well known methods for approximating its shape with a
faceted polyhedra. When the primitive is a NURBS surface or some other type o f spline surface,
we can form a planar faceted approximation of the surface by finding a set of sampling points on
the surface and then connecting the sampling points to form planar facets. A set of sampling
points can be found by sampling the surface in parameter space, by this we mean that if f(»> v ) is
the parametric equation of the surface, then we can find sampling points on the surface by
evaluating r (u,v) for different values of the parameters u and v. The reader is referred to [19]
for a further discussion of NURBS and spline surfaces.
To make easier the calculations OfP(X) and C(X) using polyhedral representations, the fol
lowing two-step procedure can be used. First, we can subdivide any planar facet that has more
than four vertices by connecting non-adjacent vertices on the facet with edges to form two new
facets in the place of the one. Next, we can make sure that the shortest distance* as computed on
the actual boundary of the grasped part, between any two adjacent vertices of the approximating
polyhedron is less than some constant e. (We will explain the choice of e shortly.) Whether or
not two adjacent vertices satisfy this condition can be tested by computing the length of th i shor
test curve segment joining the two vertices along the boundary of the primitive. Methods for
computing this length, which involve calculating the local curvature on the boundary of the
primitive, are given in [18]. When the length of the curve is greater than e, the two vertices are
spaced too far apart on the boundary of the primitive, so we can add a new vertex between them
that is also on the boundary of the primitive and define two new planar facets, each of which
includes the new vertex, in place of the old planar facet.
In the current implementation of AMP-CAD, we assume that we already have a sufficiently
dense polyhedral approximation to grasped parts. For simple shape primitives such as cylinders,
spheres, etc., AMP-CAD has the capability to generate polyhedral approximations at any desired
level of accuracy by using well known parametrizations of the surfaces. For a cylindrical sur
face, AMP-CAD uses the discretization of the usual (z,0) parametrization; and for a spherical
surface, tessellations are generated by geodesic divisions of the faces of regular solids like
icosohedron and dodecahedron (more on this in Section 5). Given a polyhedral approximation
to the grasped part, P (X) is estimated by evaluating the following equation
_
i =no. facets
P (X )=
£
P(*i)Si
i=l
where Xi is the center point on each facet, and .Vi is the area o f each facet.
For the purposes of calculating the value of C (X), we define rj to be the maximum distance
between any point on the boundary of the grasped part and the nearest vertex of the approximat
ing polyhedron, the distance being the shortest distance along the boundary of the grasped part.
To see how p is calculated, consider a planar facet on a planar portion of the boundary of the
grasped part. Now the farthest any point on this facet can be from one of the vertices is e /^ 2 ,
and this occurs in a square planar facet at the center point Of the square (see Fig. 19a). NOW to
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see what happens for the same square planar facet when it is used to approximate a curved por
tion of the boundary of the grasped part, imagine this square planar facet is flexible and we
stretched the surface to create a bump in the center of the square so that it fits an arbitrary por
tion of the boundary precisely (see Fig. 19b). Now the distance from the center point of the
stretched squafe to any of the vertices is based on the local curvature on the bump.

Fig 19:

(a) The distance from the point p to the vertex a here is e l 'l l where the sides of
the square have a length of e. The point p is further away from the vertices a, b, c,
and d than any other point on the square, (b) The distance from the point p to any
of the vertices of the square will depend on the curvature of the curve passing
through p.

In general the value of T| is relative to the maximal curvature on the faces of the grasped
part. If c is the maximum absolute value of the curvature of any curve on any face of the grasped
part, then ri<(sm~1(V2ec))/c when e < l/0 \E c ) because the distance between any two nonadjacent vertices of a planar facet must be less than (2sin^1( ^ e c ) ) /c . Therefore e must be chosen
so that it is less than
so that we can approximate the value of rj with the upper bound
given above. In the case shown in Fig 19b, e is too large, and this approximation will not hold.
To find TJ, we must find the maximal curvature on any of the faces of the grasped part. For
simply shaped faces, such as planar faces, cylindrical faces, and elliptical faces, we can find a
mathematical expression for the maximal curvature. For a complicated surface we might need to
compute the local curvature for every point on the face to find the maximal curvature. If this
computation is considered to be prohibitively expensive then the user would need to compute the
maximal curvature manually and specify this value to the program.
To calculate precisely the value of C (X), we start by computing the value of min_dist for
each vertex on the polyhedral approximation. Assuming that d* is the smallest value of
min_dist for any vertex, those vertices whose computed value of min_dist is smaller than d* + ip
are considered further, we will refer to these vertices as near-minimal points. The reason we find
these near-minimal points is that the closest point on the grasped part to the fixtured part must be
in a neighborhood of one of these near-minimal points. The neighborhood of each near-minimal
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point will have a radius o f T|.

We next perform a gradient search starting at each near-minimal point. Each gradient
search is confined to the infinite or closed surface containing the face of the near minimal point,
and the gradients are computed with respect to the m injdist function. (Of course we must halt
the gradient search any time it reaches the boundary of a face.) Therefore, we take the smallest
value of m injdist found by any of the gradient searches as the value of C (X).
An assumption we are making here is that we will be sampling the boundary of the grasped
part at a high enough resolution that there will be only one point that has a locally minimum
value of m injdist in any p -neighborhood of a near-minimal point. For this to be the case, any
two points of locally maximum curvature on the boundary of the fixtured part must be separated
by a distance greater than 2*Tl, since the projection of these two points onto the boundary of the
grasped part might give rise to two local minimum points. (Here we define a point to have a
local maximum curvature if a curve passing through this point on the surface of the fixtured part
has a locally maximum curvature at this point). Therefore, if the Tj computed above is greater
than half of the smallest distance between any two local maxima curvature points on the fixtured
part we must decrease the value of e until the corresponding value of T| is sufficiently small.
Because of the first constraint placed on the value of e, there will be only one point of max
imum curvature on a face of the grasped part in any rj-neighborhood. Unfortunately, a local cur
vature maximum on a face of the grasped part might correspond to a local minimum of min dist
on the face while a local curvature maximum on the boundary of the fixtured part might
correspond to a different local minimum on the face, and the distance between these two local
minima can become arbitrarily small depending on the placement of the grasped part with
respect to the fixtured part. Therefore it is possible, but not likely, that We may have two local
minima in an T)-neighborhood. To test for this situation, in addition to performing a search for a
local minimum, we also perform a search for a local maximum. If we travel a distance greater
than Tj from the starting point, there is no maximum in this neighborhood so there can only be
one local minimum. If we come across a local maximum then we start a new gradient search for
a local minimum at a point just slightly farther away from the starting point but in the same
direction as the local maximum point. The idea here is to get out of the valley formed by the
first local minimum and into the valley formed by the other local minimum. A search from this
point should yield the second local minimum, unless we travel a distance greater than T] from the
starting point, in which case we halt the search because there is no second local minimum within
this neighborhood.
To compute the minimal distance between local curvature maxima on the fixtured part, we
not only have to worry about local maxima on continuous faces of the fixtured part, as shown in
Fig. 20a, but also vertices of the fixtured part (as shown in Fig. 20b) and edges (as shown in Fig.
20c), which also give rise to local curvature maxima. Since the computational procedure
required to locate all of these local curvature maxima would be prohibitively expensive for gen
eral surfaces, it would usually be best if the user examined the boundary of the fixtured part and
specified the minimum distance between local curvature maxima on the fixtured to the program.

To help the user specify values of both this distance and the maximal curvature on the grasped
part, it might be possible to create an interactive graphical routine for this purpose,

Fig 20:

dl

d2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) Two local curvature maxima on a face of the fixtured part, (b) Two local
curvature maxima formed by vertices on the fixtured part, (c) Two local
curvature maxima formed by edges on the fixtured part.

A pseudocode implementation of the procedure for calculating C (X) is given here.

procedure ctearance(X,samples)
begin
"
'-V'':'-:
1.
Transform polyhedral approximation to position and orientation defined by X.
2.
Find m in Jfisr for each vertex on polyhedral approximation.
3.
Identify near minimal points on polyhedral approximation.
4
Foreaehnearminimalpointvi
5.
Xi^ - result of gradient search in neighborhood of V,-.
Comment Gradient search performed on boundary of grasped part, minimizing m in d is t .
6.
y *<- the point Vi with s m a l l e s t v a l u e .
7.
TCUim(min_dist (v*));
end
--

The complexity of this procedure is dominated by the process of finding the near minimal points
from the polyhedron vertex set since here w e must calculate the value of m in jiis t for every ver
tex on the polyhedral approximation. Therefore since the complexity of the min dist calculation
was shown to be 0 (M x N x F ? ) then the Overall complexity Of the clearance procedure is
O (S xM xN xF ^) where S is the cardinality of the boundary sample set for the grasped part and
M, N, and F have previously been defined.
4.2 Alternative Methods of Path Planning
The potential field based-approach is only one approach commonly used for path planning.
Assembly motion planners based on two competing path planning schemes were discussed in
Section 2, Here we will discuss these path planning schemes and others, but we would like to
note that this discussion is very brief and a much better survey of the work that has been done in
path planning can be found in [35].
In the configuration space approach for path planning used by Donald and others
[9,15,17,40] the configuration of the object is defined by three parameters specifying the posi
tion of the object and three parameters specifying the orientation of the object. A configuration
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space representation is simply a map of all of the configurations of the object; if a configuration
of the object would result in a collision with an obstacle in the work space, the point correspond
ing to this configuration in the configuration space would be inside of a configuration space obs
tacle. Alternatively if a configuration of the object would not result in a collision with a physical
obstacle, the corresponding point in configuration space would not be contained in any obstacles.
Hence the ‘‘free space” in the configuration space represents all non-collision configurations of
the object with respect to the obstacles. By using a configuration space representation, the prob
lem of path planning is reduced to that of finding a path for a single point in the configuration
space map, referred to as the C-space.
Several methods have been proposed for this task. O ’Dunlaing and Yap [44] originated the
retraction method that retracts the free space in the C-space onto its Voronoi diagram. Brooks [4]
introduced the freeway method which extracts freeways in the work space consisting o f general
ized cylinders. Both the retraction method and the freeway method work only for low
dimensional C-spaces.
Canny [8] developed a roadmap method that works in on a C-spaces of arbitrary dimen
sionality. This method however is of exponential complexity in the dimension of the C-space.
Donald [14] presented a similar approach that employs heuristics he refers to as ‘‘local experts”
to reduce the complexity for the expected case.
While theoretically a configuration space representation can be used to precisely represent
any set of obstacles and an object, most practical algorithms for computing this representation
approximate the shape of the the object or obstacles and produce a quantized map. Both of these
factors may lead to imprecision in path planning which* as we will show, is highly undesirable
for assembly motion planning problems where very tight fitting parts might be involved.
The contact space approach for path planning used by Laugier and others [33,36,37] con
verts a configuration space map into a graph where classes of equivalent robot states are
represented by the nodes of the graph. A robot state is defined by the configuration of the object
and the set of contacting surfaces, edges, and vertices on the object and the obstacles; those
states that have equivalent contact relationships associated with them are considered to be
equivalent states.
This representation is very good for finding the relationship between the parts for any given
position and orientation of the object, but does not lend itself to planning motions between two
configurations represented by the same node. For instance, since the representation is based on
contact, all poses of the object that do not result in a contact with the obstacles are grouped into
the same node. So if it is necessary to maneuver the object into a reasonable position before
beginning to physically mate the parts, for example if the ol^ect must first be brought into as
complicated housing, a motion planner based on a contact space representation would n o t neces
sarily be able to find the best possible path. Furthermore the methods used to synthesize and
analyze motions between nodes in a contact space representation are currently very limited and
oftentimes heuristics must be employed to find feasible motions.

Schwartz and Sharir [54] have presented a path planning algorithm, often referred to as a
cell decomposition method, based on partitioning free space into non-critical regions and critical
curves. From this straight-line path segments are drawn through subregions created by the
curves, and heuristics are employed to join segments across subregions into a connected
collision-free path. A similar approach was independently derived and presented in [12]. Her
man [22] presented an approximate cell decomposition method that uses an octree representation
of free space and is fast but produces approximate paths.
We have found that for the purposes of planhing paths for assembly mating operations,
there are many benefits to using a potential field representation. For instance, this representation
can be obtained easily from the CAD models of the parts and in our system this is done automat
ically with the assembly representation discussed in Section 3. Also, as we have shown, potential
fields can be used to represent obstacles exactly so long as they can be decomposed into a set of
convex pieces possibly containing Convex holes; A third advantage is that the potential field
representation Can be used not only to tell if P contact occurs, but also the precise direction to
move in to avoid a collision. Finally, we have found it easy to incorporate into potential field
representations uncertainty information, and Although w e will not give further details in this
manuscript, information about articulations of parts and flexibilities of parts.
5. PHASE I PLANNING: IGNORING UNCERTAINTY
In Phase I planning, the uncertainties are ignored and a path is developed that will be colli
sion free in the ideal case. In other words, the job of Phase I is to generate a path plan. The pur
pose of a path planning in general is to find a path from a starting point to a goal point such that
when an object of interestIs moved along this path, it does notcollide with any obstacle? in the
work space. In path planning for assembly, the grasped part is the object and the fixtured part or
subassembly is an obstacle, or, in some cases, a set of obstacles if it becomes necessary, for algo
rithmic reasons, to decompose the fixtured part into a set of obstacles. By posing the problem in
this manner, any standard path planner could, in principle, be used to find the underlying path
that coarse and fine motions in an assembly motion plan must follow.
As listed in Table 3, there are, however, some significant differences between the standard
domains ofTath planners and the assembly domain, Our purpose in showing Table 3 is to point
out that it might be preferable to use a path planner that is specially designed for assembly appli
cations. We will present such a path planner that uses the method of potential fields to represent
obstaclesWhich was outlined in the preceding section. Our particular usage of the method here is
an extension of the work done by Hwang and Ahuja [24,25], the major extensions being related
to those issues Outlined in Table 3. As our discussion proceeds through this Section we will show
how the first three issues in Table 3 are addressed by our path planner. We showed in the last
section how the fourth issue in the Table can be addressed by allowing for “ negative obstacles.”
We know of no other path planning system intended specifically for assembly mating operations.
Hence the fundamental advantage of using the our path planner over others is that only ours will
not suffer from any of the problems outlined in Table 3
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Path Planning Used in Standard Domains

Path Planning Required for Assembly

The resolution with which a path is
computed is usually constant along the
path.

Small clearances necessitate that
resolution with which a path
computed be a function of
clearance between the object and
obstacles, so that the path
adequately represented without
excessive number of points. ,

Small deviations from a collision free
path are still collision free.

Small clearances imply that small
deviations from a collision free path
may result in a collision.

The goal point of the object (the position
of the centroid of the object when in its
final pose) will be outside of the
obstacles.

The goal point of an object with a
hole in its center may lie within an
obstacle, as, for example, when
mounting a gear onto a shaft.

Obstacles may be required to be convex;
obstacles that would otherwise be
concave are decomposed into convex
pieces.

Assembly parts often contain features
such as cylindrical holes which
cannot be decomposed into convex
pieces.

Table 3:

the
is
the
the
is
an

A comparison of path planning in standard domains and the path planning
required for assembly.

A more traditional use of potential field representations than that employed by AMP-CAD
is based on real time path planning. In these approaches, developed by Khatib and others [31],
obstacles are defined to have repulsive potentials, and the goal is defined to have an attractive
potential. These algorithms operate by always moving the object in the locally optimal direction;
where an optimal direction is one that tends to point toward attractive potentials and away from
repulsive potentials.
The path planning done by Hwang and Ahuja [24,25] is a good example of the use of
potential field representations in off-line path planning. They develop a path (that is unfor
tunately approximate) by first finding a good estimate of a collision free path and then perform
ing a parallel optimization on the points in this path. Following this, if necessary, they perform a
serial optimization on the collision points in this path. Finally, if no valid path could be found in
these steps they consider the possibility of at some point in the path, moving the objectto the
side, reorienting it, and resuming the motion along the path. They refer to this as sidetracking.
The reader might note that while our path planning algorithm follows that of Hwang and Ahuja,
we have only found it necessary to employ the first and, third stages of their method, but we have
modified those stages significantly to make them more amenable for assembly problems.

In our-path planning algorithm the collision free path is similarly represented by a sequence
of ‘‘points’’ which correspond to the position and orientation of the object along the path where
straight line segments between adjacent ppipts are assumed. Hence the starting point, the goal
point, and all intermediate points will be 6-vectors with the first three components of the vector
representing the position of the center of mass pf the object and the remaining three components
the orientation of the object about the center of mqss.
As alluded to, ouf algorithm consists of two stages: In the first stage, it is assumed that the
object Orientations vary linearly from the starting point to the goal point and an initial estimation
of a Collision-free path is found by “ tracing out” minimum potential valleys. On account of the
assumptions regarding object orientations, the path found will not, in general, be collision-free
everywhere. So, in the second stage, this path is analyzed and those segments identified where
collisions cannot be avoided under the assumption of linearly varying object orientations. Subse
quently, in the second stage, for each such segment — let’s denote the end points of one such
segment by A and B and the center point of the segment by C where A and B are themselves
eollision-free--a steepest descent procedure is used to find a minimum-potential (and collision
free) position and orientation of the object in the neighborhood of C; this steepest descent
method operates in the six-dimensional space spanned by the three translational components and
the three orientational components of the object. Ideally, the steepest descent method yields a
collision-free position and orientation C ’. Two new path segments, AC’ and C ’B, are formed
assuming that the object orientations vary linearly from the computed orientation at C’ to the
orientations at A and B. The second-stage procedure is then recursively invoked on the new
path segments A C ’ and C’B. In the event that the steepest descent procedure cannot locate a
collision-free position and orientation of the object between A and B, we resort to a using a
brute-force search for a collision-free path.
5.1 Stage I:
As mentioned above, an estimation Of the path is found by following minimum potential
valleys under the assumption of linearly varying object orientations from the starting point to the
goal point. Ati efficient algorithm for finding minimum potential valleys was given by Hwang
and Ahuja [24, 25]. This algorithm finds the minimum potential valleys extending from the
starting point to the goal point by finding a set of connected spheres linking the two points, each
sphere’s radius being the maximal possible in the free space. The set of connected spheres are
represented in the computer by a graph, as will be explained in what follows.
Suppose we want to find one or more minimum potential valleys from the point marked
START to the point marked GOAL in Fig. 21a where we have depicted an L-shaped object that
is to be moved from its position at START to its final position at GOAL while avoiding the obs
tacles. W e start out by finding the maximum possible radius of the sphere, with center at the
point START, which would be contained entirely in free space. This radius, denoted by
m in jiist, is equal to the minimum distance from START to any of the obstacle surfaces. As
demonstrated in the preceding section, when the obstacle can be considered to be an agglomera
tion of positive or negative convex volumes, it is possible to use a reasonably efficient algorithm
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for cOihputing min_dist. Therefore, we will not dwell any further on the computation min_dist.
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(a) An assembly operation which is to put the L-shaped object into the L-shaped
hole, (b) A sphere is drawn about the starting point of the path, where the radius
of the sphere is equal to the value of min_dist for the starting point, (c) The
spheres attached to the starting sphere correspond to some of the points of local
minimum potential on the surface of the starting sphere.

A sphere whose radius is equal to the computed value of mih jd ist is noiv drawn about the
starting point, as shown by the circle in Fig. 21b. In addition to the Obstacles that are actually
present in the work space, the path planner also considers as obstacles the surfaces Of an ima
ginary bounding parallelepiped — depicted by the rectangle ABCD in Fig. 21b — in order to
bound the free space. That is why in Fig. 21b the size of the sphere is limited by i tninj i i s t that
corresponds to the side CD of bounding parallelepiped.

Sampling the Potential F ieldon a Sphere
In order to locate the potential minima we must come up with a computer representation of
the potential distribution on a sphere. Therefore, the sphere is tessellated in some fashion and
the vertices Of the tessels are used as sampling points for the potential distribution. An ideal
tessellation scheme would create cells, or Hsselisi that 'are symmetric, identical in shape, and pos
sess equal areas for any given resolution o f cells. Unfortunately, it is well known that such a
scheme does not exist [23]. ITie closest onf can come is to project a regular solid, such as the
icosahedron shown in Fig. 22a, onto the sphere to be sampled, and then divide the triangular
faces of the projected, solid into smaller triangles. This is done by dividing each edge of a triangular face into Q each parts and joining the additional points to form Q z smaller triangles; the
division is referred to as a geodesic tessellation of the sphere. Fig. 22b shows a geodesic tessella
tion of a sphere for Q =4, The number Qi referred to as the frequency of geodesic division, can
be used to vary the resolution of cells and is customarily taken to be a power of two. A more
complete description of geodesic tessellation techniques can be found in [30]. For our algo
rithm, we have used the vertices of tessellations, such as those shown in Fig. 22b, for sampling
the potential distribution on the surface Of a sphere. Later, we will discuss the choice of Q with
respect to the parameters of an assembly.
..V

A

To access the vertices of the tessellation We use the 3D-POLY indexing strategy, reported
on in [11], which allows the neighbors of a vertex to be found in constant time. The BD-POLY
indexing is best explained by imagining that the icosahedron can be “ flattened put” into five
parallelograms, each consisting of four triangular faces, as shown in Fig. 22c. The vertices
obtained by geodesic tessellation can then be displayed by a finer division of the triangles, as
depicted in the leftmost parallelogram in Fig. 22c, where we have used indices labeled j and k to
locate points in this finer division. Hence, each vertex on the sphere of Fig. 22b can be given a
unique triple index [i,j,k], where i identifies a parallelogram, and j and k locate the point in the
V h parallelogram. The reader is referred to [11] for further details, especially if the reader is con
cerned about those vertices in Fig. 22b that are on the “ tear” edges in the flattened version of
the icosahedron in Fig. 22c, which it turns out do not cause complications. Also presented in
[11] are simple formulas for computing the neighbors of a given vertex.
Choosing a Sampling Density
Note that for a given frequency Q of geodesic tessellation, there will be IOxQ 2+2 sampling
points on the min dist sphere, and the radial angle between any two adjacent sampling points
will be roughly atan (2)/Q. The total number of sampling points, and therefore the choice of Q,
is determined by the following two conditions:
SamplingCondition# I : The density o f the sampling points must be such that at least one
point is located between any two adjacent local maxima that confine the assembly path. With
The manner in which we find the potential minima on the surface of a sphere is different from the approach used in
[24,25], We believe pur method is more robust and particularly suited to path planning for assembly where the
sphere may have to sampled densely.

Fig 22:

(a) An icosahedron, (b) A geodesic polyhedron derived from subdividing the
triangular faces on an icosahedron with a frequency of four, .(c) A flattened-out
icosahedron depicting an indexing scheme for the polyhedron of (b).

reference to Fig. 23, the potential distribution on the surface of the bottom half of die sphere
will be roughly as shown in Fig. 23b. Clearly, we can ignore the fluctuations in the potential
caused by small features such as the screw holes. However, we do want that at least one sam
pling point be within the maximas caused by the structure containing the hole. Since the
object must pass through the hole, we may state this sampling condition in terms of the
relevant dimension of the object ~ we will call it o b jsize . This condition then states that
the maximum distance between two adjacent sampling points on the sphere be less than
obj size. This implies that Q should obey min_distx(atan (2)1Q ) < obj size.
For a convex object the value o b j size simply corresponds to the minimum extent of the object. For concave
objects, consider a line drawn through the center of mass the object. If the center of mass o f the object lies within
the object, we find the shortest line segment on this line contained completely within the object. If the center of mass
lies within a hole of the object we consider the shortest line segment contained completely within the object or the
hole containing the center of mass. Now, we find the shortest such line segment for any line drawn through the
center of mass of the object, o b j_ size is taken to be the length of this line segment.

sampling
sphere
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screw
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Fig 23:

(a) Here the desired path is into the larger hole on the right. Because the
screw hole is so small that the peg could not fit through it, there is no reason
to consider a path into this hole, (b) The potential is shown for a set of points
near the two holes along the surface of the sphere.

SamplingConditionft 2: As we will discuss later, those sampling points on the sphere that
correspond to potential minima are candidates for paths. If the sphere is sampled too
coarsely, the resulting path could be jagged; this jaggedness might lead to an excessively
large number of collisions when the clearance between the object and the obstacles is small.
The idea of the sampling condition #2 is to ensure that the number of collision points
discovered along an initial path is as close as possible to what the number would be for the
path along the true potential valleys.
S trictly speaking, for the sampling rate on the sphere one should take the minimum o f the two
conditions above. We have empirically found that for clearances on the order of 0.001 in. and
objJfizes on the order of one or two inches, the sampling Conditions are met when Q=32, which

translates into the use of 10,242 sampling points and a radial angle of roughly 0.0346 radians
between adjacent sampling points. O f course if Q=32 does not satisfy Condition #1 we would
have to increase Q. While Condition #2 can only be tested empirically and therefore it cannot be
known during path planning if this condition is met, it is not a necessary condition but only a
desirable condition, so the planner will succeed even if this condition is not met.
Locating Locfil Minima on a Sphere
As should become clear to the reader shortly, an assembly path may be computed either
from the start position to the goal position, or from the goal position to the start position. In most
cases, the latter approach will prove to be more efficient since g o |l positions tend to be more
confined, leaving the potential distributions with only a few — in many cases only one — loeal
minima. Of course, the existence of a single potential minimum is never guaranteed, so an algo
rithm that finds potential minima on the sphere must be able to locate them all.
There can of course be multiplicity of paths, some more optimum than others from the
standpoint of manipulation effort required, for carrying out an assembly, and supposedly these
paths can be discovered by appropriate deformations of the minimum potential valley paths. The
minimum potential valley paths may be found by locating all the potential minima on the surface
of the sphere, constructing new spheres by centering them at each such minimum, and continu
ing the process. Since not all the minimum potential valleys found in this manner will lead from
the start point to the goal point, or vice versa, it becomes necessary that the local minima found
on a sphere be organized in some manner that would be conducive to search for desired paths. In
the next subsection, we will describe a graph data structure for this organization, but here we
will focus on how to find the local potential minima on the sphere.
To find the local potential minima on the surface of the sphere, we first calculate the poten
tial at every sampling point on the sphere using Eq. (6). We then test each sampling point to see
if its potential is less than the potential of all of its neighbors; the sampling points where this
condition is satisfied are the points of local minima. The computational effort required for this
procedure is mitigated by the fact that, with 3D-POLY indexing, the neighbors of a sampling
point can be identified in constant time. For the 10,242 sampling points used in our system, the
algorithm must make 61,440 comparisons, with six comparisons at 10,230 sampling points and
five at the remaining twelve points; this number of comparisons is not inordinately large.
Because the potential field calculation is based on exact models of the obstacles as opposed
to some quantized measures, the potential of a point can be calculated to the accuracy of the
computer’s numerical precision. To account for the limited precision, we actually require that in
order that a point be considered to be a local minimum the potential of all of its neighbors must
exceed its potential by a small threshold.
However, if we take into account only this set of points we would be ignoring points that
are IocaT minimums but not strict local minimums. That is, we would exclude from further con
sideration those points, located on a “ local minimum plateau,” whose potential is less than or
equal to that of its neighbors. To see how this can happen, imagine a sphere located, between two
parallel planar obstacle faces. If the area of each face is relatively large compared to .the size of

the sphere, the only points of local minimum potential on the sphere will be those located on the
great circle of the sphere that is parallel to the planar obstacle faces, as in Fig. 24. Furthermore,
none, -'ofc' these points
strict local minima. Because mating faces o f fixtured parts might
easily take on such a configuration it is essential to consider local minimum plateaus as well as
strict local minimums. (There may also be points that are strict local minima but because o f lim
ited numerical precision would not be recognized as such, and the following procedure will find
these points as well).
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(a) A local minimum plateau is formed about the great circle o f the sampling
sphere that is parallel to the obstacle surfaces. <b) In reality the local minimum
plateau will have some width, as shown above, due to the fact that points whose
potential does not exceed its neighbors by more than a small threshold are
accepted as local minimums, This is done to account for limited numerical
precision.

Therefore we create a list of all of the points on the surface of the sphere whose potential
(minus a small threshold to account for the limited numerical precision) does not exceed the
potential of any of its neighbors. After all of the points on the sphere have been considered, we
segment this list into clusters of neighboring points, each cluster corresponds to a region of local
minimum potential. If a cluster spans a large longitudinal and/or latitudinal distance, as is the
case for the cluster of points shown in Fig. 24, the cluster is divided into a number of smaller
clusters. This is done so that each connected cluster represents only a small interval in both the
longitude and latitude angles. Along with the strict local minimas, we choose for further con
sideration the center point of each of cluster.
To avoid consideration of extraneous points, it Is possible to establish a threshold so that
clusters that do not contain a minimal number of points are discarded. However there is always
the danger that if this threshold is too large, small clusters that might actually correspond to a
true plateau will be discarded. Similarly, if the threshold used for the selection o f a strict poten
tial minimum is too high, a Strict potential minimum point located in a region of slowly varying
potential may be rejected. To get aroupd these difficulties, we set the second threshold to some
reasonable level derived empirically, but accept any cluster regardless of size. Therefore, if a
point is a strict potential minimum in a slowly varying region, it will at the very least be

accepted as a cluster of size one. However, if there were points very near to it that appear as
though they may be local minimas, they will be grouped with the first point and only one point
in this region will be further considered. In the event that points are falsely accepted as local
minimas, the graph search might take longer than necessary, but this would usually not be the
case because we have a powerful heuristic for pruning such points, and because we have a
powerful heuristic for guiding the graph search. Of course, in the unlikely event that an non
minimum point became part of the derived minimum potential valley then either a collision free
path would be found in the second stage, at which point it is not important whether or not the
point was a local minimum, or the second stage would fail and the planner would backtrack to
the first stage.
Graph Searchfor Finding Minimum Potential Valley Paths
Given that only some —in many cases only one r- of the minimum potential valleys would
correspond to an assembly path, we need a representational facility for all the different minimum
potential valleys that would allow the desired valley(s) to be identified. . The potential valleys
found by concatenating spheres in the manner described previously are conveniently represented
by an attributed graph data structure, the nodes of the graph corresponding to the centers of the
spheres and the arcs the straight-line segments of the potential valleys between the centers of the
spheres. The attribute list stored at each node is a record consisting of the following attributevalue pairs:
node_coordinates : value
m in jd ist: value
object orientation: ?
where the attribute object orientation remains uninstantiated until a complete path has been
discovered. As we mentioned earlier, it is assumed that in the path calculated during Stage I the
object orientations are linearly varying along the path. Therefore, it is not possible to instantiate
the last attribute until the entire path has been found.
Of course, it is not necessary to discover the entire graph that would represent all the
minimum potential valleys for a given configuration of parts for assembly, unless of course we
want to find all possible assembly paths, that being unnecessary since we use a best-first search
strategy to grow a tree of paths in the underlying graph. If we start the path computation from
the goal node, our best-first strategy finds all the potential field minima on the sphere centered at
the goal point, evaluates each of these using a heuristic function, selects the point to be used for
construction of the next sphere, and so on. In this manner, the algorithm ‘grows’ a tree of paths
in the underlying graph of minimum potential valleys. The tree growing process comes to a halt
when the start node is discovered. The heuristic function for node evaluation has two com
ponents: One is the computation of the ‘air-distance’ heuristic, meaning we select that node for
expansion which has the shortest distance to the START node. (The reader may note that there
is rich tradition to the use of air-distance functions iti heuristic ,search [43,46]). Second, the
node selected on the basis of minimum air-distance is then subject to a validity test that com
pares the value of min dist for that node with the obj_size\ roughly speaking, the node is

accepted if the new value of m in jlist computed at that node is larger than o b js ize . The validity
test, which we will now explain in greater detail, ensures that certain necessary conditions are
satisfied for a potential minimum to lie on an assembly path. Since the test is easy, it is capable
of quickly eliminating the impossible potential minima. Of course, since this test does not con
stitute a sufficient condition, an inapplicable potential minimum may still be accepted, but then
such points would be eliminated either by subsequent truncation of the corresponding paths as
the best first algorithm tries to extend them, or by the procedure described in Stage 2.
Now for the validity test itself, a two-step computation is carried out: In the first step, the
value of m in jlis t is computed at the node; this min_dist is equal to the distance to the nearest
obstacle surface from the node in question. Then, in the second step, the following inequality is
tested 2xmin_dist (!+(atari (I)IQ)) > obj_size; the node is accepted if the inequality is satisfied.
Basically, the test is a comparison of 2xm injdist with obj_size; the factor min_dist(atari (2)/Q)
is included in the inequality to account for the sampling interval between the adjacent sampling
points on the sphere,
'
To further clarify the scope of this validation test, we present Fig. 25 where, in parts (a) and
(b), we have shown the mating of a long and oversized piston with a cylinder - a physically
impossible operation; and where in part (c) we have depicted the same with a short and over
sized cylinder, again an impossible assembly. We will also assume that Q is arbitrarily large,
making sampling a non-issue. When a node correspond to the point marked as O in part (a) of
the figure —in other words, for points on the assembly path in the interior of the cylinder - the
parameter m injdistw ti! be equal to the radius of the cylinder, as shown in the figure. Therefore,
2xmin_dist v/iH be smaller than obj_size, implying that, as we would want to be the case, the
node will fail the validation test. Next, assume that, as shown in part (b), a node corresponds to
the center O of the sphere drawn there; in other words, the piston is close to the mouth of the
cylinder. Now m in jlist will equal the distance GA, assuming for the sake of explanation that the
point O is symmetrically placed with respect to the edge points A and B. In this case, depending
on how much larger the piston diameter is compared to the diameter of the cylinder, it could
easily happen that obj_size would be less than 2xmin_dist, meaning that the node would pass the
validation test, even though the assembly is clearly impossible. This possible conclusion should
support our earlier statement that the validation test is a test of only a necessary condition, and
not a test of a sufficient condition —the validation test will on occasion accept nodes that assem
bly would not be physically possible. The validation test would also be successful for the assem
bly in part (c) because the parameter obj_size, which for convex objects is the minimal extent of
the object^ now corresponds to the thickness of the piston.
A special procedure must be used to find a graph from which an initial path can be
extracted when the goal point is located within an obstacle as is often the case for mating opera
tions that involve putting a part containing a hole onto a peg-like mating feature. For example,
for the assembly depicted in Fig. 26 involving a gear, the center of mass of the gear lies in the
hole in the gear. The goal point corresponds to the position of the center of mass of the grasped
part when it is in its assembled position; so in this case the goal point would be inside the gear
shaft. Obviously there is no minimum potential valley extending into the gear shaft since points
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Fig 25:

obj_size

(a) A situation where obviously the value of min_dist for the node is too small to
warrant further consideration of the node, (b) A situation where the validity test
fails to prune a node even though it can not be on any valid assembly path, (c)
Another situation where the validity test would fail to prune a node, if it is
possible to reorient the object at this point, it will fit through the hole easily.

inside of any obstacle will theoretically have infinite potential.
Therefore whenever the goal point lies within an obstacle this obstacle and the other obsta
cles on this same mating feature are not considered when computing the potential function and
the value of min dist for the purposes of finding a graph representing the minimum potential val
ley. In this way the planner will be able to connect the minimum potential valley to the goal
point, but the resulting graph will not represent a minimum potential valley; in the following we
will refer to it merely as a valley.
The ultimate goal of Stage I planning, however, is not to find a minimum potential valley
but instead to develop an initial path that avoids obstacles as much as possible on a global scale;
problematic areas of this path will be locally refined in Stage 2. For example, imagine that we
are developing a plan to mate a gear with a gear shaft but that in order to do this We must first
put the gear into a housing where there are other parts already in place Within the housing. A

GOAL'

Fig 26:

A gear, whose center of mass is not contained in the gear, to be put onto a shaft.

path must be found that avoids the sides of the housing and the other parts within the housing but
does bring the gear onto the shaft. The importance of Stage I is that it discovers the best way to
bring the gear into the housing and to the shaft while avoiding other obstacles. The portion of the
path that involves the actual mating operation, which necessarily brings the gear very close to
the shaft, will often not be collision free at the end of Stage I and will therefore be revised in the
second stage of planning.
The valley found in the way we have proposed will produce a good initial path in this
sense. The portion of the initial path that brings the center of mass o f the gear into the gear shaft
is clearly a haphazard choice. However, due to the tightness of most mating operations and the
fact that the shape of the object is ignored during Stage I, the portion o f the initial path that
involves the actual mating operation is somewhat of a haphazard choice in any case.
For complicated mating operations such as the one depicted in the top of Fig. 27a, die ini
tial path found will be very poor. However, the initial path found by considering a true minimum
potential valley for the mating operation depicted in the bottom o f Fig. 27a, where the problem
is reversed, will not be good either. In contrast the initial path found for the simple mating operation depicted the top of Fig. 27b will be collision-free, as will the initial path for the mating
Operation shown in the bottom of Fig. 27b.
Constructing a Path along a Minimum Potential Valley
Previously we presented a best-first procedure for the extraction of a minimum potential
valley from the start node to the goal node. This procedure is contained within the while loop in
the main function of the path planner, as indicated in the source code given in Appendix 2. This
minimal potential valley will be represented by a sequence of sampling points corresponding to
a set of nodes in the aformentioned graph search. In order to construct a path along the minimum
potential valley an orientation vector must be associated with each of the nodes in this sequence.
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(a)
Fig 27:

(a) A complicated mating operation where in the top part the problem is to put the
shoe onto the foot and in the bottom part the problem is to put the foot into the
shoe, (b) A simple mating operation where in the top part the problem is to put
the cap onto the shaft and in the bottom part the problem is to put the shaft into
the cap.

Therefore a path can be constructed by listing the 6-vectors associated with each node in the
sequence, the 6-vector corresponding to die 3-vector representing the position of the node
appended with the orientation vector assigned to the node.
However, the sampled path thus obtained may not adequately represent the true path for the
purposes of Stage 2 computations. The reason being that the path may be undersampled; two
adjacent points on the path may represent perfectly reasonable positions and orientations of the
grasped part, however there may be positions and orientations that will be achieved by the
grasped part if moved between the two points that result in a collision. Such a collision cannot be
sensed by Stage 2 since there is no sampling point on the path corresponding to any of the colli
sion positions and orientations. For this reason it is important that we add enough points between
any two existing points on the path, by interpolating between them, so that the true path is ade
quately sampled. In other words, the resolution of the sampled path must be fine enough that all
collisions can be discovered.
The resolution of the path in any one particular region is dependent on the smallest distance
between the object and the obstacle in that region, this distance is often equivalent to the clear
ance of the mating operation, and can be coinputed using the clearance function C (X) discussed
in the last section.

Clearly the object can be moved a distance of clearance in any direction without becoming
involved in a collision before the motion ends. Therefore, if there is no change in orientation
along the portion of the path under scrutiny, it is safe to put the next sampling point at a distance
of clearance from the current sampling point. If there is a change in orientation between the two
points than it is necessary to make sure that die orientationalvariation is adequately sampled. To
explain how this is done we first note that the maximum distance a point on the object can move
from its original position when the objeCf is rotated by an amount described by the 3 parameters
<p, 0, \|/ (corresponding to rotations about the X, Y and Z axes respectively) is certainly less than
m( I<J) I + 16 1 + I\j/1) Here m is the maximal extent of the object if it is convex and is the maxi
mal extent of the smallest convex shell completely containing die object otherwise. If the dis
tance between two adjacent sampling points is AS then we must have
AS +m ( I<}>I+ 10 1+ 1\]/1 ) < clearance, assuming clearance is greater than zero.
To summarize the procedure for finding In initial path, which is implemented by the func
tion initpath in the pathplan module listed in Appendix 2, first an orientation vector is associated
with each node by linearly interpolating between the starting orientation and the goal orientation.
Then, beginning with the start node, we insert the 6-vector associated with the node into the path
and then find the clearance associated with the node. If the value of clearance is zero, we move
on to the next node because the point corresponding to this node will be flagged as a collision
point by Stage 2 and an appropriate path through this region of the path will be constructed when
the collision point is modified.
Otherwise the largest AS is found such that AS + m ( |0 x | + |0 y |+ |0 Z|) < clearance, where
(0x,0j, j 0z) describes the change in the orientation of the object as it is moved a distance of AS
along the path. If AS is less than the distance between the current point and the point correspond
ing to the next node in the sequence, the point corresponding to the position and orientation of
the object when moved AS units along the: path is added to the path and it is considered in the
same manner as the current point. If AS is larger than the distance to the next node in the path,
we move on and examine this next node in the sequence.
This process continues until every node in the sequence has been considered. The Outcome
is that there will be many points in an area of tight constriction and fewer points where there is
more free space surrounding the path. Fig. 28a illustrates the minimum potential valley found for
the example in Fig. 21, Fig. 28b depicts the points along the initial path found for this example,
and Fig. 28c depicts the object at each of these points. (Note that the parts depicted in this figure
are three dimensional, so they have six degrees of translational and rotational freedom. However,
due to Symmetries, the position along the Y axis and the orientation about the X and Y axes
remain constant. Therefore the object is depicted as a two dimensional object with three degrees
of freedom. Similarly a two-dimensional slice through the center of the obstacles is shown).
5.2 Stage 2:
The purpose of the second stage of path planning is to adjust any collision points on the ini
tial path so that collisions no longer occur at these points. To do this, Stage 2 examines the initial
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(a) The sequence of nodes representing the minimum potential valley that
connects the starting node to the goal node, (b) Points chosen to form an initial
path through free space, (c) The object placed in the position and orientation
dictated by the initial path, (d) The collision free path produced by Stage 2. (e)
Tfie final path where unneeded points have been removed by the function sip
listed in Appendix 2.

path and groups together successive collision points into collision regions, the collision regions
being padded with One or two non-collision points on each end of the region. For each collision
region, a collision free replacement point is found by using the center point of the region as the
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initial estimate for a gradient descent optimization procedure (to be discussed shortly) that itera
tively minimizes the the object potential function given by Eq. (10). This optimization procedure
is implemented by the fbfc routine listed in Appendix 2.
A new path segment is generated passing through this region starting at the first point in the
collision region, going through the replacement point, and ending with the last point in the
region. This path is generated in the same planner that the initial path passing through the
minimum potential valley was generated. This new path segment is recursively revised by Stage
2 until no collision points remain. Each successive collision region in the initial path is treated in
the same manner as the first collision region. Fig. 28d depicts the output of the second stage for
the example under consideration.
The optimization procedure used by the second stage is of central importance in that its
ability to find collision free replacement points will determine the ability of the second stage to
find a collision free path quickly. The procedure we chose to use is based on a gradient descent
search that follows the negative gradient of the object potential function. Other, possibly more
efficient; optimization procedures place strict restrictions on the Cost function to be minimized,
here taken to be the object potential function, and if these restrictions are not met, certain steps
in the iteration may not be computable. For instance, when using Newton’s method, one needs to
compute a Hessian matrix of the cost function and this matrix cannot be singular. Because of the
highly nonlinear nature of object potential function this can not be guaranteed.
Of course, as is well known, a perennial shortcoming of the gradient descent method is that
the solution will always get trapped in the first local minimum found for the potential function;
this local minimum will not be acceptable if the resulting position and orientation of the Object is
not collision free. For the example shown in Fig. 29a, if the orientation of the object when gra
dient descent method is invoked is as shown in the figure, the closest local minimum will
corresponding to the Orientation shown by dashed lines — clearly an unacceptable solution.
There is one more difficulty with the application of the gradient descent method: the solution
found may correspond to an earlier location and/or orientation of the object; Let’s say that the
orientation of the object when the gradient descent method is invoked is as shown in Fig. 29b,
the minimum potential solution may get trapped in the location shown by the dashed lines which may correspond to an end point on the path segment under examination. When the gra
dient descent method fails to produce a solution, a brute force search strategy, called the bumble
strategy and suggested originally by Donald [14] is used. As the name implies; this strategy con
sists of marching outward in twelve different cardinal directions from a given point in the six
dimensional search space and carrying out best-first search. Fortunately, for the types of
geometries we have analyzed, the exhaustive search method is seldom invoked. Usually, exhaus
tive search becomes necessary only if the orientation assigned to the object by the stage I algo
rithm is at great variance from the true collision free orientation; however, for most practical
assemblies that is almost never the case. The bumble strategy is performed by the path planner
function bumblepath whose source code is listed in Appendix 2.
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Fig 29:

(a) A situation where the nearest local minimum may not be collision free, (b) A
situation where the nearest local minimum may be an endpoint of the path
segment.

6. PHASE 2 PLANNING: INCORPORATION OF UNCERTAINTY
Once a collision-free path has been derived for an assembly operation by the Phase I
module, AMP-CAD enters Phase 2 where uncertainties are incorporated into the potential field
representation of the parts, their effects are analyzed, and the results of this analysis are used to
produce a final motion plan. Before beginning a discussion on Phase 2 processing we would first
like to introduce an assembly example, pictured in Fig. 30, to be used to illustrate the process of
formulating an assembly plan given a collision-free path for the assembly operation to be per
formed.

H

Fig 30:

Zi

The goal here is to mount the compound gear A on the shaft B and the simple
gear C on the shaft D. We will assume the former has already been accomplished.

In Fig. 30 we have shown a housing H containing a compound gear A that is already
mounted on shaft B and a simple gear C that needs to be mounted on the shaft D and, at the same
time, meshed with gear A. Phase I will have found a path for gear C similar to the one shown by
the dotted line in the figure. Because the clearances between the shaft D and the hole in the gear
C is tight and due to the fact that gear C must be meshed with gear A, some parts of the motions
will have to be guided by force/torque feedback. In the following we will show how this infor
mation is obtained using the CAD models of the parts and how a motion plan is generated:

6.1 Representing Uncertainty
A key factor in assembly motion planning, then, is how to go about representing uncertain
ties and analyzing their effects, We consider three types of uncertainties:
1

Initial pose uncertainty- The uncertainty in the initial pose (position and orientation) of the
grasped part with respect to the fixtured part at the Start of the assembly mating operation.
This is sometimes referred to this as “ sensing uncertainty” because it is usually due to
uncertainties in the sensors used to initially locate parts in the workspace.

2

Control uncertainty- The uncertainty in the motion of the robot that increases the uncer
tainty of the pose of the grasped part as it is moved away from the starting point.

3

Model uncertainty- The uncertainty in the geometric (CAD) model of a part usually due to
the manufacturing tolerances allowed oii the dimensions of the part.

The initial pose uncertainty and control uncertainty are specified by instantiating the
respective attributes in the frame representation of the assembly. As shown as explained in Sec
tion 3, both these uncertainties are 6-vectors. The 6-vector for initial pose uncertainty represents
the amount of uncertainty in each component of the initial position and ofiehtatibh of the
grasped part with respect to the fixtured part. Similarly, the 6-vector for the control uncertainty
represents, the amount of uncertainty incurred per unit distance traveled in each component of
the grasped part position-orientation vector.
Model uncertainty is specified by tolerances on the dimensions of features of the parts when
part models are created via the method discussed in Section 3. To expand upon this a little
further, note that the hole in gear C may suffer from three deformities that generally arise as a
result of the imperfect manufacturing processes used to produce it. That is, it may not be located
in the center of the gear and perfectly aligned with the gear’s Z axis as the model indicates, it
may not be perfectly round, and its radius may be smaller or larger than the desired radius for the
hole. To represent these deformities a single tolerance on the radius of the gear is defined, such
that, for the worst case imperfections, there will be no material inside a cylinder of nominal
radius minus the tolerance collocated with the hole, and there will be no lack of material due to
the hole outside a similarly located cylinder whose radius is the nominal hole radius plus the
tolerance.
Before we discuss the mechanisms available to AMP-CAD for dealing with the model
uncertainiiies, we must further explain what is meant by the ‘mmc’ attribute in the frames dis
cussed in Section 3. As stated earlier, the attribute ‘mmc’ stands for the most material condition
form of the object represented by the frame. The value of this attribute is a pointer to the BRep
(boundary representation) of the object in its most material condition, a condition that is
obtained by enlarging the dimensions of all the additive features by their tolerance values and
shrinking the dimensions of all the subtractive features, such as holes, again by their tolerance
values. If we had to check whether model uncertainties alone would demand that a certain
motion be executed under force/torque guidance, we would look for possible collisions between
the mmc representation of the grasped part with the mmc representation of the fixtured part.
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Using potential fields, such a check would be computationally simple, since all we would have
to do would be to measure the integrated potential on the boundary of the grasped part, the
potentials given rise to by the fixtured parts in their mmc forms.
The initial pose and control uncertainties lend themselves to a unified treatment since the
former is represented by absolute values for the deviation vector (8jc, Sy, 8z, 8<j>,80,8xj/) and the
latter by per unit distance values for the same deviation vector. So, at each point along a path,
we can compute a total deviation vector, represented by (8x7 , 8y r , 8z r, 8<l)j’, 80j-,8\ifj’), by adding
to the initial pose uncertainty a distance-integrated value of the control uncertainty.
To determine whether or not a given total deviation vector would demand that the motion
to a certain point on an assembly path be conducted under force/torque guidance, the transla
tional components, (8x7 ,Sy^,Sz-;), and the rotational components, (8<j>7, 867, 8x1*7), are con
sidered separately. For the translational components, the additive features in the mmc form of
the grasped part is enlarged by 8x7 , 8^ 7 , and h zj along the three coordinate axes, while the sub
tractive features are shrunk by similar amounts. Note that it is not possible to combine the mmc
enlargement and shrinkage with the deviation-vector enlargement and shrinkage into a single
step since the latter is a function of distance traveled along the path. Moreover, the mmc
enlargement and shrinkage occurs on a feature by feature basis, since each feature will have its
own tolerance, while the deviation-vector enlargement and shrinkage is applied uniformly to the
entire grasped part.
These modified boundary representations for the grasped part are then tested for collisions
with the fixtured part by integrating the potentials due to the latter on the former. This testing for
collisions takes place for a set of orientations of the grasped part, the set being a sample set
drawn from a three-dimensional region defined by the intervals (± 8<|>7 ,± 867, ±8 x1/7 ). If a collision
is detected for any of the samples, the point along the assembly path is declared to be one where
fine motions must be used. The three dimensional region is sampled uniformly.
In case the reader is wondering why we don’t deal with the orientational components of the
total pose uncertainty by finding the volume swept by the grasped part as it is rotated through all
possible orientations in a manner similar to what was done for the translational components, the
answer is that the BRep for the volume swept by rotations would in general require transcenden
tal functions which are not easily computed or represented.
In contrast to our approach, the configuration space based approach, used in
[5 ,9 ,1 5 ,1 7 ,4 0 1, and the contact-space based approach, used in [33,36,37], represent initial pose
uncertainty by a three dimensional sphere in the xyz space, the sphere being centered at the ideal
starting position. We believe using a sphere representation for positional uncertainties is unreal
istic, since it implies equal uncertainties along all three axes. In practice, that is rarely the case.
For the example of Fig. 30, there may be no uncertainty in the Z direction for gear C if it is
known to be originally resting on a particular work surface.
The reader should also note the differences between how we represent the control uncer
tainty and how it is represented in [5,9,15,17,33,36,37,40]. While we represent control
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uncertainties by pose deviations per unit distance introduce^ by the motions of the grasped part,
in these other systems control uncertainties are represented by velocity cones. A shortcoming of
the velocity cones is once again it forces the uncertainty in all components of the velocity vector
to be equal to one another.
Also to be noted are the differences in how we treat model uncertainties vis-a-vis how they
are treated in [15]. Donald has to introduce additional dimensions in the configuration space
representation of a part. In fact, in his system every nonzero tolerance increases the dimensional
ity of the problem by one. Our method for representing model uncertainty has no effect on the
dimensionality of the problem. In the other systems [5, 9,17, 33, 36,37,40] there is no mechan
ism at present for representing model uncertainty.
While we have contrasted our representation of uncertainty with those representations used
by other assembly motion planners; we feel that it is important to discuss uncertainty representa
tion in a broader Sense. In particular, there have been efforts to produce a useful description of
positional uncertainty due to imperfect sensing and control. Examples of this work can be found
in [3,16,57,60].
There are two general approaches to uncertainty representation, the set-theoretic approach
that keeps track o f only worst-case bounds on the uncertainty, and the probabilistic approach
keeps track of the distribution of uncertainty. The representations used by Donald, Lagier, and
us are all set-theoretic, but it was shown in [60] how a set-theoretic representation can be
obtained from a probabilistic representation.
In describing pur assembly representation, it was inferred that the user will specify the
uncertainty in the initial pose of the object. However, the user may not always be aware of this
uncertainty for each assembly operation since many other tasks might need to be performed to
bring the parts and the robot to the start Of the operation. For instance, the fixtured part must
often be picked up and moved into a fixture and the grasped part must somehow be picked up
and brought to the Starting point. Any of the; coarse motion operations, grasping Operations, or
sensing operations used to perform this task may have an effect on the positional uncertainties of
the parts; as described in [60] sensing and grasping operations usually reduce positional uncer
tainty while coarse motion operations usually increase positional uncertainty. Hence, it may be
desirable to use a system such as the one described in [60] to calculate the initial pose uncer
tainty for each assembly operation. Here a probabilistic representation of uiiceftainties is used
and it is shown how uncertainties can be propagated across actions and how uncertainties associ
ated with two or more sensors can be fused to form an overall uncertainty estimate if more than
one sensor is used to locate the parts in the work space.
At this point in time we have not pursued incorporating any such strategy into AMP-CAD.
We feel that uncertainty manipulation is best performed by an assembly task planner since the
assembly task planner is aware of the other operations necessary to perform an assembly opera
tion. W hen we eventually integrate AMP-CAD with such a planner We will incorporate an
uncertainty manipulation system to calculate the initial pose uncertainty.
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6.2 Converting the Assembly Path into a Sequence of Motion States
So far we have shown how points on a possible assembly path can be analyzed for whether
the motions through those points should be free (purely position controlled) or force/torque
guided. Next, path segments are created between adjacent points and are marked for free
motions or fine motions depending on the condition of the terminal point of the segment. Each
segment is represented by an attribute-value frame we call the motion state, instantiated exam
ples Of which are given in Fig. 31 for the segments mp, pq and qr in the assembly. Instantiations
for the attributes are generated by further processing in Stage I of Phase 2 on the basis of follow
ing considerations.

.

state(o,p)
unc red axes:

0
‘ •

constraints:

0
0

Fig 31:

constraints:

0

misc:

'

state (p,q)
unc red axes:
{X,Y}

(a)

misc:
holeC/pegD

state(q.r)
unc red axes:
(vP)
constraints:
(X,Y, 0 , 0}
misc:
spur-gearC/
spur-gearA

(b)

(a) A motion state attribute-value frame created for the segment op. (b) A motion
state attribute-value frame created for the segment pq. (c) A motion state
attribute-value frame created for the segment qr.

The instantiation for the attribute "constraints" tells us along which of the X, Y, Z, <I>, ©,
and xP dimensions the grasped part is constrained and thus can not be assumed to be free for
assembly manipulations such as tilting, etc, if such manipulations are called for during the final
synthesis of the motion plan by Stage 2 of Phase 2. The constrained dimensions are determined
by translating or rotating the grasped part along the respective dimension and checking for colli
sions via the potential field representation of the fixtured part. The instantiations for the
"unc_red_axis" and "misc" fields are generated for only those path segments that are marked for
force/torque guided motions. The instantiations for the "misc" attribute are the pointers to the
features that are directly involved in the mating operations at the end point of the segment. These
features are identified essentially by calculating the integrated potential of each of the features of
the grasped part $eparately with respect to each of the features of the fixtured parts; the feature
combinations that yield boundary integrated potentials exceeding a certain threshold become the
instantiation of the "misc" field. The clearances between the features that are the instantiations
for "misc" are used to update the uncertainties in the representation of the overall assembly, a
point that will be discussed further in the next subsection.
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The instantiation for the attribute "unc_red_axes" are the axes along which the uncertainties
must be reduced before the termination of the segment. For example, for the segment pq in Fig.
30, subsequent stages pf planning must be aware of the fact that in order for the gear to be mated
with the shaft, which is what must happen at point q, the uncertainties along the X and Y axes at
p or the X and Y uncertainties that might be introduced by the travel from p to q must be smaller
than the clearance between the gear and the shaft. To determine these axes, the potential func
tion is recalculated, first assuming there is no uncertainty in the translation of the grasped part at
the termination point q and then assuming there is no uncertainty in the orientation of the
grasped part at point q. If, by eradicating the translational uncertainty, the possibility of collision
is eliminated, then the fine motion plan that will eventually be developed for this point needs to
be one that reduces the translational uncertainty of the part. On the other hand, if no collision
occurs when there is assumed to be no orientational uncertainty, then a fine motion plan to
reduce the orientational uncertainty should be devised.
If translational uncertainties must be reduced, collision tests are then made ignoring all but
the X component of uncertainty, and similarly for the Y and Z components of the uncertainty. If
rotational uncertainties must be reduced, collision tests are made ignoring all but the xP component (the rotation about the Z axis) of the uncertainty, and then ignoring the O and © com
ponents of the uncertainty. In this way the exact components of uncertainty that must be reduced
to avoid collision are found.
6.3 Final Motion Plan Generation
The previous two sections discussed the operation of Stage I of Phase 2; as mentioned
before, this stage generates a list of motion states, like the ones shown in Fig. 31, each state
corresponding to a segment of the assembly path. The source code for Stage I is given in
Appendix 2 and is there referred to as the uncertainty analyzer. In this section, we will show
how Stage 2 of Phase 2 generates the final motion plan by reasoning over these motion states.
The function that performs this is called build-plan in the source code listing for the plan super
visor also in Appendix 2.
s
Stage 2 of Phase 2 has available to it a library of strategies, examples of which are shown in
Fig. 32. Each strategy has preconditions, a motion specification function, and a post-condition
function. The motion state for a segment must match the precondition part of a strategy frame in
order to invoke the corresponding motion function. For example, for the motion state in Fig.
32(b), the segment pq matches the precondition of the strategy frame in Fig. 32(b) and will thus
invoke the motion function torqvecsearch. This motion Strategy, explained in detail in [21],
will allow the gear C to mate onto the shaft D even under tight clearances.
Currently, Stage 2 of Phase 2 has available to it a dozen strategy frames. We have
displayed in Table 4 the relationship between the instantiation for the "unc_red_axes" attribute
of a motion state and the motion strategies invoked for a few cases. The references where the
individual strategies were proposed are also given.
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Strategy: srch-along-torq-vec

Strategy: pt-to-pt

Preconditions:
Unc_red_axis={X ,Y }

Preconditions:
Unc_red_axis=0,
Constraints=0

Motion function:
torqvecsearch(Pt A,PtB,
Constraints)

Motion function:
moveto(PtA,PtB)

Postconcfition function:
update_uncertainty()

Postcondition function: 0
(a)

(b)
Strategy: rotational-search
Preconditions:
Unc_red_axis = (vP)
Motion function:
rotsearch(PtA,PtB,
Constraints)
Postcondition function:
Update^-UncertaintyO

(c)
Fig 32:

(a) A strategy for point to point motion through free space, (b) A strategy for
reducing the X,Y uncertainty by moving along the torque vector in the X-Y plane,
(c) A strategy for reducing
uncertainty by rotating about vP until certain
termination conditions are sensed.

So far we have left unexplained the need for the post-condition part of the strategy frames.
To explain why such post-conditions may be needed, we first need to explain in fuller detail the
workings of the Phase 2 of the planner. Until now, for ease of explaining the other aspects of the
planner, we have assumed that control flows sequentially from Stage I to Stage 2 of this Phase.
However, that is not true, as will be evident from the explanation to follow.
As was mentioned before, the initial assembly path is calculated by Phase I by ignoring all
uncertainties. This path is then processed by the two stages of Phase 2 in the manner indicated
in Fig. 33. Stage I of Phase 2 first performs uncertainty analysis on as much of the path as possi
ble, ending either when the entire path has been examined or when a point on the path has been
discovered that requires force/torque guided motions. The path points analyzed so far fof uncer
tainty are grouped into point-to-point straight line segments and the last point where the need for
force/torque guided motions was discovered is made a part of the last straight line segment. That
■r
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Table 4:

U ncertaintiestobereduced

Strategy

Z

Guarded motion [27]

X and Z

Biased search in X direction [27]

X, Y ,and Z

Move along torque vector until
change in contact force[21]

X, Y, Z, rOtX, and rotY

Tilt and slide [27, 57] (if at start
of mating operation)

X, Y, Z, rotX, and rotY

RCC
(if
during
operation) [57, 64]

rotZ

Rotational search (rotate about Z
axis until no contact force along
Z axis)

X, Y, Z, rotX, rotY, rotZ

Convex peg in hole [59] (if there
is a convex peg involved)

X, Y, Z, rotX, rotY, rotZ

Tilt and slide dependent on
geometry (if multiple peg
insertion) [22]

mating

Some strategies currently in use by AMP-CAD.

is how the segment pq would be constructed for the example of Fig. 30.
As shown in Fig. 33, these segments are then passed on to the Stage 2. Now, depending on
whether or not force/torque guided motions are needed in a segment, Stage 2 does different
things. For the example of Fig. 30, all the segments until the segment pq will take the right
branch and, through the invocation of strategies as explained before, will result in the creation of
the motion specifications for the respective segments.
On the other hand, when a segment calls for force/torque guided motions, as would be the
case for segment pq, the left branch would similarly invoke the appropriate strategy frame and
output the corresponding motion specifications. Additionally, the left branch will execute the
post condition Of the strategy frame. For the segment pq, as was mentioned before, the strategy
frame search-along-torque-vector is invoked. The post condition of this frame says
updatejincertaintyO. W hatthat means is that subsequent to the gear mating with the shaft, the
relative uncertainties between the two may be determined by their clearances, as opposed to by
the initial pose and the path-integrated control uncertainties; the smaller of the two are taken to
be the dominating uncertainties. Before any further points on the assembly path are analyzed,
the initial pose uncertainty of the grasped part must therefore be updated. This updating is done
by the post condition function and the updated information resides in the frame representation of
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Assembly path calculated by Phase I

Stage I
Stage 2

Perform uncertainty analysis and construct segments
Consider next motion state

Need f/t control?

Fig 33:

Select an appropriate fine
motion strategy action and
expand into motions required

Select an appropriate pt-to-pt
motion strategy action and
expand into motion required

Done?

Done?

The Phase 2 flow of control.

the assembly. Now, as shown in Fig. 33, the control shifts back to Stage I.
In one of the competing approaches for assembly motion planning discussed, [15] uncer
tainty reduction is never considered. Therefore, this system is really limited to being able to, in
essence, plan for assembly operations where uncertainties must be dealt with only once during
the operation. For example, for the assembly depicted in Fig. 30, gear C must be mounted onto
shaft D while at the same time meshed with gear A. Because of the geometry of the gears and
the shaft, it is actually necessary to begin to mount gear C onto shaft D before it is necessary to
mesh the two gears. Hence at one point in the assembly operation, the translational uncertainties
in the position of the grasped gear have to be dealt with, and at another point in the operation,
the rotational uncertainties of the grasped gear have to be handled. Without taking into account
uncertainty reduction, a plan for this assembly operation could not be developed given our
currently available strategies. In Laugier5s approach the uncertainty model is somehow updated
although it not entirely clear in [37] how this is done.
At this point we should note that our planner selects the first strategy in the library for
which the preconditions are met by the current state. It is possible that there might be two stra
tegies that can be employed on the current state so in our system we order the strategies in the
library from most preferred to least preferred, the preference being based on simplicity, in order

to make sure that the best strategy is selected. A preferable method might be to consider all pos
sible strategies and rank them according to some measure. For instance some strategies tend to
work well when there is only a small amount of uncertainty regardless of the clearance and oth
ers tend to work well when the clearance is not incredibly small but large amounts of uncertainty
can be tolerated. We have not, at this time, considered taking such an approach mostly because
we do not have a large library of strategies where there would be many possibilities to consider
for a given situation, and therefore we feel that performing a reasonable study on the best way to
rank strategies using our current library would not be possible.
In many ways, the largest limiting factor of our planner is the small number of available
strategies from which it has to choose. While our current library contains strategies that in
theory cover almost all possible situations, some of these may be highly prone to errors in cer
tain situations, so that even when executed under error detection and recovery, these strategies
may not accomplish their goal but instead iterate indefinitely through error detection and
recovery cycles. Also there are situations for which it is possible that a strategy could not be
found. For these reasons, further work needs to be done in extending this library.
The focus of our work so far, however, has been more on the theoretical issue of how to
analyze geometric and uncertainty constraints to decide when fine motion must be used and to
characterize the type of fine motion strategy required and less on the actual implementation of
strategies. We have discussed the further development of strategies in Section 7.
Each individual motion specified by a strategy in AMP-CAD is represented by a special
motion data structure that we will describe in the next subsection. The execution unit that we
will also describe in that subsection will be responsible for converting this representation into a
robot command that is in the language understood by the robot being used. Hence, the available
strategies specify motions that can be executed on a variety of robots, so long as the robots have
the motion capabilities required by the strategies. The execution unit that we will discuss is lim
ited to dealing with only force/torque guided motions and point-to-point motions to be executed
by the robot. Therefore, if a motion strategy was added to the library that, for instance, relied
upon using additional sensors or a dexterous gripper, the execution unit would likewise need to
be extended to handle these types of motions.
6.4 Motion Plan Execution
To make certain that those segments of the motion plan that are marked for force/torque
guided motions are carried out with the aid of automatic error detection and recovery (EDR), we
have implemented a special execution unit to execute the motion plan and perform EDR along
the lines discussed in [21]. The source code for the execution unit is listed in Appendix 2; the
main routine of the execution unit is there called execute. In order to cope with the discrete
nature of the manipulator control, the noise and other distortions in the signals produced by the
force/torque sensor on the manipulator, etc., it is not possible to carry out force/torque guided
motions without automatic error detection and recovery (EDR). EDR requires that the termina
tion of each motion be verified and, upon failure, a recovery motion be carried out. In this
implementation, it is assumed that the force/torque guided motions specified will account for
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uncertainties, and only the errors induced by the discrete nature of force control, etc. are con
sidered for EDR.
The execution unit also performs other functions in the execution of each step in the motion
plan. In some cases it might be necessary to skip a step. For instance, if a fine motion subplan
has been devised to align a grasped peg with a mating hole but this alignment is serendipitously
achieved before the execution of the fine motion subplan, then some of the steps in this fine
motion subplan do not need to be executed. Also, it is sometimes necessary to perform some
functions before or after the execution of a motion, such as altering the value of a variable.
A step or “ motion” is specified to the execution unit via a move data structure, as is dep
icted in Table 6.2. In order to execute a step in the motion plan, the execution unit first makes
sure that the step should be executed by examining the skip-conditions. If all of these conditions
fail, the step is to be executed and each of the initial—functions is invoked. Tht motion is then
executed and the status of the motion is determined by testing the goal-term inating-conditions,
the position -bound, the force -bound, and by executing a verification motion if necessary. If
any of these tests reveals a failure of the motion just executed, an error state is declared and
recovery actions are taken if necessary. The motion is then repeated and the process continues
until it is determined that the motion successfully met its goal while remaining within the
specified bounds.
Table 6.2

The move data structure used to describe a motion.

(move
motion
skip-conditions
initial-functions
final-functions
position-bound
force-bound
vector
goal-terminating-conditions
protectional-terminating-conditions)
Of course, an error might occur if the actual geometry of the parts was not within the
bounds specified by the nominal geometric representations. For instance, say We are trying to put
a peg into a hole where the radius of the hole turns out to be smaller than the radius of the peg
Upon attempting to put the peg into the hole, an error condition will result and since it is not pos
sible to ever put the peg into the hole, error conditions will continue to result from every
recovery effort. Therefore, theoretically the system will continue to cycle forever, so to account
for such situations an upper limit could be set on the number or EDR cycles allowed. If this limit
is reached without successful completion of a motion, an unrecoverable error condition would be

declared, and the execution would halt.
As mentioned earlier, some fine motion strategies used by AMP-CAD can be very error
prone if excessively large uncertainties or excessively tight clearances are involved. By setting
the upper limit on the number of allowable cycles, the execution may also halt on motions that
are executable in theory, but prove to be unexecutable in practice.
To explain the scope of our error detection and recovery abilities, we must first explain the
control scheme we used to implement fine motion on our robots. We define a fine motion to be a
motion made by a robot toward a specified goal position while maintaining a given force con
straint. A fine motion terminates when one p f a given set of position or force conditions is
satisfied. We implement the fine motions via an itiner/outer servo loop system, where the inner
servo loop controls the position of the robot and the outer servo loop controls the force being
exerted by the robot. Thus the manner in which the outer servo loop zeros out the force error is
by converting it into an incremental position command that is added to the commanded position
input to the inner servo loop. The force error is converted into a incremental position by modeling the force exerted by the robot with a first-order spring approximation. Fig. 34 depicts our
control scheme.
Actual position
Force
Com m andea
Force

Compensation

Position Command !

Position
Compensation

Commanded Position *-'■

Fig 34:

Control diagram o f our inner/outer loop system that issues position commands to
adjust forces.

One particularly robust way to do error detection and recovery of fine motions is by assum
ing a particular type of fine motion will be used for a specific application and building a control
scheme that automatically accounts for the types of errors that tend to occur in that type of
motion for the given application. An example of such a system used for grinding applications
was discussed in [28]. Unfortunately a wide variety fine motions are in general required for
assembly motion plans and therefore it would not be easy for us to use this type of approach.
Instead, we have developed an execution unit that makes assumptions about the local
geometry from the given motion specification (which is assumed to be a sensible specification as
was defined by Mason in [42]) and uses additional information given in the plan (e.g. the
force -bound and goal-terminating —conditions) about the motion to be made as a basis to
decide whether or not an error has occurred and if so what type of recovery motion should be
executed. The intent is that the EDR strategies used by our execution unit should be able to han
dle errors that occur in the outer force servo loop of our control system and to be able to handle
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errors that result when a motion is specified to follow a trajectory that is calculated based on the
current force and/or torque exerted by the robot. In short, we assume that the position sensors on
the robot are accurate enough and that the position-servoing is done well enough that they will
not be the cause of an error in a motion. Recall, of course, that the motion plans are developed
assuming control uncertainty which is the result of predictable uncertainty in the position sensors
and in the position servo loop. In contrast, we assume, however, that the force/torque sensors and
the force-servoing will not necessarily be accurate enough to avoid errors. The reason for this is
that the inaccuracies in the force sensor and the force-servo loop tend to be unpredictable and
non-linekr arid thus are not easily modeled as uncertainties to the planning system.
Given the litriited application of assembly plans, there is a small number of types of servoing constraints that will be used on an assembly motion and a small nurnber of types of terminat
ing conditions that will used, and finally the servoing constraints will be used in conjunction
with the terminating constraints in a limited number of ways. So, in a sense, motions can be
classified into different types and specific recovery motions can be associated with each type of
motion. Upon unsuccessful termination of a motion, our execution classifies the type of motion
that was executed and uses this in conjunction with the type of failure triggered (e.g. force out of
bounds, position out of bounds, etc) to select an appropriate recovery motion.
Therefore we can detect errors of the type that we will be looking for and we will be able to
execute a recovery motion (assuming one is called for) each time one of these errors occur.
There is no guarantee, however, that the recovery motion will completely eradicate the problem
at hand as it is executed under similar conditions as for the original motion, and whatever caused
it to terminate unsuccessfully might have the same effect on the recovery motion. For instance, if
someone is using a hand drill in the next work cell, thus inducing much electronic noise into the
signal sent from the force/torque transducer to the force/torque sensor controller and causing a
motion to terminate in an error condition, there is no guarantee that the recovery motion used
will be successful when it is executed under the same noise conditions. However if the recovery
motion ends unsuccessfully then when the fine motion is repeated it most likely will end unsuc
cessfully thereby forcing another EDR cycle and giving the robot another chance to recover. At
the very worst, the robot would cycle on this motion indefinitely.
In closing we should note that while our error detection and recovery might seem very lim
ited, we have found that, given assembly motion plans that account for predictable uncertainties,
our EDR is almost always successful. We have found that in practice, errors other than the ones
that we look out for can be avoided by using adequate fixturing, etc. and when an undetectable
error occurs it often results in a detectable error, which can then be handled by our EDR. Of
course, our EDR is estensible if different types of sensors become available for sensing different
types of errors or if different types of motions are required by the assembly motion planner.
7. FINE MOTION STRATEGIES
For many assembly mating operations, orientational uncertainty about the mating axis does
not need to be accounted for because these operations mate features that are fotatiorialiy
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symmetric about the mating axis, as is the case for a round peg and hole. The problem of mating
such parts is well studied and a variety of mating strategies have been proposed in
[21,26,56,64] and other works. These strategies realistically encompass the range of possibili
ties for this type of mating operation, which generalizes to the problem of fitting a round peg in a
round hole. Therefore the problem of performing insertions when orientational uncertainty can
be ignored has essentially been solved.
There are, however, situations in which orientational uncertainty becomes a significant fac
tor; for instance when an assembly operation involves simultaneously mating two or more pairs
of features whose mating axes are not aligned, or when the mating features are riot rotationally
symmetric. This problem remains largely unsolved. The purpose of this section is to describe
the strategies that currently exist for dealing with this type of assembly operation and to charac
terize the limits of these strategies. An approach for developing additional strategies along these
lines will also be proposed.
The fine motion strategies that have been presented so far in the literature rely on the use of
force/torque guided robotic motion. The idea behind any force/torque guided fine-motion stra
tegy is that parts are brought into contact in such a way that the force and torque exerted on the
grasped part can be measured and through some mechanism be converted into a motion that will
align the grasped part with the fixtured part. These motions often terminate when some activity
in the force/torque signal is sensed. In a sense then, the information contained in the force/torque
signal is used in combination with motion to reduce the uncertainty so that the operation may
proceed. Thus two major factors that limit the applicability and robustness of any force/torque
guided fine-motion strategy are the amount of information contained in an ideal force/torque sig
nal and the signal to noise ratio of an actual force/torque signal.
We believe that when there is orientational uncertainty about the mating axis to contend
with, there may be situations in which there is no way to obtain enough information from even a
noiseless force/torque signal to reduce the uncertainty by the amount required. Even if there are
strategies that work in the ideal case, they may be such that they will not be robust due to the
noise in and the limited resolution of the force/torque signal. Of course, such strategies could be
executed under error detection and recovery, but if a noise-sensitive strategy does not work on
the first attempt, there is no guarantee it will work on the second or any other attempt since it is
being executed under the same noise and resolution conditions.
For these reasons we believe that it may be ultimately necessary to bring in other types of
sensors, such as vision and tactile sensors, in order to be able to handle all assembly operations
robustly. Alternatively it might be feasible to use a micromanipulator end-effector for perform
ing noise-sensitive strategies since it seems that fine-motions would be easier to execute using a
micromanipulatof than a robot manipulator, and therefore noise may not be as much of an issue.
Unfortunately there has been very little research done in either of these areas. In the following
we will focus entirely on force/torque guided fine-motion strategies that are executed with a
standard six degree of freedom robot manipulator.
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7.1 Strategies for a RotationalIy-Asymmetric Feature Pair
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Caine and Lozano-Perez [6] have developed and thoroughly
analyzed a mating strategy that handles orientational uncertainty. However, this strategy is lim
ited to cases where the mating features are rectangular solids. A more general strategy,
developed by Strip [58], can handle convex solids, that is, mating features whose cross-sections
are convex. Both strategies are similar, but because the latter strategy is the more general of the
two, the following discussion will focus on it.
Strip’s strategy is Carried out in three phases: the initial orientation phase, the final Orienta
tion phase, and the insertion phase. In order to describe these phases it is necessary to first define
a coordinate frame with respect to the mating feature of the grasped part that is to be inserted
into the corresponding feature of the fixtured part. The mating feature of the grasped part is
referred to as the peg and the mating feature of the fixtured part is referred to as the hole.
The point of greatest curvature on the curve or polygon bounding the bottom face of the
peg is defined to be the target point. The point about which forces and torques are measured and
applied is referred to as the point o f support. This point is usually, although not necessarily, near
the center of mass of the bottom face of the peg. The Y axis of the coordinate reference frame
extends from the point of support through the target point. The Z axis is defined to lie coincident
to the outward pointing normal of the bottom face. The X axis is defined so as to create a righthanded orthonormal coordinate frame, with the origin being at the point of support. For an illus
tration of this see Fig. 35.

Point of support

Fig 35

Definition of coordinate frame, target point, and point of support.

In the first phase of this strategy, the peg is positioned directly above the hole so that the Z
axes of the peg and hole are aligned and the X and Y axes are coincident, to the best of the avail
able knowledge. The peg is then tilted about its X axis so that the target point is the lowest point
on the peg. The target point of the peg is then brought to the corresponding target point of the
htile with a compliant motion that attempts to maintain zero torques about the Z axis and zero
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forces along the X axis of the peg. Of course, there is some uncertainty in the position of the peg
with respect to the hole, so in general the peg will be initially brought in contact with the hole at
points other than the corresponding target points. This motion will continue, applying force
along the Y axis, until a stable equilibrium is reached. By stable equilibrium is meant that the
forces and torques being exerted by the peg are perfectly balanced by the forces and torques
exerted on the peg by the sides of the hole so there is no net motion of the peg.
During the second or final orientation phase of the strategy, the peg is uprighted so that the
Z axes of the peg and of the hole are once again aligned as well as possible given the uncertain
ties. During this motion a positive force in Y is maintained so that contact between the peg and
hole is not broken, a positive force in Z is maintained so as to be pushing the peg further into the
hole as the motion continues, and also the zero X force and Z torque are maintained as before.
This phase ends, ideally, with the bottom face of the peg completely contained in the hole.
The final phase of the strategy inserts the peg the rest of the way into the hole via the pompliant motion proposed and justified in [64]. That is, the peg is pushed in the positive Z direction
while attempting to maintain zero forces along and zero torques about the X and Y axes. In this
way wedging and jamming situations are avoided.
The success of the overall strategy depends on the success of the first phase. It is possible
that the peg might become wedged in the hole before a reasonable alignment may be achieved
by the first phase motion. Also if the initial uncertainty is too large the motion could feasibly
terminate with one-point contact between the peg and the hole where the peg is stuck in ah
unaligned position due to friction. However, both these situations will be avoided if the initial
uncertainty is relatively small. An exact measure on the allowable uncertainty would depend on
the geometry of the hole, the friction between the peg and the hole, the clearance between the
peg and the hole, and the size of the peg and hole. A complete analysis of the allowable uncer
tainty has not been performed but general guidelines of such an analysis are outlined in [58], In
this paper, Strip reports that the strategy was found to be robust when used for inserting a two
inch square peg into a corresponding hole with the clearance between the peg and hole being
0.0015 inches and the uncertainty being couple of hundredths of an inch in translation directions
and a degree or two in rotational directions. Strip also reported on a passive device that can be
used to perform such insertions in [59].
Unfortunately, the applicability of this strategy is rather limited. For instance, imagine a
convex but not round plug and socket connector. The plug might be reasonably modeled as a peg
and the socket as a hole, only because this strategy requires the peg to be tilted into the hole and
the peg only interact with the edges of the hole, it could most likely not be applied in this case
because the pins in the socket might interfere with the plug during the mating operation.
As mentioned earlier, Peshkin [47] has developed a general methodology for deriving stra
tegies for arbitrary mating feature geometries, It might prove to be feasible to apply Peshkin’s
method to those feature geometries where there are no currently known fine-motion strategies,
although, as we will explain, we feel that it is probably not possible to do this without further
development of the methodology. Peshkin’s method is presently limited to the development of
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strategies consisting of a single, decision-free compliant motion; his method develops a damping
matrix to be used to control this motion. It does not seem likely that a single motion strategy
could be used to mate certain feature geometries given normal uncertainties.
For instance* assume the strategy to ^ d e v e lo p e d is to move the rectangular peg depicted
in Fig, 36a from the start position to the goal position. Peshkin’s method relies on first finding
all Of the qualitatively distinct contact configurations that could occur while inserting the peg
into the hole with a single Straight line motion given the uncertainties. From this a compliance
matrix is developed that, when used to control the robot, would deflect the insertion motion of
the peg in such a way that alignment will be achieved and the forces and torques will remain
bounded. An input to the equations used to find this matrix is the force/torque vector that would
be exerted on the peg in each qualitatively-distinct realizable contact configurations. For the
cases shown in Fig. 36b and Fig, 36c, the force exerted on the peg in both cases is the same but
the desired motion is different. Therefore there is no way that the robot could differentiate
between the two situations (using force/torque information alone) and thus deduce the correct
direction in which to rotate the peg. For this reason it does not seem feasible that Peshkin’s
method could be used to develop a single-motion strategy for this situation.
.

■
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However, it might be possible to expand Peshkin’s methodology so as to be able to produce
multi-step strategies where motions may be added to bring the parts into distinguishable contact
configurations. For instance the use of a tilting motion can often lead to distinguishablecontact
configurations. Of course it may not always be feasible to use tilting motions for this purpose as
we explained in the socket and plug connector example given earlier in this chapter.
Of course, while there are feature geometries for which there are no known strategies, it is
questionable how important these geometries are in a practical sense. For instance, while no stra
tegy is known for inserting a “ U ” shaped peg in a hole, it is not clear that such a task would
need to be done in any industrial assembly. Also, while most strategies that do exist can handle
only a limited amount of uncertainty, it is usually feasible that sensing operations and grasping
operations can be used to reduce the uncertainty, particularly in part placement, to a large
degree.
7.2 Strategies for Multiple Feature Pairs
Little work has been done toward finding robust strategies for mating multiple pairs of
assembly features simultaneously. While it would be nice if there were a general approach, such
as Peshkin’s, that could be used to develop strategies for these situations, since the limits of such
approaches are currently not known it cannot be assumed that the multiple mating feature prob
lem can be solved in this way. Instead a strategy will be discussed that might be used in some of
these situations and present experimental evidence and a theoretical justification of the viability
of this strategy. The limitations of this strategy will then be discussed an approach to the
development and analysis of related strategies will be informally proposed.
When multiple feature pairs must be mated, a general approach may be to tilt the grasped
part so that the number of mating feature pairs that come in contact is reduced and/or the areas
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(a)

lesired motioi

Fig 36

I *C\

lesired motioi

A situation where Peshkin’s method would fail. In this Situation, depieied in
panel (a), Peshkin’s method would attempt to derive a one-step decisionless fifiemotion strategy for the assembly operation depicted. Here the peg is a rectangular
solid and the hole is a rectangular solid void. Peshkin’s method ideally will
produce a control that can differentiate between all contact configurations and
always move in the correct direction for each configuration. Panel (b) and (c)
depict two contact configurations that would require rotational motions in
opposite directions, but the force exerted on the peg is the same in both cases;
hence there is no way for the control to differentiate between the two situatiohs
using force/torque information alone.

of the potential contact regions are reduced. For example strategy, assume that a grasped part has
two round pegs and a fixtured part contains two round holes and the task is to simultaneously
insert the two pegs into the two holes.
;
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We will define a coordinate reference frame as depicted in Fig. 37 for the grasped part
where the X axis extends through the centers of the bottom faces of the two pegs. The Z axis is
parallel to the outward pointing normal to the bottom faces of the two round pegs, and the Y axis
is chosen to form a right-handed orthonormaj coordinate frame. A coordinate frame is defined
similarly for the fixtured part where the X axis extends through the centers of the bottom faces of
the two round holes on the fixtured part.
The first step of the proposed strategy begins with the grasped part positioned above the
fixtured part with their Z axes aligned and the X and Y axes coincident, to the best of the avail
able knowledge. The grasped part is tilted slightly about its -X axis and then moved along the
positive Z axis of the fixtured part until contact between the grasped part and the fixtured part is
made.

Fig 37

Definition of the coordinate reference frame of the grasped part.

A compliant motion is then made that attempts to move in the +Y direction while maintain
ing a constant force along the X axis and a constant torque about the Z axis of the grasped part
until a stable equilibrium is reached. By stable equilibrium is meant that the forces and torques
exerted by the pegs are balanced by the forces and torques exerted by the sides of the holes. If
this motion is successful, it will end with the bottom tip of each peg within their corresponding
holes. If there are other mating features on the grasped and fixtured parts this strategy can be
used as long as the two round pegs contain the lowest points on the grasped part (the points with
the most positive Z values with respect to the hole features).
The next step is quite similar to the second phase of Strip’s strategy [58], it is to perform a
compliant motion to upright the grasped part so that the Z axes of the parts are again aligned
while maintaining constant forces along the X , Y, and Z axes and constant torque about the Z
axis. This motion should terminate with the bottom faces of each of the two pegs completely
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contained within their respective holes.
The final step is to insert the part using the same compliant motion as was used by Strip in
his insertion phase. Note that when there are more than two pegs on the grasped part and if the
grasped part could be tilted in the first step in such a way that the lowest points on the part were
on the bottom faces of two round pegs (with the coordinate reference frame being defined with
respect to these two pegs), then this strategy could be also be used. At the end of the second step
all of the bottom faces of each of the pegs should be within their respective holes.
To see why this strategy works, first consider the case where the orientation about the Y
and Z axes and the position along the X axis are exactly correct. Then the compliant motion exe
cuted in the first step will begin in a contact configuration similar to the one depicted in Fig. 38a.
Let us assume that the force exerted by the peg located along the -X axis exerts a force of F and that the peg located along the +X axis exerts a force of F +. Further assume that the forces
are measured relative to the origin of the reference coordinate frame depicted in Fig. 37. Then
we note that in Fig. 38a we have
F - CosG- = F +CosG+
(12)
F - SinG- + F +SinG+ = Fo
(13)
T l Sin(TC-G- )J F - = / + | Sin(Jt-G+) IF +
(14)
where Fo is the force exerted by the robot. Therefore in this case we have a stable equilibrium
and the motion terminates immediately.
If this is not the case then either Eq. 12 or Eq. 14 are not satisfied; Eq. 13 is necessarily
satisfied because the manipulator is exerting a force on the grasped part along the Y axis. In the
event that the pegs are not aligned with the holes along the X direction, then the initial contact
between the grasped part and the fixtured part will be similar to that depicted in Fig. 38b and Eq.
12 will not be satisfied. However the manipulator will tend to move in the direction necessary to
zero out the net force along the X axis and as a consequence the pegs will come into alignment
with the holes along the X axis. The pegs may momentarily loose contacts with the sides of the
holes but they should regain contact in a configuration that is closer to having perfect alignment
along the X axis.
In the case that the initial orientation about Z is not correct then the motion will initially
establish only one point of contact between one or the other peg and hole as depicted in Fig. 38c.
Therefore a net moment about the Z axis of the grasped part will exist and the compliant motion
will tend to rotate the part in the correct direction necessary to zero out this torque until two
point contact is achieved with a point of contact for each peg and hole pair and equilibrium is
reached. Hence at the end of this motion the grasped part will be positioned as shown in Fig.
38a.
As the grasped part is uprighted with respect to the fixtured, the contact points will.be
maintained because the compliant motion attempts to maintain a constant force along the Y
direction, and the pegs will stay in the holes because the compliant motion attempts to maintain,
a constant force in the Z direction. Any minuscule misalignment along the X axis or about the Zaxis will be countered; as the compliant motion attempts maintain zero X force and Z torque.

(c)

Fig 38

Relative placement of contact points. In panel (a), two point contact achieved
along the edge of the round holes when the pegs are aligned with the holes along
the grasped part’s X axis and about its Z axis. In panel (b), two point contact
achieved along the edge of the round holes when the pegs are not aligned with the
holes along the grasped part’s X axis.. In panel (c), one point contact achieved
when the grasped part is not initially aligned with the fixtured part about the
grasped part’s Z axis.

Hence, this motion should terminate with the bottom face of each peg in the corresponding hole.
Note that if the grasped part has more than two pegs, then due to the initial tilt imposed upon the
grasped part, the remaining pegs do not come in contact with the fixtured part until the very last
portion of this move whereupon the alignment along the X axis and about the Z axis should
already be achieved so the bottom faces of the additional pegs should land within their respec
tive holes.
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There may still be some misalignment about the X and Y axes of the grasped part, but the
final motion of the strategy will attempt to zero out the X forces and torques and the Y forces
and torques created by such a misalignment so the X and Y orientation will be corrected as the
insertion motion proceeds.
Experimental verification of this strategy was conducted in our lab where a grasped part
with four round pegs was inserted into a fixtured part with four round holes. This was done by
first deriving a motion plan for the operation and then executing the motion plan on a Puma TfiO
robot using AMP-CAD’s execution unit. The clearance between each peg and hole was 0.001
inches. We are able to mate these parts robustly when the initial uncertainty is relatively small
(on the order of hundredths of an inch of translational uncertainty and a few degrees of rotational
uncertainty).
For a clarification of how the steps discussed above apply to the case where there are four
pegs to be mated, we present Fig. 39. Here we show a grasped part and a fixtured part with a
geometry similar to the ones we used in the assembly. In the figure, the top frame of each panel
depicts the assembly as viewed along the X axis of the fixtured part, while the bottom frame dep
icts a view along the Z axis. In the bottom frame, only the lowest points on the peg are shown,
that is the points with the largest Z value with respect to the fixtured part coordinate frame.
Of course this strategy is applicable only in situations where the underlying assumptions
are met; namely that the grasped part could be tilted such that the lowest point on the part are on
the bottom faces of two round holes. Secondly, it is assumed the grasped part contains only pegs
and the fixtured part contains only holes. It is also assumed that the two pegs dealt with are of
the same length and that the orientational uncertainty about the Y axis is such that the first step
ends with the tips of both pegs within their holes. Finally it is assumed that all initial uncertain
ties are small enough that initial contact between either peg and the fixtured part will occur along
the top edge of the peg’s mating hole and nowhere else.
While the range of parts this particular strategy could be used for might be very limited, it
is easy to see how similar strategies could be developed for parts with different geometries. For
instance, if one peg is sufficiently longer than the others, it might be possible to use the strategy
discussed in [21] if the peg is rotationally symmetric about its mating axis or the strategy dis
cussed in [58] if the peg is convex in order to insert the longest peg partially into the correspond
ing hole. If the peg is nonsymmetric, then the grasped part should already be aligned rotationally
about the mating axis at the end of this step, else the grasped part could be rotated about the mat
ing axis until the remaining pegs are aligned with their holes. In either case a compliant motion
that maintains constant forces and torques along and about the X and Y axes could be used to
complete the insertion.
Alternatively if one of the pegs is convex, it might be feasible tp tilt the part such that ,the
lowest point on the part is a suitable target point for the application of Strip’s strategy. If so it
should be possible to carry out Strip’s strategy in order to mate the parts in these situations.
Similar strategies can be, developed for other geometries using the strategies defined for single
mafing feature pairs as a guide.
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(e)

(f)

Steps involved in mating multiple pegs and holes. In panel (a), the grasped part is
aligned with and positioned above the fixtured part to the best of the available
knowledge. In panel (b), the grasped part is tilted about the X axis. In panel (c),
the grasped part is brought to the fixtured part until contact is established. In
panel (d), the motion o f the grasped part continues toward the target point until a
stable equilibrium has been established. In panel (e), The grasped part is untilted
so that the Z axes of the grasped and fixtured part is aligned to the best of the
available knowledge In panel (f), the grasped part is inserted the rest of the way
into the fixtured part.
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Therefore, an overall approach to dealing with multiple mating feature pairs is to first find
strategies that are applicable to different part geometries, then determine the conditions under
which each strategy is applicable, and finally develop a set of rules for the selection of an
appropriate strategy for a given part geometry. Ultimately it might be necessary to rely on addi
tional forms of sensor input in order to find strategies for every situation that might occur.

8. GEAR BOX ASSEMBLY EXPERIM ENTS
In the previous section, assembly operation experiments involving the simultaneous mating
of four peg-hole feature pairs were briefly described. This section contains a more detailed
description of some experiments that were conducted that involve a gear box assembly ,JJefofce
discussing these experiments however, we will briefly outline the implementation of AMP-CAD.
More details on the implementation can be found in Appendix 2, where we have included the
source code for AMP-CAD. References to various modules in this source code will be made
throughout the rest of this section, and have been made in the previous sections.
AMP-CAD is written in Common Lisp and C. The Common Lisp part, written in an object
oriented style using CLOS (Common Lisp Object System), is used for orchestrating the overall
flow of control in accordance with Figs. I and 33. CLOS is also used for the representation of
parts and assemblies; this representation contains facilities for interfacing with the TWIN solid
modeling package, which itself is written in C. Common Lisp is also used for the programming
of Stage 2 of Phase 2 (see Fig. I).
We have used the motion plans generated by AMP-CAD to carry out assemblies on both a
Cincinnati Milacron T 3-726 robot and a Puma 762 robot. In the Robot Vision Lab we have a
robot-independent interface, written in Common Lisp and C, which allows us to specify motion
commands in a robot-independent format. The execution unit discussed in Chapter 6 translates
the assembly motion plan into a sequence of motion commands that can be understood by this
interface, causes the execution of these commands, and performs error detection and recovery
(EDR).
In general, we have found that the plans produced by AMP-CAD are feasible roughly 85
percent of the time. That is to say if we made 100 attempts to execute on a robot the motion plan
for a particular assembly, roughly 85 attempts would be successful. The rest of the attempts
would fail because of the failure of one of the motions due to the unpredictable aspects of force
control [21], A motion under EDR fails when its execution gets stuck in the endless loop of
error detection and recovery; this is more likely to occur when the uncertainties at the beginning
of the motion are large in relation to the clearance between the parts.
In the following, the development of motion plans for the parts depicted in Fig. 40, and the
subsequent execution of these motion plans will be described. The assembly involves two
operations. In the first, the gear depicted in Fig. 40b is mounted onto the gear shaft in the box
depicted in Fig. 40c and at the same time it is meshed with the gear in the gear box. The second
operation involves putting the lid depicted in Fig. 40a into the gear box. The actual Common
Lisp code used to develop a representation of this assembly is given in Table 6. The source code
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for the routines invoked by the code listed in Table 6 is itself listed in Appendix 2 as part of the
assembly representation code.

(a)

Fig 40

The assembly experiment to be conducted involves assembling the gear in (b)
with the box in (c) and then putting the lid in (a) onto the box.
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Table 6

The Common Lisp code used for creating an assembly representation for the parts
involved in the experiment.

(setq gearlhole (make-instance ’round-hole :radius 0.63109375 xheight 0.40625 xhradius
(setq gear I (make-instance ’spur-gear :radius 1.40234575 :tooth-width I 0.1 :tooth-width2 0.2
!height 0.25 :h .40625 :num-teeth 18 !offset 0.372246))
(setq gearlpart (make-instance’part :fcaturcs-list‘((,gearl) (,hi))))
(setq gear2hole (make-instance ’round-hole :radius 0.72 xheight 0.875 xhradius .72 xhheight 0))
(setq gear2 (make-instance ’spur-gear :radius 1.6875 :tooth-widthl 0.05 :tooth-width2 0.15 height
0:28125 :h .875 :num-teeth 20 !offset 0.43565054376))
(setq shaftl (make-instance ’round-peg !radius .62109375 xheight 3.0 :bradius .62109375 :bheight
0))

(setq shaft2 (make-instance ’round-peg !radius .7 :cheight 1.0 :bradius .7 :bheight 0))
(setq housing (make-instance ’feature xsg ’((ppiped 0 0 0 9.125 7.5 3.625)) :additivep ’+ :sym I)))
(setq recess (make-instance ’arb-hole xsg ’((ppiped 0 0 0 8.9375 7.3125 3.25)))
(setq box (make-instance ’part :features-list ‘((,housing) (,recess (0.125 0.125 0.375 0 0 0)) (,gear2
(3.0 3.75 0.375 0 0 0.0)) (,geai2hole (3.0 3.75 0.375 0 0 0.0)) (,shaft2 (3.0 3.75 0.375 0 0 0.0))
(,shaftl (5.977345 3.75 .375000)))))
(setq plate (make-instance ’arb-peg :csg ’((ppiped 0.03125 0.03125 0 8.875 7.25 . 1)) :sym 4))
(setq hole I (make-instance ’round-hole !radius .125 xheight .1 xhradius .125 xhheighl 0))
(setq hole2 (make-instance ’round-hole !radius .125 xheight .1 xhradius .125 xhheight 0))
(setq peg I (make-instance ’round-peg !radius .124 xheight .15 !bradius .124 :bheight 0))
(setq peg2 (make-instance ’round-peg !radius .125 xheight .15 !bradius .125 :bheight 0))
(setq hole3 (make-instance’round-hole !radius .25 xheight .75 Xhradius .25 xhheight 0))
(setq lidpart (make-instance ’part :features-list ‘((,plate) (,holel (4.4375 3.125 0 0 O Q)) (,hole2
(4.4375 4.125 0 0 0 0)))))
(setq bridge (make-instance ’feature xsg ‘((ppiped -.375 -.75 -.875 .75 1.5 1.75)) :additivep ’+
:sym I))
(setq handle (make-instance ’part :features-list ‘((,bridge (4.4375 3.625 1.025 0 0 0)) (,hole3
(4.0625 3.625 .65 0 1.5707963268 0)) (,pegl (4.4375 3.125 0 0 0 0)) (,peg2 (4.4375 4.125 0 0 0
0 )))))

(setq lid (make-instance ’assembly :grasped-part handle !description ‘((,pegl (into) ,holel) (,peg2
(into) ,hole2)) :fixtured-part lidpart :done t))
(setq boxassem (make-instance ’assembly :grasped-part gearlpart :fixtured-part box :pose-uncert
‘(0.15 0.15 0.00.0 0.00,175) !description ‘((,gearl (mesh) ,gear2) (,hi (onto) ,shaft))))
(Setq gearbox (make-instance ’assembly :grasped-part lid !description ‘((,lid (into 3,12S> ,recess))
:fixtured-part boxassem :pose-uncert‘(0.0 0.15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)))

After composing the assembly representation for the assembly depicted in Fig. 40, AMPCAD is called upon to develop a motion plan for the first assembly operation. The assembly
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representation is used by Phase I to create a path for the assembly operation to follow. It turns
out that a simple straight-line path can be used to perform the assembly operation. The source
code to develop this path plan is given in Appendix 2; as indicated there, the path is developed
by the pathplan program. To develop the path plan the gear box was automatically decomposed
into 46 obstacles. Two wedge shaped CSG primitives are used to form each tooth and there
were 20 teeth on the gear in the box, so 40 obstacles where needed to represent the gear teeth
alone.
Next, all of the uncertainties were taken into account. In this experiment there was .15" of
uncertainty in X component and .15” of uncertainty in the Y component of the initial pose of the
gear. There was also roughly .175 radians of uncertainty in the initial orientation about the axis
of the gear. Due to the manner in which the gear was grasped, that is from a stable position, all
other uncertainties were insignificant. These uncertainties were incorporated into the potential
field representation of the parts in the first stage of Phase 2, which is implemented by the uncertanall program listed in Appendix 2. Using this augmented representation the first point of poten
tial collision was found to be that labeled 1T " in Fig. 41.
At this point it was further determined that it would be necessary to find a Stra.tegy for the
path segment containing the point "I" that will be able to reduce the uncertainty in the X and Y
directions in order for the mating operation to proceed. In the second stage of Phase 2 the stra
tegy detailed in [21] (refered to as "peg and hole" in the code given in Appendix 2) was selected
for this purpose and it was used to develop a fine motion subplan that effectively aligns the bot
tom face of the hole in the grasped gear with the top face of the gear shaft. This is done by first
attempting to put the gear onto the shaft using a guarded motion that will terminate if the gear
instead runs into the shaft. If the gear did indeed run into the shaft then the torque exerted on the
gear is measured to find the direction vector in which to slide the gear along in order to align the
gear-hole and the shaft axis. This direction vector is tangent to the torque vector in the X-Y
plane. By sliding the gear along this vector until a contact force ceases to be sensed between the
gear and the shaft, the gear and shaft will effectively be aligned so that a third motion can be
made to the end of the path segment containing the point "I" following the successful termina
tion of this sliding motion.
By using this strategy, the X and Y pose uncertainty are reduced to .01" by the time the
gear is brought to the end of the path segment containing the point 'T", corresponding to the
clearance between the shaft and the hole in the grasped gear. Resuming the uncertainty analysis
performed in Stage I of Phase 2 as indicated in Fig. 33, the next point of potential collision that
was found Corresponds to the point labeled "2" in Fig, 41. Analysis revealed that the uncertainty
in the orientation about the Z axis needs to be reduced when the gear is being moved through the
path segment containing the point "2 " in order to reach this point.
Therefore a fine motion subplan was synthesized that first moves the gear down the gear
shaft until it either reaches the end of the path segment containing "2 ". or.
a
is
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Fig 41

Two path segments where fine-motion strategies must be used.

created between the two gears. If no contact force is sensed then clearly the two gears are suc
cessfully meshed and the fine motion plan is finished. If, however, a contact force is sensed then
the two gears are assumed to be clashing and therefore the fine motion subplan dictates that the
gear be rotated back and forth about the Z axis until there is no longer any contact force sensed.
When this occurs the grasped gear is aligned so that it can be successfully meshed with the
fixture^ geary p d the final motion in the subplan consists of a motion to the endpoint of the path
segment containing "2". The strategy used to develop this subplan is called rotz-search and the
source code for it is given in Appendix 2.
Upon further analysis by the first stage o f Phase I, it was determined that no more potential
collision points could be found in the remainder of the path. Therefore the entire motion plan
consists essentially of the first subplan described appended with the second subplan described
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followed by a final point-to-point motion to reach the goal from the point labeled "2". The first
motion in each subplan might actually consist of a point-to-point motion followed by a guarded
motion depending on how the original path was broken into segments.
We have executed this motion plan many times on both of the robots. In accordance to
what Was said about our experiments previously, we were usually able to run the assembly
operation successfully, but were less likely to be successful when the original uncertainty was
large. For instance, a particular problem that arises when the original uncertainty is large is that
the second motion in the first motion subplan, the one that slides the grasped gear along the
tangent to the torque vector, is inclined to get stuck in an endless loop of error detection and
recovery. The reason for this is that the resolution of the force/torque sensor may not be good
enough to calculate the torque vector as precisely as necessary when the uncertainty in the X and
Y direction at the beginning of this motion is relatively large and the center of the gear is far
away from the center of the shaft. This phenomena was explained in detail in [211. The amount
of uncertainty that can be tolerated by this strategy is dependent on factors such as the clearance
between the grasped part and the fixtured part and the resolution of the force/tOrque senSor. For
the setup we used, where the clearance between the gear and the shaft was approximately .01"
and the resolution of the force/torque sensor was 1/40 foot-pounds, we found that uncertainties
under . I in to .2 in would result in a successful operation.
Another point in the plan that required significant error detection and recovery efforts was
the second motion in the second motion subplan, this is the motion that rotates the gear back and
forth about the Z axis until contact between the two gears no longer exists so that it can be
assumed that the two gears are meshed. This motion often needed to be repeated many times (10
to 20 iterations were not uncommon) because either the force terminating condition was missed
and the motion hit a limit (the motion is only allowed to travel about .18 rads ifi one direction,
and if the force Constraint is not meant, rotation in the opposite direction is attempted) or a force
terminating condition was falsely sensed.
y.:v-:' 1toe'fb$t situation occurs when the motion moves too rapidly and the force/torque sensor is
not sampled during the small amount of time that the gears are meshed during the motion. This
is especially COmmOn on the Puma robot because the rotational speed of motions can not be con
trolled by us direcdy and the result is the compliant rotations executed on that robot are done too
fasti The second situation occurs when the force/torque sensor produces a noisy reading or when
the grasped gear is raised slightly during the rotation and thus the otherwise clashing teeth loose
contact with one another. A noisy reading can be detected by a static and stable reading, a loss of
contact is determined by executing a verification motion. In all cases our execution unit was able
to correctly detect errors and no recovery motions were necessary other than to repeat the
motion. Unlike the prior motion subplan, this motion practically always terminated successfully
after 20 cycles Or so. Of course this motion is much simpler as it involves a rotation strictly
about the Z axis as opposed to the earlier motion which involved a translation along a direction
vector somewhere in the X-Y plane.
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All other motions in the motion plan were practically always successful as they were ail
either point-to-point motions or simple guarded motions for which error detection and recovery
is simple. Thus the most significant factor in the success of this assembly operation is whether br
not the second motion in the motion plan can be executed successfully.
In order to develop an assembly motion plan for the lid into box assembly operation, the
assembly representation was first developed as described in Table 6. Next a path was found by
Phase I for placing the lid into the box; once again the path followed a straight line between the
starting point and the ending point. To give the reader an idea of the time required to compose a
path plan, first note that in this case the gear box with the second gear placed iri it was automati
cally decomposed into 84 obstacles, 3 of which are negative obstacles; the additional obstacles
were required to represent the second gear. It took about 19 minutes to compute the path on a
Sun 4 server under a typical load.
While this might seem to be a long time, recall that the complexity of the potential field
calculation is linearly related to the number of obstacles in the assembly, and 84 is a relatively
large number of obstacles. For the first example discussed, the final path was found in about 41
minutes. The reason why this path plan took so long to develop is that the grasped gear must be
moved along the gear shaft for most of the operation and there is only a small clearance between
the gear and shaft. Therefore the path had to be computed at a very tight resolution which lead to
a large number of points on the path which takes a large amount of compute time. Of course,
AMP-CAD is a research tool and not a production system; the implementation has not been
optimized to any great extent.
The majority of time it takes to develop a motion plan is usually spent developing the path
plan, especially in more complicated situations such as the gear box. The implementation of
Stage I of Phase 2 takes the next largest amount of time, but it usually only takes a small frac
tion of the time taken to develop a path plan. Generating the assembly representation and gen
erating the motion plan take very little time in general compared to the time taken by the pathplan program and the uncertanal program.
Due to the manner in which the lid was grasped, the only significant uncertainty was found
to be in the Y component of the initial pose. This uncertainty could potentially cause a collision
just as the lid is being placed into the entrance of the gear box, as shown in Fig. 42.
Therefore a fine motion subplan must be used for the path segment containing this point;
the strategy the subplan is based upon is the well known biased search strategy, which is referred
to as biased motion along y axis in Appendix 2. To perform a biased search along the Y axis,
the lid is brought close to the potential collision point, moved purposely in the positive Y direc
tion by the amount of its uncertainty, brought down until it is contacting the gear box, arid tfieri
slid in the negative Y direction until the contact force is no longer sensed. The uncertainly iri the
Y component of the pose at the end of this search corresponds to the clearance between the lid
arid box, A final motion to the end of the current path segment is then executed.
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Fig 42

One path segment where a fine-motion strategy must be used.

No Other potential collisions were found for this assembly operation. Thus the complete
motion plan consists of this fine motion subplan followed by a point-to-point motion to move
from the ending point of the subplan to the goal point. Of course, there may be a few point-topoint motions before the fine motion subplan depending on how the path was sampled which
would determine the starting point of the motion subplan.
Execution of this assembly operation was nearly always successful. Perhaps the only real
possibility for failure in the operation occurs if the biased search missed the terminating condi
tion and overshot the entrance to the box, but we have not seen this occur. Fig. 43 shows
snapshots of the motion plans being executed.
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Fig 43

The first four snapshots show the robot assembling the gear with the gearbox. The
last two snapshots show the robot assembling the lid with the box.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE W O RK
We have discussed a two-phase planning system that produces motion plans for assembly
operations to be carried out by robots that must operate in uncertain environments. In Phase I
planning the UhCCitainties are ignored and a path that will be collision free in the ideal case is
found for the assembly operation. In Phase 2 the effects of uncertainties are analyzed and the
results of this analysis are used to synthesize an assembly motion plan.
Much of bur work in Phase I path planning lies in the development o f methods for dealing
with assembly situations. In the first stage of path planning a quick search of free space is per
formed to find an initial path. In the second stage, collision regions in the initial path are found
and elirhinated via localized optimization. Capabilities have been added to the potential field
representation used by Phase I to make it easier to handle parts containing holes. Special meas
ures were taken to avoid problems that occur when developing plans for tightly fitting parts,
To perform uncertainty analysis for Phase 2 planning, the uncertainties are first incor
porated into the potential field representation in a manner that allows for accurate modeling of
these uncertainties. The path produced by Phase I is then analyzed to find segments of the path
where fine motions must be used to avoid problems due to uncertainties.
Given the path together with the knowledge of the effects of uncertainty and. related infor
mation, a motion plan can be generated that will allow the grasped part
along the derived path in order to be assembled with the fixtured part. This is done by choosing
from a library of strategy one particular strategy for each segment of the path. Each such stra
tegy is expanded into a sequence of motions capable of moving the grasped part through the path
segment under the existing uncertainty apd contact conditions.
In order to produce a system that does not rely on copious amounts of specialized input
information to be produced for each assembly, we have developed a feature-based representation
pf assemblies and parts. To create a computer representation for a specific assembly, the user
specifies only a high-level description of the assembly to the computer. Methods associated with
the representation are able to take the high level descriptors supplied by the user and convert
them into the input data required by the planner, the most important input being a list of the obs
tacles and their boundary representations to be used for the potential field representation. By
using object-oriented programming techniques we have modularized the representation in such a
way that it could easily be tailored to specific assembly domains.
We have used this planning system to produce plans for many assemblies and have carried
Out these plans using our execution unit. We have found that when executed tinder the error
detection and recovery afforded by our execution unit the plans produced are robust;
Despite the advances we have made, much work remains to be done. Perhaps the most lim
iting factor in our work is the set of strategies currently available for use in Phase 2 of our sys
tem. This set is based primarily on previous work done in the development of fine motion stra
tegies, but this work is by no means complete. For instance, there is no strategy that we know of
for inserting a concave solid peg into a corresponding hole. Furthermore while our system is
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currently able to deal with parts whose geometry can be modeled by taking the union or differ
ence of convex solids, there are many industrial parts that cannot be represented exactly in this
manner. Because preciseness is so important in assembly motion planning, work needs to be
done in finding a means to deal with exact representations of these parts as well. Finally, there is
much work that remains to be done in the integration of assembly motion planning with other
areas of assembly planning before a fully automated assembly system can be developed.
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A ppendix!
FINDING LOCAL MINIMA ON A SURFACE OR CURVE
In order to calculate the value of the function min dist, defined in Section 4, we must be able
to find the set of points Y, that are a locally minimum distance to a surface or a curve. In the fol
lowing we will start out by assuming there is only one such point (as there is for many cases),
and then consider the case where there are multiple points. If there is only one such point, this
point is also a global minimum.
Therefore the task we will consider first is how to find the closest point, call it y*, on either a
surface or an edge to an arbitrary point in space x. In the following we will first treat the problem
of finding the point y* on an arbitrary surface and we will then treat the problem of finding the
point y* on an edge.
For some simple surfaces, such as a plane or a cylinder, the surface equation g(x) can be
defined in such a way that its absolute value is the distance between x and the surface. For
instance, for a plane
g(x) = ax+by+cz+d
(12)
where Cr,y, z) are the coordinates of the point x in Cartesian space. Furthermore, here the out
ward pointing unit normal vector to the plane has the coordinates (a ,b ,c). Therefore, assuming
a = g (x), y* = Cr -cm, y -a b , z —<xc)T. Perhaps a more intuitive way to express Eq. (12) is in a
standardvectorform
^
g(r) = r-n -d
(12’)
where r=x, n=(a,b,c), and d in Eq. (12) is equal to - d in Eq. (12’). For another example, the
distance between x and a right circular cylinder aligned with the Z axis is
g (x) = ^jx2+y2 - r
(13)
where r is the radius of the cylinder. Here the outward pointing normal at y* is (x,y, 0), so that if
a = g (x), y* = (±a*r, ±a*y, z) where (x,y,0) is the normalized normal vector.
In am o regeneralsensethedistanceb etw een x an d an arb itrary su rfaceis
d(y*) = V(X-I)2 + ( y - j ) 2 + (z - k )2
where (i,j,k) are the coordinates of y*. The problem then is how to find y*.

(14)

It turns out that this is a nonlinear constrained optimization problem where the idea is to
minimizes the objective function given by Eq. (14) for a point that is constrained to be on some
arbitrary surface described by the differentiable equation g (y). As has been proved in many
texts, such as [41] the point y* can be found by first forming the Lagrangian associated with the
;
constrained problem I (y,X) = d ( y) + Xg (y) and then solving the equations
V yI (y,X) = O
(15)
V^/(y,X) = g(y) = 0
simultaneously for y* = y and X. This will usually involve finding the solution of four nonlinear
equations which cannot always be done algebraically. Therefore we may need to solve the lour
equations resulting from Eq. (15) numerically. There are practical methods for doing this, for
instance the IMSL function NEQNF, which is explained in [1], can be used to find the solution
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y*. Note that while there is only one point that minimizes the distance function globally on the
surface, there may be a set of points that minimize the distance function locally. If this is the
case Eq. (15) will have multiple solutions, each solution corresponding to a local minimum. In
this case we must find all of the solutions and return the set of points, Y, yielded by the solu
tions,^to the m irijiist procedure for further examination.
Of course, using such a general method to find an accurate solution can be Computationally
prohibitive. Therefore it is desirable to simplify Eq, (15) as much as possible and perhaps apply
a more specific technique to find the solution. For instance, if g (y) is polynomial, Eq. (15) can
sometimes be rearranged and combined into a single polynomial equation of one variable. In this
case, we can solve for the roots of the polynomial to find the solutions for the first variable, and
this can be used to find the values of the other variables, finally yielding the set o f points that are
local minimums of the Euclidean distance to x on the given surface. There are many texts that
deal with both the theory and implementation of various methods of solving for the roots of a
polynomial, as for instance [49].
Now we will present and example of solving Eq. (15) numerically for the surface equation
■

g(y)=j2-k

where here (i,j,k) are the coordinates of the point y. Rearranging and combining Eq. (15) for
this surface equation we get:
J 3 + (.5-z)j-.5y = 0
(17a)
k -j2
.
(17b)
i =x
■ (17c)
where (i,j,k) are the coordinates of y* and (x,y,z) are the coordinates of x. Hence, we can solve
for the real roots of the (single variable) polynomial in Eq. (17a) for any given point; x to get a
value for j and from this solve Eq. (17b) for k. We can, in this case, solve Eq. (17c) trivially for
•■^the,yalue:rifi..:'r.
Note that since Eq. (17a) is a third order polynomial, it will have either one or three real
solutions; If there is only one real solution, this solution will correspond to the point (i,j,k) that
minimizes the distance function globally. If there are three real solutions then they will
correspond to, points that minimize the distance function locally on the surface.: In this ease the
rnin dist procedure needs to examine each point further. Table 7 lists several different values of
x and the resulting value for y found via a numerical solution. Fig. 44 shows a plot of some of
these solutions. Fig 44 also shows, for the point X = (0,2,6), the local minima corresponding to
the two additional roots of Eq. (17a).
The procedure for finding the closest point, y*, on an edge to the point x is very similar to
that of finding y* for a surface. Once again Eq. (15) can be used, where in this case the conStraihing function g (y) is the equation of the curve containing the edge, to find four nonlinear
equations which can be solved simultaneously to yield the values of y* = y and X. Alternatively
two constraining functions could be used, these being the equations of the surfaces intersecting
at this edge, to find five nonlinear equations which must be solved simultaneously. Of course, as
in the case of the surface, there may be a set of points that locally minimize the Euclidean
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Table 7:

Fig 44:

X

y*

d(y*)

(0.00,2.00,6.00)

(0.00,2.43,5.90)

0.44

if

(0.00,-0.18,0.03)

6.38

it

(0.00,-2.25,5.06)

4.35

(0.00,0.50,1.00)

(0.00,0.88,0.77)

0.44

(0.00,-0.50,1.00)

(0.00,-0.88,0.77)

0.94

(0.00,8.00,6.00)

(0.00,2.65,7.01)

5.45

Ii

(0.00,-0.83,0.69)

9.13

Ii

(0.00,-1.81,3.28)

10.18

(0.00,4.00,3.00)

(0.00,1.89,3.57)

2.19

Results of solving Eq. (15) numerically for the surface equation g (y) = j 2 - k.

;

Three x,y* pairs are shown for the surface g ( y ) - j 2 - L

distance to x, and we would have to return the entire set of these to i\\t min_dist procedure for
further examination.
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Appendix 2:
AMP-CAD SOURCE CODE
The following is a listing of the AMP-CAD source code. This code is written in C and Cdthmon Lisp. It consists of five major components: The assembly representation which defines the
classes of objects used in the representation and includes the various methods associated with
these classes, the path planner which performs Phase I computations, the uncertainty anayiizer
which performs Phase 2- Stage I computations, the plan supervisor that invokes the path planner
and the uncertainty anaylizer and then performs Phase 2- Stage 2 operations to produce a motion
plan, and finally the execution unit the executes the motions in the plan and performs error
detection and recovery. The assembly representation is written in Common Lisp using CLOSi
the plan supervisor and the execution unit are written in Common Lisp, and the path plahnei afid
uncertainty analyzer are written in C.
The assembly representation is listed first here, where the source code listing Starts out with
the definitions for the classes of objects used and then the source for the methods associated with
these classes are listed. We have only included the source code for the methods associated with a
few example feature subclasses. For a further description of the assembly representation see
Section 3.
Next, the source code for the path planner is listed. The path planner takes as input an object
file, an obstacles file, and a profile file. These files are all essentially created by the supervisor
using the information and methods associated with the assembly representation. The object file
describes the object, the obstacles file describes the obstacles, and the profile file indicates the
starting point, the ending point, obj_size, and the maximal extent of the object. The path planner
dumps its final results into a file called slp.out, although intermediate results are also dumped
into files for analysis purposes. Details on the path planner were discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
The uncertainty analyzer, which shares some routines with the path planner, takes as input
the object, obstacles, uncobject, uncobstacles files, as well as the slp.out file and an uncertainty
file detailing the initial pose and control uncertainty associated with the assembly operation.
Except for the slp.out these files are similarly generated by the plan supervisor using the assem
bly representation. The files uncobject and uncobstacles contain the mmc representations of the
object and obstacles. Further details on the uncertainty analyzer were given in Section 6.
The plan supervisor, for which the source code is listed following the uncertainty anaylzer
source code, uses the results from the uncertainty analyzer to develop an assembly motion plan.
The motion plan is represented as a list of move data structures, where each move data structure
represents either a point-to-point motion or a force/guided motion. All point-to-point mdtibns afe
specified using a force terminating condition along the axis of motion as an extra margin of
safety. That is, a point-to-point motion will terminate prematurely if an unexpectedly large force
is suddenly exerted on the grasped part, as might happen if some mistake has been made in the
placement of the fixtured part. Thus the point-to-point motion will undergo the same type of
error detection and recovery as a standard force/torque guided motion. This is possible because
point-to-point motions are a subset of force/torque guided motions. Details on plan synthesis
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were given in Section 6.
Finally, the source code for the execution unit is included. The execution unit takes as input
a move data structure. It then issues this motion command to the robot, waits for the robot to
complete the motion, arid then examines the value of the force/torque vector and the
position/orientation vector of the robot to determine if an error has occurred. If an error has
occurred the appropriate recovery strategy is executed and the execution unit recursively calls
itself to reattempt the given motion. The execution unit is explained further in Section 6.

REPRESENT

;; Assem bly representation
;; This file contains definitions for various
;; classes o f objects used for assem
;; representation
;; Note: Attributes ending in "-h" are hidden
;; from
;; user —user is not to specify a value for
;; them.
;; Instead they have procedural attachments
;; invoked
;; if needed.
(defelass feature ()
((sign rinitarg :sign raccessor feature-sign)
; I if additive, -I if subtractive
; 2 if additive but not an inserter
(sym rinitargrsym :accessor feature-sym)
(tree rinitarg rtree raccessor feature-tree)
(constraint-angle rinitarg rconstraint-angle
:initform nil
:accessor feature-constraint-angle)
(constraint-numsyms rinitarg
reohstraint-numsyms rinitform nil
:accessor feature-constraint-numsyms)
(part rinitarg rpart raccessor feature-part)
(csg rinitarg rcsg :accessor feature-csg)
(norrt rinitarg mom-h rinitform nil raccessor
feature-nom-h)
(mmc rinitarg rnunc-h rinitform nil raccessor
feature-mmc-h)))
(defelass gear (feature)
((radius rinitarg rradiIius raccessor
gear-radius)
(num-teeth rinitarg mum-teeth raccessor
gear-hum-teeth)))
(defelass spur-gear (gear)
((x l rinitarg rxl raccessor spur-gear-xl) ;
see notes
(x2 :initarg :x2 raccessor spur-gear-x2) ;
seen p tes
(y rinitarg ry raccessor spur-gcar-y) ; see
notes
-' I
(h :initarg :h :accessor spur-gear-h) ;
height
(offset rinitarg roffset raccessor
spur-gear-offset)
; between teeth
(facets rinitarg .-facets rinitform 12
raccessor spur-gear-facets)))
(defelass bolt (feature)

((radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
bolt-radius)
(cheight rinitarg rcheight raccessor
bolt-cheight)
(bradius rinitarg rbradius raccessor
bolt-bradius)
(bheight rinitarg rbheight raccessor
bolt-bheight)
(thread-space rinitarg rthread-space
raccessor bolt-thread-space)
(thread-depth rinitarg rthread-depth
raccessor bolt-thread-depth)
(thread-thick rinitarg rthread-thick
raccessor bolt-thread-thick)
(num-thread rinitarg rnum-thread raccessor
bolt-num-thread)))
(defelass hex-head (feature)
((height rinitarg rheight raccessor
hex-hcad-height)
(radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
hex-head-radius)))
(defelass square-head (feature)
((height rinitarg rheight raccessor
square-head-height)
(radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
square-head-radius)))
(defelass nut-hole (hole)
((radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
nut-hole-radius)
(thread-space rinitarg rthread-space
raccessor nut-hole-thread-space)
(thread-depth rinitarg rthread-depth
raccessor nut-hole-thread-depth)
(thread-thick rinitarg rthread-thick
raccessor nut-hole-thread-thick)
(oheight rinitarg roheight raccessor
nut-hole-oheight)
(cheight rinitarg rcheight raccessor
nut-hole-cheight)
(cradius rinitarg rcradius raccessor
nut-hole-cradius)))
(defelass nut (feature)
((height rinitarg rheight raccessor
nut-height)
(radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
nut-radius)))
(defelass hex-nut (nut) ())
(defelass square-nut (nut) ())
(defelass peg (feature)
((oheight rinitarg roheight raccessor
peg-oheight)))
;; Simple cylinder possibly with bevel
(defelass round-peg (peg)
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((radius rinitarg -.radius -.accessor
round-peg-radius)
(cheight rinitarg rcheight:accessor
round-peg-cheight)
(bradius rinitarg rbradius .-accessor
round-peg-bradius)
(bheight rinitarg rbheight:accessor
round-peg-bheight)))
;; Peg composed o f cylinders and cones
(defclass composite-round-peg (peg)
((parts rinitarg rparts
:accessor composite-round-peg-parts)))
;; Peg made up by n-sided regular polygon
(defclass nsided-peg (peg)
((radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
nsided-peg-radius)
(h e ig h t:initarg rheight:accessor
nsided-peg-height)
(n :initarg :n .-accessor nsided-peg-n)))
;; Arbitrary shaped peg
(defclass arb-peg (peg)
((parts rinitarg :parts :accessor
arb-peg-parts)))
(defclass threaded-peg (peg)
((radius rinitarg rradius :accessor
tlireadcd-peg-radius)
(thread-space rinitarg :thread-space
:accessor threaded-peg-thread-space)
(thread-depth rinitarg:thread-depth
:accessor threaded-peg-thread-depth)
(thread-thick rinitarg:thread-thick
:accessor threaded-peg-thread-thick)
(bheight rinitarg rbheight
:accessor threaded-peg-bheight)
(bradius rinitarg :bradius
raccessor threaded-peg-bradius)))
(defclass hole (feature)
((oheight rinitarg roheight:accessor
hole-oheight)))
(defclass threaded-hole (hole)
((radius rinitarg rradius :accessor
threaded-hole-radius)
(thread-space rinitarg :thread-space
:accessor threaded-hole-thread-space)
(thread-depth rinitarg:thread-depth
raccessor threaded-hole-thread-depth)
(thread-thick rinitarg :thread-thick
:accessor threaded-hole-thread-thick)
(cheight rinitarg :cheight
raccessor threaded-hole-cheight)
(cheight rinitarg :cheight
:accessor threaded-hole-cheight)
(cradius rinitarg rcradius
:accessor threaded-hole-cradius)))
;; Simple cylinder possibly with bevel
(defclass round-hole (hole)
((radius rinitarg rradius
:accessor round-hole-radius)
(cheight rinitarg:cheight
:accessor round-hole-cheight)
(chradius rinitarg rchradius
raccessor round-hole-chradius)
(chlieight rinitarg rchheight
:accessor round-hole-chheight)))
;; Hole com posed o f cylinders and cones

(defclass composite-round-hole (hole)
((parts rinitarg rparts
raccessor composite-round-hole-parts)))
;; Hole made up by n-sided regular polygon
(defclass nsided-hole (hole)
((radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
nsidcd-hole-radius)
(height rinitarg rheight raccessor
nsided-hole-height)
(n rinitarg :n raccessor nsided-hole-n)))
;; Arbitrary shaped hole
(defclass arb-hole (hole)
((parts rinitarg rparts raccessor
arb-hole-parts)))
(defclass flexible (feature) ())
;; Simple spring
(defclass spring (flexible)
((compress rinitarg rcompress raccessor
spring-compress)))
;; Sim ple helical spring
(defclass helical-spring (spring)
((radius rinitarg rradius raccessor
helical-spring-radius)
(cheight rinitarg rcheight raccessor
helical-spring-cheight)))
(defclass part ()
((components rinitarg rcomponents raccessor
part-components)
(pose rinitarg rpose rinitform nil raccessor
part-p6se)
(nom rinitarg :nom-h rinitform nil raccessor
part-nom-h)
(mmc rinitarg :mmc-h rinitform nil raccessor
part-mmc-h)
(csg rinitarg :csg-h rinitform nil raccessor
part-csg-h)
(center rinitarg reenter rinitform nil
raccessor part-center)
(sym iinitarg :sym-h rinitform nil raccessor
part-sym-h)
(constraint-feature rinitarg
repnstraint-feature-h
rinitformnil
raccessor part-constraint-feature-h)
(uhceft rinitarg runcert rinitform nil
raccessor part-uncert)))
(defclass articulated-part (part)
((graph rinitarg rgraph rinitform nil
:accessor articulated-part-graph)
(csg-graph rinitarg resg-graph
raccessor articulated-part-csg-graph)
(csg-joint-pose rinitarg resg-joint-pose
rinitform nil
raccessor articulated-part-csg-joint-pose)
(nom-graph rinitarg rnom-graph-h rinitformnil
raccessor articulatcd-part-nom-graph-h)
(mmc-graph rinitarg :mmc-graph-h rinitform nil
:accessor articulated-part-mmc-^raph-h)
(brep-ibint-pose rinitarg rbrep-jomt-pose
rinitform nil
raccessor
articulated-part-brep-joint-pose)))
(defclass assembly ()
((grasped-part rinitarg rgrasped-part
racccssoi: assembly-grasped-part)
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(fixtured-part !initarg :fixtured-part
:accessor assembly-fixtured-part)
(description :initarg :description
:accessor assembly-description)
(left-features:initarg :left-features
:accessor assembly-left-features)
(right-features:initarg !right-features
:accessor assembly-right-features)
(connection !initarg !connection
:accessor assembly-connection)
(left-pose-start:initarg !left-pose-start
:initform nil
!accessor
assembly-left-pose-start-h)
(left-pose-end !initarg !left-pose-end
:initform nil
!accessor assem bly-left-pose-end-h)
(right-pose :initform nil :initarg :right-pose
!accessor assembly-right-pose)
(numsyms !initarg :numsyms :initform nil
!accessor assembly-numsyms)
(nom !initarg :nom-h !initform nil
-.accessor assembly-nom-h)
(mmc !initarg :mmc-h :initform nil
!accessor assembly-mmc-h)
(csg !initarg :csg-h -.initform nil
!accessor assem bly-csg-h)
(control-uncert :initarg -control-uncert
!initform nil
:accessor assembly-control-uncert)
(pose-uncert !initarg :pose-uncert !initform

(facets :initarg !facets -.accessor
cylinder-facets)))
(defclass ppiped (twinobj)
((p !initarg :p !accessor ppiped-p)
(e l !initarg :el !accessor p p iped-el)
(e2 !initarg :e2 !accessor ppiped-e2)
(e3 !initarg :e3 !accessor ppiped-e3)))
(defclass wedge (twinobj)
((p !initarg :p :accessor wedge-p)
(e l !initarg :el !accessor w ed g e-el)
(e2 !initarg :e2 !accessor w edge-e2)
(e3 :initarg :e3 !accessor w edge-e3)))
(defclass com posite (twinobj)
((components !initarg !components
!accessor com posite-components)))
(defclass attachment ()
((grasped !initarg !grasped
!accessor attachment-grasped)
(fixtured !initarg :fixtured
!accessor attachment-fixtured)
(offset !initarg !offset -.initform 0
!accessor attachment-offset)
(mate !initarg !mate !accessor
attachment-mate)))
(defclass into (attachment) ())
(defclass thru (attachment) ())

:accessor assembly-pose-uncert)
(done !initarg :done !initform nil
!accessor assembly-done)
(center !initarg !center !initform nil
!accessor assembly-center)
(grasp-plan !initarg :grasp-plan
!accessor assembly-grasp-plan)
(fixtured-plan:initarg :nxtured-plan
!initform :nil
!accessor assembly-fixtured-plan)))
(defclass twinobj Q
((nom !initarg morn !accessor twinobj-nom)
(miiic :initarg :mmc !accessor twinobj-mmc)
(csg !initarg :csg !accessor twinobj-csg)
(movable-surfaces :initarg !movable-surfaces
!initform n il !accessor
twinobj-movable-surfaces)
(aux -initarg :aux !initform nil !accessor
twinobj-aux)
(feature :initarg :featurie !initform nil
!accessor twinobj-feature)
(center !initarg !center !initform nil
!accessor twinobj-center)
(operator !initarg :operartor
!accessor twinobj-operator)))
(defclass cone (twinobj)
((base !initarg :base :accessor cone-base)
(axis :initarg :axis !accessor cone-axis)
(bottomradius !initarg ;bottomradius
!accessor cone-bottomradius)
(topradius !initarg !tppradius !accessor
cone-topradius)
(facets !initarg !facets-.accessor
cone-facets)))
(defclass cylinder (twinobj)
((base !initarg :base !accessor cylinder-base)
(axis -initarg -axis !accessor cylinder-axis)
(radius !initarg .-radius !accessor
cylinder-radius)

(defclass onto (attachment) ())
(defclass threaded (attachment) ())
(defclass lineup (attachment) ())
(defclass m esh (attachment) ())
(defclass joint ()
((fixed !initarg !fixed !accessor joint-fixed)
(mobile dnitarg !mobile !accessor
joint-mobile)
(position .-initarg .-position .-accessor
joint-position)
(offset !initarg !offset !accessor
joint-offset)
(initial-position !initarg !initial-position
:accessor joint-initial-position)
(initial-uncertainty !initarg
!initial-uncertainty
!accessor joint-initial-uncertainty)
(final-position !initarg !final-position
!accessor joint-final-position)
(bounds !initarg !bounds !accessor
joint-bounds)
(fixed-feature:initarg !fixed-feature
!accessor joint-fixed-feature)
(mobile-feature :initarg !mobile-feature
!accessor joint-mobile-feature)
(transform !initarg -.transform !accessor
joint-transform)))
(defclass revolute (joint) ())
(defclass prismatic (joint) ())
(defvar *2PI* 6.28318530718)
(defvar *P1* 3.14159265359)
(defvar ^facets* 24)
;; This file contains the various procedural
;; attachments
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;; for attributes o f the feature class. See Chap
;; 3.1 and
;; 9.2 o f thesis.
;; feature- Initializes a generic feature,
(defmethod initialize-instance :after ((instance
feature)
&key tree sign)
(build-parts instance tree)
(if (null sign) (setf (feature-sign instance)

2)))
;; feature-nom- I f needed and not set build brep
;; from csg tree
;; and return nom realization o f brep, if set
;; return.
(defun feature-nom (feature)
(let ((nom (feature-nom-h feature)) (mmc))
(cond ((null nom)
(mulliple-value-setcj (nom mmc)
(build-csg (feature-csg feature)))
(self (feature-nom-h feature) nom)
(setf (feature-mmc-h feature) mmc)))
nom))
;; feature-mmc- If needed and not set build brep
;; from csg tree
;; and return m mc realization o f brep, if set
;; return.
(defun feature-mmc (feature)
(let ((nom) (mmc))
(cond ((null (feature-nom-h feature))
(multiple-value-setq (nom mmc)
(build-csg (feature-csg feature)))
(setf (feature-nom-h feature) nom)
(setf (feature-mmc-h feature) m mc) mmc)
(t (feature-mmc-h feature)))))
;; This file contains the various procedural
;; attachments for
;; attributes o f the part class. See Chap 3.2 and
;; 9.1 o f thesis.
;; initialize-articulated-part- Instantiate a
;; joint data
;; structure for each member o f the graph list.
;; The list o f these joints is csg-graph.
(defmethod initialize-instance
:after ((instance articulated-part) &key
graph)
(let ((bounds) (ffeat) (mfeat) (fpfixed)
(fpmobile) (joint)
(csg-graph) (final) (initial) (offset))
(dolist (item graph)
;; Type= revolute, prismatic
;; ffeat= joining feature on fixed part
;; mfeat= joining feature on m obile part
;; initial= initial position o f joint
;; final= final position o f joint
;; offset= assume into, onto relation w
;;/joining
;;
features, offset same as in into,
;; onto
;; fixed= link assumed to be fixed
;; mobile= link assumed to m ove w r t fixed
;; link
;; bounds= bounds on position o f joint
(setq type (x item)) (setq ffeat (y item))
(setq mfeat (z item))
(setq offset (d item)) (setq bounds (e item))
(setq initial (r item)) (setq final (seventh
item))
(setq fixed (feature-part ffeat))

(setq mobile (feature-part mfeat))
(setq fpfixed (get-position fixed ffeat))
(setq fpmobile (get-position m obile mfeat))
(setq joint
(make-instance type :fixed fixed
!mobile mobile
:bounds bounds
:fixed-feature ffeat
:mobile-feature mfeat
!position initial
!offset offset
!initial-position
(get-nom initial)
!initial-uncertainty
(get-vunc initial)
!final-position final
!transform
‘(,(make-xform fpfixed)
,(make-xform
‘(0.0 ,offset 0 0 0))
,(invert-xform
(make-xform fpmobile)))))
(if (null csg-graph) (setq csg-graph ‘(
joint))
(setq csg-graph ‘(,@ csg-graph joint))))
(setf (articulated-part-csg-graph instance)
csg-graph)))
;; initialize-part- Set feature-part attrib on
;; each feature to
;; point to part. Xorm csg primitives on each
;; feature to
;; their position on the part.
(defmethod initialize-instance !after ((instance
part)
&key components pose imcert)
(let ((obs) (item) (newesg) (nom) (mmc))
;; For each component feature
(dolist (item components)
;; Set up pointers on feature back to part
(self (feature-part (x item)) instance)
;; For each csg primitive on the feature
(dolist (obs (feature-csg (x item)))
;; Set pointer on primitive back to feature
(setf (twinobj-feature obs) (x item))
;; If feature has a transform specified,
;; transform primitive to this position,
(cond ((y item)
(setf (twinobj-nom obs)

(twin-try
‘(xform ,@ (y item)
,(twinobj-nom obs))))
;; If mmc m feature, xform it too.
(if (not (null (twinobj-mme obs)))
(setf (twinobj-mme obs)
(twin-try
‘(xform ,@ (y item)
,(twinobj-mme obs)))))))))))
;; part-csg- If part-csg set return, else compute,
;; fill slot,
;;
and return. This is an if-needed
;; function.
(defun part-csg (part)
(let ((csg (part-esg-h part)))
;; If part is articulated, and position has
;; changed,
;; csg rep has changed, recalculate.
(cond ((or (null csg) (chariged-pose-csg
part))
(setq csg (build-part-csg part))
(setf (part-esg-h part) csg)))
csg))

no

;; part-nom- If part-nom set return, else compute,
;; fill slot,
;;
and return. This is an if-needed
"function.
(defun part-nom (part)

(let ((nom (part-ndm-h part)) (nunc))
;; If part is jointed and position has

;; changed since
;; last time nom w as calculated
;; recalculate. Calculate
;; mmc while at it, doesn't really take
;; much extra
;; time, and if need nom, probably need mmc
;;next.
(cond ((or (null nom) (changcd-pose-brep
part))
(multiple-value-setq (nom mmc)
(build-part-brep part))
(se tf (part-nom-h part) nom)
(setf (part-mmc-h part) m m c))) nom))
;; part-mmc- If part-mmc set return, else compute,
;; fill slot,
;;
and return. This is an if-needed
•,•,function.
(defun part-mmc (part)
(let ((nom) (mmc))
;• If m m c is null it may mean that no
;; tolerances specified,
;; so mmc not computed. B y checking
;; part-noni, w e ’ll see if
;; part-mmc has been considered yet. If not
",calculated both
;; nom and mmc.;
(cond ((or (null (part-nom-h part))
(changcd-pose-brep part))
(multiple-value-setq (nom mmc)
(build-part-brep part))
(self (part-nom-h part) nom )
(setf (part-mmc-h part) m m c) mmc)
(t (part-mmc-h part)))))
;; articulated-part-nom-graph- I f set return. Else
;; compute
;; Com putethisintermediaterepresentationi
;; fill slot
;; and return. N om -graph is a graph o f the
;; brep With
;; joint position left unspecified. If all
;; joints
;; positions are specified, can build a brep
;; from this.
;; This is an if-needed function.
(defun articulated-part-nom-graph (part)
(let ((nom (articulated-part-nom-graph-h part))
(mmc)
(linkl-nom ) (link2-nom) (linkl-m m c) (link2-mmc)
(flag nil))
(cond ((null horn)
(dblist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph
part))
" Get nom and mmc o f fixed link
(setq lin kl-nom (part-nom (joint-fixed
item )))
(setq lin kl-m m c (part-mmc (joint-fixed
item)))
;; Get horn and mmc o f m obile link
(setq lihk2-nom
(part-nom (joint-mobile item)))
(setq link2-mmc
(part-mmc (joint-mobile item)))
;; Keep track if mmc has actually been
;; specified for any link. If not,

;; articulated-part-mmc not needed.
;; Else, specify.
(if linkl-m m c (setq flag t)
(setcj linkl-m m c linkl-nom ))
(if link2-mmc (setq flag t)
(seta link2-mmc link2-nom))
;; Ir not first node on nom-graph,
;; create nbm-graph list.
;; Else append to end o f list.
(cond (nom
(setq nom ‘(.@ nom (,linkl-nom
,Uem ,link2-nom)))
(se tq mmc ‘(»@mmc (,linkl-m m c
,item ,link2-mmc))))
(t
(setq nom ‘((,linkl-nom ,item
,Iink2-nom)))
(setq mmc ‘((J i^ k l-mmc
,item ,link2-m m c))))))
(setf (articulated-part-nom-graph-h part)
nom )
;; If m m c needed, specify. Else forget
;; about.
(if flag (setf
(articulated-part-mmc-graph-hpart)
m mc)
(setf (articulated-part-mmc-graph-h part)
nil))))
nom ))
;; articulated-part-mmc-graph- Since mmc-graph
;; w ill be nil
;; if no tolerances have been specified or if
;; mmc-graph has
;; not been set, check nom-graph to see if the
•/,former is
;; case and not the latter. If necessary,
;; calculate mmc-graph
;; (and nom-graph).
(defun articulated-part-mmc-graph (part)
(let ((nom) (mmc) (flag nil)
(linkl-nom ) (link2-nom) (linkl-m m c) (link2-mmc))
(cond ((null (articulated-part-nom-graph-h
part))
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph
part))
(setqlinkl-n om
(part-nom (joint-fixed item )))
(setq linkl-m m c
(part-mmc (joint-fixed item)))
(setq link2-nom
(part-nom (joint-mobile item)))
(setq link2-mmc
(part-mmc (joint-mobile item)))
(if linkl-m m c
(setq flag t)
(setq lin kl-m m c linkl-nom ))
(if Iink2-mmc
(setq flag t)
(setq link2-mmc link2-nom))
(cond (nom
(setq nom ‘(,@ nom (,linkl-nom
,item ,link2-nom)))
(setq mm c ‘(,@ m m c (,linkl-m m c
,item ,link2-mmc))))
(t
(setq nom ‘((Jm kl -nom
,item ,link2-nom)))
(setq m mc 4((,linkI -mmc
,item ,link2-mmc))))))
(setf (articulated-part-nom-graph-h part)
nom)
(if flag (setf

Ill

(articulated-part-mmc-graph-h part) mmc)
(setf (articulated-part-mmc-graph-h part)
nil)))
(t (articulated-part-mmc-graph-h part)))))
;; Biiild nom brep for part, build mmc only if
;;necessary,
(defgeneric build-part-brep (instance part))
(defmethod build-part-brep ((part
articulated-part))
(let ((item) (transform) (nom) (mmc nil)
(last-transform (part-pose part)) (poseiist nil)
(link) (nomg (articulated-part-nom-graph part))
(mmcg (articulated-part-mmc-graph part)))
(if (null last-transform)
(setq last-transform ‘(0 0 0 0 0 0)))
(setq last-transform (make-xform
last-transform))
;; Set nom to nomrep for fixed link on
;; articulated part
(setq nom (x (x nom g)))
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(copy ,nom)))
(cond (mmcg (setq mmc (x (x m m cg)))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(copy ,mm c)))))
;; Calc xform and rep for rest o f links in
;; graph.
(dolist (item nom g)
(setq link (z item))
(setq transform (find-joint-transform (y
item)))
(setq transform
(mmmult last-transform transform))
(setq link (twin-try ‘(copy ,link)))
(setq link (twin-try
‘(xform ,@ (lift-pose transform) ,link)))
(if poseiist
(setq poseiist
(cons poseiist (joint-position (y item))))
(setq poseiist ‘(,(joint-position (y
item)))))
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(combine ,nom +
,link))))
;; If mmc rep needed, do the same for mmc.
(if m mcg
(dolist (item mmcg)
(setq linlc (z item))
(setq transform (find-joint-transform (y
item)))
(setq transform
(mmmult last-transform transform))
(setq link (twin-try ‘(copy ,link)))
(setq link (twin-try
‘(xform
,@ (lift-pose transform) ,link)))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(combine ,mmc +
,link)))))
;; Record position o f joints when brep
;; calculated
(self (articulated-part-brep-joint-pose
part) poseiist)
(values nom m m c)))
(defmethod build-part-brep ((part part))
(let ((item) (nom) (feat) (comps
(part-eomponents part))
(pose (part-pose part)) (mmc))
(dolist (item comps)
;; Next line only necessary because twin not
;; robust
(if (typep (x item) ’spur-gear)
(build-teeth (x item))))

;; If any feature has mmc rep, must build part
;; mmc rep
(cond ((apply ’myor (mapcar
’(lambda (x)
(feature-mmc (x x))) comps))
(setq mmc (feature-mmc (x (x com ps))))
(if (null mmc)
(setq mmc (feature-nom (x (X com ps)))))
(if (not (null pose))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(xform ,@ pose ,mmc))))
;; For each feature on part
(dolist (item (cdr comps))
(setq feat (feature-mmc (x item)))
(if (null feat)
(setq feat (feature-nom (x item))))
;; Xform to parts current pose if not
;; at O
(if (not (null pose))
(setq feat (twin-try
‘(xform ,@ pose ,feat))))
;; Add or subtract from current brep
(if (> (feature-sign (x item)) 0)
(setq mmc (twin-try
‘(combine ,mmc + ,feat)))
(setq m mc (twin-try
‘(combine ,mmc - ,feat)))))))
(setq nom (feature-nom (x (x com ps))))
(if (not (null pose)) (setq nom (twin-try
‘(xform ,@ pose ,nom))))
;; For each feature
(dolist (item (cdr comps))
(setq feat (feature-nom (x item)))
;; Transform if necessary
(if (not (null pose))
(setq feat (twin-try ‘(xform ,@ pose
,feat))))
;; Add or subtract as needed.
(if (> (feature-sign (x item)) 0)
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(combine ,nom + ,feat)))
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(combine ,nom ,feat)))))
(values nom mmc)))
build-teeth- Each tooth should be a composite
primitive,
which would be established by init-spur-gear
routine.
Unfortunately since twin cannot always cpmbine
two
wedges making up tooth into a single convex
object,
w e leave wedge primitives for csg rep which is
needed if the gear is an obstacle. If the gear
is an
object, w e combine wedges into teeth, they
w on’t
result in a convex tooth, but this is not
necessary
for the object. If w e don’t do this first,
twin
has trouble building up the brep o f the gear,
(defun build-teeth (gear)
(let ((csg (feature-csg gear)) (tooth) (list)
(composite))
(setq list ‘(,(x csg)))
(setq csg (cdr csg))
(dotimes (i (gear-num-teeth gear))
(setq tooth (list (x csg) (y csg)))
(setq composite (build-composite tooth *+))
(setf (twinobj-feature com posite) gear)
(setq list (append list ‘(,com posite)))
(setq csg (cddr csg)))

(setf (feature-csg gear) list)))

list))
(defun insert-into (master point list)
(let ((newlist))
(dolist (m master)
(if new list (setq new list ‘(,@ newlist

(defgeneric build-part-csg (instance part))
;; build-articulated-part-csg- Create list o f all
;; link csg
;; lists on part. Xform each prim, in all but
;; fixed link.
(defmethod build-part-csg ((part
articulated-part))
(let ((item ) (link) (transform) (csg)
(last-transform (part-pose part)) (poselist
nil))
(if (null last-transform)
(setq last-transform ‘(0 O O O O O)))
(setq link (joint-fixed
(x (articiilated-part-csg-graph part))))
(setf (part-pose link) last-transform)
(setq last-transform (make-xform
last-transform))
(setq csg (build-part-csg link))
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph

,m)>

(setq new list ‘(»m )))
point))
(cond ((equal m (car
(a
(dolist (I list)
(setq newlist ‘(,© new list ,1))))))
newlist))
; changed-pose-csg- Check to see if the joint pos
; o f the part
have been changed since the last time a csg

(cond ((typep part ’articulated-part)
(setq list (articulated-part-csg-graph
part))
(setq newlist (list (joint-position (x
list))))
(dolist (item (cdr list))
(setq new list (cons new list
(joint-position item))))
(not (equal new list
(articulated-part-csg-joint-posepart))))
(t nil))))

(setq link (joint-mobile item))
(setq transform (find-joint-transform
item ))
(setq transform
(mmrnult last-transform transform))
(setf (part-pose link) (lift-pose
transform)) ;
(setq link (build-part-csg link))
(setq last-transform transform)
(if poselist
(setq poselist
(cons poselist (joint-position item)))
(setq poselist ‘(,(joint-position item))))
(setq Csg ‘(,@ csg ,© link )))
;; Record position o f joints when csg tree
;; calculated.
(setf (articulated-part-csg-joint-pose
part) poselist)
CSg))
■
;; build-part-csg- Create list o f each comp feat
;; csg list.
;■ Xform primitives if part is not at origin
(defmethod build-part-csg ((part part))
(let ((item) (feat) (csg) (list nil) (sitem)

;; changed-pose-brep- Check to see if joint pose
;; o f Uie part have
;; been changed since the last time a brep rep
;; was created.
(defun changed-pose-brep (part)
(let ((list) (newlist))
(cond ((typep part ’articulated-part)
(setq list (articulated-part-csg-graph

part))

(setq new list (list (joint-position (x

list))))

i

(dolist (item (cdr list))
(setq newlist
(cons new list (joint-position item))))
(not (equal new list
(articulated-part-brep-joint-posepart))))
(t nil))))

(Obj)(Ilist)
(last) (comps (part-components part))
(pose (paart-pose part)))
(dplist (item comps)
(setq feat (feature csg (x item)))
(s e tq U isl n il )

(dolist (sitem feat)
(setq obj (copy-twinobj sitem))
(setq ilist (mappend ilist (list
obj))))
(pond ((> (feature-sign (x item)) 0)
(setq last ilist)
(setq list (mappend list ilist)))
(t (setq list (insert^nto list last
(con d (p ose
(dolist (item list)
(setf (twiiiobj-nom item)
^twin-try
‘(xform ,@ pose ,(twinobj-nom item))))
( i f (twinobj-mme item)
(setf (twinobj-mme item)
(twin-try ‘(xform ,@ pose
,(twinobj-mme
LObj-mrr !

item ))))))))

;; This file contains the various procedural
;; attachments for attributes o f the assembly
;; class. See Chap 3.3 o f thesis for details.
;; Upon instantiation o f an assembly, do certain
;; dungs. Build left-features, right-features,
;; and connection lists. Set up uncertainties,
(defmethod initialize-instance rafter ((assem
assembly)
&key grasped-part
fixtured-part description
left-pose-start
left-pose-end
right-pose nom mmc
control-uncert
pose-uncert done
center grasp-plan
fixtured-plan)
(let ((agp nil) (afp nil) (con nil) (item))
(dolist (item description)
(setq agp (append (list (x item)) agp))
(setq afp (append (list (z item)) afp))
(setq plist ‘(,(x (y item)) igrasped ,(x item)
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ifixtured ,(z item)
:mate ,assem ,@(cdr (y item ))))
(setq con (append
(list (apply ‘make-instance plist))
con)))
(setf (assembly-left-features assem) agp)
(setf (assembly-right-features assem) afp)
(self (assembly-connection assem) con))
(if (null right-pose)
(setf (assembly-right-pose assem) ’( 0 0 0 0
0 0 )))

(if (null pose-uncert)
(setf (assem bly-pose-uncert assem) ’( 0 0 0 0

00 )))
(if (null control-uncert)
(setf (assembly-control-uncert assem)
XOOOOOO))))
;; assem bly-csg- I f csg is set, return, else
;; compute
;;
and return.
(defun assem bly-csg (assem)
(let ((csg (assem bly-csg-h assem)))
(cond ((null csg)
(setq csg (build-assem-csg assem))
(self (assem bly-csg-h assem) csg)))
csg))
;; assembly-nom- If nom brep set, return, else
;; compute
;;
and return.
(defun assembly-nom (assem)
(let ((nom (assembly-nom-h assem)) (mmc))
(cond ((null nom)
(multiple-value-setq (nom m mc)
(build-assem-brep assem))
(setf (assembly-nom-h assem) nom)
(setf (assembly-mmc-h assem) m m c)))
nom))
;; assembly-mmc- If mmc brep is set, return. If
;; nom is set,
;; then since nom and mmc are built
;; simultaneously,
;; return nil because there are no tol uncerts or
;; mmc would be set already. Else build nom and
;; mmc
;; and return mmc.
(defun assembly-mmc (assem)
(let ((nom) (mmc))
(cond ((null (assembly-nom-h assem))
(multiple-value-setq
(nom m m c) (build-assem-brep assem))
(setf (assembly-nom-h assem) nom)
(setf (assembly-mmc-h assem) mmc) mmc)
(t (assem bly-m m c-h assem )))))
;; build-assem-brep- D evelops brep o f the
;; assembly. M ay
;; not be necessary for som e applications. Mmc
;; rep
;; and nominal rep build simultaneously.
(defun build-assem-brep (mate)
(let ((item nil) (list nil) (nom l nil) (nom2
nil) (c l nil)
(c2 nil) (mmc I nil) (mmc2 nil)
(gp (assembly-graspcd-part mate))
(fp (assembly-fjixtured-part mate)) (nom) (mmc))
(cond ((typep gp ’articulated-part)
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph
gp))
(setf (joint-position item)

(joint-final-position item)))
(setq n om l (part-nom gp))
(setq mmc I (part-mmc gp)))
((typep gp ’part)
(setq n om l (part-nom gp))
(setq mmc I (part-mmc gp)))
(t (setq nom l (assembly-nom gp))
(setq mmc I (assembly-mmc gp))))
(cond ((typep fp ’articulated-part)
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph
g p )).
(self (joint-position item)
(joint-final-position item)))
(setq nom 2 (part-nom fp))
(setq mmc2 (part-mmc fp)))
((typep fp ’part)
(setq nom 2 (part-nom fp))
(setq m m c2 (assembly-]
(setq item (x (assem bly-left-pose-end
mate)))
(setq c l (twin-try XcoPY .n om l)))
(setq c2 (twin-try ‘(copy ,n om l)))
(if (not (null item))
(setq
)tq ccll (twin-try ‘(xform ,@ (lift-pose item)

.d )) ))

etq nom
n< (twin-try ‘(combine ,c2 + ,c l)))
(setq
(setf (assembly-center mate) (twin-try ‘(eg
,nom)))
(cond ((or mmc I m m c2)
(if (null mmc I) (setq mmc I n o m l))
(if (null m m c2) (setq mm c2 nom 2))
(setq c l (twin-try ‘(copy ,m m cl)))
(setq c2 (twin-try ‘(copy ,mmc2)))
(if (not (null item))
(setq c l (twin-try
‘(xfoim ,@ (lift-pose item) ,c l))))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(combine , c l +
.c l))))
(t (setq mmc nil)))
(values nom m mc)))

build-assem-csg- Develops csg o f assembly from
csg
reps o f component parts.
(defun build-assem-csg (mate)
(let ((item nil) (list nil) (obj) (part) (csgI)
(csg2) (pose))
(setq part (assembly-grasped-part mate))
(cond ((typep part rarticulated-part)
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph
part))
(setf (joint-position item)
(joint-final-position item)))
(setq c sg l (part-csg part)))
((typep part part) (setq c s g l (part-csg
part)))
(t (setq c sg l (assembly-csg part))))
(setq part (assembly-fixtured-part mate))
(cond ((typep part rarticulated-part)
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph
part))
(setf (joint-position item)
(joint-final-position item)))
(setq csg2 (part-csg part)))
((typep part part) (setq csg2 (part-csg
part)))
(t (setq csg2 (assembly-csg part))))
(setq pose (lift-pose (x (assem bly-left-pose-end
mate))))
(dolist (item c s g l)
(setq obj (copy-twinobj item))
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(setf (twinobj-nom obj)
(twin-try ‘(xform ,@ pose ,(twinobj-nom
(if (twinobj-mmc obj)
(self (twinobj-mmc obj)
(twin-try
‘(xform ,@ pose ,(twinobj-mmc obj)))))
(setq list (mappend list (list obj))))
(setq pose (assembly-right-pose mate))
(dolist (item csg2)
(setq obj (copy-twinobj item))
(setf (twinobj-nom obj)
(tw in-try‘(xform ,@ pose ,(twinobj-nom
obj))))
(if (twinobj-mmc obj)
(setf (twinobj-mmc obj)
(twin-try
‘(xform ,@ pose,(tw inobj-m m c obj)))))
(setq list (append list ‘(,obj))))
list))
;; mappend- If list exist, append, else create,
(defun mappend (list item)
(if (null list) item (append list item)))
;; If set, return, else compute and return.
(defurt assembly-left-pose-start (assem)
(let ((pose (asscmbly-left-pose-start-h assem)))
(cond ((null pose)
(setq pose (find-mating-start assem))
(se tf (assembly-ieft-pose-start-h assem)
pose)))
pose))
;; I f set, return, else compute and return.
(defiin assem bly-left-pose-end (assem)
(let ((pose (assem bly-left-pose-end-h assem)))
(cond ((null p ose)
(setq pose (endpt-loc assem ))
(setf (assem bly-left-pose-end-h assem)
pose)))
pose))
;; find-mating-start- Find a starting position for
;; the '
;;
grasped part in an assembly.
(defun find-mating-start (assem)
(let ((item) (height 0) (theight) (con nil)
( t p lf l) (mate))
(dolist (item (assem bly-connection assem))
(setq theight (- ( + (length-z-axis
(attachment fixtured item))
♦SAFE-HEIGHT*)
(attachment-offset item )))
(cond ((> theight height)
(setq height theight)
(setq con item))))
(setq mate (attachment-mate con))
(setq t p lf l (make-xform (get-position
(assembly-grasped-part mate)
(attachment-grasped con))))
(xfnult (x (assem bly-left-pose-end mate))
tp lfr (make-xform ‘(0 0 ,height 0 0 0))
(inveit-xform t p l f l ))))
(defvar *SAFE-HEIGHT* 0.55)
; This file contains routines for creating a
;toleranced csg rep.

build-cylinder- Builds the brep o f a cylinder
and sets
up a data struct to represent the
;; primitive.
(defiin build-cylinder (start height radius opcr)
(let ((cyl) (nom) (mmc))
;; Take nominal values o f height and radius
(setq cyl (make-instance ’cylinder
:base r(0 0 ,(get-nom start))
-.axis‘(0 0 ,(get-nom height))
iradius (get-nom radius)
:facete *facets*))
(setf (twinobj-operator cyl) oper)
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(cylinder
,@(cylinder-base cyl)
(cylinder-axis cyl)
,(cylmder-radius cyl)
,* facets*)))
(setf (twinobj-nom cyl) nom)
;; Check to see if tolerances are specified
(cond ((or (listp start) (listp height)
(Iistpradius))
;; If so build mmc rep accordingly
(if (equal o p e r ’-)
(setq m mc
(twin-try
‘(cylinder 0 0 ,(get-max start)
0 0 ,(get-min height)
,(get-min radius)
,♦facets*)))
(setq mmc
(twin-try
‘(cylinder 0 0 ,(get-min start)
0 0 ,(get-max height)
,(get-max radius)
,♦facets*))))
(setf (twinobj-mmc cyl) m m c))
(t (setf (twinobj-mmc cyl) m l)))

cyl))
;; build-flexible-cylinder- Builds a cylinder,
;; flags the top
;; surface o f the cylinder as being movable,
(defun build-flexible-cylinder (start ht compress
rad oper)
(let ((cyl (build-cylinder start ht rad oper)))
(setf (twinobj-movable-surfaces cyl)
‘((,♦facets* ,compress))) cyl))
;; build-cone- Builds cone primitive, w /p tr to
;; brep.
(defun build-cone (start height bradius tradius
oper)
(let ((cone) (nom) (nunc))
;; Take nominal value o f every thing
(setq cone (m ake-instance’cone
:b a se ‘(0 0 ,(get-nom start))
:a x i s ‘(0 0 *(get-nom height))
:bottomradius (get-nom bradius)
Itopradius (get-nom tradius)
ifacets *facets*))
(self (twinobj-operator cone) oper)
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(cone ,@ (cone-base
cone)
,(S) (cone-axis cone)
,(cone-bottomradius cone)
,(cone-topradius cone)
,♦facets*)))
(setf (twinobj-nom cone) nom)
•; Build m mc rep if any tolerances are
;; specified
(cond ((or (listp start) (listp height)
(Iistpbradius)
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(listp tradius))
(if (equal oper *-)
(setq nunc (twin-try ‘(cone 0 0 ,(get-max
start)
0 0 ,(get-min height)
,(get-min bradius)
,(get-min tradius)
,♦facets*)))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(cone 0 0 ,(get-min
start)
0 0 ,(get-max height)
,(get-max bradius)
,(get-max tradius)
,♦facets*))))
(self (twinobj-mmc cone) mmc))
(t (setf (twinobj-mmc cone) nil)))
cone))
build-ppiped- Builds a parallelepiped (box),
with ptr to bfep.
N ote p could be o f form ((xnom xunc) (ynom
yunc) z)
where xunc is an uncertain value o f x. Ppiped
is
aligned with coordinate axis.
(defun build-ppiped (p x y z oper)
(let ((box) (nom) (mmc))
;; Assum e nominal values o f everything
(setq box (make-instance ’ppiped
:P ‘C(xif (x p)) ,(xif (y p))
,(x if(z p )))
:el ‘(,(get-nom x) 0 0)
:e2 ‘(0 ,(get-nom y) 0)
:e3 ‘(0 0 ,(get-nom z))))
(setf (twinobj-operator box) oper)
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(ppiped ,@p
,@ (ppiped-el box)
,@ (ppiped-e2 box)
,@(ppiped-e3 box))))
(setf (twinobj-nom box) nom)
(cond ((or (listp x) (listp y) (listp z)
(listp (x p ))
(listp (y p))
(listp (z p )))
(if (equal oper ’-)
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(ppiped ,(y if (x p))

.(yif (y P))

,(y if(z p ))
,(get-min x) 0 0
0 ,(get-min y) 0
0 0 ,(get-min z))))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(ppiped ,(yif (x p))

,(yif(yp))

,(yif (z p)) ,(get-max x)
0 0 0 ,(get-max y) 0
0 0 ,(get-max z)))))
(setf (twinobj-mmc box) mmc))
(t (setf (twinobj-mmc box) nil)))
box))
;; build-arb-ppiped- Builds ppiped not nec.
;; aligned with
;; coord axis, e l,e 2 , and e3 are axes o f ppiped.
;; Note
;; any element o f p e l e2 or e3 can be expressed
;; (el elunc) where el is nominal and elunc is
;; worst case value given uncertainty.
(defun build-arb-ppiped (p e l e2 e3 oper)
(let ((box) (nom) (mmc))
(setq box (make-instance ’ppiped
:p ‘(,(xif (x p)) ,(xif (y p))
,(x if(z p )))
:el ‘(,(xif (x e l) ) ,(xif (y e l) )

,(xif (z e l)))
: e 2 ‘(,(x if(x e 2 )) ,(x if(y e 2 ))
,(xif (z e2)))
: e 3 ‘( ,( x if ( x e 3 ) ),( x if (y e 3 ) )
,(xif (z e3)))))
(setf (twinobj-operator box) oper)
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(ppiped ,@(ppiped-p
box)
,@ (ppiped-el box)
,@ (ppiped-e2 box)
,@(ppiped-e3 box))))
(setf (twinobj-nom box) nom)
(cond ((or (listp (x p)) (listp (y p))
(listp (z p ))
(listp (x e l) ) (listp (y e l) ) (listp ( z e l ) )
(listp (x e2)) (listp (y e2)) (listp (z e2))
(listp (x e3)) (listp (y e3)) (listp (z e3)))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(ppiped ,(y if (x
,(y if(y p))
,( y i f ( z p ) ) ,( y i f ( x e l) )
,(yif (y e l) ) ,(yif (z e l) )
,(y if ( x e 2 ) ) ,( y if ( y e 2 ) )
,(yif (z e2)) ,(yif (x e3))
,(yif (y e3)) ,(yif (z e3)))))
(setf (twinobj-mmc box) m m c))
(t (setf (twinobj-mmc box) nil)))
box))
build-wedge- Builds wedge o f arbitrary axes.
Parm
specified similar to build-arb-ppiped.
(defun build-wedge (p e l e2 e3 oper)
(let ((wedge) (nom) (mine))
(setq wedge (make-instance ’wedge
• p ‘(,(xif (x p)) ,(xif (y p))
,(x if(z p 5 ))
‘(,(xif (x e l) ) ,(xif (y e l) )
,(xif (z e l)))
e 2 ‘( ,( x if ( x e 2 ) ),( x if (y e 2 ) )
,(xif (z e2)))
:e 3 ‘( ,( x if ( x e 3 ) ),( x if (y e 3 ) )
,(xif (z e3)))))
(setf (twinobj-operator wedge) Oper)
(setf (twinobj-aux wedge) m l)
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(wedge ,@ (wedge-p
wedge)
,@ (w edge-el wedge)
,@ (wedge-e2 wedge)
,@ (wedge-e3 wedge))))
(setf (twinobj-nom w edge) nom)
;; If mmc rep needed.
(cond ((or (listp (x p)) (listp (y p))
(listp (z p ))
(listp (x e l) ) (listp (y e l) ) (listp (z e l) )
(listp (x e2)) (listp (y e2)) (listp (z e2))
(listp (x e3)) (listp (y e3)) (listp (z e3)))
(setq nunc (tw in-try‘(wedge ,(yif (x
,(yif (y p)) ,(yif (z p))
,(yif (x e l) )
,(yif (y e l) ) ,(yif (z e l) )
,(yif (x e2))
,(y if ( y e 2 ) ) ,( y if ( z e 2 ) )
,(yif (x c3)) ,(yif (y e3))
,(yif (z e3)))))
(setf (twinobj-mmc wedge) mmc))
(t (setf (twinobj-mmc wedge) nil)))
wedge))
;; build-faceted-cyUnder- Same as build cylinder
;; only
;; lets us specify number o f facets to be used,

;; in

■
'

■

...

.

■

V

-

;; so doing w e can build an m sided peg.
(defiin build-faceted-cylinder (start ht rad facets
©per)
(let ((cyl) (nom) (mmc))
(setq cyl (make-instance ’cylinder
:base ‘(0 0 ,(get-nom start))
:a x is ‘(O O ^get-ItCritht))
.•radius (get-rioin rad)
:facets facets))
(self (twinobj-operator cyl) oper)
(setq nom (tw in -try‘(cylinder
,@ (cylinder-base cyl)
,© (cylinder-axis cyl)
,(cylinder-radius cyl)
,facets)))
(setf (twinobj -nom cyl) nom )
(cond ((or (listp start) (listp ht) (listp
rad))
(if (equal oper ’-)
(setqm m c
(twin-tiy ‘(cylinder O Q
,(get-max start)
OO
,(get-m inht)
,(get-m in rad)
,facets)))
(setq m m c
(twin-tiy ‘(cylinder O O
,(get-m in start)
OO
,(get-max ht)
, (get-max rad)
,facets))))
(setf (twinobj-mmc cyl) m m c))
(t (setf (twinobj-mmc cyl) nil)))
cyl))
;; Destructively builds twinobj out o f components
;; in list, assumes
;; union.
(defun build-com posite (list oper)
(let ((com p) (norii) (mmc) (item) (bb) (opera))
(setq comp (iriake-instance ’composite
!components list))
(setf (twinobj-operator comp) oper)
(cond ((apply ’rnyor (mapcar ’twinobj-mmc
.lis t))'
(if (null (twinobj-mmC (first list)))
(setq mmc (twin-try
‘(copy ,(twinobj-nom (first list)))))
(setq mmc (twinobj-mmc (first list))))
(setf (twinobj-mmc (x list)) nil)
(dolist (item (cdr list) m m c)
(if (null (twinobj-mmc item))
(setq bb (twin-try ‘(copy ,(twinobj-nom
item))))
(setq bb (twinobj-mmc item)))
(setq opera (twinobj-operator item))
(setq mmc (twin-try ‘(combine ,mmc ,opera
,bb)))
(cond ((twinobj-mine item)
(setf (twinobj-mmc item) nil))))
(self (twinobj-mmc comp) mmc))
(t (setf (twiriobj-mme comp) nil)))
(setq norii (twinobj-riom (x list)))
(self (twinobj-nom (x list)) nil)
(dolist (item (cdr list) nom )
(setq opera (twinobj-operator item))
: (setq nom (twin-try
‘(combine ,nom ,opera
,(twinobj-riom item ))))
(se lf (twinobj-nom item) nil))
(setf (twinobj-nom com p) nom)
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com p))
;; Constructively builds twinobj out o f components
;; in list checks operator
(defim build-csg (list)
(let ((com p) (nom) (mmc nil) (item) (bb) (oper)
(mainoper (twinobj-operator (x list))))
(cond ((apply ’myor (mapcar ’twinobj-mmc
(if (null (twinobj-mmc (first list)))
(setq mm c (twin-try ‘(copy ,(twinobj-nom
(first list)))))
(setq m mc (tw in-try‘(copy ^twinobj-mmc
(first list))))))
(dolist (item (cdr list) m mc)
(if (null (twinobj-mmc item))
(setq bb (twin-try
‘(copy ,(twinobj-nom item))))
(setq bb (twin-try
‘(copy ,(twinobj-mmc item )))))
(if (not (equal mainoper
(twinobj-operator item)))
(setq oper -) (setq oper *+))
(setqm m c
(twin-try ‘(combine ,mmc ,oper ,bb))))))
(setq nom (twin-try ‘(copy ,(twinobj-nom (x
list)))))
(dolist (item (cdr list) nom)
(setq bb (twin-try ‘(copy ,(twinobj-norii
item ))))
(if (not (equal mainoper
(twinobj-operator item)))
(setq oper y ~ ) (setq oper +))
(setq nom (twin-try
‘(combine ,nom ,oper ,bb))))
(values nom m m c)))
;; copy-twinobj- Makes a copy o f a csg primitive,
(defgeneric copy-twinobj (inobj twinobj))
(defmethod copy-twinobj ((inobj w edge))
(setq obj (m ake-instance’wedge :p (wedge-p
inobj)
:el (w edge-el inobj)
:e2 (w edge-e2 inobj)
:e3 (wedge-e3 inobj)))
(general-twinobj-copy inobj obj))
(defmethod copy-twinobj ((inobj ppiped))
(setq obj (make-instance ’ppiped :p (ppiped-p
inobj)
:el (ppiped-el inobj)
:e2 (ppiped-e2 inobj)
:e3 (ppiped-e3 inobj)))
(general-twinobj-copy inobj obj))
(defmethod copy-twinobj ((inobj cylinder))
(setq obj
(make-instance ’cylinder :base (cylinder-base
inobj)
:axis (cylinder-axis inobj)
:radius (cylinder-radius inobj)
rfacets (cylinder-facets inobj)))
(general-twinobj-copy inobj obj))
(defmethod copy-twinobj ((inobj cone))
(setq obj
(make-instance ’cone :base (cone-base inobj)
:axis (cone-axis inobj)
:bottomradius (cone-bottomradius inobj)
:topradius (cone-topradius inobj)
:facets (cone-facets inobj)))
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(general-twixiobj -copy inobj obj))
(defmethod copy-twinobj ((inobj composite))
(setq obj (make-instance ’com posite
!components (composite-components
inobj)))
(general-twinobj-copy inobj obj))
general-tw inobj -copy- Copies attributes common
to all
twiriobjs
(defun general-twinobj-copy (inobj obj)
(setf (twinobj-nom obj)
(twin-try ‘(copy ,(twinobj-nom inobj))))
(setf (twinobj-operator obj) (twinobj-operator
inobj))
(setf (twinobj-feature obj) (twinobj-feature
inobj)) j
(setf (twinobj-movable-surfaces obj)
(twinobj-mo v able-surfaces inobj))
(setf (twinobj-aux obj) (twinobj-aux inobj))
(if (twinobj-mmc inobj)
(setf (twinobj-mmc obj) (twin-try
‘(copy ,(twinobj-mmc inobj))))
(setf (twinobj-mmc obj) nil)) obj)
This file contains routines for finding final
mating pose
o f an assembly. See Chap 3.5 o f thesis.
endpt-loc- Finds at least I poss pose for
grasped-part
to be mated w fixtured-part in assembly. Part
may
be part or subassembly (see assembly data
struct).
(defun endpt-loc (mate)
(let ((alf (assembly-left-features mate))
(arf (assembly-right-features mate))
(ac (assembly-connection mate))
(talf nil) (tarf nil) (tac nil))
(cond ((typep mate ’assembly)
(dolist (m ac)
(cond ((not (typep m ’thru))
(setq tac ‘(,@ tac ,m))
(setq talf ‘(.© ta lf ,(car alf)))
(setq tarf ‘(,@ tarf ,(car arf)))))
(setq alf (cdr alf)) (setq arf (cdr arf)))
(setq alf taip (setq arf tarf) (setq ac tac)
(if * constraints* (constraint-loc mate alf arf
ac))
(endpt-loc-r mate alf arf ac))
(t ’(0 0 0 0 0 0)))))
;; endpt-loc-r- recursive function. Endpt-loc
;; calls it
;;
and com bine calls it recursively, featl
;; feat2 are
;; mating features o f subassembly currently
;; under
;; consideration, mate is master assembly,
(defun endpt-loc-r (mate featl feat2 connection)
(let ((f2p nil) (flp nil) (connect-xform nil)
(angle) (pose))
(cond
; Mating single feature with single feature
((null (y fea tl))
(setq angle (feature-constraint-angle (x
featl)))
(setq f2p (get-position
(assembly-fixtured-part mate) (x
feat2)))
(setq flp (get-position

(assembly-grasped-part mate) (x
featl)))
(setq connect-xform
(get-connection-xform (x connection)))
(if (null (assembly-right-pose mate))
(setq pose
(xmult (make-xform f2p) connect-xform
(invert-xform (make-xform flp ))))
(setq pose (xmult (make-xform
(assembly-right-pose mate))
(make-xform f2p) connect-xform
(invert-xform (make-xform flp )))))
(format t "Tf2-p2 = ~s
M = ~s
T f l -p i= ~ s ~ %
£2p (lift-pose connect-xform) flp )
(if angle (setq pose (new-part-pose
mate (x fea tl) (x feat2)
‘(0 0 0 0 0 ,(x angle)) pose)))
‘(.pose))
; Mating several features with several features
(t
(combine mate (car fea tl) (car feat2)
(list (car connection))
(cdr featl) (cdr feat2) (cdr
connection))))))
;; Finds the length o f the mating feature along
;; mating axis.
(defgeneric length-z-axis (feat feature))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat spur-gear))
(spur-gear-h feat))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat round-peg))
(+ (round-peg-cheight feat)
(round-peg-bheight feat)))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat
composite-round-peg))
(dolist (item
(composite-round-peg-parts feat) height)
(setq height
(+ height (cadr item)))) height)
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat nsidcd-peg))
(nsided-peg-height feat))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat round-hole))
(+ (round.-hole-cheight feat)
(round-hole-chheight feat)))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat
composite-round-hole))
(dolist (item
(composite-round-hole-parts feat) height)
(setq height (+ height (cadr item))))
height)
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat threaded-peg))
(+ (threaded-peg-height feat)
(threaded-peg-bheight feat)))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat nsided-hole))
(nsided-hole-height feat))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat hex-nut))
(+ (* 2 (hex-nut-cheight feat)) (hex-nut-oheight
feat)))
(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat threaded-hole))
( + (threaded-hole-height feat)
(threaded-hole-cheight feat)))

s.
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(defmethod length-z-axis ((feat feature))
(twin-try ‘(find-height ,(feature-nom feat))))
get-position- Finds

sub

feat
;; where sub is part or subassembly to which feat
belongs.
(defun get-position (sub feat)
(let ((item nil) (ptr nil) (pp nil) (agp) (afp))
(if (typep s u b ’articulated-part)
(setq sub (feature-part feat)))
(cond ((typep sub ’part)
(setq ptr (assoc feat (part-components
sub)))
(cond ((null (y ptr)) ’(0 0 0 0 0 0))
(t(y p tr ))))
(t
(setq agp (assembly-grasped-part sub))
(setq afp (assembly-fixtured-part sub))
(cond ((partof agp feat)
(lift-pose (mmmult
(x (asscm bly-lcft-pose-end sub))
(make-xform
(get-position agp feat)))))
Ct
(if (null (assembly-right-pose sub))
(get-position afp feat)
(lift-pose
(mmmult
(make-xform (assembly-right-pose sub))
(make-xform
(get-position afp feat)))))))))))
;; partof- Is feat part o f mate?
(defun partof (mate feat)
(let ((left nil) (right nil) (item nil))
(cond ((typep m a te ’part)
(if (assoc feat (part-components mate))
(setq left t)))
(t (cond
((typep (assembly-grasped-part mate) ’part)
(if (assoc
feat (part-components
(assembly-grasped-part mate)))
(setq left t)))
(I (setq left (partof
(assembly-grasped-part male)
feat))))
(cond ((typep (assembly-fixtured-part mate)
’part)
(if (assoc feat
(part-components
(assembly-fixtured-part mate)))
■(setq right!)))
(t (setq right (partof
(assembly-nxtured-part mate)
feat))))
(or left right)))))
;; partof-assem- Is part part o f assem?
(derun partof-assem (assem part)
(let ((left nil) (right nil))
(cond ((typep assem ’part) (equal assem part))
(t (setq left (partof-assem
(assembly-grasped-part assem) part))
(setq right (partof-assem
(assem bly- ftxtured-part assem) part))
(or left right)))))
;; combine-M ate is defining assembly. Initially we
;; had ( f ll.f 2 1 )

; mates with (fl2 .f2 2 ) via m l and m 2. The idea
; is to
; find a mating pose that satisfies f l l m l f l2 ,
; and
; f21 m 2 f22. (Note f21, m 2 and f22 are lists
; o f possible
; multiple values. A llcon strain tsm ustbe
satisfied.
(defun combine (mate f l I f21 m l f l 2 f22 m 2)
(let ((ppartl nil) (ppart2 nil) (sym l nil) (sym 2
nil)
(tf2T2p) (tf2p-f2) (tfl-flp ) (tflp -fl) (front)
(k 0) (list nil) (newlist nil) (pospose)
(possym) (angle))
;; If two sets o f mating features
(cond ((and (listp f l2 ) (nufi (cadr fl2 )))
(setq f 12 (car f 12)) (setq f22 (car 122))
;; If a gear, handle specially
(cond ((and (typep (x m l) m esh) (typep (x
m 2) ’onto))
(list (shaft-mesh (x m l) f l I f21 f l 2 f22)))
((and (typ ep ( x m 2) ’m e sh )(typep ( x m l )
’onto))
(list (shaft-mesh (x m 2) f l 2 f22 f l I £21)))
;; Else use standard algorithm

(t

(setq ppartl
(car (endpt-loc-r mate ‘(,fl I) ‘(,f21) m l)))
(setqppart2
(car (endpt-loc-r mate ‘(,fl2 ) ‘(,f22) m 2)))
(setq sy m l (feature-constraint-numsyms f l l ) )
(if (null sy m l) (setq sy m l (y (feature-sym
fll) ) ) )
(setq sym 2 (feature-constraint-numsyms fl2 ))
(if (null sym 2) (setq sym 2 (y (feature-sym
fl2 ))))
;; See notes or thesis to understand
;; equations,
;; the convention is
;;
f2
;; tf2-f2p= T
f2*
(setq tf2-f2p (mmmult (invert-xform
(make-xform (get-position
fp f21)))
(miikc-xform (get-position
fp f22))))
(setq lfl -flp (mmmult (invert-xform
(make-xform (get-position
gp fH )))
(make-xform (get-position
g p fl2 ))))
;; Iterate on feature pr w/ few est number o f
;; symmetries, sym =0 means continuous sym.
(cond ((or (and (> sy m l 0) (< sy m l sym 2))
(equal sym2 0))
(setq tf2p-f2 (invert-xform tf2-f2p))
(setq front (xmult
(invert-xform
(get-connection-xform (x m 2)))
tf2p-f2 (get-connection-xform
(x m l))))
(setq angle (feature-constraint-angle f l l ) )
(if (null angle) (setq angle ‘(0)))
(do ((k (x angle) (getnextp k sym l
(cdr angle))))
((almost *2PI* k) list)
(setq angle (cdr angle))
(setq possym
(lift-pose
(xmult front (rotz k) tfl-flp )))
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(cond ((valid-sym possym f l2 )
(format t ’’possym = ~s
possym )
(setq pospose (new-part-pose
mate i l l f21
‘( 0 0 0 0 0 , k ) ppartl))
(setq list
(app en d‘(,pospose) list))))))
(t
(setq angle (feature-constraint-angle fl2 ))
(if (null angle) (setq angle ‘(0)))
(setq tf Ip-ft (invert-xform tJfl-fIp))
(setq front
(xmult (invert-xform
(get-connection-xform (x m l)))
tf2-f2p (get-connection-xform
(x m 2))))
(do ((k (x angle) (getnextp.k sym 2
(cdr angle))))
((almost *2PI* k) list)
(setq angle (cdr angle))
(setq possym
(lift-pose
(xmult front (rotz k) t f lp - f l)))
(cond ((valid-sym possym fl I)
(format t "possym= ~s ~ °Io possym )
(setq pospose (new-part-pose
mate f 12 f22 ‘( 0 0 0 0 0 ,k) ppart2))
(setq list (append ‘(,pospose) list))))))))))
;; If more than 2 pr o f mating features,
;; consider 2 pr at
;; a time and recursively combine with other
;; features.
(t (setq list (combine mate (car f l2 ) (car

f22)
(list (car m2))
(cdr f 12) (cdr f22) (cdr m 2)))
(setq ppartl (car (endpt-loc-r mate
‘( , f l l ) ‘(,f2 1 )m l)))
(setq sy m l (y (feature-sym f l l ) ) )
(do ((k 0 (getnext k sy m l))) ((< *2PX* k)
newlist)
(setq pospose (new-part-pose mate f 11
f21 ‘( 0 0 0 0 0 ,k ) ppartl))
(if (almost-member pospose list)
(setq new list (append
‘(,pospose) new list))))))))
; new-p
part-pose- Find the new pose o f feat when
; transri
form by sym
(defun new-part-pose (mate feat 12 sym pp)
(let ((fp nil) (fp l nil) (xform nil) (list nil)
(theta nil)
(lever nil) (new pose nil) (thetal nil))
(cond ((not (typep f2 ’spur-gear))
(setq fp (mmmult pp
(make-xform (get-position
(assembly-grasped-part mate)
feat))))
(setq fp l (mvert-xform fp))
(xmult fp (make-xform sym ) fp l pp))
;; Handle spur-gears specially.
(t (setq lever (+ (gear-radius feat)
(gear-radius f2)
(/ (+ (spur-gear-y feat) (spur-gear-y f2))

2 .0 )))
(setq newpose (lift-pose pp))
(setq thetal (r newpose))
(setq theta (- thetal (/ *PI* (gear-num-teeth
feat))))
(setq newpose ‘(,(+ (- (x new pose) (* lever
(cos theta)))
(* lever (cos (+ thetal (r sym )))))
,(+ (- (y newpose) (* lever (sin theta)))

(* lever (sin (+ thetal (r sym )))))
,(z newpose) ,(d newpose) ,(e newpose)
,(+ thetal (r sym ))))
(make-xform newpose)))))
;; same-pose- Returns t if m l and m 2 are almost
;; same
;;
homogeneous transform pose matrices,
(defun same-pose (m l m2)
(setq m l (lift-pose m l))
(setq m2 (lift-pose m2))
(if (and (almost (x m l) (x m2))
(almost (y m l) (y m2))
(almost (z m l ) (z m2))
(almost (d m l) (d m 2))
(almost (e m l) (e m 2))
(almost (r m l) (r m 2))) t nil)).
;; same-vector- Returns t if m l & m 2 are almost
;; same vector.
(defun same-vector (m l m 2)
(cond ((null m l) t)
(t (and (almost (car m l) (car m2))
(same-vector (cdr m l) (cdr m 2))))))
;; almost- Returns t if m l,m2 are almost equal
;; (allows user to
;;
make allowances for floating point
;; error).
(defun almost (x y)
(if (< (abs (- x y)) 0.05) t nil))
(defun almost-angle (x y)
(if (or (almost x y) (< (- (cos x) (cos y))
0.001)) t nil))
;; getnext- Find next value o f theta where sym
;; maintained.
(defun getnext (k sym)
(cond ((equal sym I) *2PI*)
((equal sym 0) (+ k .261799387799))
(t (+ k (/ *2PI* sym )))))
;; getnextp- Find next value o f theta where sym
;; maintained
;; when there is a constraint angle to be
;; considered.

((equal sym 0) (+ k .261799387799))
(t (+ k (/ *2PI* sym )))))
;; getlast- Find last value o f theta where sym
;; maintained.
(defun getlast (k sym)
(cond ((equal sym I) *2PI*)
((equal sym 0) (- k .261799387799))
(t (- k (/ *2PI* sym )))))
;; almost-member- Member function using almost
;; function (defined earlier) as a test.
(dcfun almost-member (el list)
(cond ((null list) nil)
(t (or (same-pose el (car list))
(almost-member el (cdr list))))))
;; Produces mating xform M that relates pose o f
;; grasped
;; feature to position o f fixtured feature when
;; mated as
;; specified by the connection argument,
(defgeneric get-connection-xform
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(connection attachment))
(definethod get-connection-xform ((connection
into))
(make-xform
‘(0 0 ,(value (attachment-offset connection)) 0
0 0 )))

(definethod get-coiinectipn-xform ((connection
onto))
(make-xform
‘(0 0 ,(value (attachment-offset connection)) 0
0 0 )))

(definethod get-connection-xform
((connection threaded))
(make-xform
‘(0 0 ,(value (attachment-offset connection)) 0

00)))

(definethod get-connection-xform ((connection
m esh))
(let ((theta) (r) (dtheta)
( f l (attachment-grasped connection))
(f2 (attachment-fixtured connection)) (p i) (p2)
(conns)
(mate (attachment-mate connection)) (onto nil))
(setq conns (assem bly-connection mate))
(dolist (item conns)
(if (typep item ’onto) (setq onto item)))
(cond (onto (shaft-mesh connection fI f2
(attachment-grasped onto)
(attachment-fixtured onto)))
(t (setq p2 (get-position
(assembly-fixtured-part mate) f2))
(setq p i (get-position
(assembly-grasped-part mate) f I))
(setq dtheta (* (r p2) (/ (gear-num-teeth f2)
(gear-num-teeth fl))))
(setq tiheta ( / ( - (spur-gear-x2 f2)
(spur-gear-xl f2)) 2.5))
(setq theta ( - theta dtheta))
(setq r (+ (gear-radius fI) (gear-radius f2)
( / ( + (spur-gear-y f l )
(spur-gear-y f2)) -2.5)))

(mmmult (rotz (-0 (r p2)))
(make-xform *(,r 0
,(attachment-offset m esh)
0 0 , theta)))))))
(definethod get-connection-xform ((connection
lineup))
(let ((tl nil) (t2 nil) (h i nil) (h2 nil)
(featl (attachment-grasped connection))
(feat2 (attachment-fixtured connection)))
(setq tl (class-name (class-of featl)))
(setq t2 (class-name (class-offeat2)))
(cond ((and (member tl ’(hex-nut
threaded-hole))
,
(member t2 ’(hex-nut threaded-hole)))
(setq h i (length-z-axis fea tl)))
((and (not (member tl ’(hex-nut
threaded-hole)))
(not (member t2 *(hex-nut threaded-hole))))
(setq h i (length-z-axis feat2)))
((and (member 11 ’(hex-nut threaded-hole))
(not (member t2 ’(hex-nut threaded-hole))))
(setq h i ( + (length-z-axis fea tl)
(length-z-axis feat2))))
(t (setq h i 0)))
(make-xform
‘(0 0 , ( + h i (attachment-offset
connection)) 0 0 0))))

(defun shaft-mesh (con f l l f21 f l 2 f22)
(let ((alphal) (alpha) (dtheta) (theta)(m 0)
(x2)(alpha2)
(p2 0) (mplace 0) (toff) (p3)(connect-xform)
(flp ))
(setq p2 (get-position (feature-part f21)
f21))
(setq p3 (get-position (feature-part f22)
(s^ q dtheta (*■ (r p2) (/ (gear-num-teeth
(gear-num-teeth f l l ) ) ) )
(setq mplace (atan (- (y p3) (y p2)) (- (x
p 3 )(x p 2 ))))
(setq toff (/ *PI* (gear-num-teeth f21)))
(setq theta (- toff dtheta mplace))
(setq theta (resolve-theta theta
(gear-num-teeth f l l ) ) )
(setq connect-xform
(mmmult (rotz (- 0 (rp 2)))
(make-xform ‘(0 0 ,(attachment-offset
con)

0 0 , theta))))
(setq flp (get-position (feature-part f l l ) f11))
(xmult (make-xform p3) connect-xform
(invert-xform (make-xform flp )))))
(defun resolve-theta (theta num)
(let ((in c (/ *2Pl* num)) (times))
(setq times (truncate (/ theta inc)))
( - theta (* times inc))))
;; valid-sym- Find out if pose is a valid sym o f
;; the feature feat.
;;
A ssum e all sym s are o f the form rotz(x).
;; This routine
;;
could easily be expanded to take into
;; account
;;
different types o f symmetries.
(defun valid-sym (pose feat)
(cond ((and (almost 0 (x pose))
(almost 0 (y pose))
(almost 0 (z pose))
(almost 0 (d pose))
(almost 0 (e pose))
(valid-rotz-sym (r pose) feat)) t)
(t nil)))
;; valid-rotz-sym- For sym s about z-axis, find out
;; if angle is a
;;
valid rotz symmetry o f feature.
(defun v alid-rotz-sym (angle feat)
(let ((offangle (feature-constraint-angle feat))
(fca (feature-constraint-angle feat))
(sym (feature-constraint-numsyms feat))
(spacing))
(cond (fca (member angle fca :test
’almost))

a '

(if (null sym) (setq sym (y (feature-sym
feat))))
(if (null offangle) (setq offangle 0))
(cond ((equal sym 0) t)
(t (setq angle (- angle offangle))
(setq spacing (/ *2PI* sym))
(if (almost (rem angle spacing) 0)
m il)))))))

This file contains code for resolving the
constraints on
assembly operations. See Chap 3.6 o f thesis.
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;; constraint-loc- Finds global constraints on
;; assem with
;; left-features alf and right-features arf and
"connections
;; connection.
(defun constraint-loc (assem alf arf connection)
(let ((agp (assembly-grasped-part assem))
(afp (assembly-fixtured-part assem))
( f l l ) (£21) (m l) (fl2 ) (£22) (m2) (featl)
(feat2)
(sym l) (sym 2) (sym3 I) (sym 4 I) (k 0) (10) (i)
(j)
(a n g l) (ang2) (ang3) (ang4)
(tf2?-fl?) ( t f l ? - f l l ) ( t f l l- f l 2 ) (tfl2-f2?)
(parti) (part2) (featl?) (feat2?) (mateI?)
(mate2?)
(list) (list2) (assem?) (possym))
(setq f l l (x alf)) (setq £21 (x arf))
(setq m l ‘(,(x connection)))
(setq f l 2 (cdr alf)) (setq f22 (cdr arf))
(setq m2 (cdr connection))
(cond ((null f!2 ) t)
((and (listp f l2 ) (null (cadr fl2 )))
(setq f l 2 (car f12)) (setq £22 (car £22))
(cond ((a n d (typep ( x m l ) ’mesh)
(typep (x m 2 )-onto)) t)
((and (typep (x m 2) ’mesh)
(typep (x m l) ’onto)) t)
(t (setq parti (feature-part £21))
(setq part2 (feature-part f22))
(setq m l (x m l)) (setq m 2 (x m 2))
;; featl is an earlier mated feature on
;;partl
;; mate? is the way it mates to featl?
(multiple-value-setq
(featl featl? m ate!? assem?)
(find-mate-desc parti afp))
(multiple-value-setq
(feat2 feat2? mate2? assem?)
(find-mate-desc (feature-part £22)
(cond ((and featl? feat2?)
(setq t£2?-fl?
(mmmult
(invert-xfoim
(make-xform (get-position
afp feat2?)))
(make-xform (get-position
afp featl?)))))
((and featl? (null feat2?))
(setq tf2?-fl?
(make-xform (get-position
afp featl?))))
((and (null featl?) feat2?)
(setq t£2?-fl?
(invert-xform
(make-xform (get-position
afp feat2?)))))
(t (setq t£2?-fl? (make-xform

’(0 0 0 0 0 0 )))))
(cond (mate I?
(setq tfl? -fl I
(xmult
(get-connection-xform m atel?)
(invert-xform
(make-xform (get-position
parti fea tl)))
(make-xform (get-position
parti £21))
(get-connection-xform m l))))

(t

(setq tfl? -fl I
(xmult

(invert-xform
(make-xform (get-position
parti featl)))
(make-xform (get-position
parti f21))
(get-connection-xform m l)))))
(setq t f l l - f l 2
(xmult
(invert-xform (make-xform (get-position
agp f l l ) ) )
(make-xform (get-position agp fl2 ))))
(cond (mate2?
(setq tfl2-£2?
(invert-xform
(xmult (get-connection-xform
mate2?)
(invert-xform
(make-xform
(get^position
part2 feat2)))
(make-xform
(get-position
partz £22))
(get-connection-xform
m 2)))))

(t

(setq tfl2-£2?
(invert-xform
(xmult (invert-xform
(make-xform
(get-position
partz feat2)))
(make-xform
(get-position
part2£22))
(get-connection-xform
m 2))))))
(cond (featl?
(setq sy m l (y (feature-sym featl?)))
(setq angl (feature-constraint-angle
featl?))
(if (null an gl) (setq angl -(0))))

(t

(setq sym l 0)
(setq angl ‘(0))))
(cond (feat2?
(setq sym 2 (y (feature-sym feat2?)))
(setq ang2 (feature-constraint-angle
feat2?))
(if (null ang2) (setq ang2 nil)))
(t
(setq sym2 0)
(setq ang2 nil)))
(setqsym 3 (y (feature-sym f l l ) ) )
(setq ang3 (ieature-constraint-angle f 11))
(if (null ang3) (setq ang3 ‘(0)))
(setq sym4 (y (feature-sym fl2 )))
(setq ang4 (feature-constraint-angle fl2 ))
(if (null ang4) (setq ang4 ‘(0)))
;; Essentially w e want to find symmetries
;; where
;; T(afp,featl?) sym (featl?) T (fe a tl? ,fll)
;; sym (fl I) T ( f l I,agp) = T(afp,feat2?)
;; sym(feat2?)
;; T (feat2?,fl2) sy m (fl2 ) T (fl2,agp ) so we
;; solve
;; equation for sym(feat2?), plug in numbers,
;; whenever possym is a poss symmetry o f
;;fea t2 ? ,w e
;; know equation holds, and record the symms
(do ((i (x ang3)
(getnextp i sym3 (cdr ang3))))

((almost *2PI* i) list)
(do ((j (x ang4)
(getnextp j sym 4 (cdr ang4))))
((almost *2P I*j) list)
(do ((k (x a n g l)
(getnextp k sy m l (cdr an gl))))
((alm ost *2P I*k ) list)
(setqp ossym
(xmuft t£2?-fl? (rotz k) t f l ? - f l l
(rotzi)
t f l l - f l i (rotz ( - j »
tfl2-!2?))
(cond ((seta I (valid-part-sym
possym ieat2?
s y m l ang2))
(add-angle featl k)
(add-angle fe a t2 1))))))
(propogate-constraints assem ))))
(t (dolist (featl f 12)
(setq feat2 v(,f21 ,(x f22)))
(setq f22 (cdr f22))
(setqm ate2 ‘(,@ m l ,(x m2)))
(setq m 2 (cdr m 2))
(cond ((not (aligned assem f l I featl))
(constraint-loc assem
4C f ll ,featl) feat2
m ate2))))))))
;; propogate-constraints- If sym s o f feature on a
;; part
;; are limited so system m ay use only som e o f
;; possible symmetries, then symmetries o f other
;; features on part must be limited as well,
(defun propogate-constraints (assem)
(let ((arf (assembly-right-features assem))
(part) (pose)
(pose2) (item) (subitem) (ssubitem) (fca))
(dolist (item arf)
(setq part (feature-part item))
(dolist (subitem (part-components part))
(setq angle (feature-constraint-angle
(x subitem)))
(cond (angle
(setq pose (y subitem ))
(if (null pose)
(setq p o s e ’(0 Q 0 0 0 0)))
(dolist (ssubitem (part-components part))
(cond ((not (equal (x ssubitem)
(x subitem)))
(setq pose2 (each* ssubitem))
(if (null pose2)
(setq pose2
’(00 00 0 0)))
(setq fca n il)
(dolist (itern3 ahgle)
(setq fca (append
!(,(+ ( - (r pose2) (r p ose)) item3)) fca)))
(feature-constraint-angle
(x ssubitem)) fca))))))))))
;; add-angle- add angle that was found to be valid
;; to list o f
;; valid angle sym s when global constraints are
;; considered
(defun add-angle (feature angle)
(let ((fca)) V V
(cond (feature
(setq fca (feature-constfaint-angle
feature))'
(cond ((null fca)
(self (feature-constraint-angle feature)
(Iistangle))

(self
(feature-constraint-numsyms feature) I))
((not (member angle f c a -.test’almost))
(setf (feature-constraint-angle feature)
(append fca ‘(,angle)))
(setf (feature-constraint-numsyms
feature)
(feature-constraint-numsyms feature)))))))))
;; assembled-pose- what is pose o f part in final
;; assem
(defun assembled-pose (part assem)
(cond ((typep a ss e m ’assembly)
(let ((alp (assembly-fixtured-part assem))
(agp (assembly-grasped-part assem)))
(cond ((equal agp part) (x (endpt-loc
assem)))
((equal afp part)
(assembly-right-pose assem))
((partofassem agp part)
(mmmult (assembled-pose part agp)
(x (endpt-loc agp))))
((partof-assem afp part)
(mmmult (assembled-pose part afp)
(x (endpt-loc afp)))))))

(t ’( 00 0 0 0 0 ))))
;; partof-assem- is part partof assem?
(defim partof-assem (assem part)
(cond ((typep assem ’assembly)
(let ((afp (assembly-fixtured-part assem))
(agp (assembly-grasped-part assem)))
(cond ((equal agp part) t)
((equal afp part) t)
((partof-assem agp part) t)
((partof-assem alp part) t))))
(t nil)))
;; find-mate-desc- find a feat o f part that is
;; mating feat in
;;
assem or in som e subassembly o f assem
(defun find-mate-desc (part assem)
(let ((feat nil) (feat?) (mate) (massem) (desc)
(ad (assembly-description assem )) (i 0))
(cond ((typep assem ’assembly)
(dolist (item ad)
(cond ((equal (feature-part (x item))
part)
(setq feat (x item ))
(setq m assem assem)
(setq mate (nth i
(assembly-connection assem)))
(setq feat? (z item)))
((equal (feature-part (z item )) part)
(setq feat (z item))
(setq massem assem)
(setq mate (nth i
(assembly-connection assem)))
(setq feat? (x item))))
(setq i (1+ i)))
(cond (feat (values feat feat? mate
massem))
((partof-assem (assembly-grasped-part assem)
part)
(multiple-value-setq
(feat feat? mate m assem )
(find-mate-desc part
(assembly-grasped-part assem))
(values feat Teat? mate massem)))
((partof-assem
(assembly-fixtured-part assem) part)
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(multiple-value-setq
(feat feat? mate massem)
(find-mate-desc part
(assembly-fixtured-part assem)))
(values feat feat? mate m assem ))))
(t (values nil nil nil nil)))))
;; aligned- are fe a tl’s and feat2’s mating axes
;; comcident?
(defun aligned (mate featl feat2)
(let ((p o sel) (pose2))
(setq p o sel (get-position
(assembly-grasped-part mate) featl))
(setq pose2 (get-position
(assembly-grasped-part mate) feat2))
(if (and (almost (x p o s e l) (x pose2))
(almost (y p o s e l) (y pose2))
(almost (d p o s e l) (d pose2))
(almost (e p o s e l) (e pose2)))
t nil)))
;; valid-part-sym- is pose a valid sym? if so
;; return the sym
;;
assume all symmetries are o f form rotzQ,
;; and
;;
angle can be found knowing # o f symmetries
;; o f the feature.
(defun valid-part-sym (pose feat number angle)
(let ((vector; (lift-pose pose)))
(cond ((null feat) nil)
((and (almost (x vector) 0)
(almost (y vector) 0)
(almost (z vector) 0)
(almost (d vector) 0)
(almost (e vector) 0))
(cond (angle (member (r vector) angle) (r
vector))
((equal number 0) (r vector))
(t (setq spacing (/ *2PI* number))
(if (almost (rem (r vector) spacing) 0)
(r vector) nil))))
(t nil))))
(defvar ^constraints* nil)
This file contains methods associated with
classes and
subclasses o f peg and hole.
;; round-peg- Build rep for possibly bevelled,
cylindrical peg.
(defmethod initialize-instance rafter ((peg
round-peg)
&kcy radius cheight
bradius bheight)
(let ((csg))
(setq csg (list (build-cylinder
bheight cheight radius *+)))
(if (> bheight 0)
(setq csg (append
csg (list (build-cone
0 bheight bradius radius *+)))))
(setf (feature-sym peg) ' ( k 0))
(setf (feature-sign peg) I)
(setf (feature-csg peg) csg)))
;; composite-round-peg- Build rep for peg that can
;; be
;;
described using cylinders and cones,
(defmethod initialize-instance
rafter ((peg composite-round-peg) &key parts)
(let ((csg) (height 0) (part))

(setq csg (list (buildgcone (x parts) 0 *
(setcj height (y (x parts)))
(dolist (part (cdr parts) csg)
(setq csg (append csg (list (buildgcone
part height ’+))))
(setq height (ssum height (y part))))
(self (feature-sym peg) *(k 0))
(setf (feature-sign peg) I)
(setf (fcature-csg peg) csg)))
;; nsided-peg- Build up an n-sided peg with no
;; bevel.
(defmethod initialize-instance rafter ((peg
nsided-peg)
&key radius height n)
(let ((csg))
(setq csg (list (build-faceted-cylinder
O heightradiusn*+)))
(setf (feature-sym peg) *(k ,n))
(setf (feature-sign peg) I)
(setf (feature-csg peg) csg)))
;; arb-peg- Build up an arbitrarily shaped peg.
(defmethod initialize-instance rafter ((instance
arb-peg)
&key parts)
(build-parts instance parts)
(setf (feature-sign instance) I))
;;; round-hole- Build up a possibly chamfered,
;; cylindric hole.
(defmethod initialize-instance rafter ((hole
round-hole)
&key radius
cheight chradius chheight)
(let ((csg))
(setcj csg (list (build-cylinder
chheight cheight radius ’-)))
(if ( > chheight 0)
(setq csg
(append c ‘(,(build-cone
(appendcsg
Ochheightchradius
radius ’-)))))
(setf (feature-sym hole) *(k 0))
(setf (feature-sign hole) -I)
(setf (feature-csg hole) csg)))
;; composite-round-hole- Build hole that described
;;
with cylinders and cones.
(defmethod initialize-instance rafter
((hole composite-round-holc) &key parts)
(let ((csg) (height 0) (part))
(sctc^csg (list (buildgcone (x parts) 0
(setcj height (y (x parts)))
(dolist (part (cdr parts) csg)
(setq csg (append csg (list (buildgcone
part height *-))))
(setq height (ssum height (y part))))
(setf (feature-sym hole) *(k0))
(setf (feature-sign h o le )-I)
(setf (feature-csg hole) csg)))
;; nsided-hole- Build up an n-sided polygonal hole
(defmethod initialize-instance rafter ((hole
nsided-hole)
&key radius height n)
(let ((csg))
(setq csg (list (build-faceted-cylinder
0 height radius n *-)))
(setf (feature-sym hole) *(k ,n))
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(setf (feature-sign h o le )-I)
(setf (feature-csg hole) csg)))
;; arb-hole- Build up an arbitrarily shaped hole,
(defmethod initialize-instanee:after ((instance
arb-hole)
&key parts)
(build-parts instance parts)
(setf (feature-sign in stan ce)-I))
; This is default routine, used for feature,
;; arb-peg, arb-hole.
(defun build-parts (instance parts)
(let ((csg) (part))
(setq csg (list (buildrep (first parts))))
(dolist (part (cdr parts) csg)
(setq csg (append csg (list (buildrep
part)))))
(self (feature-csg instance) csg)))
(defiin buildgcone (part height oper)
(cond ((equal (x part) ’cylinder)
(build-cylinder height (sd if (v part) 0.01)
(ssum (z part) 0.01) oper))
(t (build-cone height (sd if (y part).01)
(ssum (z part) .01) (d part) oper))))
(defun buildrep (list)
(let ((op (car list)) (parms (cdr list))
(transform) (rep))
(multiple-value-setq (parms transform)
(split-list p a rm s’at))
(setq rep (cond ((equal op ’ppiped) (apply
’builci-ppiped
parms))
((equal op ’cylinder) (apply
’build-cylinder
parms))
((equal op *cohe) (a p p ly ’build-cone
parms))
((equal op ’com posite) (apply
’build-composite
parms))
((equal o p ’wedge) (a p p ly ’build-wedge
parms))))
(cohd (transform
(setq transform (car transform))
(if (< (length transform) 6)
(setq transform (append transform
’( 0 0 0 ) ) ) )
(setq rep (twin-try ‘(xform ,© transform
(trep))))
(defun split-list (Iistkey)
(let ((first list) (last))
(setq last (member key list))
(cond (last (setq first (ldiff list last))
(setq last (cdr last))))
(values first last)))
;;
.
;; This file contains methods associated with
;; class and
;; subclasses o f gear.

(let ((fac *facets*))
(setq * facets* facets)
(setf (feature-sign gear) I)
(setf (feature-csg gear)
(build-gear-r radius x I x2 y h num-teeth
offset))
(seta *facets* fac)
(setf (feature-sym gear) ‘(k ,num-teeth))))
;; build-gear-r- Actual routine that builds a spur
;; gear csg rep.
(defun build-gear-r (crad x l x2 y h num offset)
(let ((p nil) (p2) (e l nil) (e2 nil) (e3 nil)
(csg) (irad)
(tooth) (toothl) (tooth2))
; Find inner radius o f gear which is outer
; radius-depth, if crad or y is toleranced,
; irad w ill be as w ell
(setq irad (sd if crad y))
; Start with disk for gear
(setq csg ‘(,(build-cylinder 0 h irad *+)))
; Do loop to build teeth represnetation
; See notes for significance o f x I ,x2,y,eI ,e2
(do (|*tnum* 0 (1+ *tnum*)))
((equal *tnum* num))
; Biiild up w ed gel for a tooth
; place-tooth xforms wedge to the num-th
; tooth pose around the disk.
(setq p (place-tooth num *tnum*
‘(,(list-max irad)
,(list-min
(sdiv (ssum x2 x l ) 2.0)) 0 I)
nil))
(setq e l (place-tooth num *tnum*
*(0 ,(list-min (sdif 0 x2)) 0 1 )
p»
(setq e2 (place-tooth num *tnum*
‘(,(list-m in y)
,(list-min
(sdiv (ssdif x2 x l ) -2)) 0 I)
P))
(setq e3 (place-tooth num *tnum*
‘( 0 0 , (list-m axh) I )p ))
(setq toothl (build-wedge p e l e 2 e 3 ’+))
; Build up wedge2 for a tooth
(setq p2 (place-tooth num *tnum*
‘(,(list-max crad) 0 0 I) p))
(setq e l (place-tooth num *tnum*
‘(0 ,(list-m in x l ) 0 I) p))
(setq e2 (place-tooth num *tnum*
‘(,(list-m in (sd if 0 y))
,(list-min
(sdiv (ssdif x2 x l ) -2)) 0 I)
(setq e3 (place-tooth num *tnum*
‘(0 0 ,(list-max h) I) p »
(setq tooth2 (build-wedge p2 e l e2 e3 ’+))
(setf (twinobj-aux toothl) toothl)
(setf (twinobj-aux tooth2) toothl)
(setq to o th ‘(,toothl ,tooth2))
-,A p p en d tocsgtree
(setq csg (append csg tooth)))
csg))

;; spur-gear- Build csg rep for spur gear, sets up
;;
symmetry and sign.
(defmethod initialize-instanee rafter ((gear
spur-gear)
&key radius x l x2 y h
num-teeth offset facets)

;; place-tooth- Finds hom ogen xform describing
;; where
;;
num-th tooth should be placed around the
*»; gear
;;
given total # o f teeth.
(defun place-tooth (totnum num point xform)
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(setq Itof (x ttrans))
(setq offset (y ttrans))
(setq ftol (z ttrans))
;; Jomt position here refers to
;; translation along Z axis.
(setq ftof (make-xform
‘(0 0 ,(joint-position instance) 0 0 0)))
(xmult Itof offset ftof ftol)))

(let ((theta (/ (* num *2PI*) totnum))
(al nil) (a2 nil) (a3 nil) (a4 nil) (a) (b)
(result))
(setq theta (* -I theta))
(setq a I ‘(.(cos theta) ,(* -I (sin theta)) 0
0 ))

(setq a2 ‘(,(sin theta) ,(cos theta) 0 0))
(setq a 3 ‘( 0 0 I 0))
(setq a 4 ’(0 0 0 I))
(setq result
(cond ((or (listp (x point)) (listp (y point))
(listp (z poirit)))
(setq a (mvmult
‘(,a l ,a2 ,a3 ,a4) ‘(,(xif (x point))
,(xif (y point))
,(xif (z point))
I)))

(setq b (mvmult
‘(,a l ,a2,a3 ,a4) ‘(,(y if (x point))
Xyif (y point))
,(yif (z point))

D))

‘(,(if (equal (x a) (x b)) (x a)
(list (x a) (x b)))
,(if (equal (y a) (y b)) (y a)
(list (y a) (y b)))
,(if (equal (z a) (z b)) (z a)
(Iist(Z a )(Z b )))))
(t (mvmult ‘(,al ,a2 ,a3 ,a4) point))))
(cond (xform
(mvmult
(mmmult ‘((1 0 0 ,(x xform)) ( 0 1 0 ,(y
xform))
(0 0 1 ,(z xform)) ,a4)
(mmmult ‘((1 0 0 0) (0 I 0 0) ,a3 ,a4)
X( I 0 0 ,(- (x xform)))
(0 1 0 , ( - (y xform)))
(0 0 1 , ( - (z xform))) ,a4)))
(append result X l))))
(t result))))
;; This file contains methods associated with
;; class and
;; subclasses o f joint.
;; find-joint-transform- fixed-link to joining
;; feat, joining
;; feat to joining feat (offset), joint position,
;; joining feat
;; to m obil link, multipliction o f these xform
;; relates position
;; o f the m obile link to the position o f the
;; fixed link.
(defgeneric find-joint-transfrom (instance joint))
(defmethod find-joint-transform ((instance
revolute))
(let ((Itof) (ftol) (ftof) (offset)
(ttrans (joint-transform instance)))
(setq Itof (x ttrans))
(setq offset (y ttrans))
(setq ftol (z ttrans))
;; Joint position here refers to
;; orientation about Z axis.
(setq ftof (make-xform
‘( 0 0 0 0 0 ,(joint-position instance))))
(xmult Itof offset ftof ftol)))
(defmethod find-joint-transform ((instance
prismatic))
(let ((Itof) (ftol) (ftof) (offset)
(ttrans (joint-transform instance)))

;; This file contains methods associated with
;; flexible class.
Jt

;; helical-spring- Builds csg rep and sets
;; symmetry and
;;
sign for helical spring feature,
(defmethod initialize-instance
rafter ((spring helical-spring)
&key radius compress cheight)
(setf (feature-csg spring)
‘(,(build-flexible-cylinder
O cheightcom pressradius*+)))
(self (feature-sym hole) *(k 0))
(setf (feature-sign spring) I ))

PATHPLAN

/*
/*
/*
/*

Source code for Phase I Path Planning */
Program PATHPLAN */
Calling format- pathplan profile */
Input:
profile- file containing dimension o f problem,
goal point, start point, obj_size,
maxmo
object- File describing the object, created
by the program twincon in this instance
which takes twin boundary reps and
converts them into a convenient
representation
for our purposes. The idea is that if a
different modeler were used a different
convertion program would be written to
convert
the breps into my standard format
obstacles- File describing the obstacles, also
created by twincon. The function build-input
in the assembly supervisor takes care o f
o f invoking twincon */
/* Output:
mpv.out- minimum potential valley used
poa.out- initial path found
soa.out- collision free path
slp.out- collision free path with extra
points removed */

/* Description: This program finds a
collision-free path
for an assembly operation using the algorithm
discussed
in Chapter 4 and 5 o f my thesis */
# include <stdio.h>
# include <math.h>
#include "common.h"
/* Header file, common w uncertanal */
obstacle *obst; /* List o f obstacles*/
side *bound; /* List o f bouding surfaces*/

line *edge; /* List o f edges*/
vertex *vertice; /* List o f vertices*/
/* # o f obstacles, bounding surfaces, edges,
vertices,
points in path* degrees o f freedom, sides on
object */
int nobs, nbounds, hedge, nvert, npoints, ndim,
objside;

int Collisionflag=O;
int inobstflag;
extern int initobjectO;
extern struct node *openl;
extern int soa();
extern double fsqr(),distnom(),md();
extern double pointpotQ;
extern oside *object;
double minmo,maxmo;
double **path, **vel;
struct node *openl=NULL;
struct node *closed=NULL;
FILE *fp;
/* TOO BE REM OVED * /
extern double objectpot(),clearance();
/* main- This is the m ain routine for pathplan. */
main(argc,argv)
intarge;
char **argv;
double x l,y I,zl,x2,y2,z2,rotxl,rotx2;
double roty L r q t^ r o tz l ,rotz2,x,y,z;
double *tL *t2, mag;
double answer, goaldist;
struct node *mpv, *mpvn, *goal, *temp, *n;

int i, done;
float dl,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6;
if (argc < 2) {
prihtf("Calling Format: progr
param_file_nameO);
exitO;
((^ = fo p e r i(a r g v [l],V )) == NU LL) {
pcrror(argv|l]);
exit();

/* Read from parameter file- dimension, start
point,
end point, m in and m ax extent o f object */
fscanf(lp,"%dO,&ndim);
fscanf(fp,M%f %f % f % f % f % f',& dl,& d2,& d3,
&d4,&d5,&d6);
x l - d l ; y l= d 2; zl= d 3; rotxl=d4; rotyl=d5; rotzl
=d6;
if (ndim > 6 ) {
tl=(double *)calloc(ndim -6,sizeof(double));
t2=(dbuble *)calloc(ndim -6,sizeof(double));
/* Read in starting and ending joint positions
if any */
for (1=0; i<ndim-6; i-f+) {
fscan f( fp, ”%r ,&d I );
t l | i| = dl ;

' }

fscanf(fp,M%f %f % [ % f %f % r,& d l ,&d2,
&d3,&d4,&d5,&d6);
x 2 -d l ; y2^d2; z2=d3; rotx2=d4; roty2=d5; rotz2
=d6;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++) {
fscanf(fp,M% f',&d I );
t2[i]=dl;

fscanf(fp,"%f % f0,&dl,&d2);
m inm o=dl; maxmo=d2;
fclose(fp);
/* Read in obstacles from file "obstacles" *
initobstaclesO;
/* Read in object from file "object" */
/* Note: object and obstacles created by
twincon.c */
initobjectO;
/* Find out if goal point within an obstacle *
in o b st(x l,y l,z l);
/* Initialize sphere tesselation */
read_icos (' '/home/rvl/q/res e arch/pathplan
/icos .coord");
/* For now, ignore flexibilities by
compressing all
flexible obstacles * /
compressO;
/* Find minimum potential valley graph *7
n=(struct node *)calloc(l ,sizeof(struct
node));
n->next[0]=NULL; n->father=NULL;
goal=(struct node *)calloc( l,sizeof(struct
node));
n -> x= xl; n -> y= yl; n->z?=zl;
g0al->x=x2; g o i-> y = y 2 ; goal->z=z2;
n->pot=pointpot(xl ,y l ,z l) ;
n->md=md(x I ,y I ,z I ); goal->m d=m d(x2,y2,z2)
put_on_open(n); done=0;
/* An appropriate minimum potential valley is
found
within this while loop */
while ((openl != NU LL) && (done == O)) {
n=openl;
if (!on__closed(n))
put_on__closed(n);
operil=openl->open;
goaldist=sqrt(fsqr(n->x-goal->x)
+fsqr(n->y-goal->y)+
fsqr(n->z-goal->z));
if ((goaldist < n->md) |[ (goaldist < goal->m d))
mpv=(struct node *)
calloc(l,sizeof(struct node));
m pv->x=x2; m pv->y=y2; m pv->z=z2;
mpv->md=goal->md; mpv->rotx=rotx2;
mpv->roty=roty2; mpv->rotz=rotz2;
mpv->next[0] =NULL; temp=n; mpvn=mpv;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
m py->t[i]=t2[i];
while (temp != NULL) {
mpv=(struct node *)calloc(l,sizeof(struct
node));
mpv->next[0] =mpvn;
mpv->x=temp->x; mpv->y=temp->y;
mpv->z=tcmp->z; mpv->md=temp->md;
mpvn=mpv; temp=temp->fathcr;
m pv->rotx=rotxl; mpv->roty=rotyI ;
mpv->rotz=rotzl;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
m pv->t[i]=tl[i];
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
m pv->t[i]=tl[ij;
if (expand_path(mpv,rotxl ,roty I ,rotzl ,tl
,rotx2,
roty2,rotz2,t2) > 0 )
done= l;

}
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/* Remove n from open if exhausted all successors
*/
find_all_minimums(n);
for (i=0; i<n->sons; i++) {
n->neXt[i] ->g=fsqr(x I -n->next[i]->x)+
fsqr(y I-n->next [i] ->y)+
fsqr(zl-n->next[i]->z);
n->next[i]->h=fsqr(goal->x-n->next[i]->x)+
fsqr(goal->y-n->next[i] ->y)+
fsqr(goal->z-n->next[i]->z);
n->next[i]->father=n;
if (! on_closed(n->next[i]))
put_on_open(n->nex t[ i]);

if (done == 0)
printf( "FAILED, NO VALID PATHO);
/* expand-path- Once a m in potential valley
from start to end is found, expand into
initial path to complete stage I */
expand_path(mpv ,rotx I ,roty I ,rotz I , tl ,rotx2,roty2,
rotz2,t2)
struct node *mpv;
double rotx I ,rotyl,rotzl,*tl ,rotx2,roty2,rotz2,
*t2;
{

int i,npoints;
struct colnode *cols;
dumpmpv(mpv);
/* Dump mpv to file, used for analysis */
/* Find an initial path through min potential
valley */
uncompressO;
npoints=initpalh(mpv ,&path,&cols, I );
/* Dump initial path into poa.out,
used only for analysis */
dumpresuIts(M
poa.out",npoints,path);
/* If collisions found w hile creating initial
path,
locally optim ize path */
if (collisionflag > 0) {
npoints=soa(path,npoints,cols);
/* Round o ff rotx, roty, rotz if possible */
cleanup(path,npoints);
/* Get rid o f duplicate points and dump
results */
npoints=shrink(path,npoints);
dumpresults(Msoa.outM,npoints,path);
/* Find straight line segments thru path and
only use
endpoints o f line segments */
npoints=slp(path,npoints);
dumpresults(M
slp.outM
,npoints,path);
if (npoints == 0) {
compressO;

Collisionflag=O;
retum(npoints);

}
cleanup- Round rotx,roty ,rotz to closest
multiple o f PI/2
if close */
cleanup(path,npoints)
double **path;
int npoints;

I*

int i,j;

for (i=0; i<npoints; i++)
for (j=3; j<6; j++) {
if (fabs(path(j][i]) < .05)
path[j][i]=0.0;
if (fabs(path[j] [i]-PI/2.0) < .05)
pathn][i]—PI/2.0;
if (fabs(path[j][i]-PI) < .05)
path[j][i]=PI;
if (fabs(path[j][i]-(3.0*PI)/2.0) < .05)
pathlj][i]=(3.0*PI)/2.0;

/* shrink- Occasionally, the soa algorithm puts
the same
point into the path two or more times, get
rid
o f duplicate points */
shrink(path,npoints)
double **path;
int npoints;
int i,j,k,tpoints,flag;
tpoints=npoints;
for (i=0; i<tpoints-l; i++) {
flag=0;
for (j=0; j<ndim; j++)
if (path|j][i] != path[j][i+l])
Aag=I;
/ * If path[][k]=path[][k+l], get rid o f k + lth
point */
if (flag == 0) {
for (j=i; j<tp oin ts-l; j++) {
for (k=0; kcndim; k++)
path[k] [j]=path[k] [j+1 ];

}

tpoints—;
i--;

}
}

retum(tpoints);

inobst(x,y,z)
double x,y,z;
int i,j,num,hole,chole,sptr,flag;
double minsum;
inobstflag=0;
for (i=0; i< nobs; i++)
obst[i].consider= I ;
for (i=0; i< nobs; i++) {
if (obstfi].shape >= 0) {
if (distnom(x,y,z,i) < 0.001) {
Aag=I;
for (hole=0; hole < obst[i].nholes; hole
++) (
chole=obst[i] .holes [hole];
minsum=0;
for (j=0; j < obst[chole].nsides; j++ )
sptr=obst[chole] .side[j];
minsum+=fabs(bound[sptr] .a*x+
bound[sptr].b*y+
bound[sptr] .CsleZ +bound[sptr].d);
minsum+=bound[sptr] .a*x+bound[sptr] .b*y-f
bound[sptr].c*z+bound[sptr].d;
if (minsum < 0.001) {

while (temp != NU LL) {
if (fabs(n->x-tem p->x)+fabs(n->y-tem p->y)+
fabs(n->z-temp->z) < 0.05)
retum (l);
temp=temp->closed;

Aag==O;
hole=obst[i] .nholes;

}1

if (Aag==I) {
obst[i]£Grisider±:0;
inobstflag=!;

retum(O);

}
obst[j] .consider=0;

/* Put node on n in ascending heuristic order */
put_on_open(n)
struct node *n;
{

print_open()
struct node * temp;
temp=openl;
while (temp != NU LL) {
printf("%f
%f %fO,temp->x,temp->y,
temp->z, temp->md);
temp=temp->open;

.

struct node *ptrl;
struct node *ptr2;
if ((on_Open(n)) || (on_closed(n)))
retum(O);
if ((openl = = N U LL) || (n->h < openl->h)) {
n->open=opertl;
openl=n;

}

else {
ptrl=openl;
ptr2=openl->open;
while (<ptr2 != N U L L ) &&
(n->g+n->h > ptr2->g+ptr2->h)) {
ptri=ptr2;
ptr2=ptr2->open;
n->dpen=ptr2;
ptrl->open=n;

■I
} ■-

*

put_on_closed(n)
struct node *n;
{ if (c lo sed = = NU LL) {
closed=n;
n->closed=NULL;

' I
else {

pririt^closedO
struct node *temp;
temp=closed;
while (temp != NU LL) {
printf('!%f %f %f %fO,temp->x,temp->y,
temp->z,temp->md);
temp=temp->closed;

This file contains code for calculating
mih_dist(x) by the
first method presented in thesis. Routine is
md_intemal.
T wo methods are used interchangably throughout
c o d e .* /
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "common.h4'

/*

extern obstacle *obst;
extern side *bound;
extern vertex *vertice;
extern line *edge;
extern double fsqr();
extern int nobs, nbpunds, nedge, nvert, npoints,
ndim;
double md();
double md_intemal();
extern double distnom();

■

n->closedi=closed;
closed=n;

double m<d(x,y,z)
double x,y,z;

on_open(n)
struct node *n;

{

retum(fabs(md_intemal(x,y,z)));

struct node *temp;
tcmp=openl;
while (tehip != NULL) {
if(fabs(n->x-tem p->x)+fabs(n->y-tem p->y)+
fabs(n->z-tem p->z) < 0.05)
retum (l);
temp=temp->open;

■ •}

.-V-.--.;'

retum(O);

-

/* Find minimun distance from point to nearest
obstacle */
/* Return -I * mindist if point inside o f fixtured
part*/
/* Return mindist otherwise */
double m d_intem al(x,y,z)
double x,y,z;

}
on_closed(n)
struct node *n;
I '■
struct node *temp;
temp=closed;

double i l , i2, j I , j2, k l , k2, mindist, dist,
det, mag;
double vlx,vly,viz,v 2 x ,v 2 y ,v 2 z,v 3 x ,v 3 y ,v 3 z,n u m
,den;
double lambdal ,lambda2;
double xstar,ystar,zstaf,b[3],a[3][3],al[3][3]
,nl[3],n2[3],n[3];
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double pomt[3],mid[3],normal[3], minodist;
int i, minvert, edgei, edgej, j, k, I, m, ptr,
p l,p 2 ,p 3 ;
int outside, face;
int flag,minobst,h,inflag;
mindist=20000;
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++) {
if (obst[i].consider == I) {
/* Dont consider obstacles too far away */
minodist=20000; inflag=0;
for (j=0; j<nvert; j++ ) {
if (onobst(j) == i) {
dist=sqrt(fsqr(x-vertice[j].x)
+fsqr(y-verticem .y)+
fsqr(z-vertice[jJ .z));
if (dist < minodist) {
minodist=dist;
minvert=j;

edgej=bound[face].edge[k];
if (edgej > 0) {
e d gej-;
v2x+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert I ] .x;
v2y+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert 1] .y;
v2z+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vertl] .z;
else {
edgej=(-1 *edgej)-1;
v2x+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .x;
v2y+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .y;
v2z+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .z;

}}

}
}

for (j=0; j<vertice[minvert].nedges; j++ ) {
vlx=x-vertice[m invert].x; v l y
=y-vertice[minvert],y;
v I z=z-vertice[minvert].z;
den=sqrt(fsqr(v I x)+fsqr( v ly)+fsqr(v I z ));
vlx/= den; vly/= den; vlz/=d en ;
edgei=vertice [minv ert].edge[j];
if (edge[edgei] .vert I == minvert) {
v2x=edge[edgei].i;
v2y=edge[edgei].j;
v2z=edge [edgei] .fe;
else {
v 2 x = -1*edge[edgei].i;
v 2 y = -1*edge[edgei].j;
v 2 z= -1 *edge[edgei] .k;
den=sqrt(fsqr(v2x)+fsqr(v2y)+fsqr(v2z));
v2x/=den; v2y/=den; v2z/=den;
if (v lx * v 2 x + v ly * v 2 y + v lz * v 2 z > 0) {
if (obst[i] .shape < 0) {
if (inflag = = 0 )
h=0;
else
h=obst[i].nsides;
if (distnom (x,y,z,i) < 0.000001)
j =v er lice [min v er t] .nedges;
inflag=!;
for (h; h<obst[i] .nsides; h++) {
face=obst[i].side[h];
if (bound [face] .real == 0) {
edgej=bound[face] .edge[0];
if (edgej < 0)
edgej*= -I;
e d g ej-;
xs tar=(vertice[edge[edgej] .vertl ] .x+
vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .x)
/ 2 .0 ;
ystar=(vertice[edge[edgej] .vertl ] .y+
vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .y)
/ 2.0 ;

zs tar=(ver tice [edge [edgej ] .vert l].z +
vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .z)
/ 2 .0 ;
vlx=x-xstar; vly=y-ystar; v i z
=z-zstar;
den=sqrt(fsqr(v I x)-hfsqr(v I y)
+fsqr(vlz));
v I x/=den; v I y/=den; v I z/=den;
v2x=v2y=v2z=0.0;
for (k=0; k<bound[face].nedge[0]; k+

+M

v2x/=bound[face] .nedge[0];
v2y/=bound[face].nedge[0];
v2z/=bound [face] .nedge[0];
v2x-=xstar; v2y-=ystar; v2z-=zstar;
den=sqrt(fsqr(v2x)+fsqr(v2y)
+fsqr(v2z));
v2x/=den; v2y/=den; v2z/=den;
if (v 2 x * v lx + v 2 y * v ly + v 2 z * v lz > 0) {
n[0]=bound[face] .a;
n[l]=bound[face] .b;
n[2]=bound[face] .c;
dist=n[0]*x+n[l]*y+n[2]*z
+bound[face].d;
point[0‘ x-dist*n[0];
point[l' =y-dist*n[l];
point[2 z-dist*n[2];
if (valid_point(point[0],
point[l],pointf2],i)) {
dist=fabs(dist);
outside=0; ptr=0;
for (m=0;
m<bound[face] .numloops;

m++) {
for (k
=ptr;k<bound[face] .nedge[m] +ptr;
k++) {
if (bound[face].edge[k] < 0)
edgej=(bound[face] .edge[k]*

-i)-i;

pl=edge[edgej].vert2;

v2x=-n[ I ] *edge[edgej] .k+
n[2]*edge[edgej] .j;
v2y= -n[2]*edge[edgej].i+
n[0] *edge[edgej] .k;
v2z= -n[0]*edge[edgej].j+
n[l]*edge[edgej].i;
mid[0] =vertice[pl ] .x-0.5*
edge[edgej].i;
mid[ l]=vertice[pl] .y-0.5*
edge[edgej].j;
m id[2]=vertice[pl].z-0.5*
^ edge[edgej].k;
else {
edgej
=bound[face] .edge[k] -1;
pl=edge[edgej] .v ertl;
v2x= n[l]*edge[edgej].kn[2]*edge[edgej].j;
v2y= n[2]*edge[edgej].in[0] *edge[edgej] .k;
v2z= n[0]*edge[edgej].j-
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zstar=lambdal*v I z+( I -lambdal)*v2z;
dist=sqrt(fsqr(x-xstar)+
fsqr(y-ystar)
+fsqr(z-zstar));
if (dist < minodist)
minodist=dist;
/* Already considered every face */
if (obst[i] .shape < 0)
l=edge[edgei] .nfaces;
else

n[l]*edge[edgej].i;
m id[0]=vertice[pl].x+0.5*
edge[edgej].i;
m id[l]= vertice[pl].y+ 0.5*
edge[edgej].j;
m id[2]=vertice[pl ] .z+0.5*
edge[edgej].k;
v I x=point[0]-m id[0];
v ly=point[ I ]-mid( I ];
v I z=point[2]-m id[2];
if(v lx * v 2 x + v ly * v 2 y + v lz * v 2 z
<

1= 0;
for (I; l<edge[edgei].nfaces; I++) {

0 ){

v Ix=X-XStar; v ly = y -y sta r ; v i z
=z-zstar;

6utside=l;

break;

i'

ptr=k;
if XCdist < minodist) &&
(OUtside==O))
minodist=dist;

} V“
}
}
if (j != vertice[minvert].nedges) {
v lx=vertice[edge[edgei] .vertl] .x;
vly=verticeJedgeJedgei]..vertl ].y;
v I z=vertices edge edgei]..vertl ].z;
v2x=vertice edge edgei]..vert2].x;
v2y=vertice
!edge
_____
_ Jedgei]..vert2].y;
v2z=vertiee[edge[edgei].vert2].z;
b[0]=x*v Ix+ y *v Iy +z*v I z;
b [l]= x*v2x+ y*v2y+ z*v2z; b [2 ]= l;
a[0][0]=fsqr(ylx)+ fsqr(vly)+fsq r(vlz);
a[0][ I] =Vlx*v2x+ v I y *v2y+v lz*v2z; a[0] [2]
a[ I ] [0] =v I x* v2x+v I y * v2y+v I z* v2z;
a[ I ] [ I ]=fsqr(y 2x)+fsqr(v2y )+fsqr(v2z);
a[I][2 ]= I; a[2][0J=a[2J[ 1]= I ; a[2][2]=0;
d et= a[0][0]*(a[l][l]*a[2][2]-a[2][l]
* a [l][2 ])
-a[ I ] [0] * (a[0] [ I ] *a[2] [2]-a[2] [ I ]
*a[0][2])
+a[2] [0] *(a[0] [ I ] * a[ I ] [2] -a[0] [2]
* a [l][l]);
al [0] [0]=(a[l J[I ]*a[2][2]-a| 2 J[1 ]
*a[l][2])/det;
a l[l][0 ]= (a [2 ][0 ]* a [l][2 ]-a [l][0 ]
*a[2][2])/det;
a l [2] [0]=(a[ I ] [0] *a[2] [ I ] -a[2] [0]
*a[l][l])/d et;
al [0][l]= (a[2] [l]* a[0][2]-a[0][l]
*a[2][2])/det;
al [ 1] 11 ] =(a[0] [0]*a[21[2J-a|2 J10]
*a(0][2])/det;
al [2] [ I ]=(a[2] [0] * a[0] [ I ]-a[2] [ 1]
*a[0J|0])/dct;
al fO] [2]=(a[0] [1] * a [l ] [2] -a[ I ] [ I ]
*a[0][2])/det;
al [ 1] [2]=(a[l][0]*a[0][2]-a[0][0]
* a [l||2 |)/d e t;
a l|2 |[2 1 = (a [0 ]|0 ]* a [l]fl]-a f0 ]|l]
*a[l][0])/det;
lam b d al= alf 0 |[0]*b [0]+ al [0][ l]* b [l ]
+al[0Jl2j*b[2J;
:la m b d a 2 = a l[l][0 ]* b [Q ]+ a l[l][l]* b [l]
4-a I [ I ] [2] *b [2];
if ((0 <= lam bdal) && (0 <= lambda2)) {
XStar=Iambdal *v I x + (I -lambda! )*v2x;
ystar=lam bd al*vly+ (l-lam bd al)*v2y;

den=sqrt(fsqr(v I x)+fsqr(v I y)
+fsqr(vlz));
vlx/=den; vly/=den; vlz/=den;
v2x=v2y=v2z=0.0;
face=edge[edgei].face[l];
for (k=0; k<bound[faee].nedge[0];
k++) {
edgej=bound[face] .edge[k];
if (edgej > 0) {
edgej-;
v2x+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vertl ] .x;
v2y+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vertl ] .y;
v2z+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vertl ] .z;

T

else {
edgej=(-l*cdgej)-l;
v2x+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .x;
v2y+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .y;
v2z+
=vertice[edge[edgej] .vert2] .z;

v2x/=bound[face] .nedge[0];
v2y/=bound[face] .nedge[0];
v2z/=bound[face].nedge[0];
v2x-=xstar; v2y-=ystar; v2z=zstar;

den=sqrt(fsqr(v2x)+fsqr(v2y)
+fsqr(v2z));
v2x/=den; v2y/=den; v2z/=deri;
if (v 2 x * v lx + v 2 y * v ly + v 2 z * v lz > 0) {
n[0]=bound[face].a; n [l]
=bound[face].b;
n[2]=bound[face] .c;
dist=n[0] * x+n[ I ] *y+n[2] *z
+bqund[face].d;
point[0]=x-dist*n[0];
point[l]= y-dist*n[l];
point[2]=z-dist*n[2];
if (valid_point(point[0],

point[l],point[2],i)) {
dist=fabs(dist); outside=0;
ptr=0;
for (m=0;
m<bound[face] .numloops;
m ++) {

for (k
=ptr;k<bound[faee] .nedge[m ]+ptr;
k++) {
•

if (boundfface] .edge[k] < 0) {
edgej=(bound[face].edge[kj* - 1)-1;
pl=edge[edgej].vert2;
v2x=-n[ 1] *edge[edgej] .k+
n[2]*edge[edgej].j;
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v2y= -n[2]*edge[edgej].i+
n[0]*edge[edgej].k;
v2z= -n[0] *edge[edgej].j+
n[l]*edge[edgej].i;
m id[0]=vertice[pl].x-0.5*
edge[edgej].i;
mid[ 1] =vertice[p I ] .y-0.5 *
edge[edgej].j;
m id[2]=vertice[pl].z-0.5*
''
edge[edgej].k;
else {
edgej=bound[f ace] .edge[k] - 1;
p i =edge[edgej].v e rtl;
v2x= n[l]*edge[edgej].kn[2]*edge[edgej].i;
v2y= n[2]*edge[edgej].in[0] *edge[edgej] .k;
v2z= n[0]*edge[edgej].jn[l]*edge[edgej].i;
m id[0]=vertice[pl].x+0.5*
edge[edgei].i;
mid [ I ] =v ertice [p 1]. y +0.5 *
edge[edgei].j;
m id[2]=vertice[pl].z+0.5*
edge[edgei].k;
v I x=point[0] -mid [0];
v I y =point[ I ] -mid [ I ];
v I z=point[2] -m id[2];
if (v I x*v2x+v I y*v2y+v I z* v2z
< 0) {
outside=!;
break;
}

}

ptr=k;
if ((dist < minodist) &&
(outside == 0))
minodist=dist;

}
}
}

if (edge[i].face[j] == face)
retum(l);
retum(0);
}

/* damn_close- i is close enough to j to assume
they are the same */
damn_close(i,j)
int i j;
if (fabs(vertice[i] .x-vertice[j] .x)+
fabs(vcrtice[i .y-vertieefj] .y)+
fabs(vertice[i].z-vertice[j].z) < 0.01)
retum (l);
retum(O);

}
/* Return the obst containing the vertex ver if
this
obst is not an exception */
onobst(ver)
int ver;

{

int sptr, eptr, i, j, k, I, ptrf exc, ourobst;

ourobst=bound[edge[vertice[ver] .edge[0] ]
.face[0]].obstacle;
retum(ourobst);
/* valid_point- Return t if (x,y,z) is valid point
on obst i * /
valid_point(x,y,z,i)
double x,y,z;
inti;
{

int m,flag;
Aag=I;
if (obst[i].shape < 0) {
for (m=0; m<nobs; m ++) {
if ((m != i) && (obst[m].shape < 0))
if (distnom(x,y,z,m) <= 0.00001)
rctum(0);

}

if (minodist < mindist) {
mindist=minodist;

else {
for (m=0; m<obst[i].nholes; m ++)
if (distnom(x,y,z,obst[i].holes[m]) <=

0 .00001)

minobst=i;

retum(O);
retum(l);

if (obst[minobst] .shape > 0) {
if (distnom(x,y,z,minobst) < 0.00001)
m indist*= -I;
else {
if (distnom(x,y,z,minobst) > 0.00001)
m indist*= -I;

}

retum(mindist);

}
/* bordered_by- Return t if edge i borders face
face */
bordered_by(face,i)
int face,i;
{

m tj;
for (j=0; j<edge[i].nfaces; j++)

}
/* This Ale contains code for calculating
min_dist
by the method outlined in thesis. This routine
is
called min_dist(x,y,z). This Ale also contains
the
point potential function, object potential
function,
and code to And initial path Arom the mpv
found */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "common.h"
#define cube(x) ((x) * (x) * (x))
#deAne dii 0.00001
#deAne dv 0.00001
#defme step 0.00001
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typedef struct m inclust {
intj.k;
struct m inclust 5leIiext;
} minclust;
extern double objectpot(), md_intemal();
extern int collisionflag,nbounds;
extern double maxmo;
extern int ndim;
extern double fsqrQ;
extern obstacle *obst;
extern int nobs;
extent side * bound;
extern line 5^edge;
extern vertex *vertice;
extern double distnom(), fastmin_dist();
extern double distnom_over();
extern int tpoint(), m ovable(), tformQ;
extern int objside;
extern double objbound[6];
double diSt_to_hole(),grad_search();
double R x(),RyQsRzQ;
double dist_to_any_hole();
double find_closest_vertex();
double dist_to_intersect();
double distnomQ, distnom_over();
double pointpotQ, min_dist();
oside *object;
/* Calculate the inverse o f the potential o f
a single point * /
doublem in_dist(x,y ,z)
double x,y,z;
int i,j,k,cobst,jp,kp;
double jsum ,fsum,dti,mdti;
fsum =200000.0;
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++) {
/* First calc potential w r t ith obstacle for
all
obsts that are not holes and are to be
considered */. •'
if ((obstfi].shape >= 0) &&
(obst[iJ.consider == I)) {
jsum =distnom (x,y,z,i);
/* Check hole situation */
if (jsum < 0.0 0 0 0 0 1) {
J * Calc distance to void if greater than 0 */
jsum =dist_to_any_hole(x,y,z,i,0.0);
/* N ot in any hole, collision, quit */
if (jsum < 0)
retum(O);
else {
Get exact distance to obstacle */
mdti=dist_to_any_hole(x,y,z,i,jsum);
if (mdti < 0) {
mdti=2000;
. for;(j=0; j<Obst[i],nsides; j++) {

I*

iF(bound[jptdist’> 0.00001) {
for (k=j-Hl ; k< obst[i].nsides; k++) {
kp=obst[i].side[k];
if (bound[kp].dist > 0.00001) {
dti=diSt_to_intersect(jp,kp, „
x.y.z);
if ((dti > 0) && (dti < mdti))
mdti^=dti;

if (mdti < 2 0 0 0 )
jsum=mdti;

j

if (jsum < fsum) {
fsum=jsum;

/* N ow take care o f case when point over hole

*1

retum(fsum);
double dist_to_any_hole(x,y,z,cobst,dist)
double x,y,z,dist;
intcobst;
int i,j,flag;
double *X,t;
I*

Find closest hole if one is as close or
closer than cobst */

Hag=-I;
X=(double *)calloc(obst[cobst] .nholes
Vsizeof(double));
for (i=0; i < obst[cobst] .nholes; i++) {
X[i]=distnom _over(x,y,z,obst[cobst].holes[i]);
if (d is t-X [i]> -0.0000001) {
dist=X [i]; flag=obst[cobst] .holes[i];
i=obst[cobst] .nholes;

/* If point in obstacle, only consider holes in
obstacle.
If nearest hole is farther than cobst, holes
don’t
effect potential */
if (flag = = - ! ) {
free(X);
retum (-l);

}

•

..

/* N ow find distance to surface o f that hole *

I

t=dist_to_hole(x,y,z,&flag,X, I ,cobst);
frcc(X);
retum(t);

}
double dist_to_hole(x,y,z,ch,X,nh,cobst)
double x,y,z,*X;
int *ch,nh,cobst;
int i,j,k,sptr,optr,chole,*tchole,inside,ch2;
double dist,t,tsum,xstar,ystar,zstar,tt,gy;
chole=ch[0];
dist=X[chole]; tsum=20000;
for (i=0; i<obst[chole].nsides; i++) {
sptr=obst[chole].side[i];
I* K
0 if on nonmaterial side o f face */
t=bound [sptr] .a*x+bound[sptr] .b*y+
bound[sptr] .c*z+bound[sptr] .d;
/* If t > 0, over face, can’t be valid point *
if (t <= 0) {
Z+ F in d c lo sestp o in t51e/
xstar=x-bound[sptr].a5,et;
ystar=y-bound[sptr].b5let;
zstar=z-bound [sptr] .c* t;
inside=!; t=1000;

■■■
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/* See if point inside o f face */
for (j=0; j <obs t[chole] .nsides; j++) {
optr=obst[chole] .side[j];
/* Point not inside face */
if ((opIr != sptr) && ((gy=
bo und [op Ir].a* xs tar+bound [op Lr].b*y s tar+
bound[optr] .c* zstar+bound [optr] .d) >

0.0000001)) {

tt=dist_to_intersect(sptr,optr,x,y,z);
if (tt < t) t=tt; inside=0;

}

if ((optr S= sptr) && (fabs(gy) < 0.0000001))
inside=0;
tt=sqrt(fsqr(x-xstar)+fsqr(y-ystar)
+fsqr(z-zstar));
if (tt < t) t=tt;

}

}

for (j=0; j<num; j++)
if (i = IistI]])
retum(l);
retum(O);

}
double dist_to_intersect(i,j,x,y,z)
int i,j;
double x,y,z;
double dx,dy,dz,v lx,v2x,v ly,v2y,v lz,v2z,b[3]
»a[3][3];
double al[3][3],det,lam bdal,lam bda2, xstar, ystar
,zstar;
int k,l,lk,tl,edgek,edgel;

/* If point within face */
if ( i n s i d e = I). {
inside=0;
/* See if point is valid */
/* Check to see if on cobst surface */
for (j=0; j<obst[cobst] .nsides; j++ ) {
optr=obst[cobst] .sideJJ];
if (fabs (bound [optr].a* xstar+
boundfoptr] .b*ystar+
bound[optr] .c*zstar+
boundfoptrj.d) < 0.000001) {
in sid e= !; j=obst [cobst] .ns ides; 1=1000;

tk=tl=0;
for (k=0; k<bound[i].numloops; k++)
tk=bound[i] .nedge[k];
for (1=0; l<bound[j].numloops; I++)
tl=bound[j].nedge[l];
for (k=0; k<tk; k++) {
edgek=abs(bound[i] .ed ge[k ])-l;
for (1=0; l<d; I++) {
edgel=abs(bound[j] .ed ge[l])-1;
if (edgek == edgel) {
k=tk; l=tl;

}
}

}
}

/* Ifn o t on cobst, check to see if in any obst
in cobst */
if (inside = = I)
j=obst[cobst].nholes;
else
j=0;
for (j; j<obst[cobst].nholes; j++ ) {
ch2=obst[cobst] .holes [j];
/* Point is not valid, also in ch2 */
if ((ch2 != chole) &&
(distnom(xstar,ystar,zstar,ch2)

< 0.000001)) {
inside=!;
/* Check for endless recursion */
if (!one_of(ch2,ch,nh)) {
tchole=(int *)calloc(nh+l,sizeof(int));
tchole[0]=ch2;
for (k=0; k<nh; k++)
tchole[k+l]=ch[k];
/* Recursively calculate dist to ch2 */
t=dist_to_hole(x,y,z,tchole,X ,nh+l, cobst);
free(tchole);
j=obst [cobs t] .nholes;

/* If not inside any other hole, valid point */
if (inside = = 0)
t=sqrt(fsqr(x-xstar)+fsqr(y-ystar)
+fsqr(z-zstar));

}

if (fabs(t) < tsum)
tsum=fabs(t);
retum(tsum);

one_of(i,list,num )
int i,*list,num;
{

int j ;

}

if (edgek != edgel)
retum (-l);
v Ix=Vertice edge[edgek .vertP .x;
v ly=vertice[edge[edgek .vertl •y;
vlz= vertice edgefedgek .vertl].z;
v2x=vertice edgefedgek' .vert2 .x;
v2y=vertice[edge[edgek‘ .vert2 •y;
v2z=vertice[edge[edgek].vert2].z;
b [0 ]= x * v lx + y * v ly + z * v lz ; b [l]= x * v 2 x + y ,,ev2y+ z5icv2z;
I ; a[0][0]=fsqr(v I x)+fsqr(v ly)+ fsq r(vI z);
= v I x*v2x+ vIy *v2y+v I z * v2z;
I;
v I x* v2x+v Iy * v2y+v I z * v2z;
fsqr(v2x)+fsqr(v2y)+fsqr(v2z);
„
l;
[2][0]= a[2][l]= l; a[2][2]=0;
det=a[0] [0 ]* (a [l][l]* a[2] [2] - a[2] [ I ] * a[ I ] [2])
-a[ I ] [0] *(a[0] [ 1] * a[2] [2] -a[2] [ I ] * a[0] [2])
+a[2] [0]*(a[0] [I ] *a[ I ] [2]-a[0] [2] * a[ I ] [ 1]);
a l[0 ][0 ]= (a [l][l]*
. . . a [.......................
[2][2]-a[2][l]*a[l][2])/d
.. ............... et;
a l[l|[0 ]= (a [2] [0] *a[ I ] [2]-a[ I ] [0] *a[2] [2])/det;
al[2)[0J=(a [l][0 ]* a [2 ][l]-a [2 ][0 ]* a [l][l])/d et;

[l]*a[0][2]-a[0][l]*a[2] [2])/det;
[0]*a[2] [2]-a[2][0]*a[0] )/det;
(a[2][0]*a[0][l]-a[2][l]*a[0][0])/det;
al[0][2]=(at0][l]*a[l][2]-a[l][l]*a[0][2])/det;
[2]=(a[l][0]*a[0][2]-a[l[0][0]*a[l] [2])/det;
a l[2 ] [2]=(a[0] [0] *a[ I ] [ I ]-a[0] [ 1] *a[ I ] [0] )/det;
lambdal=al [0][0]*b[0]+al [0][l]*b [l]+ al [0][2]
*b[2];
lam bda2=al[l][0]*b[0]+al[l][l]*b[l]+al[l][2]
*b[2];
if ((lambdal > 0) && (lambda2 > 0)) {
XStar=Iambdal* v I x + (l-Iambdal )*v2x;
ystar=lambdal*vly+(l-lambdal)*v2y;
zstar=lambdal*v lz + (l -lambdal)*v2z;
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else if (lambda2 <= 0) {
xstar=vlx; ystar=vly; zstar=vlz;

for (i=0; i<obst[theobst].nholes; i++) {
hole=obst[theobst] .holes[i];
if (distnom (x,y,z,hole) < 0.0 0 0 0 1)
retum(O);

}

else {
xstar=v2x; ystar=v2y; zstar=v2z;

}

Tclum(l);
)

rclurri(sqrt(fsqr(x-xstar)+fsqr(y-ystar)
+fsqr(Z'Zstar)));

double pointpot(x,y,z)
double x,y,z;
/* distnom- Tliis func is used to calculate the
distance
between the point (x,y,z) and the nominal
obstacle,
the distance fiinc defined in any o f m y reports
being
m ost closely related to a city block distance *
double distnom (x,y,z,i)
double x,y,z;
iiit i;
/* Consider the ith obstacle */
double sum;
int j.sptr;

.

+bound[sptr] .c*z+bound[sptr] .d;
if (bound[sptr].dist > sum)
sum=bound[sptr].dist;

retUm(sum);

' I

..'.;

double distnom _over(x,y,z,i)
double x,y,z;
int i;
/* Consider the ith obstacle */
double sum,t; ,
int j.sptr;
sum=0;
for (j=0; j < obst[i].nsides; j+ + ) {
sptr=obst[i] .side[j];
sum+=bound[sptr].a*x+bound[sptr].b*y+
bound [sptr].c*z+bound[sptr].d;
sum+=fabs(bpund[sptr].a*x+bourid[sptr] .b*y+
bound[sptr] .c*z+bound[sptr] .d);
)

■

retum(sum/2.0);
/*

Returns I if nearest point to x,y,z on obstside
happens
at a point where the surface exists. Som e faces
hole may be partially real, (denoting
transition from
free space to obstacle) and partially false
(denoting,
say the face between this hole and another,

ijz.

- ' .*■

double pot;
pot=min_dist(x,y,z);
^retum( l/(DELTA+pot));
Get the clearance o f the part by searching for
the
minimum distance betw een a point on object and
a point on the obstacles */
double clearance(x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,th,lx,ly,lz,fast)
double x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,th,lx,ly,lz;
int fast;

/*

{ ' ‘

sum=0;
for (j=0; j < obst[i].nsides; j+ + ) {
sptr=dbs t[i].side[j];
round[sptr].dist=bound[sptr].a*x+bound[sptr] .b

'' *y

{

,

double ox,oy,oz,**samp,dist;
double nx,ny,nz,smallest,su,sv;
double lx I ,Iyl ,Izl,lx2,ly2,lz2,lx3,ly3,lz3;
int nearmin[1000] [2],j ,k,l,dof, sptr,sj,numclust;
struct minclust *cluster[200],*cheaa;

samp=(double **)calloc(objside,sizeof(double
*));
/ * Special consideration o f flexible obstacles */
/* This is explained in Chapter 9 o f thesis * f
for (sptr=0; sptr<nbounds; sptr++) {
if (bound[sptr].compflag = = I) {
for (j=0; j<objside; j++ ) {
bound[sptr] .COmpressed=O;
dof=movable(j);
if (dof != -I)
objectH] .samples[0] [2],
&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
ox=object[j].samples [0] [0];
oy=object[j] .samples[0] [I];
oz=objectQ] .samples[0] [2];
tpoint(lx,ly,lz,rx,ry,rz,ox,oy,oz,
& lx l,& ly l,& lz l);
tpoint(x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,ox,oy,oz,
&lx2,&.ly2,&lz2);
Ix3=lx2-lxl; Iy3=ly2-lyl; Iz3=lz2-lzl;
for (k=0; k<object[jJ.numsamp; k++) {
if (dof ! = - I )
tform(object[j] .samples[k] [0],
objcctfj].samples[kJ[l],
object! j] .samplcsfk] [2],
&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
ox=object[j].sam ples[k][0];
oy=object[j] .samples [k] [I];
oz=object[j] .samples[k] [2];

entrance o f a hole) */
reaLsurf_solid(obstside,x,y,z)
int obstside;
double x,y,z;

tpoint(x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,
ox,oy,oz,&nx,&ny,&nz);
if (m oved(sptr,nx,ny,nz,lx3,ly3,lz3)
bound[sptr].com pressed=l;
bound [sptr].d+=bound[sptr] .compress;

{

int i,j,sptr,theobst,hole;
theobst=bound[ob$tside].obstacle;

}
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}
}
}

bound [sptr] .compressed=0;
bo und[splr].d-=bound[sptr].compress;
for (j=0; j<objside; j++)
frcc(samp[j]);
free(samp);
retum(smallest);

/* Start o f actual calculation */
sm allest=1000;
for (j=0; j<objside; j++) {
samp[j]=(double *)
calloc(object[j] .numsamp,sizeof(double));
dof=movable(j);
for (k=0; k<object[j] .numsamp; k++) {
/* Transform sampling point to object pose *

}

for (sptr=0; sptr < nbounds; sptr++)
if (bound[sptr].compressed == I) {
bound[sptr] .compressed=0;
boundjsptr] .d-=bound[sptr] .compress;

/
if (dof != -I)
tform(obj ect[j] .s amples [k] [0],
object[j] .samples[k] [ 1],
objectR] .samples[k] [2],
&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
ox=object[j] .samples [k] [0];
oy=object[j] .samples[k] [ I ];
oz=object[j] .s amples [k] [2];
tpoint(x,y,z,rx,xy,rz,
ox,oy,oz,&nx,&ny,&nz);

for (j=0; j<obiside; j++)
free(samp|j]);
free (samp);
retum(smallest);
double grad_search(u,v,f,x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,th)
double u,v,x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,*th;
int f;
{

/* Calculate minimum distance */
if (fast == 0)
sampjj] [k]=min_dist(nx,ny,nz);
/* If w e are just trying to decide if a
collision has occured or not, not
worried about exact distance */
else
smalles t=fastmin_dist(nx,ny,nz);
if (sampjj] [k]<smallest) {
smallest=samp(j][k];
/* Retun immediately if collision */
if (smallest < 0.00000001) {
for (sptr=0; sptr < nbounds; sptr++)
if (bound[sptr].compressed == I) {
bound[sptr] .compressed=0;
boundjsptr] .d-=bound[sptr] .compress;
for (j=0; jcobjside; j++ )
free(samp[j]);
free(samp);
retum(smallest);

I1
}
}
/*

Form near minimum set */

1= 0 ;
for (j=0; j<objside; j++)
for (k=0; k<object[j] .numsamp; k++)
if (sampjj] [k] < smallest+eta) {
nearmin[lj[0]=j;
neafm in[lj[l]=k;
I++;

int dof;
double distl,dist2,ox,oy,oz;
double dx,dy,dz,mag;
double dddu,dddv,nxp,nypfnzp,nx,ny,nz;
dof=movable(f);
if (dof != -I)
tform(Rx(u,v,f),Ry(u,v,f),Rz(u,v,f),
&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
^ox=Rx(u,v,f); oy=Ry(u,v,f); oz=Rz(u,v,f);
tpoint(x,y, z,rx,ry ,rz,
ox,oy,oz,&nxp,&nyp,&nzp);
dist2=min_dist(nxp,nyp,nzp);
do {
distl=dist2; nx=nxp; ny=nyp; nz=nzp;
if ( d o f ! = - I )
tform(Rx(u+du,v,f)-nx,Ry(u+du,v,f)-ny,
Rz(u+du,v,f)-nz,&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
ox=Rx(u+du,v,f)-nx; oy=R y(u+du,v,f)-ny;
oz=Rz(u+du,v,f)-nz;
tpoint(x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,ox,oy,oz,&dx,&dy,&dz);
dddu=mm_dist(nx-Klx,ny+dy,nz+dz)min_dis t(nx-dx,ny-dy ,nz-dz);
if (dof != -I)
tform(Rx(u,v+dv ,f)-nx,Ry (u,v+dv ,f)-ny,
Rz(utv+dv,f)-nz,&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
ox=Rx(u,v+dv,f)-nx; oy=Ry(u,v+dv,f)-ny;
oz=Rz(u,v+dv,f)-nz;

}

/* Perform gradiant search at each cluster */
for Ci=Q; j<l;
{
su=objcct[nearmin[l][0]] .samplcs[nearmin[l] [I ]] [3];
sv=obj ect[nearmin[l] [0]] .samples [nearmin[l][ I]] [4];
dist=grad_search(su,sv ,nearmin[l] [0] ,x,y ,z,rx
,ry,rz,th);
if (dist < smallest) {
small est=dist;
/* Retun immediately if collision */
if (smallest < 0.00000001) {
for (sptr=0; sptr < nbounds; sptr++)
if (bound[sptr].compressed == I) {

majig=sqrt(dddu*dddu-Klddv*dddv);
dd<du/=mag; dddv/=mag;
=sten*HHdn* vv-=step*dddv;
u-=step*dddu;
if (d o t!= -I)
tform(Rx(u,v,f),Ry(u,v,f),Rz(u,v,f),
<feox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
^ox=Rx(u,v,f); oy=Ry(u,v,f); oz=Rz(u,v,f);
tpoint(x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,
ox,oy,oz,&nxp,&nyp,&nzp);
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if (in_face(nxp,nyp,nzp,f) = = 0)
retum (distl);
dist2=min_dist(nxp,nyp,nzp);
} while (d ist2 < d istl);
retum(distl);
/* in_face- Test to see if point x,y,z is inside
face
j by applying the sum o f angles test */
in_face(x,y,z,j)
double x,y,z;
m tj;
irit l,next,k,ptr;
double si,Co,sum,angle;
double v lx ,v ly ,v lz ,v 2 x ,v 2 y ,v 2 z ;
ptr=0;
sum=0;
for (1=0; l<object[j].numloops; I++) {
for (k=ptr; kcobjectTj] .nvert[l]+ptr; k++) {
next=(((k-ptr)+l) % objectQ] .nvert[l])+ptr;
v I x=objeetQ] .X[next]-x; v l y
=object[j] .y [next] -y ;
v I z=objectQ] .z[next]-z; v 2 x
=ObjectQ]. x[k]-x;
v2y=object[j].y[k]-y; v2z=objectQ],z[k]-z;
if ((fabs(fsqr(vlx)+fsqr(vly)+fsqr<vlz)) <

0.000000001) H
(fabs(fsqr(v2x)+fsqr(v2y)+fsqr(v2z)) <
0.000000001))

retum (l);
si= (vly*v2z-vlz*v2y)*objectQ ].n x+
(vlz*v2x-vlx*v2z)*ob jectQ ].ny+
(v I x * v 2 y -v ly *v2x)* objectQ] .nz;
c o = v lx * v 2 x + v ly * v 2 y + v lz * v 2 z;
/* If si=Q, co=0 point is on edge vertex,
force to be inside */
angle= atan2(si,co);
if (fabs(angle- M _PI) < 0.00000001)
return(l);
sum+=ahgle;

/■I'--; ' ■■

-

ptr+=k;

/* If inside should be multiple o f 2pi, else
zero */
if (fabs(sum) > I)
retum (l);
retum(O);
double Rx(u,v,f)
double u,v;
int f;
.

{ •

retum(object[f] .r[0] [0J*u-f
object[f].r[0][l]*v+
} object[f].r[0][2]);
double Ry(u,v,f)
double u,v;
intf;

I'

retum(object[f] .r[ I ] [0] *u+
o b ject[f].r[l][l]*v+
object[f].r[l][2]);

■I -

.

double Rz(u,v,f)
double u,v;

in tf;
retum(object[f].r[2][0]*u+
object[f].r[2][l]*v+
^ object[f].r[2][2]);
/* cross_product- Returns m cross n */
cross_product(mx,my,mz,nx,ny,nz,cx,cy,cz)
double m x,m y,m z,nx,ny,nz,*cx,*cy,*cz;
,*cx=m y?nz-ny*m z;
*cy=mz*nx-nz*mx;
*cz=mx*ny-nx*my;
/* Find initial path between nodes generated by
mpv */
initpath(st,path,cols,initial)
struct node *st;
double ***path;
struct colnode **cols;
int initial;
struct node *ptr, *next, *last, *new;
double **vel;
int i,j,k,n,npoints,dim,num;
double xl,yl,x2,y2,zl,z2,d istance,m ag,m ind ist
,alpha;
double rotxl,rotyl,rotzl,rotx2,roty2,rotz2,*tl,
*\2 \
double tempvrx,tempvry,tempvrz,trx I ,try I ,trz I
, trl [10];
double totdist, tempvr[10],*tv;
structcolnode *current, *temp;
ptr=st; totdist=0.0;
npoints=0; (*cols)=NULL;
/* Assum e no obstacles w ill be considered */
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++)
obstfi] .consider=0;
if (initial)
rotxl=ptr->rotx; rotyl=ptr->roty; rotzl
=ptr->rotz;
tl=ptr->t;
while (ptr->next[0] 1= NU LL) {
/* N ext node is last node, ptr->md not necessarily
d istan ce*/
i f (ptr->next[0]->next[0] == NU LL) {
last=ptr->next[0];
ptr->md=sqrt(fsqr(ptr->x-last->x)+
fsqr(pLr->y-last->y)+fsqr(ptr->z-last->z));
else
ptr->md=sqrt(fsqr(ptr->x-ptr->next[0]->x)+
fsqr(ptr->y-ptr->next[0]->y )+
fsqr(ptr->z-ptr->next[0] ->z));
npoints++;
totdist+=ptr->md;
ptr=ptr->next[0];
/* N ow , find obstacles close enough to
consider */
m indist=1000;
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++) {
obst[i].dist=distnom_over(ptr->x,ptr->y
,ptr->z,i);
if (ObstQ].dist < mindist)
mindist=obst[i].dist;
if (mindist < maxmo)
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m indist=2*m axm o;
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++)
if (obst[i] .dist < mindist* 1.5)
obst[i] .consider=!;

)
npoints++;

Hum=HpointsjieS;
vel=(double **)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double *));
(*path)=(double **)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double
*));
for (j=0; j<ndim; j++)
vel[j]=(double *)calloc(num,sizeof(double));
if (initial)
rotx2=last->rotx; roty2=last->roty; rotz2
=last->rotz;
t2=last->t;
for (j=0; j<ndim-6; j++)
tempvrQ]=(t2[j]-tl [j])/totdist;
tempvrx=(rotx2-rotx I )/totdist;
tempvry=(roty2-roty I )/totdist;
tempvrz=(rotz2-rotz I )/totdis t;
trx!=rotxl;
try I =roty I;
trzl=rotzl;
ptr=st;
while (ptr->next[0]->next[0] !=N U L L ) {
ptr->next[0] ->rotx=ptr->rotx+tempvrx
*ptr->md;
ptr->next[0] ->roty=ptr->roty-Hempvry
*ptr->md;
ptr->next[0] ->rotz=ptr->rotz+tempvrz
for (j=0; j<ndim-6; j++)
ptr->next[0]->t[j]=ptr->t[j]+tempvr [j]
*ptr->md;
ptr=ptr->next[0];
i=0; ptr=st;
while (ptr->next[0] !=N U L L ) {
next=ptr->next[0];

/* U se v el as temporary storage o f path */
vel[0][i]=ptr->x; vel[l][i]=ptr->y; vel[2][i]
=ptr->z;
vel[3][i] =ptr->rotx; vel[4] [i] =ptr->roty;
vel [5 ] [ i]=ptr->ro tz;
for (dim=6; dim<ndim; dim++)
vel[dim] [i] =ptr->t[dim-6];
if Ci = O)
distance=ciearance(vel[0] [i],vel[l][i]
,vel[2][i],
vel[3] [i],vel[4] [i] ,vel[5] [i],
v e l[0 ][i],v e l[l][i]tvel[2][i],ptr->t,0);
else
distance=clearance(vel[0] [i],vel[l][i]
,vel[2][i],
vel[3][i],vel[4][i],vel[5][i]
,v el[0 ][i-l],
vel [ I ] [i-1 ]tvel[2] [i-1 ] ,ptr->t,0);
if((* c o ls) == NULL) f
current= (struct colnode *)
c a llo c (I ,sizeof(stru ct coln od e));
current->col!ision= distance;
( jjeCOls)=Curr^nt;
else {
tem p=(struct co ln o d e *)
c a llo c (l,siz e o f(str u c t coln od e));
tem p -> collision = d istan ce;
current->next=tem p;

current=temp;
if ((distance < 0.000001) && (i != 0)) {
collisionflag++;
printf("distance= %f, z= %f0,distance
,vel[2][i]);

}

alpha=atan2(distance,maxmo);
rotxl=ptr->next[0]->rotx-ptr->rotx;
rotyl =ptr->next[ 0] ->roty-ptr->roty;
rotzl =ptr->next[0]->rotz-ptr->rotz;

0 .000000001))
dis tance=0.1;
if ((distance < ptr->md) && (distance >
0.000001)) {
npoints++;
if (npoints == num) {
num *= 2;
tv=(double *)calloc(num,sizeof(double));
for (dim=0; dim<ndim; dim++) {
for (k=0; k<num; k++)
tv[k]=vel[dim][k];
free(vel[dim]);
vel[dim]=(double *)c alloc (num
,sizeof(double));
for (k=0; k<num; k++)
vel[dim][k]=tv[k];

}

firee(tv);
new=(struct node *)calloc(l,sizeof(struct
node));
new->md=ptr->md-distance;
mag=sqrt(fsqr(next->x-ptr->x)
+fsqr(next->y-ptr->y)+
fsqr(next->z-ptr->z));
new->x=ptr->x+(distance/mag)*(next->x-ptr->x);
new->y=ptr->y+(distance/mag)*(next->y-ptr->y);
new->z=ptr->z+(distance/mag)* (next->z-ptr->z);
new->rotx=ptr->rotx+(distance/mag)*
(next->rotx-ptr->rotx);
new->ro ty =p lr->roty+(distance/mag)*
(next->roty-ptr->roty);
new->rotz=ptr->rotz+(distance/mag)*
(next->rotz-ptr->rotz);
for (dim=0; dim<ndim-6; dim++)
ne w -> t[dim] =ptr->t [dim]+
distance* (ptr->next[0] ->t[dim]-ptr->t[dim]);
ptr->next[0]=new;
new->next[0] =next;
next=new;

}

i++;
ptr=next;
vel[0][i]=ptr->x; vel[l][i]=ptr->y; vel[2][i]
=ptr->z;
vel[3][i]=ptr->rotx; vel[4][i]=ptr->roty;
vel[5][i]=ptr->rotz;
for (dim=6; dim<ndim; dim++)
vel[dim] [i] =ptr->t[dim-6];
/* N ow smooth path generated and place in array
path */
for (dim=0; dim<ndim; dim++)
(*path)[dim]=(double *)
calloc(npoints+2,sizeof(double));
for (i=0; i<npoints; i++) {
if ((i == 0) H(i == npoints-!)) {
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for (dim=Q; dim<ndim; dim++)
(*path)[dim] [i]=vel [dim] [i];

)

else {
for (dim=0; dim<ndim; dim++)
(*path)[dim][i]=vel[dim][i];

free(vel);
retum(npoints);
/* This file contains for stage 2 local (serial)
optim ization*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "common-h"
int SCALE=O.!;
extern double objectpot(),pointpot();
extern double fsqr(),maxmo;
extern int ndim,nbounds;
extern int objside;
extern oside *object;
extern transform *joint;
extern int numjoints, rigid;
extern int collisiohflag;
extern side 5,5bound;
extern int nobs;
extern obstacle *obst;
extern double distnomQ;
extern double clearanceQ;
extern int moved();
struct hlist*fhr();
double fastmin_dist();
double getpotlO ;
struct bumblen *get_successors();

ptr=soareg; allocfiag=0;
w hile (ptr != N U L L ) {
if (allocllag != 0)
free(temppath);
allocflag=l;
compressO;
nextone=fbfc(ptr,path,npoirits);
uncompressO;
if (nextone == 0) {
number=bumblepath(ptr,path,&temppath);
else {
number=initorpath(ptr,path,&temppath,&cols);
number=soa(temppath,number,cols);
free(cols);
if (number == 0) {
pinntf("Invalid assemblyO);
retum(O);
if (newpathfO] == NULL)
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
newpath[i]=(double *)
calloc(number,sizeof( double));
else
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
newpath[i]=(double *)
; realloc(newpath[i],
(place+number)*sizeof(double));
appendpath(newpath,temppath,place,
0,number);
place+=number;
if (j)tr->next == NU LL) {
pathplace=ptr->end+l;
number=npoints-pathplace;
else {
pathplace=ptr->end+l;
number=ptr->next->start-pathplace;

/* soa- Serially optim ize collision points on path
int soa(palh,npoints,cols)
double **path;
intnpoints;
struct colnode *cOls;
{

'

•

struct hlist *soareg, *ptr;
struct node *st, *Current;
int i,j,number, place, allocfiag, nextone,
pathplace;
double **temppath,**newpath;
/* Find hard regions in path */
soareg=fhr(path,npoints,cols);

if (number > 0) {
for (i=0; icndim; i++)
newpath[i]=(double *)
realloc(newpath[i],
(place+number)*sizeof(double));
appendpath(newpath,path,place,pathplace,
number);
place+=number;
ptr=ptr->next;
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
pathfi] =newpath[i];
free(temppath);
retum(place);

/* If n o hard region s return, e ls e n eed to do
so m e w ork */
i f (S o a r eg = = N U LL) {
retum (npoints);

ncwpath=(double **)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double
*));
if (soareg->start > 0) {
for (i=0; i<ndirh; i++)
ne wpathf i]=(double *)
calloc(soareg->start,sizebf(double));
appendpath(newpath,path,0,0,soareg->start);
place=soareg->start;
else
plaec=0*

/* Append # pts from path2 to pathl starting w/
place
2th pt on path2 and putting it into p lacelth
point
in pathl */
appendpath(pathl ,path2,place I,place2,number)
double**pathl,**path2;
int placel,place2,number;
{ int ij;
for (i=0; i<number; i++) {
for (j-0; j<ndim; j++)
path I [j] [i+place I ]=path2[j] [i+place2];
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/* fhr- Find hard regions, or collis. regions in
path
to be fixed */
struct Wist *flir(path,npoints,cols)
double **path;
intnpoints;
struct colnode *cols;

{

int i,dim,pot,startregion,lengthregion,
badregion,las tr,
double col;
struct hlist *tempnode, *nextreg, *soareg;
struct colnode *temp;

soareg=NULL; Iengthregion=O;
temp= cols->next; nextreg=NULL;
for (i= l; i < npoints; i++) {
if (i < npoints-1) {
col=tem p->collision;
temp=temp->next;
else
c o l= l;
if (col < 0 .0 0 0 0 0 1 ) {
if (lengthregion == 0)
startregion=i;
lengthregion++;
else [
if (lengthregion != 0) {
b adregion=s tartreg ion+leng thregion/2;
tempnode=(struct hlist *)
calloc(l,sizeO f(struct hlist));
if ((temp != NULL) &&
(tem p->collision > 0.00001))
tem pnode->end=i+l;
else
tempnode->end=i;
if (nextreg = NU LL) {
if (startregion > I)
tempnode-> s tarL=startreg ion-2;
else
tempnode->start=0;
else {
if (nextreg->end < startregion-2)
tempnode->start=startregion-2;
else
tempnode->start=nextreg->end;
tempnode->place=badregion;
tempnode->x=path[0] [badregion];
tempnode->y=path[ I ] [badregion];
tempnode->z=path[2] [badregion];
tempnode->rotx=path[3] [badregion];
tempnode->roty=path[4] [badregion];
tempnode->rotz=path[5] [badregion];
for (dim =6; dim<ndim; dim++)
tempnode-> t[dim-6] =palh [dim] [badregion];
tempnode->next=NULL;
Iastr=Iengthregion;
if (soareg= = N U L L ) {
soareg=nextreg=tempnode;
else {
nextreg->next=tempnode;
nextreg=tempnode;
Iengthregion=O;

}

retum(soareg);
/* fbfc- Find a more optimal point for Uie hard
point
Uiru the use o f Uie Cauchy gradient algorithm *
fbfc(hard, path, npoints)
struct Wist *hard;
double 5ltjlcPath;
int npoints;
double alphal, alpha2, alpha3;
double pointf 10];
double pot,potl ,pot2,x,y,z,phi,theta,psi,dtran;
double *dd,*tempt,lower,upper,dmag;
int i,j,dim,dim2;
dd=(double *)calloc(ndim,sizeof(double));
tempt=(double *)calloc(ndim-6,sizeof(double));
dtran=0.00001;
pot2=objectpot(hard->x,hard->y,hard->z
,hard->rotx,
hard->roty,hard->rotz,hard->t,paUi,npoints);
wWle (clearance(hard->x,hard->y,hard->z
,hard->rotx,
hard->roty,hard->rotz,hard->t,hard->x,hard->y,
hard->z,I) < 0.000001) {
pot=pot2;
point[0]=hard->x; point[l]=hard->y;
point[2]=hard->z; point[3]=hard->rotx;
point[4]=hard->roty; point[5]=hard->rotz;
for (dim=6; dim<ndim; dim++)
point[dim]=hard->t[dim-6];
for (dim=0; dim<ndim; dim++) {
point[dim]+=dtran;
dd[dim]=objectpot(point[0] ,point[ I ] ,point[2]
point [3],point [4] ,point [5],
&point[ 6] ,path,npoints);
point[dim]-=2*dtran;
dd[dim] -=objectpot(point[0],pointf I ]
,point[2],
point[3],point[4],point[5],
&point[6] ,path,npoints);
pointfdim]+=dtran;

!

lower=0.0; upper=0.01;
dmag=sqrt(fsqr(dd[0])+fsqr(dd[l])+fsqr(dd[2])+
fsqr(dd[3] )+fsqr(dd[4] )+fsqr(dd[5]));
alpha I =upper* 0.25; alpha2=upper * 0.75;
while ((alpha2-alphal) > 0.0001) {
alphal/=dmag; alpha2/=dmag;
path[0] [npoints]=hard->x-alphal *dd[0];
path[ I ] [npoints] =hard->y-alphal *dd[ 1];
path[2] [npoints] =hard->z-alphal *dd[2];
path[3] [npoints] =hard->rotx-alphal *dd[3];
path [4] [npoints] =hard->roty-alphal *dd[4];
path[5][npoints]=hard->rotz-alphal *dd[5];
for (dim=6; dim<ndim; dim++)
path[dim] [npoints]=hard->t[dim-6] alphal *dd[dim];
p o tl=getpot I (npoints, path);
palh[0] [npoints] =hard->x-alpha2*dd[0];
path[ I ] [npoints] =hard->y-alpha2*dd[ I];
path[2] [npoints]=hard->z-alpha2*dd[2];
path[3][npoints]=hard->rotx-alpha2*dd[3];
path[4] [npoints]=hard->roty-alpha2*dd[4];
path [5] [npoints] =hard->rotz-alpha2*dd[5];
for (dim=6; dim<ndim; dim++)
pathfdim] [npoints]=hard->t[dim-6] -
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alpba2*dd[dim];
pQt2=g0Lpotl (npoints,path);
if (potl < pot2) {
upper=((upper-lower)/2.0)+lower;
alpha3=alphal;

}■

else
lower=((upper-lower)/2.0)+lower;
alphal=((upper-lower)*0.25)+lower;
alpha2=( (upper-lower)* 0.75) +lower;

if (potl < pot2) {
path[0] [npoints]=hard->x-alpha3*dd[0];
pathfl] [npoints] =hard->y-alpha3*dd[l];
path[2] [npoints] =hard->z-alpha3*dd[2];
path[3][npoints]=hard->rotx-alpha3*dd[3];
path[4] [npoints] =hard->roty-alpha3*dd [4];
palh[5][npoints]=hard->rotz-alpha3*dd[5];
for (dim=6; dimcndim; dim++)
path[dim][npoints]=hard->t[dim-6]alpha3*dd[dim];
pot2=potl;
if (pot <= pot2) {
retum(0);

}

else {
for (dim=6; dim<ndim; dim++)
tempt[dim-6] =path[dim] [npoints];
)J[npoints]
,path[ I ] [npo]'irits],
roundoff(path[0]
[nj
:j[npomts] ,&path[3 ] [npoints],
&path[4] [npoints] ,&path[5] [npoints]
,&tempt);
hard->x=path[0] npoints];
hard->y=path[l] npoints];
hard->z=path[2] npoints];
hard->rotx=path 3 [npoints
hard->roty=path .4] [npoints
hard->rotz=path[5] [npoints];
for (dim=0; dim<ndim-6; dim ++)
hard->t[dim]=tempt[dim];
free(dd);
:
if (ndim > 6)
free(tempt);
i=hard->start;
if (fabs(hard->x-path[0][i))
+fabs(hard->y-path[ I ] [i])+
fabs(hard->z-path[2] [i])
+fabs(hard->rotx-path[3] [i])+
fabs(hard->roty-path[4] [i])+
fabs(hard^>rotz-path[5][i]) < 0.01) {
rctum(O); ■

')

i=hard->end;
if (fabs(hard->x-palh[0][i])
+fabs(hard->y-path[l][i])+
fabs(hard->z-path[2] [i])
+fabs(hard->rotx-path[3] [i])+
fabs(hard->roty-palh[4] [i])+
fabs(hard->rotz-path[5][i]) < 0.01) {
retum(O);
}
.
' • V
retum (l);

roundoff(x,y,z,protx, proty.protz,prott)
double x,y,z,*protx,*proty,*protz,*prott;
double temprx,tcmpry,temprz;

Icmprx= *protx; tempry= *proty; tcmprz=
♦protz;
if (fabs(*protx) < 0.05)
temprx=0.0;
if (fabs(*protx-(PI/2.0)) < 0.05)
temprx= PI/2.0;
if (fabs(*protx-PI) < 0.05)
temprx= PI;
if (fabs(*protx-(3.0*PI/2.0)) < 0.05)
temprx= (3.0*PI)/2.0;
if (fabs(*proty) < 0.05)
tempry=0.0;
if (fabs(*proty-(PI/2.0)) < 0.05)
tempry= PI/2.0;
if (fabs(*proty-PI) < 0.05)
tempry= PI;
if (fabs(*proty-(3.0*PI/2.0)) < 0.05)
tempry= (3.0*PI)/2.0;
if (fabs(*protz) < 0.05)
tcmprz=0.0;
if(fabs(*protz-(PI/2.0)) < 0.05)
temprz= PI/2.0;
if (fabs(*protz-PI) < 0.05)
temprz= PI;
if (fabs(*protz-(3.0*PI/2.0)) < 0.05)
temprz= (3.0*PI)/2.0;
if (clearance(x,y,z,temprx,tempry,temprz,prott
x ,y ,z ,l) > 0.000001) {
*^>rotx=temprx; *proty=tempry; *protz=temprz;
else if (clearance(x,y,z,temprx, tempiy,
*protz,prott,x,y,z,l) > 0.000001) {
*^)rotx=temprx;*proty=tempry;
else if (clearance(x,y,z,temprx,*proty,temprz,
prott,x,y,z,I) > 0.000001) {
*j)rotx= temprx; *protz=temprz;
else if (clearance(x,y,z,*protx,tempry,temprz,
prott,x,y,z ,l ) > 0.000001) {
*protz=temprz; *proty=tempry;

/* initorpath- Create init subpath using
replacement
point found by fbfc, similar to method used for
originally creating phase I initial path */
initoipath(ptr,path,temppath,ncols)
struct hlist *ptr;
double **path,***temppath;
struct colnode **ncols;
struct node *st, *current;
inti,number;
current=(struct node *)
calloc(l,sizeof(struct node));
current->x=path[0] [ptr->start];
current->y=path[ I ] [ptr->start];
current->z=path[2] [ptr->start]I;
current->rotx=path[3] [ptr->start];
current->roty=path[4] [ptr->start];
current->rotz=path[5][ptr->startj;
current->md=sqrt(fsqr(current->x-ptr->x)+
fsqr(current->y-ptr->y)+
fsqr(current->z-ptr->z));
for (i=6; i<ndim; i++)
current->t[i-6] =path[i] [ptr->start];
st=current;
current=(struct node *)

^
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calloc(l,sizeof(struct node));
current->x=ptr->x; current->y=ptr->y;
ciirrent->z=ptr->z; current->rotx=ptr->rotx;
current->roty=ptr->roty; current->rotz
=ptr->rotz;
current->md
=sqrt(fsqr(current->x-path [0] [ptr->end] )+
fsqr(current->y-path[ I ] [ptr->end])+
fsqr(current->z-path[2] [ptr->end]));
for (i=6; i<ndim; i++)
current->t[i-6]=ptr->t[i-6];
st->next[0]=current;
current=(struct node *)
calloc( I , sizeof(struct node));
current->x=path[0] [ptr->end];
current->y=path[ I [ptr->end];
current->z=path[2] [ptr->end];
current->rotx=path[3] [ptr->end];
current->roty=path[4] [ptr->end];
current->ro tz=path[5] [ptr->end];
for (i=6; icndim; i++)
currenl->l[i-6]=path[i][plr->end];
st->next[0]->next[0]=current;
number=initpath(st,temppath,ncols,0);
retum(number);

}
/* objectpot- Calculates value o f the object
potential. See Chapter 4 o f thesis for
definition o f object potential */
double objectpot(x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,th)
double x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,*th;

retum(objectpot(x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,lh));
/* Returns approximate min_dist for a point,
fast calculation */
double fastmin_dist(x,y,z)
double x,y,z;
int i,j,k,l,sptr,chole,holc;
double jsum;
for (i=0; i< nobs; i++) {
/* calculate potential w.r.t. ith obstacle for
all
obsts that aren’t holes and are to be
considered */
if ((obst[i].shape >= 0) && (obst[i].consider
= = !)){
jsum=distnom(x,y,z,i);
/* If in obstacle i, consider holes in
obstacle i */
if Gsum < 0.000001) {
/* Is it in hole? */
for (hole=0; hole < obst[i].nholes; hole+

+) {

chole=obst[i] .holes[hole];
/* If in hole find dist. to nearest
surface */
if (distnom(x,y,z,chole) < 0.000001) {
retum(l.O);

}
}

retum(O.O);
double nx,ny,nz,value,ox,oy,oz;
int j,k,l,dof;
value=0;
for (j=0; j<objside; j++) {
dof=movable(j);
for (k=0; kcobjectN] .numfacets; k++) {
if (dof != -I)
tform(object[j] .centers[k] [0],
objectfj}.centers [k] [ I ],
objeetjj] .centers[k] [2],
&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
ox=object[j] .centers [k][0];
oy=object[j] .centers [k] [ I ];
oz=object[j] .centers [k] [2];
tpoint(x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,
ox,oy,oz,&nx,&ny,&nz);
value+=pointpot(nx,ny,nz)*object[j] .area[k];

J1
}

retum(value);

/*

getpotl- Calculated potential for point given *

double getpotl (npoints,path)
int npoints;
double **path;
double x,y ,z,rx,ry,rz,th[4];
int dim;
path[0] [npoints]=x; y=path[l][npoints];
z=patli[2][npoints]; rx=path[3][npoints];
iy =path[4] [npoints];
rz=path[5] [npoints];
for (dim=6; dim<ndim; dim++)
th[dim-6]=path[dim] [npoints+1];

retum(l.O);
/* bumblepath- Brute force search invoked if all
else fails */
bumblepath(hard,path,tpath)
struct hlist *hard;
double **path;
double ***tpath;
double mindist,ex,ey,ez,erx,ery,erz,*et;
int i,j,k,done,npoints;
struct bumblen *n, *g, *open, ^closed, *temp,
*m, *s;
et= (double *)calloc((ndim -6),sizeof(double));
g=(struct bumblen *)calloc(l,sizeof(struct
bumblen));
g->x=path[0][hard->start]; g->y
=path[l ] [hard->start];
g->z=path[2][hard->start]; g->rotx
=path[3] [hard->start];
g->ro Ly=path [4] [hard->start]; g->rotz
=path[5] [hard->start];
g->t=(double *)calloc((ndim-6)
,sizeof(double));
g->father=NULL; g->next=NULL;
s=g; closed=NULL; open=s;
for (i=6; i<ndim; i++)
g->t[i-6]=path[i][hard->start];
ex=path[0][hard->end]; ey=path[l] [hard->end];
cz=path[2] [hard->end]; erx=path[3][hard->end];
ery=path[4][hard->end]; erz
=path[5] [hard->end];
for (i=6; i<ndim; i++)
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et[i-6]=path[i] [hard->end];
npoints=done=0;
while ((done == 0) && (open != NULL)) {
n=open; open=open->riext; n->next=closed;
closed=n;
mindist=clearance(n->x,n->y,n->z,n->rotx
,n->roty,
n->rotz,n->t,n->x,n->y,n->z,0);
if (fsqr(n->x-ex)+fsqr(n->y-ey)+fsqr(n->z-ez)
< fsqr(mindist)) {
temp=(struct bumblen *)
cal!oc( I,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp->x=ex; temp->y=ey; temp->z=ez;
temp->rotx=erx; temp->roty=ery;
temp->rotz=erz;
for (i=6; i<ndim; i++)
temp->t [i] =et[i];
don e= l;
n->child[0]=temp;
temp->father=n;
n=temp;
else {
if (mindist > 0.00001) {
if (mindist < 0.01)
mindist=0.01;
m=get_successors(n, mindist);
for (i=0; i<12; i+ + ) {
temp=m->rtext; m->father=n;
n->child[i]=m;
m ->h=fsqr(ex-m ->x)+fsqr(ey-m ->y)+
fsqr(ez-m ->z)+ fsqr(erx-m->rotx)+
fsqr(ery-m->roty)+fsqr(erz-m->rotz);
add_to_bumble_open(&open,m);
m=temp;

. })

.

if (done == I) {
while (temp I= NU LL) {
npoints++;
temp=temp->father;

struct bumblen **open,*m;

{

struct bumblen *temp;

if (((*qpen) == NU LL) || (m->h < (*open)->h)) {
temp=(*open);
(*open)=m;
(*open)->next=temp;
retum(0);
temp=(*open);
w h ile ((temp->next != NULL) &&
(temp->next->h < m ->h))
tcmp=temp->next;
■m->next=temp->ncxt; temp->next=m;
struct bumblen * get_su ccessors(n 9distEsice)

struct bumblen *n;
double distance;

{■

struct bumblen *list,*temp;
inti;
double t;
t=atan2(distance,maxmo);
list==temp=(struct bumblen *)
calloc( l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
list->x=n->x+distance; list->y=n->v;
list->z=n->z; list->rotx=n->rbtx;
list->roty=n->roty; list->rotz=n->rotz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
list->t[i]=n->t[i];
temp->next=(stract bumblen *)
c a llo c (ltsizeof(stract bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x-distance; temp->y=n->y;
tcmp->z=n->z; temp->rotx=n->rotx;
tcmp->roty=n->roty; temp->rotz=n->rotz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];

(* tpath)=(doubie * *)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double

*));

for (j=0; j<hdim; j++ )
(* tpath)[j]=(double *)
calloc(npoints,sizeof(double));
for (j=npoints-l; j >= 0; j - ) {
(*tpath)[0][j]=n->x; (*tpath)[l][j]=n->y;
(*tpath)[2]y ] =n->z; (*tpath)[3][j]=n->rotx;
(*tpath)[4] [j]=n->fpty; (*tpath)[5] [j]
=n->rotz;
for (k=0; k<ndim-6; k++)
(* tpath) [k+6][j]=n->t[k];
n=n->father;

V

-

:

while (open != N U LL) {
n=open;
opcn=open->next;
cfree(n);
while (closed != NU LL) {
n=closed;
closed=closed->next;
cfree(n);

} ,..V:. -'.

retum(npoints);

V ' -'

add_to_bumble__open(open,m)

temp->next=(stract bumblen *)
calloc(l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y+distance;
temp->z=n->z; temp->rotx=n->rotx;
temp->roty=n->roty; temp->rotz=n->rotz;
for (i=Q; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i] =n->t[i];
temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
calloc(l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y-distance;
tcmp->z=n->z; temp->rotx=n->rotx;
tcmp->roty=n->roty; temp->rotz=n->rotz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];
temp->next=(stract bumblen *)
calloc(l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y;
temp->z=n->z+distance; temp->rotx=n->rotx;
temp->roty=n->roty; temp->rotz=n->rotz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i] =n->t[i];
temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
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calloc(l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y;
temp->z=n->z-distance; temp->rotx=n->rotx;
temp->roty=n->roty; temp->rotz=n->rotz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];
temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
calloc( l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y; temp->z=n->z;
temp->rotx=n->rotx+t; temp->roty=n->roty;
temp->rotz^=n->rotz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];

extern int ndim;
#define M AXLINE 1.5
/* Max length o f joined segm ent */
/* sip- Generate collision-free straight line
path using computed path as a guide. */
int slp(path,npoints)
double **path;
int npoints;
int i,j,k;
double distance,temp;
for (i=0; i< npoints-2; i++) {
distance=sqrt(
fsqr(path[0] [i+2]-patli[0] [i])+
fsqr(path [l][i+2]-path[l]ii])+
fsqr(path[2][i+2|-patli[2][i]));
if (distance < M AXLINE) {
if (online(path.i)) {
for (j= i+ l; j<npoints-l ;j++)
for (k=0; k<ndim; k++)
path[k][j]=path[k][j+l];
npoints—;
i--;

temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
calloc( I ,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; lemp->y=n->y; temp->z=n->z;
temp->rotx=n->rotx-t; temp->roty=n->roty;
temp->rotz=n->rOtz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i] =n->t[i];
temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
calloc( l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y; temp->z=n->z;
temp->rotx=n->rotx; temp->roty=n->roty+t;
temp->rotz=n->rotz;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];
temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
calloc(l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y; temp->z=n->z;
temp->rotx=n->rotx; temp->roty=n->roty-t;
temp->rotz=n->rotz; ■
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];
temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
calloc(l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y; temp->z=n->z;
temp->rotx=n->rotx; temp->roty=n->roty;
temp->rotz=n->rotz+t;
for (i=(); i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];
temp->next=(struct bumblen *)
calloc( l,sizeof(struct bumblen));
temp=temp->next;
temp->x=n->x; temp->y=n->y; temp->z=n->z;
temp->rotx=n->rotx; temp->roty=n->roty;
temp->rotz=n->rotz-t;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
temp->t[i]=n->t[i];
retum(list);

}
/* This file connects pts on straight line path
segments together, effectively reducing number
o f path segments in path */
#include <stdio.h>
# include <math.h>
# include "common.h’'
extern double fsqr();

}
}
}

rctum(npoints);

online(path,i)
double **path;
int i;

{

double *flag,bottom,mean;
int dim,active;

flag=(double *)calloc(ndim,sizeof(double));
active=0;
for (dim=0; dim<ndim; dim++) {
bo ttom=path[dim] [i+2] -path[dim] [i];
if (bottom != 0) {
flag[active]=(path[dim][i+l]-path[dim][i])
/bottom;
active++;

}
}

mean=0;
for (dim=0; dim<active; dim++)
mean+=flag[dim];
mean/=active;
for (dim=0; dim<active; dim++)
if ((flag[dim]-mean > 0.05) ||
(mean-flag[dim] >0.05)) {
free(flag);
retum(O);
free(flag);
retum (l);

)
This file contains routines com m on to Phase I
and Phase 2
Stage I */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include Mcommon.h”
I*

#define OBJECTINC 0.05
extern struct obstacle *obst; /* number o f
obstacles */
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extern struct side *bound; /* all sides o f all
obstacles */
extern struct vertex stcVertice; /* vertices o f
obstacles ♦/
extern struct line stcCdge; /* edges o f obstacles */
extern struct bside ♦object;
struct transform *joint;
int numjoints, rigid;
extern int nobs, nbounds,nedge, nvert, npoints,
objside;
double fsqrQ;
double fsqr(x)
double x;

{

Tetum(XsjcX);

}

.

..

/♦ Reads obst desc in f r o m a f i l e c a l l e d
obstacles. */
/* Twincoh converts twin file into this format */
initobstaclesQ
int i,j,k,ptr,total,lastsolid,holes;
FILE *4>;
float tx,ty,tz,td;
if ((fp^fopen^obstacles'',"^)) == NU LL)
perror('’obstacles");
fscanf(fp,M%dO,&nobs);
obst=(struct obstacle *)
calloc(nobs,sizeof(stm ct obstacle));
for (i=0; i<nobs; I++) {
fscanf(fp,"%d",&obst|Tfnsides);
obst[i] .side=(int * )calloc(obst[i] .nsides
,sizeoftint));
for (j==0; j<obst[i] .nsides; j++ )
fscahf(fp,"%d",&obst[i].side[j]);
fscanf(fo,"%d" ,& obst[i].shape);
if (obst[i].shape >= 0) {
lastsolid=i;
holes=0;
else {
if (holes == 0)
obst[lastsolid].holes=(int *)calloc(l
,sizeof(int));
- else
obst[lastsolid].holes=(int *)
realloc(obst[lastsolid] .holes,
(holes+l)*sizeof(int));
obst[lastsolid] .holes [holes] =i; holes++;
obst[lastsplid] .nholes=holes;
fscanf(fp,M%d",&obst[i].id);
fscanf(fp,"144d0,&nvert);
vertice=(struct vertex *)
calloc(nvert,sizeof(struct vertex));
for (i=0; i<nvert; i++) {
fscanf(fp,"%f %f %fO,&tx,&ty ,&tz);
vertice[i].x=tx; vertice[i].y=ty; vertice[i].z
. =tz;
fscanf(fp, "%d", &vertice[i] .nedges);
vertice[i].edge=(int *)
calloc(vcrticc[i].hedgcs,sizcof(int));
for (j—0; j<vertice[i].nedges; j++)
^fscanf(fp,"%d",&vertice[i].edge[j]);
fscanf(fp,"144d0, & nedge);
edge=(struct line *)

calloc(nedge,sizeof(struct line));
for (i=0; i<nedge; i++) {
fscanf(fp,"%f %f %f % d %d0,
&tx9&ty,&tz,&ed§e[i] .vertl ,&edge[i] .vert2);
edge[i].i=tx; edge[i].j=ty; edge[ij±= tz;
fscanf(fp,,,%d',,&edge[ij.nfaces);
ed ge[i]iace= (in t *)
calloc(edge[i].nfaces9sizeof(int));
for ( j = 0 ; j<edge[i] 6nfaces; j++ )
fseanf(fp, "%d"9&edge[i] .face[j]);

fscanf(fp,"%d09&nbounds);
bound=(s tract side *)
calloc(nbounds,sizeof(struct side));
for(i= 0; i<nbounds; i + + ) {
»
fscanf(fps"%f % f % f %f09&tx,&ty,<&tz8&td);
bound[i].a=tx; bound[ijob=ty; bound[i] c=tz;
. bQund'[i].d=td;
fscanf(fp,"%d % d % d %d",&bound[i].obstacle,
•&bound[i] jium loopst&(boimd[i].type)(
&(bound[i]„real));
ix)U nd[i].nedge=(int *)
calloc(b ou n d [i] .n u m loop s,sizeof(in t));

totafeO;
for (j=0; j<bound[i].numloops; j++ ) {
ffcanf(fp,"%d",&bound[i].nedge[j]);
total+=bound[i] .nedge[j];;
}i

’.

,

•

bound[i] .edge=(int *)calloc(total,sizeof(int));
forXj=O; j<bound[i].numloops; j++ ) {
for (k=ptr; k<bound[i] .nedge[j] +pu ; k++)
fscanf(fp,"%d ",&bound[iJ .edge[k]);
ptr=k;
fscanf(ft),"%d %fO,&bourtd[i].compflag,&tx);
bound[i].compress=tx;

) ■■

fclose(fp);
/♦.A ssum e bbj is certered at (x,y,z,rotx,roty
,rotz),
compute p o se o f the obj point ox,oy ,oz in the
world xnew,ynew,znew */
tpoint(x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,ox,oy,oz,xnew,ynew
,znew)
double x, y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,ox,oy,oz,*xnew,*ynew,
♦znew;
double cx,sx,cy,sy,cz,sz;
cx=cbs(rotx); sx=sin(rotx); cy=cos(roty);
sy=sin(roty); cz=cos(rotz); sz=sin(rotz);
*xnew =(cz*cy)*ox+(cz*sy*sx-sz*cx)*oy
+(cz*sy*cx+sz*sx)*oz+x;
*ynew =(sz*cy)*ox+(sz*sy*sx+cz*ex)*oy
+(sz*sy*cx-cz*sx)*oz+y;
*znew =(-1* sy)*ox+(cy * sx)*oy+(cy *cx)*oz+z;
movableCj)
int j;
inti;
if ((rigid == 0) Il (j < joint[0].start))
rctum (-l);
for (i=0; i<numjoints; i++)
retum(i);
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/* Read in vertices o f faces o f object */
initobject()
int i,j,k,ptr,total;
double cx,cy,cz,sx,sy,sz;
FILE *fp;
float tx,ty,tz,tu,tv;
if ((fp=fopen("object","r")) == NULL)
perror("object");
fscanf(^),M%d0, &rigid);
fscanf(fp,"%dO,&objside);
object= (struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
for (i=0; i<pbjside; if + ) {
fscanf(fp,"%d" ,&(object[i] .numsamp));
object[ij.samples=(double **)
cailoc(object[i] .numsamp,sizeof(double *));
for (k=0; k < object[i] .numsamp; k++) {
object[i].samples[k]=(double *)
calloc(5,sizeof(double));
fscanf(fp,"%f % £ % £ % f % £ " ',&tx,&ty,&tz,&tu
,&tv);
objectfi] .samplesfk] [0]=tx;
objectfi j .samplesfk] [ I j=ty;
objectfi] .samplesfk] [2] =tz;
objectfi].samplesfk] [3]=tu;
objectfi].samplesfk] [4]=tv;
fscanf(fp,"%d",&(object[i].numfacets));
objectfi].area=(double *)
calloc(object[i].humfacets,sizeof(double));
objectfi] .centers=(double **)
calloc(object[i] ,numfacets,sizeof(double *));
for (k=0 ; k < object[i] .numsamp; k++) {
object[i].centers[k]=(double *)
calloc(3,sizeof(double));
fscanf(fp,"%f % f % f %f',&tx,&ty,&tz,&tu);
objectfi .centers[k][0]=tx;
objectfi].centers [k] [ I ]=ty;
objectfi].centers fk] [2]=tz;
objectfi j.area[k]=tu;
for (k=0; k<3; k++) {
fscanf(fp,M%f %f %f',&tx,&ty,&tz);
objectfi] .r[k][0]=tx;
object[i].r[k][l]=ty;
object[i].r[k][2]=tz;

p
1
fscanf(fp,,,%d",&(object[i] .numloops));

fs
objectfi] .nvert=(int *)
calloc(object[i] .numloops
,sizeof(int));
total=0;
for (k=0; k< objectfi] .numloops; k++) {
fscanf(fp,"%dO,&(objectfi] .nvertfk]));
total+=object[i] .nvert[k];

object[i] .x=(double *)calloc(total
,sizeo !(double));
objectfi] .y=(double *)calloc(total
,sizeof(double));
objectfi] .z=(double *)calloc(total
,sizeof(double));
for (k=0; k < ob jectfi] .num loops; k + + ) {
for (j=ptr; j< p trtob ject[i],n vert[k ]; j+ + ) {
fscanf(fp,"% f % f % f 0,& tx,& ty,& tz);
ob ject[i].x[j]= tx;
ob ject[i].yfj]= ty;
ob jectfi].z[j]= tz;

jPT=j;
cx=object[i] .x [ I ] -objectfi]. xfO];
cy=object[i].y[ I j-objectfi j.yfoj;
cz=object[i].z[l]-object[i].z[0];
sx=object[i] .x[2] -object [i].x[ I ];
sy=object[i] .y[2] -objectfi],y[ I];
sZ=object[i] .z[2] -object i] .z[I];
object[i] .nx=cy *sz-sy *cz;
objectfi j.ny=cz*sx-sz*cx;
objectfi] .nz=cx*sy-sx*cy;
if (rigid= = I) {
fscanf(fp, M
%dM,&numjoints);
joint=(struct transform *)
calloc(numjoints,sizeof(struct
transform));
for (i=0; i<numjoints; i++) {
fscanf(fp,"%f % f % f % f % £ % r
,&joint[i].first[0],
&joint[i].first[l]
,&joint[i].first[2],
&joint[i].first[3]
,&joint[i].first[4],
&joint[i].first[5]);
fs c a n f(fp /^ f %f % [ % £ % f % r
,&joint[i].third[0],
&joint[i].third[l]
,&joint[i].third 2],
&joint[i].third[3
,&joint[i] .third 4],
&joint[i].third[5 );
fscanf(ip,"%d %d",&joint[i] .start
,&joint[i].end);
fscanf(flp,”% ls",&joint[i].type[0]);
cx=cos(joint[i].first[3]); sx
=sin(joint[i].first[3]);
cy=cos(joint[i].first[4]); sy
=sin(joint[i].first[4]);
cz=cos(joint[i].first[5]); sz
=sin(joinl[i] .first[5]);
jointL i].fifstm[0][0]=cz*cy;
=sz*ey;
jointfi .firstmfO
jointfi ;.firstm[0;
= -sy;
jointfi]
_ ].firstm[l
=cz*sy’!'sx-sz*cx;
jointfi
tfi].firstm
=sz*sy*sx+cz*cx;
jointfi]
=cy*sx;
rj.firstm
=cz*sy*cx+sz*sx;
-I0P tW.firstmf2
joint i ].firstm[2]
sz*sy*cx-cz*sx;
jointfi]'.firstm [2] =cy*cx;
jointfi
. ?3
^joint[i].firstfO];
_ ].firstm ;3jE
jointfi].firstm [l]=joint[i].first[l];
.nrstmL3J [2]=jointf
i] .first[2];
jointfi].firstm[3]
[2’
(jointfi].third[3]);
sx
cx=cos(joint[i]
.thir _
=sin(joint[i].third[3]);
cy=cos(jointfi].third[4]); sy
=s in(j oin t[i].third [4]);
cz=cos(joint[i].third[5]); sz
=sin(joint[i].third[5]);
jointfi]. thirdm[0][0]=cz*cy;
joint i].thirdm
= sz*cy;
joint ’ij.thirdm
= -sy;
joint ij.thirdm
= cz*sy*sx-sz*cx;
joint ij.thirdm
= sz * sy * sx + cz* c x ;
join t ij.thirdmfl
= cy * sx ;
joint ij.thirdmH
= c z * s y * c x + s z 5|csx;
join t ij.thirdm
=SZ5jeSyjjcCx-CZ5lcSx;
joint ij.thirdm
=Cy5lcCx;
joint ij.thirdm
0]= join t i] .third
joint ij.thirdm
[l]= join t[ij.th ird w!
joint i].thirdm[3][2]=joint[i].third[2];
jointfi] .position=6 6;
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gcttransform(i);

I1

fclose(fp);
tform(x,y,z,outx,outy,outzsd 0 f,th)
double x,y,z,*outx,*outy,*outz,*th;
intdof;
{

for (i=0; i<nbounds; i++) {
if (bound[i].compflag) {
eptr=0;
for (j=0; jcboundfi] .numloops; i++) {
for (k=eptr; k<bound[i].nedgefj]+eptr; k+
+) {
e=bound [ i] edge [k];
if (e > 0)
e -;

e ls e

double ct,st; in ti;

e = (e + l)* -I;
v=edge[e].vertl;
verticefv] .x-=bound[i]. a
* b o u n d [ i ] .compress;

for (i=dof; i>=0; i~ ) {
if (th[i] !=joint[i].position) {
jointfi] .position=th[i];
gettransform(i);

v e r t i c e f v ] Oy - = b o u n d [ i ] . b

* bound [i J.compress;
verticefv].z-=bound[i] .c
^boundfi] .compress;

*outx=jointfi].xform [0][0]*x+
jointfi] .xformf I ][0]*y+ jointfi].xfom [2][0]*z
+jointfi] .xfonn[3] [0];
*outy=jointfi].xform [0][l]*x+
jointfi] .xform [l][l]*y+ join t[i].xfon n [2][l]*z
+jointfi] .xform[3] [ 1];
*outz=joint[i] .xfOmifO] [2] *x+
jointfi] xformf I ] [2] *y+jointfi] .xform[2] [2] *z
+jointfi] .xfonn[3] [2];
x= *outx; y= *outy; z= *outz;

eptr+=k;

b o u n d [i].d + = lx ) u n d [ i3 .c o m p r e s s ;

uncbmpressO
int i,j,k,l,eptr,e,v;
gettransform(i)
inti;
double tform [4][3],cz,sz;
intj.k.1;'
if (jointfi] .typefO] == *p’) {
for (j=0; j<4; j++)
for (k=0; k<3; k++)
tformfj] [k]=joint[i] .thirdmfj] [k];
tform[3] [2]+=joint[i] .position;
else {
cz=cos(joint[i] .position);
sz=sin(joint[i] .position);
for (j=0; j<4; j++ ) {
tform[j] [2]=joint[i]. thirdmfj] [2];
tformlj] [0]=cz*joint[i] .thirdmfj] [0]
-sz* jointfi]. thirdm fj] [ I ];
tforrnfj] [I ]=sz*jointfi] .thirdmfj] [0]
^
+ez* jointfi] .thirdmfj] [ I ];
for Cj=O; j< 3 ;
for (k=0; k<3; k++) {
jointf i ] .x form [j I[k j
for (1=0; 1<3; I++)
jointfi]. xformfj][k]+
+=jointfi J.flrstml 1] Ik]
* tformfj] 11];
for (j=0; j<3; j++ ) {
jointfi] .xform[3][j] =joint[i]. firstm[3] [j];
for (k=0; k<3; k++)
jointfi] .xform[3] [j]+=joint[i] .firstmfk] fj]*
tform[3][k];

compress()
int i,j,k,e,eptr,v;

for (i=0; i<nbounds; i++) {
if (boundfi].compflag) {
eptr=0;
for (j=0; j<bound[i] .numloops; j++ ) {
for (k=eptr; k<bound[i].nedgefj]+eptr; k++) {
e=bound[i].edge[k];
if (e > 0)
e
else
e = (e + l)* -I;
v=edge[e].vertl;
verticefv] .x+=bound[i] .a*bound[i] .compress;
verticefv] .y+=bound[i] .b*bound[i] .compress;
verticefv] .z+=bound[i] .c*bound[i] .compress;
eptr+=k;

I

bound [i] .d-=bound[i] .compress;

f*

moved- Returns I if surf sptr

w ill m o v e w h e n p t

is m oved from x,y,z to lx.ly.lz. If obst is
compressed and m ove is from IxtIyJz to x,y,z
is along surface, it w ill return I as well.
See August 2nd notes for description o f this
algorithm */
moved(sptr,x,y,z,lx,ly,lz)
int sptr;
double x,y,z,lx,ly,lz;
int i,s,k,inside,compress;
double mx,my,mz,a,b,c,d,tsum,t;
tsum=bound[sptr] .a*x+boundf sptr] .b*y+
boundfsptr] .c*z+bound[sptr].d;
if (tsum > 0.000001)
retum(0);
i=bound[sptr] .obstacle;
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mx=x-lx;my=y-ly; mz=z-lz; Cbmpress=I;
/* If last point is in obst, obst is/w ill
compress */
for (k=0; kcobstfi].nsides; k++) {
s=obst[i].side[k];
if (k != s)
if (bound[s].a*lx+bound[s] .b*ly+bound[s] .c
*lz+ ,
bound[s].d> 0.000001)
compress=0;
if (compress == I)
retum (l);

soaict Icoord jlrc;
double phi,theta,aphi,atheta,phitmp,offset__phi
dpttmp,rc2,max_dot,fr,fc,ratio;
irit il, ir, ic;
theta = rpt.t; phi = rpt.p;
if( theta = 0.0)
/* zenith o f icosphere */
{ ilrc->l = 5; ilrc->r = ilrc->c = 0; return;}
/ * nadir o f icosphere * /
else if(theta >= PI)
{ ilrc->l = - I ; ilrc->r = ilrc->c = 6;
return;}

a=bound[sptr] .a; b=bound[sptr].b; c

;a sii

/* Is (lx,Iy,lz); above surface */
if (a*lx+b*ly+c*lz+d > 0.000001) {
t=tsum/(a*mx+b*my+c*mz);
/ * U se lx,ly,Iz to store xstar,ystar,zstar */
lx=x-t*mx; ly=y-t*my; lz=z-t*mz; inside=l;
/* Find out if lx,ly,Iz is inside side */
for (k=0; k<obst[i].nsides; k++) {
s=obst[i].side[k];
if ( (s != sptr) &&
(bound[s] .a*lx+bound[s] .b*ly+bound[s] .c*lz
+
bound[s].d
>

0 .00001))

il = phi / (72 * DEG);
offset Dhi = phi - il * 72*DEG;
rc2 = R J * theta / ATAN2;
fc = rc2 * offsetjJhi / (7 2 * D fiG );
fr = rc2 - fc - 1.0;
/* belong to bottom triangles * /
else if(theta >= ( 180*DEG - A TA N2)) {
phitmp = mod2pi(phi - 36*DEG);
il = p hitm p/(72*D E G );
pffset_phi = phitmp - il * 72*DEG;
rc2 = FQ * (PI - theta) / ATAN2;
fr = FQ - rc2 * offset_phi / (72*DEG ) - 1.0;
fc = 3*FQ - rc2 - fr - 1.0;

inside=0;
/* If inside, obstacle w ill compress */
if ( i n s i d e = I)
retum (l);

)

retum(O);
/* tessle-sphere.c- Som e utility functions used
for a spherical data data structures. Stolen
wholesale from Chieri-Huei Chen. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#indude ,’common.h,,
double mod2pi();
double Theta[SNLEVEL] [SNROW] [SNCO L];
double Phi[SNLEVEL][SNROW ][SNCOL];
read_icos(filename)
char *filename;
{

intfi;
if((fi= 9 pen(filename, 0 )) == -I) {
fprintf(stderr,"can’t open % s 0 ,filename);
exit(l);
read(fi,Phi,NTOTAL*sizeof(double));
read(fi,Theta,NTOTAL*sizeof(double));
close(fi);

els e {
ratio = (theta - A TA N 2) / (PI - 2* ATAN2);
phitmp = mod2pi(phi - ratio * (36*DEG));
offsetj^u== p h h n ^ i l * 72*DEG;
rc2 = ratio * FQ;
fr = FQ - FQ * offset_phi / (72*DEG ) - 1.0;
fc =rc2 - fir+FQ - 1;
ir = 0?999 + fr;0/* celling */
if(il < 0 Il il >= SNLEVEL || ir < 0 1|
..!
ir >= SNROWH ic < 0 |J ic > = SNCOL) {
printf("Waming: Irc (%d %d %d) o u to f.s p -I
range at phi: %f; theta:%f 0,
il, ir .ic . phi, theta);
ilrc->l = mod(SNLEVEL,il);
ilrc->r = mod(SNROW;ir);
ilrc->c = mod(SNCOL,ic);

)

else {
ilrC->l = il; ilrc->r = ir; ilrc->c = ic;
get_tp(*ilrc,&atheta,&aphi);
max_dot = sin(atheta) * sin(theta) * cos(aphi
-p h i) +
cos(atheta) * cos(theta);
^ while(get_closer(rpt,&max_dot,ilrc));

}
/*

assign-tessle- G iven spherical coordinate rpt,
find
nearest tessle ilrc to direction indicated by
rpt. */

assign_lcsslc(rpt,ilrc)
struct Scoord rpt;
struct Icoord * ilrc;
{

get-closer- given a spherical coOrd.rpt, arid a
icoxel w index *ilrc on the ico., find amorig its

I*

neighbors the One having largest dot product

rpt. ilrc is reassign to the index o f the best
neighbor. Returns dot product */
get__closer(rpt,riiaxdot,ifrc)
stiiict Scoord rpt;
struct Icoord *ilrc;
double *maxdot;
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int flag, I,nn;
double theta, phi, newdot;
struct Icoord nlrc[6j;
flag = 0;
nn=find_neighbors(*ilrc,nlrc);
FOR(i,nn) {
get_tp(nlrc[ij ,&theta, &phi);
newdot =. sin(theta) * sin(rpU) *
cos(phi - rptp) +
cos(theta) * cos(rpU);
if (newdot > *maxdot) {
flag = 1 ;
ilrc->l = nlrc[i] J; ilrc->r = nlrc[i]Dr;
ilrc->c - nlrc[i].c; *maxdot = newdot;.

}
}

return (flag);

L ook
c o r r e s p o n d in g

/* get_tp-

up

th e ta a n d

to tessle described by
get_tp(ilrc, theta,phi)
double * theta, *phi;
struct Icoord ilrc;

lir e .

phi angles
*/

{ if(ilrc.l >=0 && ilrc.l < SNLEVEL) {
* theta = Thetafilrc.l] [ilrc.r] [ilrc.c];
^ h i = Phi[ilrc.l] [ilrc.r] [ilrc.c];
else {
*phi = 0.0;
if(ilr c .l< 0 ) *theta = PI;
if(ilrc.l >= SNLEVEL) *theta = 0.0;

} '

.

if (* theta < -3.14)
* theta+=T WOPI;
if (*phi < -3.14)
*phi+=TWOPI;
/* get_thp- Look up theta and phi angles
corresponding
to tessle described by ilrc. */
get_Jhp(l,r,c, theta,phi)
double *theta, *phi;
intl,r,c;

return (I);
nn=fmd_neighbors(jlrc,nlrc);
FOR(in,nn)
if(il == nlrc[in].l && ir = nlrc[in].r &&
ic == nlrc[in].c)
return (I);
return (O);

!*

flnd„„neighbors- Find the neighbors o f

indicated by ilrc on the sphere. */
Snd__neighbors(ilrc9nlrc)
struct Icoord ilrc, nlrcQ;

(

•

int nn; /* number o f neighbors;*/
register i5il»ir,icsnr[ 6],nl[6],nc[6];
nn = 6;
■ il -.ilr c .l; ir = ilrc j ; ic “ ilrc.c;
FOR(is6) nl[i] = il;
nr[0] = ir - 1; nc[0] = ic;
nrfl] = ir - 1; n c [l] = ic + I;
nr[2] = ir; nc[2] = ic + I;
nr[3] = ir + I; nc[3] - ic;
nr[4] = ir + l;,nc[4] = ic - 1;
nr[5] = ir; nc[5] = ic - 1;
if(il> = SNLEVEL) { /* zenith o f icosphere */
nrt = 5;
FOR(i,5) {
nlfi] = i;
nr[i] = nc[i] = 0;

}

else if(il <= -I) { /* zadir o f icosphere */
nn = 5;

FQR(W) {
nl[i] = i;
nr[i] = SNROW - 1;
nc[i] = SNCOL - 1;
else if(ir == O && ic == 0) {
nl[0] = 5; nr[0] = 0; nc[0] = 0;
n l[l] = mod(SNLEVEL,il + I); nr[l] = 0; n c [l]
nl[4] = m od(SNLEVEL,il - 1); nr[4] = 0; nc[4]
=l;

nl[5] = m od(SNLEVEL,il - I); nr[5] = 0; nc[5]
-

' if(l > = 0 && K SNLEVEL) {
♦theta = Theta[l][r][c];
♦phi = Phi[l][r][c];
else {

♦phi - 0.0;
if(l < 0) *theta = PI;

th e

te ss le '

0;

}

else if(ir == (SN R O W -I) && ic = (SN C O L-I)) {
nl[l]=m od(SN L E V E L ,il+l); nr[l]=SN R O W -l;
nc[ Ij=SN C O L -1; nl[2]= -I; nr[2]=0; nc[2]=0;
nl[3]=m od(SN LEV EL,il-l); nr[3]=SNRO W -l;
nc[3]= S N C O L -l; nl[4]=m od(SN L E V E L ,il-l);
nr[4]=SNROW -2; nc[4]=SN C O L -l;

if(l >= SNLEVEL) *theta = 0 .0 ;
else if(ir == 0)
if(ic < FQ) {
nl[0]=m od(SN L E V E L ,il+l); nr[0]=ic-l; nc[0]

)
inied_neighbor- Returns I if ilrc is an
immediate
neighbor o f jlrc on sphere, 0 otherwise */
im ed_neighbor(ilrcjlrc)
struct Icoord ilrc, jlrc;

I*

int in, il, ir, ic, nn;
struct Icoord nlrc[6];
il = ilrc.l; ir = ilrc.r; ic = ilrc.c;
if(il == jlrc.l && ir == jlrc.r && ic ==
jlrc.c)

=0 ;

nl[l]=m od(SN L E V E L ,il+l); nr[l]=ic; n c [l]
=0 ;

else {
nl[0] =mod(SNLE V E L ,il+ l); nr[0]=SN R O W -l;
nc[0]=ic-FQ; nl[l]=m od(SN L E V E L ,il+l);
nr[l]=SN R O W -l; n c[l]= ic-F Q + l;
if(ic = = (SNCOL-I)M
nl[2]=m od(SN LEV EL,il+l); nr[2]
=SNR O W -I;
nc[2]=ic-FQ +2;
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}

}

else if(ic == (SN C O L-I)) {
nl[l]=m od(SN L E V E L ,il+l); nr[l]=SN R O W -l;
nc[l]=F Q +ir;nl[2]=m od(SN L E V E L ,il+l);
nrl21=SNROW -l; nc[2]=FQ +ir+l;
else il(ic == 0) {
nl[4|=m od(SN L E V E L ,il-l); nr[4]=0; ne[4]=ir+l;
nl[5]=m od(SN LEVEL,ll-l); nr[5]=0; nc[5]=ir;
if(ir = (S N R O W -I )M
nl[3]=m od(SN LEVEL,il-1); nr[3]=0; nc[3]=FQ;
nl[4]=m od(SN LEV EL,il-l); nr[3]=0; nc[3]
=FQ-I;
else if(ir = ( S N R O W - I ) )
if(ic > FQ) {
nl[3]=m od(SN LEV EL,il-l); nr[3]=ic-FQ;
nc[3]=SN C O L-1; nl [4]=m od(SN LE V EL,il-l);
nr(4]=ic-FQ -I; nc[4]=SN C O L -l;
else if(ic =

FQ) {

™ [3]=m od(SNLEVEL,il-l); nr[3]=0;
nc[3]=SN C O L -l; nl[4]=il; nr[4]=ir; nc[4]
=FQ -I;

}

.

object- File describing the object, created
by the program twincon in this instance
which takes twin boundary reps and
converts them into a convenieht
representation
for our purposes. The idea is that i f a
different modeler were used a different
convertion program would be written to
convert
the breps into m y standard format
obstacles- File describing the obstacles, also
created by twincon. The function build-input
in the assembly supervisor takes care o f
o f invoking twincon
uncobject- Same as object file, only with
object in
its most-material-condition,
uncobstacles- Same as obstacles file, only with
obstacles
in their most-material-condition.
soa.out- Output o f path planner (reversed by
supervisor).
uncertainties- File containing center o f mass
and positional
uncertainty o f each obstacle, initial pose
uncertainty
and control uncertainty o f grasped part. * /
/* Output:

strategy- Characterizaition o f path segments in
path Upto first

.

else {
nl[3]=m od(SN LEV EL,il-l); nr[3]=0;
nc[3]=FQ+ic; nl [4]=mod(SNLE V EL,il-1);
nr[4]=0; nc[4]=F Q +ic-1;

collision point, or end o f path, which ever
occurs
/*

FOR(i,6) {
nlrc[i].l=nl[i]; nlrc[i].r=nr[i]; nlrc[i].c
=nc[i];
retum(nn);

}
/* mod2pi-Returns angle between 0 and 2pi */
double mod2pi(x)
double x;
{ while(x < 0.0) x += 2 * PI;
while(x > = (2* PI)) x -= 2 * PI;
return (x);

}
xyz_to_rpt(xyz,rpt)
double xyz[3j;
struct Scoord *rpt;
rpt->r=sqrt(sdot(xyz));
rj3t->p=(xyz[0] == 0.0 && x y z [l] == 0.0)
: m od2pi(atan2(xyz[l],xyz[0]));
rpt->t=acos(xyz[2J / rpt->r);

UN CERTA NAL

Source code roughly corresponding to Phase 2,
Stage 1 * 1
I * Program UNCERTANAL */
/* Calling format- uncertanal dimension */
/* Input:

/*

Description: This program takes the path from
Phase I,
takes the object and obstacles used Ibeir and
incorporates
the 3 types o f uncertainty into them, and then
characterizes
each segment o f the path by simulating the
motion o f the
grasped part along the path. This is further
described in
Section I o f Chapter 6 in itiy thesis. */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
^include M
/home/rvl4/q/research/pathplan
/common.h"
#define CONTA C TjD IST 0.05 /* If a surface less
than
contact_dist away constrained by this surface
strudt obstacle 5ieObst;

/* number o f obstacles *

struct side *bound; f * all sides o f all
obstacles */
struct oside *findcolsurf();
struct m cside *mmcbound; / * bounding surf list for
mmc rep */
struct vertex *vertice; /* vertices o f
obstacles * /
struct line *edge; /* edges o f obstacles */
struct oside *object; /* object being
considered
(trans uncerts included) */
struct oside *tempobj, *uncobject, *expobject;
/ * D iff forms o f object */
extern struct oside *inituncobject();
extern double *modify_soa();
extern double distunc();
double frame[3][3];
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/* I if no rotational uncertainties in obj, obst *

/
int ROTS AM POBJs ROTS AM POB ST;
int **colsurf; /* surfaces that collide,
1st dimension- which object side,
2nd- which obstacle side */
int *clashes;
int nobs, nbounds, nedge, nvert, npoints, obj side;
extern double fsqr();
extern int inside_obst();
/* Reads in m mc obstacle rep */
extern struct m cside *readuncmodel();
extern int readuncQ;
extern double uncpointQ;
double **path,*jpintl,*point2,**contim c;
int **contacts; /* describe constraints at each pt
*/
•
double normal[3],motion[3];
double netmotion[3],mag; /* motion between 2
points * 1
d ou b le *uncert; /* p o se uncertainty v e c t o r * /
d ou b le * m u n c e r t ; /* c o n t r o l u n c e r t a i n t y v e c t o r sf i Z
int *obstcolsurf; /* o b s t a c l e s u r f a c e s i n v o l v e d i n

collisn */
int o cs; /* # o f obst surfaces involved in
c o llisn * /
int obcs; /* # o f object surfaces involved in
co llis’n */
int numcol; /* total number o f collisions */
int ndim; /* dimension o f problem, >6 if
articulated */
int tranflag,rotflag;
int colltype; /* O= no collision,
1= need orient and trans unc to cause
collisn,
2= either trans or orient unc to cause
collisn,
3= just trans unc to cause collisn,
4= just orient unc to cause collisn */
FILE *strategy;
/* main- M ain routine for uncertainty analysis */
main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
int i,j,mode,pathpt,fla g ,c l,fract, RCC;
int type; /* I= X and Y uncertainty, 2=RCC no
Rotz,
3= RCC with R otz, 4=RotZ uncertainty,
5=X,Y,Z,Rotx,Roty, 6=final orient,
7= initial orient, 8=X ,Y ,Z ,Rotx5Roty,Rotz
9= X uncertainty, 11= Y uncertainty
13= something involving joints */
int rottypc; /* 1= rotz; 2 rotx, rotz;
3 rotx, roly, rotz;
4 = rotz, joints;
5= rotx, rpty, joints;
6= rotx, roty, rotz, joints;
7= jo in ts* /
struct oside *uncobject, *tempobj, *nobject;
double dist, center[3], bottom[3],last[3]
,mindist;
double *tilt_axis;
double *upper, *lower, *pp;
double ccu nc[6],ccu ncl [6 J,ccunc2[6];
/* Read in input, set up data structures */
if (argc < 2)
ndim=6;
else
ndim=atoi(argvf I ]);

pointi=(double *)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double));
point2=(double *)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double));
upper=(double * )calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double));
Io wer=(double * )calloc(ndim,sizeof(double));
uncert=(double *)calloc(ndim,sizeof(double));
muncert= (double *)calioc(ndim ,sizeof(double));
initobstaclesO;
initobject();
readuncO;
readsoa(&npoints, &path);
mmcbound=readuncmodel();
:imc6bject=inituncobject();
/* Look for first collision, don’t bother w /
starting and ending points sfi5Z
pathpt=!;
For (i=0; i<ndim; i++) {
lower [i]=path[i] [pathpt];
upper [i]=path[i] [pathpt-1 ];
ccunc[i]=contunc[i] [pathpt];
last[0]=lower[0]; last[l]= low er[l]; last[2]
=lower[2];
/* Expand object by pose uncertainty ahead o f
time */
expandobj(uncobject,&expobject,uncert[0],
uncert[ I ] ,uncert[2]);
/* Start out by considering all obstacles */
for (i=0; i<nobs; i-H-)
obst[i] .consider= I ;
while (collision(lower,ccunc,expob ject,last[0],
la st[l],la st[2 ])= = 0 ) {
/* Calculate constraints f o r e a c h s e g m e n t
get_pontact_directions(upper,pathpt);
pathpt++;
if (pathpt >= npoints) {
if ((strategy=fopen("strategy","wM)) = =
NULL)
perror(strategy);
fprintf(strategy,"%dO,npoints);
dumppath(strategy,path,npoints);
fclose(strategy);
exit(l);
last[0]=lower[0]; last[l]= low er[l];
last[2]=lower[2];
for (i=0; i<rtdim; i++) {
upper[i]=lower[i];
lower[i]=path[i] [pathpt];
ccunc[i] =contunc[i] [pathpt];

J1

get_contact_directions(upper,pathpt);
/* N ow , find obstacles close enough to consider
*/
mindist=1000;
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++) {
obst[i] .dist=distunc(lower[0],lower[l],
Io wer[2] ,i,mmcbound);
if (obst[i].dist < mindist)
mindist=obst[ i] .dist;
if (mindist < I)
mindist=2;
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++)
if (obst[i].dist > mindist+. I)
obst[i].consider=0;
if (pathpt == (npoints-1)) {
lower[0 =IowerfO] +0.05* (upper [0] -IowerfO]);
low erfl =Iowerf I ]+0.05*(upper[l]-Iowerf I]);
lowcr[2 =lower[2]+0.05*(uppcrf2]-lowerf2]);
lowcrf3 =lowcrf3]+0.05*(uppcrf3]-lowcrf3|);
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Io wer [4] =Io wer [4] +0.05*(upper[4]-lower[4]);
lower[5]=lower[5]+0.05*(upper[5]-lower[5]);
if (! colhsion(lo Wer,ccunc,expobject,
last[0] ,last[ 1] Jast[2])) {
if ((strategy=fopen("strategy","w")) ==
NULL)
perror(strategy);
fprintf(strategy, "%dO,npoints);
/* Print out pt-to-pt segment info */
dumppath(strategy,path,npoints-1);
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
fprintf(strategy,"%f ",
path[i][npom ts-l]);
/* Force last m otion to be guarded, probably
bringing parts into contact here, nothing
to be lost otherwise */
fprintf(strategy,"I Z " );
for (i=Q; i<6; i++)
fprintf(strategy,"%d ",
contacts[i] [npoints-1]);
fprintf(strategy, "O);
fclose(strategy);
exit(l);

,r

:

/* If collision; find pt where it starts as
near as possible */
findcolpomt(upper,lower,pointl,point2,pathpt,
ccunc I ,ccunc2,expobject);
ccunc2[0] +=0.05; ccune2[ 1] +=0.05;
/* Check to see if all is needed is a rcc */
RCC=collision(pointl,ccunc2,expobject,last[0],
last[l],last[2]);
ccunc2[0]-=0.05; ccunc2[ 1]-=0.05;
/* Add new point into path, just after collision
p o in t* /
pp=modify _soa(npoints,path,point2,pathpt);
/* Consider just rotational uncertainties */
rotflag=rotcollision(pointl,point2,ccunc2
,uncobject);
/ * -I, nonrot coll. */
/* Considerjust translational uncertainties */
tranfiag=trancollision(pointl,point2,ccunc2
,expobject);
/* 0, notran col. */
if (rotflag != -I && tranflag != 0 ) {
colltype=2; /* must reduce trans and rot
unc */
}

else if (rotflag != -I) {
colltype=4; /* must reduce rot unc */
else if (tranflag I= 0) {
colltype=3; /* must reduce trans or unc */
else
colltyp e= !;

/* must reduce trans unc */

/* Calculate m otion vector */
for (i=0; i<3; i++)
netm otion[i]=point2[i]-pointl [i];
mag=sqrt(fsqr(netmotion[0] )+fsqr(netmotion[ I])+
fsqr(netmotion[2]));
netmotion[0]/=mag; netmotion [ I ] /=m ag;
netm otion[2]/=m ag;
/* Find surfaces involved in collision,
ignore flexibilities if there are any */
comprcssQ;
nobject=findcolsurf(pointl ,point2,ccuncl ,ccunc2,
expobject,coll type,rotflag);
uncompress ();

/* Find out # o f obj surfs are involved in
c o llisio n * /
obcs=0; numcol=0;
for (i=0; i<objside; i++) {
numcol+=colsurfti] [0];
if (colsurf[i][0] > 0)
obcs++;
obstcolsurf=(int * )calloc(num col,sizeof(int));
/* D evelop list o f surfaces o f obst involved
in collision */
OCS=O;

for (i=0; i< objside; i++>
for (j= l; j<colsurf[i][0]+l; j++>
if (member(colsurf[i][j],obstcolsurf,bcs) ==

0) {

obstcolsurf[ocs]=colsurf[i] [jj;
ocs++;

)
/* must reduce rot unc */
if ((colltype == 2) [[ (colltype = = 4)> {
tempobj=(struct Osidbv*)'
calloc(objside,sizeof(structoside));
fract=(int)(ROTS AMPOB J-I )/2;
if (fract != 0) {
c I =rotobj(uncobject,&tempobj,
ccunc2[3],ccunc2[4],ccunc2[5],
&(uncert[6]), (double)((ro tfiag-fract)/fract));
else {
c l= 0 ;
tempobj=uncobject;
rottype=calcrottype(lower,ccunc2,uncobject,
tempobj ,last,netmotion,
(double)((rotflag-((ROTSAM PO BJ-l)/2.0))/
((ROTS AMPQBJ-I )/2.0)));
if (c l) free(tempobj);
if (colltype != 4) (
/* w ill try to reduce trans uric */
type=whichtransunc(uncobject,expobject,
ccunc,point2,last);
else if (colltype == 4) {
/* need to reduce rot unc only */
if (rottype == 2)
type=5; /* must reduce rotx, rbty */
if (rottype == 3)
type=8; /* must reduce rotx, rbty, rotz *
if (rottype == I)
type=4; /* must reduce rotz */
if (rottype > 3 )
type= 13; /* must reduce joints & possibly
others */
if (colltype == 2) { /* must reduce both */
if (rottype == 2) /* if rotx,roty */
type=5; /* trans, rotx, roty */
else {
if (rottype < 4)
type=8; /* trans, rotx, roty, rotz */
else
type=13; /* must reduce joints & poss
otlters */

}
}
if ((stratcgy=fopcn("stratcgy","w")) ~
NU LL)
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perror("strategy");
fprintf(strategy,"%dO,pathpt+1 );
/* Print out pt-to-pt segment info */
dumppath(s trategy ,path,pathpt);
if (pathpt > 0) {
if (P P = = N U L L )
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
fprintf(strategy,"%f M,path[i] [pathpt]);
else
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
fprintf(s Ira t e g y %f ”,pp[i]);
else
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
fprintf(strategy, ” % f ",path[i] [0]);
/* Print out unc_red_axis */
switch (type) {
case I:
fprintf(strategy,"2X Y ");
break;
case 2:
fprintf(strategy,"4 X Y R o t x R o t y " ) ;
break;
case 3:
fprintf(strategy,"5 X Y Rotx Roty Rotz ");
break;
case 4:
fprintf(strategy,"l Rotz ");
break;
case 5:
fprintf(strategy, "4 X Y Rotx Roty ");
break;
case 8:
fprintf(strategy,"5 X Y Rotx Roty Rotz M);
break;
case 9:
fprintf(strategy,"l X ");
break;
case 11:
fprintf(strategy,"I Y-");
break;
case 13:
switch (rottype) {
case 4:
fprintf(strategy,"2 Rotz Joints ");
break;
case 5:
fprintf(strategy,
"3 Rotx Roty Joints ");
break;
cased:
fprintf(strategy,
"4 Rotx Roty Rotz Joints ");
break;
case 7:
fprintf(strategy," I Joints ");
break;

I

break;

)

/* Print out constraint information */
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
fprintf(strategy,"%d M
,contacts[i][pathpt]);
/* R C C fla g o r n o * /
fprintf(strategy," 152dO,RCC);
/* List obstacles involved in collision */
/* This info w ill be converted into m isc
parm discussed in Chap6 o f thesis */
for (i=Q; i<ocs; i+ + ) {
Ilag=O;
,

for (j=0; j<i; j++)
if (bound[obstcolsurf[i]] .obstacle ==
bound[obstcolsurf[j] ] .obstacle)
Iiag=I;
if (flag!= I)
fprintf(strategy,”%d0,
bound[obstcolsurf[i] ] .obstacle);
fprintf(strategy,'?- 10);
fprintf(strategy,"%f % f %f0,
netmo tionfO] 9netmotion[ I ],netm otion[2]);
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++)
fprintf(strategy,K%f ",point! [i]);
fprintf(strategy,'0);
fclose(strategy);

I
/* findcolsurf- G iven 2 pts, which surfs are coll
surfaces * /
■ .
struct oside *findcolsurf(pointl,point2,ccuncl
,ccunc2,
Qbject9Hag,rotsample)
double, pointl Qfpoint2|j;
double ccunc I [], ccunc2[];
oside object[];
int flag,rots ample;
double t,ox,oy,oz,tx,ty,tz,nxl ,ny I ,n z l,
nx2,ny2,nz2,tdist;
int i,j,k,dof,cl ,c2,tl,fract,ptr,next;
oside *outobj l,*outobj2,*tempobj;
outobjl=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
outobj2=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
tempobj=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
/* Expand & rotate object by amount o f
uncertainty */
colsurf=(int **)calloc(objside,sizeof(int));
for (i=0; i<objside; i++)
colsurf[i]=(int *)calloc(objside,sizeof(int));
if ((flag
3) H( f l a g = I)) {
c I =expandobj(object, &outobj I ,ccun cl [0],
ccunc I [ I ] ,ccuncl [2]);
c2=expandobj(object,&outobj2,ccunc2[0],
ccunc2[ I ] ,ccunc2[2]);

}

else if (flag == 4) {
fract=(int)(ROTS AMPOB J-1)/2;
if (fract != 0 ) {
cl=rotobj(object,&outobj I,ccunc I [3]
,ccunc I [4] ,ccunc I [5 ],
&(uncert[6]),(double)((rotsample-firact)
/fract));
else {
c l= 0 ;
outobj l=object;
if (fract != 0) {
c2=rotobj(object, &outobj2,ccunc2[3]
,ccunc2[4],ccunc2[5],
&£imcerl[6]),(double)((rotsample-fract)

}
else {
c2=0;
outobj2=object;

}
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else {
expandobj (object,&tempobj,uncert[0] +ccunc I [0],
uncert[ I ]+ccuncl [ 1] ,uncert[2] +ccuncl [2]);
fract=(int)(ROTS AMPOB J-1)/2;
if (fract != 0 ) {
c I =rotobj(object,&Outobj I ,ccunc2[3]
,ccunc2[4] ,ccuric2[5],
&(uncert[6]),(double)((rotsample-fract)/fract));

else {

^

c 1=0; . •

outobj I =Object;
t l =expandobj (object, &tempobj ,uncert[0]
+ccuncl [0],
Oncer t[ I ] +ccuncI [ I ] ,uncert[2] +ccunc I [2]);
if (fract != 0) {
c2=rotobj(object,&outobj2,ccunc2[3]
,ccunc2 [4] ,ccunc2 [5],
&(uncert[6]),(double)((rotsample-ffact)/fract));
else {
c2=0;
outobj2=object;

J1
clashes=NULL;
/* Find surfaces where the object is one side o f
it at
first pt and on the other side o f it at the
second point */
for (j=Q; jcobjside; j++) {
colsurf [j]=(int *)calloc(l ,sizeof(int));
dof=movable(j);
for (k=0; k<objeetQ].numsamp; k++) {
tx=ox=outobj I [j] .samples[k] [0];
ty=oy=outobjl [j] .samples [k] [I];
tz=oz=outobj I pj] .samples[k] [2];
if (dof != -I)
tfoim(tx, ty ,tz, &ox, &oy, & oz,dof,
& (pointl[6]));
tpoint(pointl [0],pointl [I ],point I [2]
,pointl[3],
p oin tl[4],p oin tl[5],ox,oy,oz,& n xl,& n yl
,& nzl);
tx=ox=outobj2[j].samples[k] [0];
ty=oy=outobj2 [j].samples [k] [ I ];
tz=oz=outobj2[j].samples[k][2];
if ( d o f ! = - I )
tform(tx,ty,tz,&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,
&(point2[6]));
tpoint(point2[0] ,point2[l] ,point2[2]
,point2[3],
point2[4] ,point2[5] ,ox,oy,oz,& nx2,& ny2
,&nz2);
if (clashes != N U L L )
free(clashes);
colpot(nx I ,ny I ,nz I ,nx2,ny2,nz2,mmcbound);
i f (clashes[0J != 0 ) {
for (i= l; i<clashes[0]+ l; i++) {
if (member2d(clashes[i],j,colsurf[j] [0])

== 0) {

colsurf[j][0]++;
colsurf[j]=(int *)realloc(colsurf[j],
(colsurf[j}[Q]+l)*sizeof(int));
^;olsurfjj][colsurf[j|[OJ]=clashesti];

}

}

if ( c l) free(outobjl);
if (tl) free(tempobj);
^retum(outobj2);
/* findcoljx)int- Try to locate collision point
findcolpoint(upper,lower,pointl,point2,pathpt,
ccunc I,ccunc2,object)
double * upper, * lower, * ccu n cl, *ccunc2;
double *pom tl, *point2;
oside ^object;
intpathpt;

{
double x l,x 2 ,y l,y 2 ,z l,z 2 jo tx l,m tx 2 ,r o ty l,jo ty 2
I

rotzl,rotz2;
double *point,*ccunc;
int dim;
p oin t= (dou b le *)calloc(n d im ,sizeof(d ou b le));
ccu n c= (dou b le *)calloc(n d im ,sizeof(d ou b le));
for (dim =0; dim <ndim ; d im + + ) {
p o in tl [dim ]=upper[dim ];
point2[dim ]=16w er[diin^
ccu n c I [dim ]=contunc[dim ] [pathpt-1];
ccu n c2[d im ]= con tu n c[d im ] [pathpt];

while (fsqr(pointl [0]-point2[0])+
fsqr(pomtl [l]-p o m t2 [l])+
fsqr(pointl [2]-point2[2]) > 0.0025) {
for (dim=0;dim<ndim;dim++) {

}

; dim ++) {
point2[dim]=point[dim];
ccunc2[dim]=ccunc[dim];

}

else
for (dim=0; dim<ndim; dim ++) {
pointl [dim]=point[dim];
^ccunc I [dim]=ccunc[dim];

trancollision- Returns I if collision occurs
when just translational uncertainties are
considered. */
int trancollision(last,point,ccunc,inobj)
double last[],point[],ccunc[];
oside *inobj;
I*

double t,ox,oy,oz,nx,ny,nz;
double x,y,z,rptx,roty,rotz,tx,ty,tz,mag;
inti,j,k,dof,cl,value,ptr;
oside *outobj;
x=point[0]; y=point[l]; z=point[2j; rotx
=point[3];
roty=p6int[4]; rotz=point[5];
outobj=(struct oside *)
calloc(obiside,sizeof(struct oside));
c l =expandobj(inobj,&outobj,
ccuncfO] ,ccunc[ I ] ,ccunc[2]);
valiie=0;
if ( c l)

j?
j=objside;
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com p ressed (x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,& (p oin t[6]),
last[0J ,last[ I j ,last[2],outobj);
for ft; j<ob jsid e; j-M-) {
d ol= m o v a b lc(j);
ptr=0;
/* T h en ch eck interior fa ce p oin ts * /
for (k=Q; k < (outobj)[j] .num sam p; k + + ) {
OX=OUtobj H] .sam p lesfk ] [0];
oy= ou tob j [j] .sam p les[k ] [ I ];
o Z=Outobj [j ]. s am ples [k] [2];
if (d o f!= -I) {
tx= ox; ty= oy; tz=oz;
tfo rm (tx ,ty ,tz,& o x ,& o y ,& o z9d o f
,& (p oin t[6]));

}

tpoint(x,y,z,rotxsroty 9fotzsox,oy9,OZ8
(
&nx,&ny,&nz);
v alue=inside_obst(nx,ny,nz);
if (v a lu e= = I) {
uncompressedO;
free(outobj);
retum (l);

J1
}

if ( c l) frce(outobj);
uncompressedO;
retum(O);
:) ■
V, '
/* rotcollision- Returns -I if collision doesn’t
occur w hen just rotational uncertainties are
considered, else returns # o f sampling slice
where collision first found */
int rotcollision(laSt,pointsccunc,inobj)
double last[] ,point[] ,ccuncQ;
oside *inobj;
d o u b le tiO X ,oy,oz,nx,ny,nz,m ag;
d o u b le o x in ,o y in,pzin,tx,ty,tz;
d o u b le nxiri,ny in,nzin;
d o u b le x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz;
int i,j,k sd o f,c l ,fract,rssvalue,ptr;
o sid e *outobj;

x=point[Q]; y=p oint[l]; z=point[2]; rotx
=point[3];
roty=point[4]; rotz=point[5];
if (ROTSAM POB J > I)
rs=ROTSAMPOBJ;
else
rs=l;
(outobi)=(struct oside *)
calloe(objside,sizcof(struct oside));
fract=(int)(rs-l)/2;
for (i=0; icrs; i++) [

Value=O;
if (fract != 0) {
c I =rotobj(inobjs&outobjsccunc[3] ,ccunc[4]
,ccunc[5],
^ &(uncert[6]),(double)((i-fract)/fract));
else {
c 1 = 0 ;outobj=inobj;
compressed(x,y,z,rotx,rotysrotz,&(point[6])
,last[0],;
last[l],last[2]5outobj);
for (j=0; j<objside; j+ + ) {
dof=moyable(j);
/ * Then check interior face points */
for (k=0; k<(outobj)[j].numsamp; k++) {
ox=outobj[j] .samples [kj[0];

o y =OUtobj [j] .sam p les [k] [ I ];
OZ=OUtobj Ijj. sam p les [k] [2];

oxin=inobj j].sam plcs[kj[0];
oyin=inobj j] .samples [k] [I];
ozin=inobj j].samples[k]t2];
if (dof S=-ID . {
tx=ox; ty=oy; tz=oz;
tform (tx, ty ,tz, &.ox, & oy, & o z,d o f,
& (p o in t[ $ » ;
tx=oxin; ty=oyin ; tz= ozin;
tform (tx,ty,tz,& oxin ,& oyin,
& o zin ,d )f,& (p o in t[6 ]));

)

tpoin t(x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,ox,oy,oz,
& nx,& ny,& nz);
tpoint(x,y, ZsTOtx9TOty,TOtz8Oxm9
o y in ,o zin 9& nxin ,& n yin, & nzin);
valu e= in sid e_ob st(n x,n y,n z);
i f ( v a lu e = = I ) {

if (inside_obst(nxin,nyin,nzin) == 0) {
if ( c l) free(outobj);
uncompressedO;
retum(i);

■H".."
}
}
}if ( c l) free(outobj);
}
•

uncompressedO;
retum (-l);

}
whichtransunc- Differentiates between
uncertainty axes
o f X or Y and X and Y */
whichtransunc(nounc,object,ccunc,point,last)
struct oside *nounc, *object;
double *ccunc, *point, *last;

/*

intijCopied;

double uncx,uncy ,uncz;
struct oside *tempobj;
double temppoint[6],tunc;
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
temppoint[i]=point[i];
uncx=U ncert[0 J+ ccu n c [0];

uncy=uncert[ l]+ ccu n c[l];
uncz=uncert[2] +ccunc [2];
tunc=ccunc[0]; ccunc[0]=0;
copied=expandobj(nounc,&tempobj,O.Osuncy,uncz);
/* I f eliminating uncert X gets rid o f collis,
Unc^axis=X * f
if( !collision(point, ccunc, tempobj,
last[0],last[ I ],last[2])) {
if (copied) free(tempobj);
returri(9);
if (copied) free(tempobj);
copied=expandobj(nounc,&tempobj,uncx,0.0,uncz);
ccunc[0]=tunc; tunc=ccunc[l]; ccu nc[l]= 0;
/* If eliminating uncertainty in Y gets rid
o f collision, unc_axis=Y */
if (!collision(point,ccunc,tempobj,
last[0],last[l]slast[2])) {
r etu m (ll);
ccunc[l]=tunc;
/* Else unc_axis=X, Y */
if (copied) free(tempobj);
^retuiin(l);

■v?
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/* calctodlframe- Calculates tool frame based on
lining the Z axis up with the axis o f
CalctoolfTarne(X1Y1Z)
double x,y,z;
/* See Eq. 2.20 for RPY transform in Paul */
frame[0' O]=cos(z)*cos(y);
frame[l 0] =sin(z)*ebs(y);
frame[2 [0]= -l*sin(y);
frame[0 I ]=cos(z)*sin(y)*sin(x)-sin(z)*cos(x);
framefl] 1 ] =sin(z)*sin(y)*sin(x)+cos(z)*cos(x);
frame[2 l]= co s(y )* sin (x );
frame[0
_._.„,_i2]^ cos(z)*sin (y)*cos(x)+ sin (z)*siri(x);
frame I 2 =sin(z)*sin(y)’fccos(x)-cos(z)*sin(x);

/* dumppath- Dump but altered path */
dumppalh(fp,path,num)
double **path;
intnum;
{
^
in tij;
for (i=0; i<nuhi; i++) {
/* Print but end point o f segment */
for (j=0; j<ndim; j++)
fprintf(fp,"%f M,path[j][i]);
/* unc_red_axis= N U LL */
fprintf(fp,"0 ");
/* Print out constraints */
for (j=0; j<6; j++)
fprm.tf(qit"%d ",contacts[j] [i]);
fprintf(fp,M
0);

if (plus && minus) {
contacts[ I ][num ]=I; contacts[3][num ]=I;
else if (plus) {
contacts! I ][num]=2; contacts! 4 ][num ]=();
contacts! 11[num]=3; contacts [4] [num]=0;
contacts! I ] [num] =0; contacts [3] [nuni]=0;

}
ihove_object(object^^

MniacisiziJiuiiiil=I;

else if (plus)
coiitacts[2][num]=2;
else if (minus) . ■
contacts[2] [hum] =3;
else
contacts[2] [rium]=0;

if (contacts[4][hum] && contacts[3][num])
^contacis[5][num ]=l ;
/* move_object- Perturb position o f object by
dx, dy, dz */
move_object(object,dx,dy,dz)
struct oside *object;
double dx.dy.dz;
int j.k;

/* get_contact_directions(Jalculate value o f constraints attribute */
get_contact_directions(point,num)
double *point;
int num;

{

objectU] .sam ples[k]fl]+=dy;
objectUl .saniplesf k] [2] +=dz;

I1

■

int i,plus,minus;
double dd;
I*

dd=CONTACT_DIST;
m ove_object(object,dd,0.0,0.0);
plus=contact(poiht,object);
m ove_object(object,-2.d*dd,0.0,0.0);
minus=contact(point,object);
move_object(object1dd10.0,Q.0);
if (plus && minus) {
contacts[0][num]=I; contacts[4][num]=I;
else if (plus) {
contacts[Q][num]=2; contacts[4][num]=0;

}

else if (minus) {
contacts[0][num]=3; contacls[4][num]=0;
else {
contacts[0] [num]=0; contacts[4] [num]=0;

This file contains code for calculating

for rotational degrees o f freedom. */
#include <stdio.h>
in c lu d e <math.h>
#include "/home/rvl4/q/research/pathplan
/cbmmoh.h’'
extent oside object[]; /* object being
considered
(trahs uncerts included) */
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

mt objside;
int ndim;
int ROTSAMPOB J;
double fsqrQ;
int ♦obstcolsurfbcs;
int rigid;

extern side *bouiid;7* allsid es o f all obstacle^
m ove_objecl(object,0.0,dd,0.0);
plus=contact(point, object);
m bve_object(object,0.01-2.0*dd10.0);
mmus=contact(poihtfbbject);
move_object(object,0:0,dd,0.0);

extern struct vertex *vertibe;7* vertices o f
ob stacles*/
extern line *edge; /* e d g e so f obstacles */
extern double netm6tion[3];

extern double *uncert, *muncert;
/* calcrottype- D ecides what axes o f rot are
causing collision */
int calcrottype(point,ccunc,object,uncobjectjast
,motion, fract)
double point[], ccuncQ, 5fcIast, *mo£ion,fract;
oside *object, *uneobject;
o sid e * tem pobj;
int rottype, rotsam p, I;
d ou b le alpha, 5fcUincert, sfcImuncert;

/♦ First, figure out what problem is, is it
because rotation about motion vector,
rotations
other than rotation about m otion vector, or
both */
tempobj=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
tuncert=(double *)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double));
tmuncert=(double *)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double));
for (i=3; i<ndim; i++) {
tuncert[i]=uncert[i];
tmuncert[i]=muncert[i];
al pha=ccunc [5 ] * fract;
justtotz(netmotion,object,tempobj, alpha);
rotsamp=ROTSAM POBJ; ROTSAM POBJ=I;
if (collision(point,ccunc,tempobj,
last[0] ,last[ 1] ,last[2])) {
free(tempobj);
tempobj=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
notrotz(uncobject,netmotion,tempobj,alpha);
if (collision(point,ccunc,tempobj,
last [0] ,last [I J,last[2])) {
if (rigid = = 0) retum(3); /* rotx, roty,
TOtZ5fc/
ROTSAMPOBJ=rotsamp;
j iis tjo ints (tuncert, tmuncer t);
if (eollision(point,ccunc,object,
las t[0] Jast[ I ] ,last[2j)) {
riotjbints(tuncert,tmuncert);
if (collision(point,ccunc,object,
lastfO] ,lastfl],last[2]))
rottype=6; /* rotx, roty, rotz,
joints */
else ./■;
. :;"i ■rottype=4; / 5fcTOtzvJoints5fc/

}

else
rottype=3;
else
rottype=!;

};

/* rotx, roty, rotz */
/ 5fcTOtzsfc/

,

else {
ROTSAMPOB J=TOtsamp;
justjoints(tuncert,tmuhcert);
if (collision(point,ccunc, object,
last[OJ, last [IT, last[2]
if (rigid == 0) return(2); /* rotx, roty */
notjoints(tuncert,tmuncert);
if (collision(point,ccunc, object,
last[0],last[l],last[2]))
rottype=5; /* rotx, roty, joints */
else
rottype=?;
/* joints */

}'

e ls e .
rottype=2;

/* rotx, roty */

for (i=3; i<ndim; i++) {
uncert[i]=tuncert[i];
muncert[i]=tmuncert[i];
} ■
free(tuncert); free(tmuncert);

S

S

L

. , . ,

return(rpttype);
/* N ow , decide what to do */

/* notrotz- Esentially subtracts out uncertainty
about
object frame Z axis o u t o f u n c e r t a i n t y m o d e l .
input is current uncertainty model,

o u tp u t is a

model o f uncertainties not including
uncertainties about
axi$ o f motion. */
notrdtz(inobj ,m,outobj, alpha.)
osi4b inobj[ J,outobj [];
double m[], alpha;
double u[3][3];
u[6][0]=fsqr(m[0])-i-cos(alpha)5fc(l-fsqr(m [0]));
ti[0}[ I ] =m[0] 5fcm[ I ]* ( I -cos(alpha))-mt2]
u[0 j[2]=m [2] *m[0]* ( I -cos (alpha))+m il]
*sih(alpha);
u[ I ] [0] =m[0] *m[ I ] * ( I -cos (alpha)) -ttn[2]
♦sin(alpha);
u[ I ] [ I ]=fsqr(m[ I ] )+cos(alpha)* ( I -fsqr(m[ I ]));
u[ 1] [2]=m [ 1] 5fcm [2]*( I -cos(alpha))-m[0]
*sin(alpha);
u[2] [0] =m[2] 5fcm[0] * ( I -cos(alpha))-m[ 1]
*sin(alpha);
u[2] [ I ]=m[ I ] sfcm[2] * ( I -cos(alpha))+m[0]
*sin(alpha);
u[2][2]=fsqr(m[2] )+cos(alpha)*( I -fsqr(m[2]));
gen_new_obj(inobj,outobj,u);
/* justrotz- Develops a model o f uncertainty that
only considers the uncertainty about the obj
frame Z axis. The input is the rotationaluncertaintyless model o f the object, the output
is a model o f uncertainties about the axis
o f motion. */
justrotz(m,inobj,outobj,alpha)
oside inobj[],outobj[];
double m[], alpha;

{

int i,j,k, total;
double u[3][3];
a lp h a * = - ! ;

*sin(alpha);
u[0] [2]=m[2] *m [0]*( I -cos(alpha))+m [l]
*sin(alpha);
u[ I ] [0]=m[0] *m[ I ]*( l-cos(alpha))+m [2]
*sin(alpha);
u[ I ] [ I ]=fsqr(m [l ] )+cos(alpha)*( I -fsqr(m [l ]));
u [I ]L2]=m[I] *m [2]*( I -cos(alpha))-m[0]
*sin(alpha);
u[2][0]=m [2]*m [0]*(l-cos(alpha))-m [ 1]
*sin(alpha);
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u[2][l]=m [l]*m [2]*(l-cos(alph a))+m [0]
*sin(alpha);
u[2] [2] =fsqr(m[2] )+cos(alpha)*( I -fsqr(m[2]));
•

■- r •

gcn_new_obj (inobj,outobj ,u);
/* Gnerate new object rotated by matrix u */
gen_new_obj(inobj,outobj,u)
oside inobj [] ,outobj [];
double u[3] [3];
int i,j,k,total;
for (i=0; ico b jsid e; i+ + ) {
outobj [i] .num sam p=inobj[i] .numsamp;
o u tob j[i].sam p les= (d ou b le * * )
ca llo c(in o b j[i].n u m sam p ,sizeof(d ou b le *));
for (k=0; k<inobj[i].num sam p; k + + ) {
outobj [ ij;sam p les[k ]= (d ou b le *)
c a llo c(3 ,sizeo f(a o u b le));
outobj [i] .sam ples[k] [0] = u[0] [0]
* inobj [ij.sam p lesfk ] [0 ]+ L
u [0] [ I ] *inobj [i] ,sam ples[k] [I ]+
u [0] [2] *inobj[i] .sam plesfk] [2];
outobj [i] .sam p lesfk ] [ 1] = u[ I ] [0]
* inobj [i] .sam plesfk] [0 ]+
u [l][l]* in o b j[i].s a m p le s [k ][l]+
u [ 1] [2] *inobj [i] .sam ples[k] [2];
outobjfi] .sam p les[k ] [2]= u [2] [0]
* inobj [i] .s am plesfk] [0 ]+
u [2] [ I ] *inobj [i] ,sam plesfk] [I ]+
u [2 ][2 ]*in ob j[i].sam p les[k ][2];

field with all or some o f the uncertainties
included */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include M
/home/rvl4/q/research/patlipl^n
/com m on.h”
#define FMPDELTA 0.000001
extern int ROTS AMPOB J, ROTS AM POB ST;
extern int ndim;
extern int expandobj();
extern obstacle *obst; /* number o f obstacles *
extern side Abound; /* all sides o f all
obstacles */
extern mcside *mmcbound;
extern struct vertex *vertice, *somcthing;
/* verts o f obsts */
extern line *cdge; /* edges o f obstacles */
extern oside ^object;
extern oside *temp6bj, *uncpbject;
extern int nobs, iibounds,hedge, nvert, npoints,
objside;
double fsqr();
int inside_obst();
int calcnornpotQ;
int contactO;
double md();
extern double **path;
extern double *uncert;
extern double *muncert;
double distnomO, distuncQ, dist();

)

I1

/* justjoints- This routine resets uncert and
munccrt
for just joint uncertainty */
jusljoints(tuncerl,tmunccrt)
double *tuncert, *tmuhcert;

{

inti;

uncert[3]=uncert[4]=uncert[5]=0;
muncert[3]=muricert[4]=muncert[5]=0;
for (i=6; i<ndim; i++) {
uncertfi]=Umcert [i];
muncertfi]=Ununcertfi];
}

/* notjoints- Uses original uncert, muncert,
only ignores joint uncertainty */
notjoints(tuncert,tmuncert)
double *tuncert, *tmuncert;
{

PQtential=I ==> inside fixtured part,
potential=© ==> outside. */
int inside_obst(x,y,z)
double x,y,z;
int i,j,hole,chole,result;
double sum;
double uyx,uryturz;
m cside *model;
result=©;
model=(struct mcside *)
calloc(nbounds,sizeof(struct mcside));
for(i= 0; K n o b s;!+ + ) {
if ((obst[i],shape >= Q) &&
(o b s t|i).c o n sid e r = I)) {
for (j=0;j<ROTSAM POBST; j++ ) {
:

urx=((double)(j-(ROTSAM POBST/2))/
(ROTSAM POBST/2))*
obst[i].uncert[3];

int i;
for (i=3; i<6; i++) {
uncertfi]=tuncert[i];
muncertfi]=Ununcertfi];

obstfi] .uncertfi];
obst[i].uncertf5];

for (i=6; i<ndim; if + ) {
uncert[i]=muncertfi]=0;

/* This file contains general routines used by
uncertanal. M ostly for representing potential

else {
urx=ury=urz=0.0;
calcrotmodcl(mmcboiind,model,i.urx,tiry
,urz);
/* Worry first only about solid obstacles
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sum=distunc(x,y, z, ism odel);
if (sum < 0.0001) {
result=!;
for (hole=0;hole<obst[i] .nholes;hole++)
chole=obst[i] .holes[hole];
sum=distUnc(xsy ,z schole,model);
/* Inside hole, no reason to worry */
if (sum < 0.0001)
result=0;
if (result = I) {
j=ROTSAM POBST; i=nobs;

/* calcrotmodel- For a given amount o f
orientational
. imcert, calculate a m odel o f o b s ti rotated by
this much uncert */
calcrotmodel(mobst,mGdelsi9urx9iirysiirz)
m cside *inobst, *model;
int i;
double urx,ury,urz;
int sptrs j;
double trans[4][4]s c x s cy, cz;
if (fabs(urx)+fabs(uiy)+fabs(urz) < 0.0001) {
copym odcl(inobstsismodeS);
return;
}

free(model);
retum(result);

}
inside(dist)
double dist[];
{

int i,AagpsAagn;
Aagp=Aagn=O;
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++) {
if ((obstfi] .shape == I) && (dist[i] <= 0))
Aagp=I;
if ((obst[i].shape == -I) && (dist[i] <= 0))
Aagn=I;

}

if ((Aagp = = I) && (Aagn == 0))
retum (l);
else
retum(O);

}

trans[0] [Ol=Cos(Urz)5s5Cos(Ury);
trans [0] [ I ]=cos(urz)*sin(ury )*sin(urx)-sin(urz)
*cos(urx);
trans[0][2]=cos(urz)*sin(ury)*cos(uxx)+sin(urz)
l^sin(urx);
trans[l ] [0]=sin(urz)^cos(ury);
trans[ I ] [ I ]=sin(urz)*sin(ury )*sin(urx)+cos(urz)
♦cos(urx);
trans [ I ] [2]=sin(urz)*sin(ury )*cos(urx)-cos(urz)
*sin(urx);
trans[2][0]= -sin(ury);
trans[2][ I ]=cos(ury)*sin(urx);
trans[2] [2]=cos(ury)*cos(urx);
cx=obst[i] .com [0]; cy=obst[i] .com[ I ];
cz=obst[i].com [2];
trans[0][3]=cx-(cx*trans[0][0]+cy*trans[0][!]+
cz*trans[0][2]);
trans[ I ] [3]=cy-(cx* trans [ I ] [0]+cy *trans[ I ] [ I ]+
cz*trans[lj[2]);
trans[2] [3]=cz-(cx* trans[2] [0]+cy *trans[2] [ I ]+
cz*trans[2][2]);

/* a)pym odel- Copy uncert model o f obst i
from inobst to model */
copym odel(inobst,ismodel)
m cside *inobsts *model;
int i;

/* Get Uie new rotated 4 vector */
for (j=0; j < obst|i].nsides; j++ ) {
sptr=obst[i] .side[j];
model[sptr].a=trans[0] [0] *inobst[sptr].a+
trans[0][ l]*inobst[sptr] .b+
trans[0][2]*inobst[sptr] .c+
trans[0][3]*inobst[sptr].d;
model[sptr].b=trans[l][0]*inobst[sptr] .a+
trans
l]*inobst[sptr .b+
trans
[2]*inobst[sptr .c+
trans
rans[lj[3]*inobst[sptr .d;
moidelfsptr] .c=trans[2][0] *inobst[sptr]. a+
trans 2] [ I ] * inobst[sptr] .b+
trans 2][2]*inobst[sptr] .c+
trans 2 [3]*inobst[sptr].d;
if (bound sptr].compressed == I)
model [sptr].d=inobst[sptr] .d
+bound [i] .compress;
else

{

int j ssptrsk,hptr;
for (j=0; j < obst[i].nsides; j+ + ) {
sptr=obst[i].side[j];
model[sptr].a=inobst[sptr] .a;
model [sptr].b=inobst[sptr].b;
modelfsptr] .c=inobst[sptr] .c;
if (bound [sptr].com pressed== I)
model[sptr].d=inobst[sptr].d+
bound[sptr] .compress;
else
model[sptr] .d=inobst[sptr] .d;
for (j=0; j<obst[i].nholes; j++ ) {
hpir=obsl| i] .holesfj];
for (k=0; k<obst|hptr].nsides; k++) (
sptr=obst[hptr] .side[k];
model[sptr]. a=inobst[sptr]. a;
modelfsptr] .b=inobst[sptr] .b;
model[sptr].c=inobst[sptr].c;
if (bound[sptr] .compressed == I )
model[sptr] .d=inobst[sptr].d+
bound[sptr] .compress;
else

modelfsptr] .d=inobst[sptr] .d;

)}
}

modelfsptr] .d=inobst[sptr] .d;

collision- I f uncobj causes a collision when
located
at point p, which m otion originating from start
and last point being (IxsIysIz) */
int collision(psccuncsuncobject, IxsIysIz)
double *p,ccunc[] ,IxsIysIz;
oside *uncobject;
/*

double tsoxsoysoz,nxsnysnz;
double lx,tystzsmag;
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int i,j,k,ptrtdof,copiedt,copiedo,fract,value;
oside *tempobj, *object;
mcside *model;

^fetum(sum);
tempobj=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(stnict oside));
object=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
copiedt=expandobj(uncobject1&tempobj1
ccunb[0] ,ccunci l],ecu nc[2]);
fract=(int)(ROTS AM POBJ-1)/2;
for (i=0; i<ROTSAM POBJ; i++) {
value=0;
if (fraet != 0) {
copiedo=rbtobj(tempobj,&object,ccunc[3]
,ccune[4],
ccunc [5 ], &(uncer t[ 6]), (double)((i-fract)
/fraet));

Initialize mmc object representation */
psidb *ihituricbbjeet()

I*

oside 5lcUhcbbject;

mty,k.ptr.nv^total^asl^smnp;

double ex l tey I ,ezl 1cx21ey21cz2,mag1* 5^erl,*
fsamp;
FILE *fp;
!= NULL) {
fscanf(fp, %d \&trash);
fscanf(fp,"%dO,&objside);
uncobject=(struct oside *)

else {
object=tempobj;
copiedo=0;
eompressed(p[0],p[ I J,p[2],p[3],p[4],p[5]
,&(p[6]),
lx,ly,lz,object);
for (j=0; j<objside; j++ ) {
dof=movable(j);
for (k=0; k<object[j] .numsamp; k++) {
ox=object[j] .samples [k] [0];
oy=object[j] .samples [k][ I ];
oz^=o^ect[j^s amples[k][2];
tx=ox; ty=oy; tZFpz;
tformCox.oy.oz.&ox.&oy.&oz.dof.&Cptb]));

samp=(double **)caUw(m am p,sizeof(doublc
*})•

kc!mtapd'%u%tf

ib
Jifi
}
m $ m k r.
MJ ®

%ir

l],& ?
sam
1 p lk ]|2],& cxl,& cyl);

8

&uncobject[i].r[kl[2]);

tpoint(p[0]tp [l ],p[2],p[3],p[4]fp[5]t
ox.oy.oz.&nx.&ny.&nz);
value=inside_obst(nx,ny,nz);
if (value = = I) {
if (copiedo) free(object);
if (copiedt) free(tempobj);
uncompressedO;
— retum (l);

if (copiedo = = I)
free(object);
if (copiedt = I)
free(tempobj);
uncompressed();
remrn(O);

}

for (k=0; k< uncobject[i].numlb 0 ps; k++) {
fscanf(fpfM
%dO
i&unbobject[i] ,iivett[k]);
total+=uhc6bject[i] .riVert[k];
vert=(double **)calloc(tbtal+nsamp
,sizeo^double*));

f S ^ ? % i f e%if%ir,,&vcrtik]ro],
&veft[k] [li.& ver t[lc][2]j;

}

/* distune- This fimct is used to calculate the
distance between the point (X 1V 1Z)
and the uncert model specified by bound */
double distunc(x,y,z,i,bound)
double x,y,z;
/* Position o f point */
int i;
/* Consider the ith obstacle */
m cside boundf]; /* uncertainty model bound to
use */

uncpbject[i].samples=(double **)
calloc(total+nsamp1sizeof(double *));
for (k=0; k<nsamp; k++) {
uncbbject[i] .samples[k] =(double *)
calloc(3,staeof(doubk));
uncobject i .sam p cs k O =Sam p k 0 ;
uncobject i sam p les k [I =Samp k I
uncobjectfi] .sam ples [k] [2]= sam p [k][2j
for (k=0; k<total; k++) {

{

double siim;
int j,sptr;
sum=0;
for (j=0; j < obst[i] .hsides; j++ ) {
sptr=obst[i] .sidefj];
sum+=bound [ sptr]. a* x+bound[sptr] .b*y+
bound[spitr].c*z+bound[sptr] .d;

frce(vert[k]);
free(vert);
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uncobject[i].numsamp=nsamp+total;
ex I=uncobject[i] .samples[nsamp+1 ] [0]uncobject[i] .samples[nsamp] [0];
ey I=Uncobj ect[i] „sampiesins amp-i-1 ] [1]-uncobject[i] .samples[nsamp] [ I ];
ezl=uncobject[i] .sam ples[nsam p+l] [2]uncobject[i] .samples [ns amp] [2];
ex2=uncobject[i] .samples [nsamp+2] [0]uncobjectf i] .samples [nsamp+1 ] [0];
ey2=uncobject[i] .samples[nsamp+2] [ I ]uncobject[i].sam ples[nsam p+l][l];
ez2=uncobject[i] .samples[nsamp+2] [2]uncobject[i].s amples [ns amp+1] [2];
object[i] .nx=ey I * e z 2 -e y 2 * e z l;
object[i] .n y = e z l* e x 2 -e z 2 * e x l;
object [i] .nz=ex I * e y 2 - e x 2 * e y I ;
mag=sqrt(fsqr(object[i] .nx)
+fsqr(object[i].ny)-sfsqr(object[i] .nz));
uncobject[i] .nx=object[i] .nx/=mag;
uncobjectfi] .ny=object[i] .ny/=mag;
uncobjectfi] .nz=object[i] .nz/=mag;
nsamp=object[i] .numsamp;
for (k=0; k<nsamp; k++) {
object[i] .samples [k] [O'
samp[k‘
sampfk'
=objectfi] .samplesfkjf I'
samp[k] [2j=object[ij
=object[ i] .samplesfk]
.samples
[2‘
free(object[i] .samples[k]);
free(object[i] .sam ples);
object[i] .samples=(double **)
calloc(total+nsam p,sizeof(double *));
for (k=0; kens amp; k++) {
objectfi].sam ples[k]=(double *)
caUoc(3,sizeof(double));
objectfi] .samplesfk] [G]=samp[k][0];
objectfi] .samplesfk] f I ]=sampf k]f I];
objectfi] .samplesfk] f2]=sampfk] 2];
free(samp[k]);
free(samp);

for (k=0; ketotal; k-H-) {
objectfi] .samples[k+nsamp]=(double *)
calloc(3,sizeof(double));
object[i] .samples [k+ns amp] [0]=object[i] .x[k];
objectfi].samplesfk+nsamp] l]=objectfi].yfk];
objectfi] .samples fk+ns amp] f2]=objectf i] .z[k];
free(object[i].x); free(object[i].y);
free(object[i].z);
object[i].numsamp+=total;
objectfi] .numloops=(j;
fclose(fp);

} ’ '■■

■■

else {
uncobject=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
for (i=0; i<objside; i++) {
uncobject[i] .numloops=object[i] .numloops;
uncobjectfi] .nvert=(mt *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(int));

to tal+=uncobject[i] .nvert[k];
uncobject[i].x=(double *)
calloc(to tal, sizeof(double));
uncobjectfi] .y=(double *)
calloc(to tal, sizeof(double));
uncobject[i],z=(double *)
calloc(to tal, sizeof(double) j ;

for (k=0; k< object[i] .numloops; k+-f) {
for G=Pfcr; j<ptr+object[i] .nvert[k]; j+
+) (
uncobjectfi] . x [ j ] = o b j e e t [ i ] . x [ j ] ;
uncobjectfi] .y GI=Objectfi] . y [j];
. uncobjectfi] .zy]=object[i] .z[j];

JPfcr=T9
ex I =uncobject[i] .x[ I ]-uncobject[i] .x [0];
e y I =uncobject[i] ,y f I ] - u n c o b j e c t f i ] .y f 0 ] :
e z l =Uncobject i].z[ I ]-uncobject[i] .z[0];
ex2=uncobject[i] . x [ 2 ] - u n c o b j e c t [ i ] . x [ 1 ] ;
ey2=uncobjectfi] .y f2]-uncobjectfi] .y f 1];
ez2=uncobject [i].z[ 2] -uncobj ec t[ i] . z [ l ] ;
objeet[i].nx=ey I * e z 2 - e y 2 33ea z l ;
objectfi] .ny=ezl *ex2-ez2*ex I ;
objectfi] .nz=exl *ey2-ex2*ey I ;

m a g = s q r t ( f s q r ( o b j e c t [ i] .m i)
+fsqr(object[i].ny)+
fsqr(object[i] . n z ) ) ;

u n c o b j e c t f i ] . n x = o b j e c t [ i ] .nx/= m a g ;
uncobjectfi] „ n y = o b j e c t f i ] . n y / = m a g ;
uncobjectfi] .nz=object[i] .nz/=mag;

}

retum(uncobject);
/* readunc- Read file "uncertainties" in format:
f - f f .f f . f f .f f . f f - f
Positional uncertainties o f first obstacle
f .f f . f f .f
Center o f mass o f first obstacle
f .f f .f f .f f .f f .f f .f
Positional uncertainties o f second obstacle
f .f f . f f .f
Center o f mass o f second obstacle
f .f f . f f .f
Center o f mass o f obs-th obstacle
f .f f .f f .f f .f f .f f .f
Positional uncertainties o f object
f .f f .f f .f f .f f .f f .f
Control uncertainties o f object */
readunc()
^FILE *fp;
int i,j;
if ((fp=fopen("uncertainties","r")) == NU LL)
perror("uncert");
for (i=0; i<nobs; i++) {
for G=0; j<6; j++)
fscanf(fp,"%lf",&obst[i].uncert[j]);
for G=O;J<3; j++)
fscanf(fp,"%lf",&obst[i].com[j]);
for G=O; j<ndim; j++)
fscanf(fp,"% lf’,&uncert[j]);
for <J=0; j<6;
fscanf(fp,"%lf',&muncert[j]);
fscanf(fp,"%d %d",&ROTSAMPOBJ,&ROTSAMPOBST);
/* rotobj- Calculates uncertainty object per the
given
rotational uncertainty */
rotobj(inobj,outobj,uncrotx,uncroty,uncrotz,ujoint
fraction)
oside *inobj, **outobj;
double uncrotx,uncroty,uncrotz,*ujoint, fraction;
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{

double trans[3] [3] ,tempx,tempy ,tempz,tot;
int i,j,k,dof,total;
tot=fsqr(uncrotx)+fsqr(uncroty)+fsqr(uncrotz);
for (i=6; icndim; i++)
tot+=fsqr(ujoint[i-6]);
if ((tot < 0 .0 0 0 0 1 ) II (fraction == 0)) {
(*outobj)=inobj;
retum(O);
uncrotx*=fraction; Uncroty5le=Fraction; uncrotz*
=Fraction;
for (i=0; i<ndim-6; i++)
ujoint[i]*=fraction;
/* Calculate RPY xform, from pg. 47 o f Paul’s
b o o k .* /
trans [0] [O]=cbs(imerotz)*cos(uncroty);
trans [0] [ I ]=cos(uncrotz)*sin(uncroty)
*sin(urtcrotx)sin(uncrbtz)*cos(uncrotx);
trans [0] [2]=cos(uricrotz)*sin(uncroty)
*cos(uncrotx)’+
sin(uncrotz)*sin(uncrotx);
trans [ I ] [O]=sin(uncrotz)*cos(uncroty);
trans [ I ] [ I ]=sin(uncrotz)*sin(uncroty)
*sin(uncrotx)+
cos(uncrotz)*cos(uncrotx);
trans [ I ] [2]=sin(unerotz)*sm(uncroty)
*cos(uncrotx)cos(uncrotz)*sin(uncrotx);
trans [2] [0]= -sin(uncrotv);
trans [2] [ I ]=cos(uncroty)*sin(uncrotx);
trans [2] [2]=cos(uncroty)*cos(uncrotx);

/* expandobj- Produce new obj grown by amount o f
specified uncert. Note- This routine assumes
center o f object is (0,0,0) */
int expandobj(inobj,outobj,uncx,uncy,uncz)
oside *inobj, **outobj;
double uncx,uncy,uncz;
int i,k,total;
double mag,vector[3];
if (fsqr(uncx)+fsqr(uncy)+fsqr(uncz) < 0.0001) {
(*outbbj)=inqbj;
retum(O);
}

(*outobj)=(struct oside *)
calloc(qbjside,sizeof(struct oside));
for (i=0; i<objside; i++) {
(*outobj)[i] .numsamp=inpbj [i] .numsamp;
(*outobj)[i].samples=(double **)
calloc(inobj[i].numsamp,sizepf(double

*));
for (k=Q; k<inobj[i] .numsamp; k++) {
(*outobj)[i].samples[k]=(doubie *)
calloc(3,sizeof(double));
(*outobj) [i] .samples[k] [0]=
inobj[i].samples[k][0]+urtcx*inobj[i].nx;
(*outobj)[i] .samples[k] [I]=
inobj [i] .samples[k] [ I ] +uncy *inobj [i] .ny;
(*outobj)U] .samples[k] [2]=
inobj[i].samples[k]12]+uncz*inobjliJ;nz;

^
/* N ow replace each vertice v with v ’=RPYv */
(*outobj)=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
for (i=0; i<objside; i++) {
dof=movable(i);
(*outobj)[i] .numsamp=inobj[i] .numsamp;
(*outobj)[i].samples=(double **)
calloc(inobj [i] .numsamp,sizeof(double
*));
for (k=0; k<inobj[i].numsamp; k++) {
(*outobj)[i].samples[k]=(double *)
calloc(3 ,sizeof(double));
tempx=inobj[i] .samples [k] [0];
tempy=inobj[i] .samplesfk] [I];
tempz=inobj [i] .samples [k] [2];
(*outobj)[i].sam ples[k][0]=
trans [0] [0] * tempx+trans [0] [ I ] * tempy+
trans [0] [2] * tempz;
(*outobj)[i].sam ples[k][l]=
trans [ I ] [0] * tempx+trans [ I ] [ I ] * tempy+
trans [ I ] [2] * tempz;
(*outobj)[i].sam ples[k][2]=
trans [2] [0] * tempx+trans [2] [ I ] * tempy+
trans [2] [2] * tempz;
if (dof ! = - ! ) {
tform((*outobj)[i] .samples [k] [0],
(*outobj)[i].sam ples[k][l],
(*outobj) [i] .samples[k] [2],
&tempx,&tempy,&tempz,doffujoint);
(*outobj)[i] .samples[k] [0]=tempx;
(*outobj)[i] .samples[k] [l]= tem p y;
(*outobj)[i] .samplesfk] [2]=tempz;
J1

}

retum (l);

calloc(inobj[i] .numloqps,sizeof(int));

retum (l);
Flags sides o f obstacles that w ill be
compressed if point
(x,y,z,fotx,roty,rotz) is obtained from (lx,Iy
,Iz)* /
compressed(x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,th,lx,ly,lz
,object)
double x,y,z,lx,ly,lz,rotx,roty,rotz,*th;
struct oside *object;

I*

int sptr,j ,k,I,dof;
double nx,ny,nz,lx I; Iy I ,Izl ,px,oy ,oz, t;
for (sptr=0; sptr<nbounds; sptr++) {
if (bound[sptr].compflag == I) {
for (j=Q; j<objside; j++) {
dof=movable(j);
bound[sptr] .compressed=0;
for (k=0; k<object[j].numsamp; k++) {
if (d o f ! = - I )
tform(object[j].samples[k] [0],
object[j] .samples[kj [I ],
object[j] .samples [k] [2],
&ox,&oy,&oz,dof,th);
else {
ox=object[j] .samples[k] [0];
oy=object[j] .samplesfk] [I];
oz=object[j] .samples[k] [2];
tpoint(x,y,z,rotx,roty,rotz,ox,oy,oz,
&nx,&ny,&nz);
tpoint(lx,ly,lz,rotx,roty,rotz,ox,oy,qz,
& lx l,& ly l,& lz l);
if (moved(sptr,nx,ny,nz.lx I,Iy I ,IzI ) ==
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bound[sptr] .Compressed=I;
k=object[j] ,numsamp;

double m [4],u[3][3];
{

double kx,ky,kz, CtlSt1Vt;
kx=m[0]; k y = m [l]; kz=m[2]; ct=cos(m [3]); st
=sin(mj3]);

}
}
}

Vt=I-Ct; u [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = f s q r ( k x ) * v t - f c t ;

u[ I ] [0] =kx*ky*v t+kz* st; u[2][0]= k x * k z * v t - k y * s t ;
u[0][l]=kx*ky*vt-kz*st; u[l][l]=fsqr(ky)*vt+ct;
u[2][ I]=ky*kz*vt+kx*st; u [ 0 ] [2]=kz*kx*yt+ky*st;
u[ I ] [ 2] =kz* ky * v t-kx* s t; u[2][2]=fsqr(kz)*vt+ct; ■

}

/* Uncompresses object */
uncompressedO

{ in ti;
/* transform_object- Xforms obj into tobject via
xform trans. */

f o r ( i = 0 ; i < n b o u n d s ; I++)
b o u n d [i] .C o m p r e s s e d = O ;

f r a n s f o r m „ o b j e c t ( o b j e c t , t o b j e c t 9t r a n s )
struct oside *object,*tobject;
double trans[3][3];

/* agreeable_axis- Finds axis about which obj may
be
tilted wo causing a collision. */
double * agreeable_axis(object,pomtsccuncs!ast)
double *point,*ccunc,*last;
structoside^object;
^double u[3] [3],m [4];
struct oside * tempobj;

{'

■ ■■■...
'

■'

for (i=0; icobjside; i++) {
tpbjectfi] .numsamp=object[i] .numsamp;
tobject[i].samples=(double **)
J calloc(object[i].numsamp,sizeof(double

*));

for (k=0; k<object[i].numsamp; k++) {
tobject[i].samples[k]=(double *)
calloc(3,sizeof(double));
tempx=object[i] .samples [k] [0];
tempy=object[i] .samples[k] [ I ];
tempz=object[i] .samples[k] [2];
tobjec t[ i].samples [k] [0]=trans [0] [0] * tempx-!trans[0] [I J*tempy+trans[0] [2] *tempz;
tobjeci[i].sam ples[k][l]=trans[l][0]*tem pxi“
transf I ] [ I J*tempy+trans[ 1] [2] *tempz;
tobject[i].samples[k][2]=trans[2][0]*tempx+
trans[2] [ I J*tempy+trans[2] [2] *tempz;

tempobj=(struct oside *)
calloc(objside,sizeof(struct oside));
m [0]= l; m [l]=m [2]=0; m [3]=.1745;
get_transform(m,u);
transform_object(object,tempobj,u);
if (! collision(point,ccunc,tempobj,
last[0],last[l],last[2])) {
free(tempobj);
retum(m);

}

■

int i,k;
double tempx,tempy,tempz;

.

m [3]= -.1745;
get_transform(m,u);
transform_object(object,tempobj,u);
if (!collision(point,ccunc, tempobj,
last[0] ,last[ I ] ,last[2] )> {
free(tempobj);
retum(m);
m [i]= l; m [0]=m [2]=0; m [3]= .l745;
get_transform(m,u);
transform^object(object,tempobj,u);
if (! collision(poirit,ccunc, tempobj,
last[Q ],last[l],last[2])) {
free(tempobj);
return(m);
m [3]= -.1745;
get_transform(m,u);
transform_object(object,tempobj,u);
if (!coliision(point,ccunc,tempobj,
last[0],last[l],last[2])) {
m [l]= l; m [Q ]-m [2]=0; m [3]= -.1745;
free(tempobj);
retum(m);

/* contact- Ifob ject causes a collision
when located at point p, return I */
int contact(p,object)
double *p;
oside *object;
double nx,ny,nz;
double tx, ty ,tz,mag,v alue,t,ox,oy,oz;
int i,j,k,l,dof;
value=0;
for N=O; jcobjside; j++ ) {
dof=movable(j);
for (k=0; k<objcct[j].numsamp; k++) {
ox=object[j].samples[k][0];
oy=object[j] .samples [k] [ I ];
ozj=object[j] .samples [k] [2];
if (dof ! = - ! ) {
tx=ox; ty=oy; tz=oz;
tform (ox,oy,oz,& ox,& oy,& oz,dof,& (p[6]));

m [0]=m [l]=m [2]=m [3]=0.0;
retum(m);

lpoint(p[0] ,p[ I ],p[2],p[3],p[4] ,p[5],
ox,oy,oz,&nx,&ny,&nz);
v alue=calcnompot(nx,ny,nz);
if (v a lu e= = I)
retum (l);

I

/* gct_transform- Calculates an arbitaiy
hom ogeneous xform for
quaternion. Simple routine detailed in IEEE
Trans
R& A June 1 9 9 0 * /
get_transforin(m,u)

}
retum(O);

}
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extern struct vertex *something;
/* Calculate potential o f a single point,
potential is taken to be binary for uncertainty
analysis, potential=! == > in fixtured part,
potential=!) ==> outside fixtured part, */
int calcnompot(x,y,z)
double x,y,z;
int i,j,hole,chole,result,sptr,sum;
result=!);
for (i=0; i< hobs; i++ j {
if ((obst[i] .shape >= 0) &&
(obstfi].consider■— I)) {
sum=0;
for (j=0; j<obst[i].nsides; j++ ) {
sptr=obst[i j.side[j];
if (bound[sptr] .a*x+bound[sptr] .b*y+
bound[sptr].c*z+bound[sptr].d > 0) {
sum =!;
j=obst[i].nsides;

}
if (sum == 0) {
result=!;
for (hole=0; hole < obst[i].nholes; hole+
+){
chole=obst[i] .holes [hole];
for (j=0; j<obst[chole].nsides; j++ ) {
sptr=obst[chole] .SideGl;
if (bound[sptr]. a*x+bound[sptr] .b*y+
bound[sptr] .c*z+ bound[sptr] .d > 0)

extern int **colsurf; /* surfaces that cbllide,
1st dimension- which obj sideV
2nd- which obst side */
extern int nobs, nbounds,nedge, hvert, npoints,
objside;
extern double fsqr();
extern double **paih, *uhcert, *muncert, *
*contunc;
:
extern double frame[3][3];
exterh int slcjltCohfiicts;
mcside *readimcmodel();
m em berid- Member function for 2d array, colsurf
*/
...
.
■ L-:- ■;
member2d(i,comp,j)
int i,comp,j;

I*

int k;
for (k=0; k<j; k++)
if (colsu rf[co m p ][k + l]= i)
retum (l);
retum(O);

}
/* methber- Is i amOrtlbef o f the fhst j elements
o f list? */
member(i,list,j)
int i,*list,j;
int k;

sum =!;
j=obst[chole].nsides;

}
}

if (sum = = 0) {
result=0;
hole=obst[i] .nholes;

if (result =
i=nobs;

I)

for (k=0; k<j; k++)
if(list[k ]= = i)
rcturh(l);
retum(O);

}
/* readsoa- Read soa path */
readsoa(npoihts,path)
int *npoints;
double ***path;

}
I
retum(result);

}

double dx,dy,dz;

This file has utility routines used by Phase 2
Stage I */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <m ath!i>
#include ’’/home/rvM/q/rcscarch/patliplan
/common.h"

if ((fp=fopen("soa.out“,"r")) == N U LL)

/*

extern struct obstacle *obst; / * number o f
obstacles */
extern struct side *bound; /* all sides o f all
obstacles */
extern struct vertex *vertice; /* vertices o f
obstacles * /
extern struct line *edge; /* edges o f obstacles */
extern struct oside realobj[]; /* sides o f real
obj
(described by vertices) */
extern int ^clashes;
extern double distunc();
extern struct oside object[];
extern struct m cside *mmcbound;
extern int expandobjO, rotobj();
extern int ndim;

peITor(,,soa.out,,);
fscahf(fp,M%dO,npoints);
/* Allocate arrays */

*palh=(double ^♦^alloc^dim.sizeofidoublOf
conturic=(dotible slc*)call6c(ridimiSi^eof(ddu^
contacts=(int * * )calloc(ndim, sizeof(irit *));
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++) {
(*path)[i]=(double *)
calloc(npoints+l ,sizeof(double));
(contunc)[i]=(doublb *)
calloc(npoints+l ,sizeof(double));
(contacts)[i]=(int *)
calloc(npoints+l ,sizeof(int));
for (i=G; i<(*npbints); i++ )

f fLmf(Vp^%lfH+(*path)|j]|i]);
fclosc(fp);
contunc[0][0]=0; contunc[l][0]=0; cbntunc[2][0]
= 0;
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I

/* Can’t take pose uncertainty into account
ahead o f time as for translational components
*/
contunc[3] [0] =uncert[3]; contunc[4][0]
=uncert[4];
contunc[5] [0] =uncert[5];
/* Calculate control uncertainty at each poin t*
for (i= l; i<(*npoints); i++) {
calctoolframe((*path)[3] [i] ,(*path)[4] [i],
(*path)[5][i]);
dx=f abs((.*path)[0] [i] -(*path)[0] [i-1 ]);
dy=fabs((*path)f I ] [i] -(*path)[ I ] [i-1 ]);
dz=fabs((*path)[2][i]-(*path)t2][i-l]);
contunc[0] [i]=contunc[0] [ i - 1] +fabs(muncert[Q] *
(frame [0] [ 0] * dx+frame [Q] [ I ] * dy
+fram e[0][2]*dz));
contunc[l] [i]=contunc[l] [i-1 ] +fabs(muncert[ I ] *
(fram e[l][0]*d x+ fram e[l][l]*d y
+fram efl] [2] *dz));
contunc[2] [i]=contunc[2] [i-1 ] +fabs(muncert[2] *
(fram e[2][Q]*dx+frame[2][l]*dy
+frame[2] [2]*dz));
dx=fabs((*path)[3] [i] -(*path)[3] [i-1 ]);
dy=fabs((*path)[4] [i] -(*path)[4] [i-1]);
dz=fabs((*path)[5] [i] -(*path)[5] [i-1 ]);
contunc[3][i]=contunc[3] [i-1 +fabs(muncert[3]*
(frame[0 [0J*dx+framc[0 [l]* d y
+frame 0][2]*dz));
contunc[4] [i =contunc[4] [i-1 ] +fabs(muncert[4] *
(framcf 1] [0] *dx+frame[ I ] [ I ] *dy
+frame [ I ] [2] *dz));
contunc[5] [i]=contunc[5] [i-1 ] +fabs(muncert[5] *
(fram e[2][0]*dx+fram e[2][l]*dy
+frame[2][2]*dz));

/* m odify-soa- Add a point to the soa file if
there is a
large dist between the collision point and the
next
point on the path, else another collision may
-be'
m issed. */
double *modify_soa(npoints,path,point,pathpt)
intnpoints;
double **path;
double *point;
int pathpt;
int U A ag;
FILE *fp;
double distance,*new;
Hag=O; new=NULL;
if ((fp=fopen(Msoa.out,,,Mw M)) == NULL)
perror("soa.outM
);
distance=fsqr(path[0] [pathpt] -point[0])+
fsqr(path[ I J[pathpt]-point[ 1])+
fsqr(path[2] [pathpt]-point[2]);
if ((distance > 0 .1) || (pathpt == npoints))
Aag=I;
fprintf(fp, M%d0,(npo bits-patlipt)+A ag);
if ( A a g = = l ) {
new=(double *)calloc(ndim ,sizeof(double));
if (distance > 0.1) {
for (j=0; j<ndim; j+ + ) {
new[j]=point[j] + ((0 .10/distance)*
(path[j] [pathpt]-point[j]));
^fprintf(fp,,'%f ",new[j]);

else {
for (j=0; j<ndim; j++) {
new[j]=point[j ] +(0„5 *
(path[j][pathpt]-pomt[j]));
^fprintf(fp,"%f ”,new[j]);
Iprintf(Q),e,0);

f o r (i=pathpt; i<npoints;
f o r (j=0; j<ndim; j++ )

i++) {

fprmtf(fp8"%f *%path|j][i]);
^fprintf(fp,"0);
Mose(Q));
retum(new);
}

/* colpot- For 2 p i & p2, if p2 is on inside
surf but

of

i s o n o u t s i d e , A a g t h i s s u r f a c e ind a t a
str u c tu r e .
U s e d to tell w h a t o b j e c t s u r f a c e s a n d o b s t a c l e

pi

surfaces involved in collision */
int colp ot(xl,y I,zl,x2,y2,z2,unbound)
double x l,y l,z l,x 2 ,y 2 ,z 2 ;
struct mcside *unbound;
{
v
int i,j,k,sptr,clashstart,nclash;
double sum I, sum2. sum;
clash es= (in t * )ca llo c( 10,sizeof(in t));
n clash = clash es[0]= 0;
for (i=0; i< nobs; i + + ) {
sum =0;
clashstart=nclash;
for (j=0; j < ob st[i].n sid es; j+ + ) {
sptr= obst[i].side[j];
if (ob st[i].sh ap e > = 0 ) {
sum I =unbound[sptr] »a*xl +unboundfsptr] .b*y I
+
unboundfsptr].c * z l +unbound[sptr].d;
sum 2=unbound[sptr] .a*x2+unbound[sptr] .b *y2
+unbound[sptr] .c*z2+unbound[sptr] .d;
sum +=unbound[sptr] .a*x2+unbound[sptr] .b*y 2
+unbound[sptr] .c*z2+unbound[sptr] .d;
sum + =fabs(unbound[sptr] .a*x2
+ u nb ound[sptr].b*y2+ unbound[sptr].c*z2
+unbound jsptrj.d);
e ls e {
sum 2=unbound[sptr] .a*x I +unboundfsptr] .b*y I
+ u nb ou nd[sptr].c*zl+ unbound[sptr].d;
sum I =unbound [ s ptr] .a*x2+unbound[sptr] .b *y2
+unbound[sptr].c*z2+unbound[sptr].d;
su m +=Unbound [sptr] .a* x I +unbound [sptr] .b*y I
+unbound[sptr] .c * z l +unboundfsptr] .d;
su m + = fab s(u n b ou nd [sp tr].a*xl
+unboundfsptr] .b*y I +unbound[sptr] .c * z l
+unboundfsptr] .d);
if ((s u m ! > 0 ) && (su m 2 < = 0 ))
if ((obst[bound[sptr].obstacle] .h oles = =

0)||
(rea l_ cla sh (x 2 ,y 2 ,z2
,bound[sptr] .obstacle,
u n b o u n d )= = I)) {
nclash+ + ;
if (nclash > 9)
clash es= (in t * )realloc(clash es, (n clash + 1)
*sizeof(in t));
clashes[nclash]= sptr;
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if (sum > 0.00001)
nclash=clashstart;
cl ashes [0] =nclash;
/* real_clash- */
real_clash(x,y,z,theobst,model)
double x,y,z;
,
int theobst;
struct m cside *model;
{
''--'V-:
int i,optr;
double value;

&outmodel [i] .a,&outmodel[i] .b,
&outmodel[i] .c,&outmodel[i].d);
fscanf(fp,"%d % d % d %dM
,&outmodel[i] .obstacle,
&nedge,&trash,&nvert);
total=0;
for (j=0; i<nedge; j++ ) {
fscanfffp, M
%d,,,&nfaces);
total+=nfaccs;
}

for (j=0; ktotal; j++ )
fscanf(fp,M
%d”,&trash);
fscanf(fp,'f%d %ir,&trash,&ftrash);
fclose(fp);
retum(outmodel);

for (i=0; i<obst[theobst].nholes; i++) {
optr=pbst[theobst] .holesfi];
it (distunc(x,y,z,optr,model) < 0.000001)
retum(0);

}.

SUPERVISE

retum (l);

}
/* readuncmodel- M ost everything here is thrown
out
because its redundant info already stored in
obst
data structures, only mcside info is needed. */
mcside *readuncmodcl()
int i,j,sptr;
m cside *outmodel;
FILE *fp;
double uncx, uncy, unCz;
double ftrash;
int nobs,nvert,trash,nedge,nfaces,total;
outmodel=(struct m cside *)
calloc(nbpuhds,sizepf(struct mcside));
if ((fp=fopen(”unCobstacles”,"rM)) == NULL)
perror("uncobstacles");
fscanf(lp,"%d0,&nobs);
for (i=0; i<riobs; i++) {
fscanf(fp,"%dM,&trash);
for (j=0; j<obst[i].nsides; j++ )
fscanf(fp,M%d",&trash);
fscanf(fp,"%d %d",& trash, & trash);
fscanf(fp," 165d0,&nvert);
for (i=0; i<nvert; i++) {
fscanf(fp,"%f % f %fM,&ftrash,&ftrash
,&ftrash);
fscanf(fp,M%dM,&nedge);
for (j=0; j<nedge; j++)
fsc a n f^ /^ c r'.& tr a sh );
fscanf(fp," 165d0,&nedge);
for (i=0; i<nedge; i++) {
fscanf(fo,M% lf% lf %lf % d %d0,&ftrash,
&ftrash,&ftrash,&trash,&trash);
fscanf(fp,"%d",(fenfaces);
for (j=0; j<nfaces; j++ )
fscanf(fp,M%dH,&trash);

fscanf(fp,H%dO,&nbounds);
for (i=0; i<nbounds; i++) {
fscanf(fp,M%lf %lf %lf %lf0,

top .cl- This is the top level code for the
assembly
motion planning supervisor. The supervisor
calls converts the assembly representation
potential field representation and
generates other
extraneous input needed (such as start
point, goal
point, etc.). It then invokes Phase I and
Phase 2 as
needed. It finally generates a file o f
motions, to be
executed by the execution unit later on.
;; supervise- I lu s routine supervises motion
;; planning.
(defim supervise (assem)
(let ((list) (item) (result) (flag t)
(motionfile)
(gp (assembly-grasped-part assem ))
(fp (assembly-fix tured-part assem)))
;; Delete old motion file
(excl:run-shell-command ”rm /home/rvl/q
/m otions”)
;; Open up file where motion plan is dumped
(setq motionfile (open ’/home/rvl/q/mqtions
!direction !output
:if-does-not-exist !create
:iLexists !overwrite))
;; Ifth is (sub)assembly has already been formed
quit.
(cond ((assembly-done assem) t)
;; If not done, first make sure a plan has been
;; generated for the left and right
;; subassemblies
;; are done.
(t (if (and (typep gp ’assembly)
(null (assembly-done gp)))
(supervise gp))
(if (and (typep f p ’assembly)
(null (assembly-done fp)))
(supervise fp »

4 f« S # § § lfe :
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;; Set up starting position for mating oper,
;; hasn‘t already been set, a method
;; associated
;; w assemblies w ill automatically be invoked
;; to calculate a good starting position.
;; D evelop m otion plan
(setq *first* nil)
(setq list (motion-plan assem))
(setq *list* list)
;: '
. 'r .
.
•'
'
;; Set up motion file
(format motibnfile "~s ~%" (length list))
(close m otionfile)
;; Write each motion into file
(dolist (item list result)
(cond (flag
(setq result (execute item))
;; If motion invalid there is a problem
(cond ((null result)
(setq flag nil)
(format t
"Unrecoverable error!"))))))
;; Since grasped part has been moved, it’s
;; pose
;; must be updated so that its placement is
;; known in later steps.
;; D elete intermediate result files created.
(setf (assem bly-done assem) t)
(excl: run-shell-command "rm /home/rvl/q/obj
(excl:run-shell-command
■ *") ■
(exckrun-shell-command
*.out")
(excl:run-shell-command
/strategy")
(exchrun-shell-eommand

"rin /home/rvl/q/mm
"rm /home/rvl/q/
"rm /homc/rvl/q
"rm /home/rv 1/q/obs

(excl:run-shell-command "rm /home/rvl/q/unc

*")))))
;; motion-plan- D evelops a m otion plan
*,; consisting o f a list o f
;;
motion data structures.
(defun motion-plan (assem)
;; Case statement for separating out different
;; cases
■; and invoking the correct method o f motion
;; planning,
;; (Cases to be added as they are implemented)
(cond ((typep (x (assem bly-connection assem))
’threaded)
(thread-motion-plan assem ))
(t (normal-motion-plan assem ))))
,; thread-motion-pian- D evelop s a motion plan
;; for a threading
;;
type connection.
(dcfiin thread-motion-plan (assem)
(let ((list nil))
;; First find m otion plan from start to
;; threading position.
(setq list(norm al-m otion-plan assem))
;; Then append a threading motion onto the
;; end.
:■ ..... :
;; This is generated sym bolically.

(setq list (append list
assem)))))

(fin d -th r e a d -m o tio n

■- update-grasped-assembly- O n c e a g r a s p e d p
;; has been put
;;
into its assembled position, its pose
;;'must
;;
must be updated. Similarly, once a
;; grasped
;;
subassembly has been put into a s s e m b l e d
;; ' position, t h e p o s e s o f it’s c o m p o n e n t
;;
parts must be u p d a t e d .
(defun update-grasped-assembly (xform sub)
;; Make sure pose o f part is initially identity,
(cond ((typep sub ’part) (setf (part-pose sub)

art

8(0 0 0 0 0 0))))
;; Call recursive routine to update the pose,
(update-grasped-assembly-r xform sub))
;; update-grasped-assembly-r- I f sim ply apart
;; update part pose,
;;
else update assembly tree.
( d e f t i n update-grasped-assembly-r (xform s u b ) '
(cond ((typep sub 'part)
(setf (part-pose sub)
(mmmult xform (make-xfbrm (part-pose
sub)))))
(t (update-grasped-assembly xform
• (assembly-grasped-part sub))
(update-grasped-assembly xform
(assembly-fixtured-part
• sub)))))
;; find-thread-motion- Find a threading motion
;; to finish the
;;
matHlS ° f lhe desired part.
;; NOTE: Tnis assumes that threading w ill occur
;; along -Z axis
;;
tliis o f course can be extended, but w e
;; need a robot
;;
capable o f doing compliant motion along
;; arbitrary axes.
(defun find-thread-motion (assem)
(let ((holez) (fea tl) (feat2) (connection) (item)
(gfeats (assem bly-featl assem))
(Seats (assembly-feat2 assem)))
;; Locate threading data struct from ptrs in
;; assembly.
(dolist (item (assem bly-connection assem)
fe a tl)
(cond ((equal (x item) ’thread)
(setq featl (car gfeats))
(setq feat2 (car Seats)))
(t (setq gfeats (cdr gfeats))
(setq ffeats (cdr ffeats)))))
*
(setq holez (z (assembly-pos I assem )))
(cond
((> (feature-sign
(eval (class-name (class-of fea tl)))) 0)
(setq thread-screw
(m ake-instance’m ove
:motion ’(guarded-move
*‘( r , ( + (r (move-initial-position
thread-screw))
15))
” ( f z , ( - ( - *negative-z-contact-force* 3)
(z (move-initial-force thread-screw))))
*‘(fx ,(- *forcex* (x (move-initial-force
thread-screw))))
*forcey* (y (move-initial-force
thread-screw))))
” (Tx 0.3) ” (Tx -0.3) ” (Ty 0.3) ” (Ty
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!position-bound
*(((x (m ove-initial-position thread-screw))
((y (move-initial-position thread-screw))

;; segment characterization.
(setq uncertanalcom (concatenate ’string
"uncertanal"
(itoa ♦dof*')))

0 . 1)
(holez 0.3) (180 5) (0 5)
((+ 1 5
(r (move-initial-position thread-screw)))
rprotectional-terminating-conditions
’((Gr (+ (r (m ove-initial-position
thread-screw))
14)))
:goal-terminaling-cbnditions ’((Tr -2)))))
(t (setq thread-screw
(make-instance ’m ove
!motion ’(guarded-move
*‘( r ,(- (r (move-initial-position
thread-screw))
15))
’■(fz,(- (- *negative-z-contact-force* 3)
(z (move-initial-force thread-screw))))
*‘( f x ,(- *forcex* (x (move-initial-force
thread-screw))))
*‘(fy ,(- *forcey* (y (move-initial-force
thread-screw))))
” (Tx 0.3) ” ( T x -0.3) ” (Ty 0.3) ” (Ty
-0.3))
!position-bound
’(((x (mbve-initial-position thread-screw))

0 . 1)
((y (move-initial-position thread-screw))

"P hase 2 loop
(do () (done)
;; Stage I: Analyze uncert, characterize
;; segments.
(eval ‘(exchrun-shell-command
,uncertanalcom))
;; Stage 2: Generate motion plan,
(multiple-yalue-setq (subplan done)
(build-plan assem))
;; Append subplan to end o f plan generated
;; so far.
^
(setq result *(,@result ,@ subplan))
;; Update uncertainty before looping back
;; to Stage I.
(update-uncertainty assem))
;; Return complete m otion plan,
result))))
(defun temp (assem)
(multiple-value-setq (subplan done)
(build-plan assem))
(update-uncertainty assem))
samepos- Returns t if pose vectors 11 and 12
are almost
equal.
(defun samepos (1112)
(apply ’my and (mapcar ’near 1112)))

0 . 1)
(holez 0.3) (180 5) (0 5)
((-1 5 (r (m ove-initial-position
thread-screw)))
3))
!protectional-terrninating-conditions
’((Lr (- (r (move-initial-position
thread-screw))
14)))
!goal-terminating-conditions ’((Tr

my and- System function and w ill not work
with apply
function, so I ’ve written m y own.
(defun myand (&rest list) (eval ‘(a n d ,© list)))
;; near- Returns t if x and y are very nearly
;; equal.
(defun near (x y)
(< (abs (- x y)) 0.01))

-2))))))))
;; normal-motion-plan- D evelops motion plan
;; thru
;;
normal channels.
(defun normal-motion-plan (assem)
(let ((result nil) (done nil) (subplan)
(uncertanalcom))
;; Build up files for input to pathplan and
;; uncertanal
(build-input assem)
(excl: run-shell-command "rm /home/rvl/q
/slp.out")
;; Execute standard m otion planner
(excl:run-shell-command "date")
(excl: run-shell-command
"rsh rvl4 /home/rvl/q/research/pathplan
/pathplan /home/rvVq/research/run/profile")
(excl:run-shell-command "date")
(excl:run-shell-command "rm /home/rvl/q
/soa.out")
;; Generated path from goal to start, reverse
;; points
;; for rest o f analysis.
(cond ((reverse-path)
(setq *first* nil)
;; Formulate string for invoking uncertainty
;; analysis and

;; execute- This routine writes out motion plan,
(defun execute (item)
(let ((fp (open ‘/home/rvl/q/motions
!direction !output :if-exists !append
:if-does-not-exist !create)))
(format fp "motion = "s
(m ove-m otion
item))
(format fp "equation = ~s r%" (move-equation
item))
(format fp "force-bound = ~ s
(move-force-bound item))
(fqrmat fp "position-bound = ~s
(move-position-bound item))
(format fp "goal-terminating-conditions = ~s
%
(move-goal-terminating-conditions item))
(format
"protectional-terminating-conditipns
(move-protectional-terminating-conditions
item))
(format fp "vector = ~ s ~ % " (m ove-vector
item))
(format fp "skip-condition = ~s
(move-skip-conditions item))
(format fp initial-funcs = ~s "%"
(move-initial-funcs item))
(format fp'Tmal-funcs = ~s
(move-final-funcs item))
(format fp "compliance-frame = ’(0 0 0) ~%"%")
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(close fp) t))
;; setup-assem- This funct is invoked to
;; generate input to
;; Phase I and Phase 2 for testing either o f
;; them.
;; U sed for debug purposes only.
(defun setup-assent (assem )
(setq * first* nil)
(build-input assem ))
(defun rtd (x)
(* x 57.2957795))
(defvar *numobst* 0)
(defvar *numobj* 0)
(defvar *obstacles* nil)
(defvar rotsam pl I)
(defvar rotsamp2 I)
(defvar *dof* 6)
;; build-input- This routine builds up input
;; files for
;;
the motion planner. This includes obst and
;; object files, uncertainties and profile
;; files.
(defun build-input (assem)
(let ((item ) (result) (fp) (string) (brep) (mn)
(mx) (center)
(object nil) (objfp nil) (xform nil) (flag)
(sitem) (feat)
(id 0) (featlist nil) (apu (assembly-pose-uncert
assem))
(gl) (graph) (num 0) (tform) (new-tform nil)
(ms)
(endpos) (ptf ‘(0 0 0)) (mate) (feature) (fdesc)
(starting-position (lift-pose
(assembly-left-pose-start assem )))
(fx (assembly-fixtured-part assem))
(gp (assembly-grasped-part assem)))
;; First build list o f part-lists. There
;; is a part-list for
;; every part in the assembly, which
;; consists o f a brep,
;; parts pose and its uncertainty.
(setq *dof* 6)
(cond ((typep fx ’part)
(setq *obstacles* (part-csg fx)))
(t (setq *obstacles* (assem bly-csg fx))))
;; Uncertainty object/obstacle
(setq *numobst* 0) (setq *numobfeat* 0)
(setq id 0)
(dplist (item *obstacles* result)
(setq feat (twinobj-feature item))
(cond ((not (member feat featlist))
(setq id ( I + id))
(setq featlist (append ‘(,feat)
featlist))))
(setq result (concatenate ’string "/home
/rvl/q/obs"
(itoa *numobst*)))
(setq brep (twinobj-rnmc item))
(if (null brep) (setq brep (twinobj-nom
item)))
(setq flag (if (e q u a l’+
(twinobj-operator item ))
l-i))
(twin-try ‘(writeobst ,brep ,result ,flag
,id))
(setq fp (open result !direction !output
:if-exists !append

:if-does-not-exist !create))
(setq ms (twinobj-movable-surfaces item))
(cond (ms (format fp "~s ~ % " (length
m s))

( d o lL s t ( s i t e m m s )
(format fp "~s ~s
( x sitem) (y sitem ))))
(t (format fp " 0 ~%M)))
(close fp)
(setq *mimobst* (1+ *numobst*)))
(cond ((typep gp 5articulated-part)
(setq gl (joint-fixed
(x (articulated-part-csg-graph gp))))
(cond ((null (part-center gp))

■(se tq b r e p (p a r t-n o m g l))

(setq center (twin-try ‘(eg ,brep)))
(self (part-center gp) ’(0 0 0)))
(t ( s e t q c e n t e r ( p a r t - c e n t e r gp))
(setf (part-center gp) ’(0 0 0))))
(setq flag nil)
;; Find m a t i n g f e a t u r e c o o r d i n a t e f r a m e
;; orientation
(do ((feature (assembly-left-features
assem)
(cdr feature))
(mate (assem bly-connection assem) (cdr
mate)))
(equal (feature-part (car feature)) gl))
(setq feature (car feature)) (setq mate
(car mate))
(setq fdesc (assoc feature
(part-components gp)))
(if (cdr fdesc)
(setq ptf ‘(,(d (cadr fdesc)) ,(e (cadr
fdesc))
,(r (cadr fdesc))))
(se tq p t f ’(0 0 0)))
;; If mating feature part o f onto mating,
;; orienation
;; is upside down.
(if (typep mate ’onto)
;; Z axis upside down
(setq p tf ‘(,(x ptf)
,(- (y ptf) 3.141592653)
,(z p tf)))))

((typep g p ’part)
;; Find center o f mass o f grasped part
(cond ((null (part-center gp))
(setq brep (part-nom gp))
(setq center (twin-try '(eg ,brep)))
(setf (part-center gp) *(0 0 0)))
(t (setq center (part-center gp))
(setf (part-center gp) ’(0 0 0))))
(if (part-mme gp) (setq brep (part-mme
gp»
(setq brep (part-nom gp)))
;; Find orient o f mating feature
;; coordinate frame.
(setq feature (car (assembly-left-features
assem)))
(setq fdesc (assoc feature
(part-components gp)))
(if (cdr fdesc)
(setq p tf ‘(,(d (cadr fdesc)) ,(e (cadr
fdesc))
,(r (cadr fdesc))))
(setq p t f ’(0 0 0)))
(if (typep (car (assembly-connection
assem)) ’onto)
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; - Z axis upside down
(s e tq p tf‘(,(x ptf)
, (- (y ptf) 3.141592653)

,(- (z center)) 0 0 0 ,brep))
(twin-try ‘(xform 0 0 0 ,(x ptf) ,(y ptf)
,(zp tf)

X zp tO ))))

(t
(eorid ((null (assembly-center gp))
(setq brep (assem bly-nom gp))
(setq center (twin-try ‘(eg ,brep)))
(sett (assembly-center gp) *(0 0 0)))
(t (setq center (assembly-center gp))
(setf (assembly-center gp) *(0 0 0))))
(if (assembly-mmc gp) (setq brep
(assem bly-mmc gp))
(setq brep (assem bly-nom gp)))
;; Find orient o f mating feature
;; coordinate frame.
(setq feature (car (assembly-left-featureS
assem )))(setq ptf (get-position gp feature))
(setq ptf (edddr ptf))
(if (typep (assembly-connection assem)
’onto) *
;; Z axis upside down
(s e tq p tf‘(,(xp tf)
,(- ( y ptf) 3.141592653)
X zp tO )))))

(cond ((typep gp ’articulated-part)
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg-graph
(setq tform (joint-transform item))
(setq new -tform (invert-xform (z
tform)))
(setq new -tform
(fix-transformnew-tform center))
(setq new-tform (invert-xform
new-tfprm))
(setq tform ‘(,(fix-transform (x tform)
center)
,(y tform) ,new-tform))
(setf (joint-transform item) tform))
;; Transform part coordinate frame to
;; center o f mass,
;; then align with mating feature
;; coordinate frame,
(setq endpos (lift-pose
(x (assem bly-left-pose-end assem))))
(setq endpos ‘(,(+ (x endpos) (x center))
,(+ (y endpos) (y center))
,(+ (z endpos) (z center))
,(- (d endpos) (x ptf))
,(- (e endpos) (y ptf))
,(-(r endpos) (zp tf))))
(setq starting-position
‘(,(+ (x starting-position) (x center))
,(+ (y starting-position) (y center))
,(+ (z starting-position) (z center))
,(- (d starting-position) (x ptf))
,(- (e starting-position) (y ptf))
,(- (r starting-position) (z ptf))))
(setq graph (articulated-part-mmc-graph
gp))
(if (null graph)
(setq graph (articulated-part-nom-graph
gP)))
; Write out mmc reps
(setqnum O )
(setq brep (x (x graph)))
(twin-try ‘(xform ,(- (x cen ter)),(- (y
center))

(twin-try ‘(writeobj ,brep /home/rvl/q
/mmcOO))
(twin-try ‘(xform 0 0 0

(dolist (item graph)
,(- (y center))
,(-(/.cen ter))
0 0 0 ,brep))
(twin-try T xform 0 0 0
,(xp tf) ,(y ptf)
(\mtexfoTO (y item) num)
(setq endpos
(append endpos ‘(,(joint-final-position
. (y item)))))
(setq starung-position
(append starting-position
‘(,(jbint-ihitii-positibn
(y item)))))
;; Npw create object file.
(setq nvim (1+ num))
(twin-try ‘(writeobj ,brep
(tw in-try‘(xform 0 0 0 , ( - (x ptf))

,(- (y ptf))
,(-(z p tf)) ,brep)))
(setq *dof* (+ *dof* num))
;; BuUd calling siring and invoke twincon
;; to convert brep files to planner input
(setq string (concatenate ’string
"twincon articulated "
(itoa *numobst*)))
(dotimes (item *numobst*)
(setq string (concatenate ’string
string :
" /home/rvl/q/obs”
(itoa item))))
(setq string (concatenate ’string
string

” /home/rvl/q/research/rUn/worldbfep”))
(setq num (1+ num))
(dotimes (item num)
(setq string
(concatenate ’string
string " /home/rvl/q/mmc" (itoa item)))
( if (< item (^ num 1 »
(setq string (concatenate ’string
string
" /homefrvl/q/xformM
^
(itoa item))))))
;; Transform object so center o f m ass is
;; at (0 0 0)
(twin-try ‘(xform ,(- (x center))
,(- (y cen ter)),(- (z center))
0 0 0 , brep))
;; Transform object so that Z axis o f
;; object
;; is in line with Z axis o f mating
;; features.

(twin-try ‘(xform O 0 0 ,(x ptf) ,(y ptf)
,(z ptf) ,brep))
(setq endpos (lift-pose
(x (assem bly-left-pose-end assem))))
(setq endpos ‘(,U (x endpos) (x center))
,(+ (y endpos) (y center))
,(+ (z endpos) (z center))
,(- (d endpos) (x ptf))
, ( - (e endpos) (y ptf))
,(-(r endpos) (z ptf))))
(setq starting-position
*(,(+ (x starting-position) (x center))
,(+ (y starting-position) (y center))
, ( + (z starting-position) (z center))
,(- (d starting-position) (x ptf))
,(- (e starting-position) (y ptf))
,(- (r starting-position) (z ptf))))
;; N ow create object file.
;; M ove coordinate frame to center o f mass
;; o f part.
(twin-try ‘(writeobj ,brep /home/rvl/q/mmc
0 ))
;; Xform back in case the object w ill be
;; used again
(twin-try ‘(xform 0 0 0 , ( - 0 (x p tf)),(0 (y p tf))
,( - 0 (z ptf)) ,brep))
;; Build calling string and invoke twincon
;; routine:
;; to convert brep files to planner input
;;files.
(setq string (concatenate ’string
"twincon rigid "
(itoa *num obst*)))
(dotimes (item *numobst*)
(setq string
(concatenate ’string string
(concatenate’string
" /home/rvl/q/obs"
(itoa item )))))
(setq string
(concatenate
’string string
" /home/rvl/q/research/run/worldbrep
/home/rvl/q/mmc"))))
(eval ■(excl:run-shell-command ,string))
(excl:run-shell-command
"cp /home/rvl/q/obs tacles /hom e/rvl/q
/uncobstaeles’j
(exckrun-shell-command
"cp /home/rvl/q/object /home/rvl/q/uncobject")
;;;;;;; End o f m m c reps ;;;;;;;;;
(setq *numobst* 0) (setq *numobfeat* 0)
(setq id 0)
(setq featlist nil) ,
(dolist (item ^obstacles* result)
(setq feat (twinobj-feature item))
(cond ((not (member feat featlist))
(setq id ( U id))
(setq featlist (append ‘(,feat)
featlist))))
(cond ((twinobj-mmc item)
(setq result
(concatenate ’string "/homc/rvl/q/obs"
(itoa *numobst*)))
(setq brep (twinobj-nom item))
(setq flag
(if (equal ’+ (twinobj-operator item))

1 - 1))

(twin-try
‘(writeobst ,brep ,result ,flag ,id))
(setq fp (open result !direction :output
:if-exists -.append
:if-does-not-exist !create))
(setq m s (twinobj-movable-surfaces
item))
(cond (ms (format fp "~s
(length
m s))
(dolist (sitem ms)
^format
"~s
(x sitem)
(y sitem ))))
(t (format fp" 0 *-%")))
(close fp)))
(setq *numobst* ( U *nemobst*))).
(cond ((typep gp ’articulated-part)
(cond ((articulated-part-mmc-graph gp)
(setq graph (articulated-part-nom-grapl
(setq brep (x (x graph)))
(twin-try ‘(xform ,(- (x center))
{ ,(- (y center))
; X - (z center)) 0 0 0 ,brep))
■;v>.. (twin-try ‘(writeobj ,brep /hom e
U /rvl/q/obj0 0))
(dolist (item graph)
(setq brep (z item))
(twin-try ‘(xform ,(- (x center))
,(- (y center))
^ X - (z center))
0 0 0 ,brep))
;; N ow create object file.
(setq num ( U num))
(twin-try
‘(writeobj ,brep
,(concatenate ’string
"/home/rvl/q/obj"
(itoa num)) 0)))
(setq num (1+ num))
(setq string (concatenate’string
'W incon articulated "
(itoa *numobst*)))
(dotimes (item *numobst*)
(setq string (concatenate ’string
string
" /home/rvl/q/obs"
(itoa item))))
(setq string (concatenate
’string string
" /hom e/n71/q/res e arch/run/worldbr ep "))
(dotimes (item num)
(setq string
(concatenate ’string
string
" /home/rvVq/obj"
(itoa item)))
(if ( < item C-n u m I))
(setq string
(concatenate ’string
string
" /home/rvl/q/xform"
(itoa item )))))
(eval ‘(excl:run-shell-command ,string)))
(t (dotimes (item num)
(setq string
(concatenate ’string
"cp /home/rvl/q/mmc''
(itoa item)
"/home/rvl/q/obj"
(itoa item)))
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(eval ‘(excl:run-shell-command
,string))))))
(t
(setq brep nil)
(eond ((typep gp ’part)
(cond ((part-mmc gp)
(setq brep (part-nom gp))
(setq center (part-center gp)))))
(cond ((assembly-mmc gp)
(setq brep (assembly-nom gp))
(setq center (assembly-center gp))))))
;; N ow create object file.
;; M ove coordinate frame to center o f
;; mass o f part.
;; Align part coordinate frame with
;; mating features.
(cond (brep
(twin-try ‘(xform ,(- (x center))
,(- ( y center))
,(- ( z center))
OOOibrep))
(twin-ttyx (xform 0 0 0 ,(x ptf) ,(y
Ptf)
,(z ptf) ,brep))
(twin-try
‘(writeobj ,brep /home/rvl/q/obj 0))
;; Restore original part coordinate
;;frame.
(twin-tty (xform 0 0 0 ,(- (x ptf))

(format fp "~s ~s ~s ~s ~s ~s r%" (x
center)
(y center)
(z center) (d center) (e center) (r
center))
(setq result (twinobj-center item ))
(if (null result)
(setq result (self (twinobj-center item)
(twin-try
‘(eg
,(iwinobj-nom item ))))))
(if (not (listp result)) (setq result ’(0
0 0 )))
(format fp "*s *s *s
(x result) (y
result)
(z result)))
(dotimes (item 6)
(format fp " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Q 0~% "))
;; Record object pose and m otion uncertainty
(y apu) (z apu) (d apu) (e apu) (r apu))
(cond ((typep gp articulated-part)
(dolist (item (articulated-part-csg.graph
i}F i>

•(jpirn-imti-al--imcertamty

(setq rotsampl 3))
(format fp ^ s "
(joirtt-initial-uncertainty item )))))
(format fp "~%")
(if (or (> (d apu) 0) (> (e apu) 0) (> (r apu)
0 ))

,(- (z ptf)) ,brep)))
(t (excl:run-shell-command
"cp /home/rvl/q/mmc /home/rvl/q/obj")))
;; Build calling string and invoke
;; twincon
;; to convert brep files to planner input
;; files.
(setq string (concatenate ’string
"twincon rigid"
(itoa *numobst*)))
(dotimes (item *numobst*)
(setq string
(concatenate -string string
" /home/rvl/q/obs"
(itoa item))))
(setq string
(concatenate
’string string
" /home/rvl/q/research/run/worldbrep
/home/rvl/q/obj"))
(eval ‘(excl:run-shell-command
,string))))
(setq fp (open "/home/rvl/q
/uncertainties"
!direction !output
:if-exists !overwrite
:if-does-not-exist !create))
;; Record obstacle part uncertainty
(dolist (item *obstacles*)
(setq center (part-uncert
(feature-part (twinobj-feature item))))
(if (null center) (setq center ’(0 0 0 0
0 0)))
(if (not (listp center))
(setq center *(0 0 0 0 0 0)))
(if (or (> (d center) 0) (> (e center) 0)
(> (r center) 0)) (setq rotsamp2 3))

(setq rotsampl 3))
(format fp "~s ~s ~s ~s ~s ~s ~ % "
(x (assembly-control-uncert assem ))
(y (assembly-control-uncert assem ))
(z (assembly-control-uncert assem))
(d (assembly-control-uncert assem ))
(e (assembly-control-uncert assem))
(r (assembly-control-uncert assem)))
(format fp "~s ~ s
rotsampl rotsamp?)
(close ft))
;; Read min and max extents calculated by
;; twincon
(setq fp (open "/home/rvl/q/mm"
!direction !input))
(setq run (read fp)) (setq m x (read fp))
(close fp)
;; N ow build profile file.
(setq fp (open "profile" !direction
.•output
:if-exists -.overwrite
:if-does-not exist !create))
(format fp "~s
*dof*) ", Dim ension
o f problem
(dolist (item endpos)
(format fp "rs " item))
(format fp*"~%")
(dolist (item starting-position)
(format fp "~s " item))
(format fp "~%")
(format fp "~s ~ s
mn m x)
(format fp "I ~%")

;; itoa- Converts an integer to a string
(defun itoa (num)
(cond ((equal num 0) "0")
((equal num I) "I")
((equal num 2) "2")

;; M otions are all relative to initial
;; point
;; Control uncertainty calculated relative
;; to first point
;; on statelist
;; M ust keep track o f each o f these
;; vectors.
(setq start (caar *statelist*»
(if (null ^first*) (setq *first* start))

((equal num 3) "3")
((equal num 4) "4")
((equal num 5) "5")
((equal num 6) "6”)
((equal num 7) '7")
((equal num 8) "8")
((equal num 9) "9")
(t (concatenate ’string (itoa (truncate num
10»
(itoa (mod num 10))))))

;; For each state, find strategy to use,
;; and then em ploy
;; selected strategy. Append subplan found
;; onto end
;; o f plan. Already at first point, so skip
;; first state.
(do ((state *statelist* (cdr state)))
((null (cdr state)) plan)
(setq strategy
(find-strategy (cadr state) *library*»
(setq plan
‘(*@plan ,@ (em ploy strategy start (car
,state)
(cadr state) assem))))
(values plan done)))

;; fix-transform- Changes position o f coordinate
;; matrix
;;
to reflect a m ove by the amount specified,
(defun fix-transform (matrix m ove)
(let ((pose))
(setq pose (lift-pose matrix))
(setq pose *(,(- (x pose) (x m ove))
, ( - (y pose) (y m ove))
,(-(Z pose) (z m ove)) ,@(cdddr pose)))
(make-xform pose)))
;; writexform- Dumps info needed to describe xform
;;
feasible at a joint.
(defun writexform (joint num)
(let ((Itof) (offset) (ftol) (xform)
(trans (joint-transform joint)) (fp))
(setq ltof (x trans))
(setq offset (y trans))
(setq ftol (lift-pose (z trans)))
(setq Itof (lift-pose (mmmult Itof
offset)))
(setq fp (open (concatenate ’string
M
/hom e/rvl/q/xform M(itoa num))
:directipn !output :if-exists !overwrite
:if-does-not-exist !create))
(format fp "~s ~s ~s ~s ~s ~s
(x
ltof) (y ltof)
(z ItoO (d lto f) (e lto f) (r Itof))
(format fp "~s ~s ~s V ~s ~s~% "(x
ftol) (y ftol)
(z ftol) (d ftol) (e ftol) (r ftol))
(cond ((typep j o in t ’revolute)
(format fp "revolute ~%M))
(t (format fp "prismatic ~%"»)
(close fp)))
;; This file contains code for Phase 2 Stage 2,
;; where final
;; m otion plan is developed from output o f Stage
;; I. A little
;; additional massaging o f Stage I data from must
;; be performed
;; to get a com plete state description for each
;; path segment.
;; Define global Variables
(defvar * first* nil)
(defvar *statelist* nil)
(defvar uncertainties nil)
(defvar constraints nil)
(defvar m ise nil)
;; Build-plan- Reads in statelist from uncertainty
;; analysis &
;;
builds a plan from the statelist.
-R etu rn s plan.
(defun build-plan (assem )
(let ((plan nil) (done) (strategy) (start))
;; Read list o f states that w e must plan
;; for
(setq done (readstates assem))

;; find-strategy- Looks through library o f
;; strategies and

;; !Compares the precondition o f each strategy
;; to v
;;
;;

state. Returns the first strategy w hose
preconditions are m et by the state.

(defun find-strategy (state library)
(let ((selected nil))
;; Look at each strategy in the library
(do ((strategy library (cdr strategy)))
;; As soon as one has been selected,
;; exit loop and return strategy
((or selected (null strategy)) selected)
;; Ifpreconditions met, select this strategy
(if (meet-preconditions state (caar
strategy))
(setq selected (car strategy))))))
meet-preconditions- Tests to see whether or not
the
preconditions are met
(defun meet-preconditions (state preconds)
;; Pull out different preconditions
(let ((uncert-cond (first preconds))
(constraint-cond (second preconds))
(m isc-cond (third preconds)))
(setq uncertainties (second state))
(setq constraints (third state))
(setq m isc (fourth state))
;; Test preconditions
(if (null uncert-cond) (setq uncert-cond

0)

(if (null constraint-cond) (setq
constraint-cond t»
(if (null m isc-cond) (setq m isc-cond t»
;; If all three m et return t
(and (eval uncert-cond) (eval
constraint-cond)
(eval m isc-cond))))
;; employ- Employs the given strategy to formulate
;;a
;;
subplan for the state.
(defun em ploy (strategy start lstate estate assem)
;; Pull out m otion function and post condition
;; function
(let ((movefunc (second strategy))
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(postcondfunc (third strategy)) (subplan))
;; D evelop m otion subplan using motion function
(setq subplan (eval ‘(,m ovem nc ’,start *
,!state
’,estate \ assem)))
;; Evaluate post condition function.
(if postcondfunc (eval ‘(,postcondfunc ’
,start
’,estate ’,assem)))
subplan))
readstates- This function reads list o f states
in from
uncertainty analysis. Each state is
lis to f
1. ending position and orient o f
grasped part
2. uncertainties that must be overcome
3. constraints on the grasped part
4. Infor needed to form fine-motion
subplan
if necessary.
Returns t if no more states, nil if
som e states
;
not yet tagged by uncertainty analysis,
(defun readstates (assem)
;; Open file containing output o f Phase 2 Stage
;; I .

(let ((fp (open ’/home/rvl/q/strategy !direction
:input))
(start) (nstates) (point) (nuncert)
(constraints)
(value) (done) (state) (Uncert))
(setq *statelist* nil)
;; Read in number o f states
(setq nstates (read fp))
;; For each state
(dotimes (i nstates)
;; Read in *dof* components o f endpoint.
;; (Starting point is assumed to be endpoint
;; o f last segment).
(setq point nil)
(dotimes (j *dof*)
(setq point ‘(,© point ,(read fp))))
(setq nuncert (read fp))
(setq uncert nil)
;; Read in nuncert components o f uncertainty
;; This is unc_red_axis info.
(dotimes (j nuncert)
(setq uncert ‘(,© uncert ,(read Q)))))
;; Read in constraints.
(setq constraints nil)
(dolist (axis ’((X +X -X) (Y +Y -Y) (Z +Z -Z)
(Rotx) (Roty) (Rotz)))
(setq value (read fp))
(cond ((equal value I)
(setq constraints
‘(,© constraints
,(first axis))))
((equal value 2)
(setq constraints
‘(,© constraints
,(second axis))))
((equal value 3)
(setq constraints
‘(,© constraints
,(third axis))))))
;; D ecide if at end o f state list because
;; entire
;; path has been analyzed or if
;; collision-prone
;; segment found.
(cond ((equal i (- nstates I))

(if (or (< nuncert I) (equal uncert

XZ)))
(setq done t) (setq done nil))
;; If done, don’t need rest o f the info
(setq start (caar *statelist*))
(if done (setq features nil)
;; Finding value o f m isc attribute
;; is a little involved. Takes
;; som e interfacing with assembly
;; representation system.
(setq features
(get-clearance-features
fp start point assem)))
(setq *statelist* ‘(,@ *statelist*
(,point ,uncert
,constraints
,features))))
(t (setq *statelist*
X,@*statelist*
(,point ,uncert ,constraints))))))
;; Return t if done, nil otherwise
done))
get-clearance-features- This function finds
value
o f the m isc attribute knowing the
obstacles
involved in the collision. The features
found are put on clearlist, and w ill be
used when the uncertainty is updated.
(defun get-clearance-features (fp start end assem)
(let ((obstacle) (obslist nil) (item) (motion)
(point) (i)
(shape ’peg) (featobs nil) (feat) (clearlist
nil)
(alfs (assembly-left-features assem)) (i)
(twinpart)
(arfs (assembly-right-features assem))
(acu (assembly-control-uncert assem))
(apu (assembly-pose-uncert assem)))
;; First find the current uncertainty
;; geherically
;; referred to as the clearance.
(setq ^clearance* ‘(,(+ (x apu)
(* (abs (- (x start) (x end)))
(x acu)))

.(+ (y apu)

(* (abs (- (y start) (y end)))
(y acu)))
,(+ (z apu)
(* (abs (- (z start) (z end)))
(z acu)))
.(+ (d apu)
(* (abs (- (d start) (d end)))
(d acu)))
,(+ (e apu)
(* (abs (- (e start) (e end)))
(e acu)))
.(+ (r apu)
(* (abs (- (r start) (r end)))
(r acu)))))
;; Read in RCC Flag
(setq t e c (read fp))
;; Read in all o f the obstacles involved in
;; the collision
(setq obstacle 0)
(do () ((equal obstacle -I))
(setq obstacle (read fp))
(if (not (equal - 1 obstacle))
(setq obslist (append ‘(,obstacle)
obslist))))
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;; Read in other information about state
(setq motion ‘(,(read fp) ,(read fp) ,(read
fp)))
(setq point ‘(,(read fp) ,(read fp) ,(read
fp) ,(read fp)
,(read fp) ,(read fp)))
(close fp)
N
;; Create list o f lists, each list in the
;; list is the
;; clearance feature on the fixtured part
;; and the matching
;; feature on the grasped part. A lso
;; figure out shape.
(dolist (item obslist)
(setq twinpart (nth item * obstacles*))
(setq feat (twinobj-feature twinpart))
;; Som etim es feature is actually block in
;; which hole is contained. D on’t care
“ about
;; block, find which hole.
(cond ((and (not (member feat arfs))
(probably-hole item alfs))
(setq feat (which-hole
feat alfs arfs assem point)))
(t (setq feat ‘(,feat))))
;; Collect up list o f all features, but
;; do not put
;; on list twice.
(dolist (sitem feat)
(if (not (member sitem featobs))
(setq featobs ‘(,@ featobs ,sitem)))))
;; Find clearance involved in failed
;; operation.
;; A lso determine if the mating feature o f
;; grasped part
;; is convex or concave. If convex type
;;=peg, else
;; type=hole. If its not clear, its
“ unimportant.
;; (This information is only used for a few
;; strategies).
;; N ote- M ethod for finding colliding
;; feature on grasped
;;
part is not quite same as
;; explained in thesis.
(dolist (item featobs)
(cond ((member item arfs)
(setq feat (nth (which-feature item
arfs)
alfs)))
(t (setq feat nil)))
(cond ((or (typep item ’peg) (typep item
’nut)
(typep item ’bolt))
(setq shape ’hole)
(if (null feat)
(setq feat
(x (which-hole item alfs arfs
assem point))))
(setq clearlist
‘(,@ clearlist (,item Teat))))
((typep item ’gear)
(setq sh a p e ’peg)
(setq clearlist
‘(,© clearlist (,item ,feat))))
((typep item ’hole)
(setq feat

(which-peg point item alfs)))
(setq clearlist
‘(,@ clearlist (,item ,feat))))))
;; N ow update * clearance* based on
;; clearances
;; between interacting features,
(find-clearance clearlist)
‘(,clearlist ,shape ,motion ,point ,rcc)))
;; find-clearance- Finds tightest clearance
;; between
;; interacting features. Clearances are
calculated
;; on a class by class basis.
(defun find-clearance (clearlist)
(dolist (item clearlist)
(cond ((or (typep (x item) ’peg)
(typep (x item) ’nut)
(typep (x item) ’bolt))
(peg-clearance (x item) (y item)))
((typep (x item) ’hole)
(peg-clearance (y item) (xitem)))
((typep (x item) ’gear)
(gear-clearance (y item) (x item ))))))
;; geaf-clearance- Finds clearance betw een 2
;; meshing gears.
(defun gear-clearance (g l g2)
(let £(tl) (t2) (x l) (rotzl) (x2) (rotz2) (rad)
(x) (y) (rotz))
(setq tl (spur-gear-xl g l) )
(setq t2 (- (tooth-in-offset g2)
(spur-gear-x2 g2)))
(setq x l ( - 12 tl))
(setq rad (sqrt (- (sqr (gear-radius g l) )
(sq r x l))))
(setq rotzl (atan x l rad))
(setq tl (spur-gear-xl g2))
(setq t2 (- (tooth-in-offset g l )
(spur-gear-x2 g l)))
(setq x2 ( - 12 tl))
(setq rad (sqrt (- (sqr (gear-radius g l) )
(sqr x2))))
(setq rotz2 (atan x2 rad))
(if (< x l 0) (setq x l 0))
(if (< x2 0) (setq x2 0))
(if (< rotzl 0) (setq rotzl 0))
(if (< rotz2 0) (setq rotz2 0))
;; T ake m in x clearance value from all
;; constraints
(setq x (x *clearance*))
(if (< x l x) (setq x x l) )
(if (< x2 x) (setq x x2))
;; T ake min y clearance value from all
;; constraints
(setq y (y *clearance*))
(if (< x I y) (setq y XI))
(if (< x2 y) (setq y x2))
;; Take min rotz clearance value from all
;; constraints
(setq rotz (r *clearance*))
(setq rotz 0)
(if (< rotzl rotz) (setq rotz rotzl))
(if (< rotz2 rotz) (setq rotz rotz2))
(setq Clearance* ‘(,x ,y ,(z *clearance*)
,(d *clearance*)
,(e *clearance*) ,rotz))))
;; toolh-in-offset- Find offset between teeth.
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(defun tooth-in-offset (gear)
(let ((rad (- (gear-radius gear) (spur-gear-y
gear)))
(nt (gear-num-teeth gear)) (chunk))
(setq chunk (/ (* 6.2831853 rad) nt))
(- chunk (spur-gear-x2 gear))))

;; calculate-peg-height- Generic function for
;; calculating
;; height o f a peg feature. H eight is length
;; along
;; z axis.
(defgeneric calculate-peg-height (peg feature))

;; peg-clearance- Find clearance between generic
;; peg and hole.
(defun peg-clearance (peg hole)
(let ((clearance) (length) (x (x ^clearance*))
(y (y *clearance*))
(rx (d ^clearance*)) (ry (e *clearance*))
(rz (r ^clearance*))
(thetaxy) (thetaz) (xl) (yl) (item) (hrad)
(prad))

;; calculate-peg-height- M ethod used for
;; round-pegs
(defmethod calculate-peg-height ((peg round-peg))
(+■ (round-peg-cheight peg) (round-pcg-bheight
peg)))

;; Find translational clearance between peg
;; and hole and
;; find length o f peg to be used for
;; rotational clearance.
(setq prad (calculate-peg-radius peg))
(setq hrad (calculate-hole-radius hole))
(setq length (calculate-peg-height peg))
(setq clearance (- hrad prad))
(if (< clearance 0) (setq clearance 0))
;; Calculate rotational clearance
(setq clearance (* 0.1 clearance))
(setq thetaxy (atan clearance length))
;; Let twin interface routine calculate max
;; extent
;; or ’’length" o f an arbitrary peg.
(cond ((typep peg ’arb-peg)
(setq item (twin-tiy ‘(get-max-extents
,(feature-nom peg))))
(setq thetaz (twin-try ‘(get-max-extents
,(feature-nom h ole))))
(setq xl (- (x rotz) (x item)))
(setq y l (- (yrotz) (y item)))
(setq thetaz
(get-rotz-clear xl yl (x item) (y item))))

;; calculate-peg-height- Method for comp-round-peg
(defmethod calculate-peg-height
;; Add in height o f each component o f
;; feature.
(dolist (item (composite-round-peg-parts
peg))
(setq height (+ height (y item))))))
;; calculate-peg-height- Method used for
(d e fm eth ^ calculate-peg-height ((peg nsided-peg))
(nsided-peg-cheight peg))
;; calculate-peg-height- M ethod used for
;; threaded-pegs
(defmethod calculate-peg -height ((peg
threaded-peg))
(+ (threaded-peg-height peg)
(thfeaded-peg-thread-heightpeg)))
;; calculate-peg-height- Method used for bolt
(defmethod calculate-peg-height ((peg bolt))
(+ (bolt-cheight peg) (bolt-bheight peg)))
;; calculate-peg-height- Method used for nut
(defmethod calculate-peg-height ((peg nut))
(nut-height peg))

((typep p eg *nut) (setq thetaz 0))
;; A ssum e clearance very large otherwise
(t (setq thetaz 10000)))

;; calculate-peg-height- M ethod used for arb-peg.
(defmethod calculate-peg-height ((peg arb-peg))
(tw in-try‘(max-z-extent ,(feature-nom peg))))

;; Update clearance if new clearance is
;; smaller
(if (< clearance x) (setq x 0)) ;;
clearance))
(if (< clearance y) (setq y 0)) ;;
clearance))
(if (< thetaxy rx) (setq rx thetaxy))
(if (< thetaxy ry) (setq ry thetaxy))
(if (< thetaz rz) (setq rz thetaz))

;; calculate-peg-radius- Generic funct for
;; calculating
;;
radius o f a peg feature.
(defgeneric calculate-peg-radius (peg feature))

;; Record new (or possibly old) clearances
(setq ^clearance*
‘(,x ,y ,(z ^clearance*) ,rx ,ry ,rz))))
;; get-rotz-clear- Calculate clearance w.r.t. rotz
;; axis.
(defun get-rotz-clear (x y lx ly)
(let ((adjacent) (ox (+ x lx)) (oy (+ y Iy)))
(if (> oy ox)
(setq adjacent ox)
(setq adjacent oy))
(- (acos (/ adjacent (sqrt (+ (sqr ox) (sqr

°y)))))

(acos (/ adjacent (sqrt (+ (sqr x) (sqr

y))))))))

(defmethod calculate-peg-radius ((peg round-peg))
(round-peg-radius peg))
(defmethod calculate-peg-radius
((peg composite-round-peg))
(let ((radius 0 ));; Look at each part and
choose largest
(dolist (item (composite-round-peg-parts
peg))
(if (> (z item) radius)
(setq radius (z item )))
(if (and (d item) (> {d item) radius))
(setq radius (d item))))))
(defmethod calculate-peg-radius ((peg nsided-Feg))
(nsidcd-pcg-radius peg))
(defmethod calculate-peg-radius ((peg
threaded-peg))
(+ (threaded-peg-radius peg)
(threaded-peg-thread-depth peg)))
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(defmethod calculate-peg-radius ((peg bolt))
(+ (bolt-radius peg) (bolt-thread-depth peg)))
(defmethod calculate-peg-radius ((peg nut))
(nut-radius peg))
(defmethod calculate-peg-radius ((pee arb-peg))
(ourmax (twin-try ‘(m ax-x-extent ,(feature-nom

peg)))

(setq temp ‘(,(x item) ,@(cdr temp))))
(if (< (y item) (y temp))
(setq temp ‘(,(x temp) ,(y item)
,(z temp))))
(if (or (null (z temp))
(and (z item) (< (z item) (z temp))))
(setq temp ‘(,(x temp) ,(y temp)
,(z item)))))
(setq ^clearance* temp))
(t (setq * clearance* (x *clearance*))))))

(twin-try ‘(m ax-y-extent ,(feature-nom

peg)))))
;; calculate-hole-radius- Generic function for
;; calculating radius
;;
o f a hole feature.
(defgeneric calculate-hole-radius (hole feature))
(defmethod calculate-hole-radius ((hole
round-hole))
(round-hole-radius hole))
(defmethod calculate-hole-radius ((hole
composite-round-hole))
(let ((radius 0))
;; Look at each part and choose largest
;; radius
(dolist (item (composite-round-hole-parts
hole))
(if (> (z item) radius)
(setq radius (z item)))
(if (and (d item) (> (d item) radius))
(setq radius (d item ))))))
(defmethod calculate-hole-radius ((hole
nsided-hole))
(nsided-hole-radius hole))
(defmethod calculate-hole-radius ((hole
threaded-hole))
(threaded-hole-radius hole))
(defmethod calculate-hole-radius ((hole nut-hole))
(nut-hole-radius hole))
(defmethod calculate-hole-radius ((hole arb-hole))
(ourmax (twin-try ‘(m ax-x-extent ,(feature-nom
hole)))
(twin-try ‘(m ax-y-extent ,(feature-nom
hole)))))
;; ourmax- Returns max(x,y).
(defun ourmax (x y) (if (> x y) x y))
;; which-feature- Returns n if feature is the nth
;; entry in list.
(defun which-feature (feature list)
(let ((result 0) (answer))
(dolist (item list)
(if (equal item feature) (setq answer
result))
(setq result (+ I result)))
answer))
;; tightest-clearance- Update global var
;;*clearance*
;;
if necessary.
(defim tightest-clearance ()
(let ((temp))
(cond ((y ^clearance*)
(setq temp (x ^clearance*))
(dolist (item (cdr ^clearance*))
(if (< (x item) (x temp))

; probably-hole- W e are trying to determine if
; clearance
; feature on fixtured-part that w e are
; interested in
; is a hole by examining features on the grasped
; part.
(defun probably-hole (item list)
(let ((flag nil))
(dolist (item list)
(if (> (feature-sign item) 0) (setq flag
t)))
flag))
;; which-hole- Try to find which hole on the
;; fixtured
;;
part corresponds to the clearance
;; feature o f
;; ; interest.
(defun which-hole (obst grasped fixtured assem
point)
(let ((part (feature-part obst)) (features)
(flag t)
(possibles nil) (com) (closest 1000) (distance))
;; Find features follow ing obstacle feature
;; on part,
;; holes in a feature always follow it.
(setq features (after-features obst
(part-components part)))
;; Collect up list o f holes in obstacle
;; feature
(dolist (item features)
(if (and flag (< (feature-sign item) 0))
(setq possibles ‘(,(©possibles ,item))
(setq flag nil)))
;; If more than one possibility, decide
;; between them
(cond ((caddr possibles)
(setq features possibles) (setq possibles
(dolist (item features)
(setq com (twin-try
‘(eg ,(feature-nom item))))
(setq distance
(+•(sqr (- (x com ) (x point)))
(sqr (- (y com ) (y point)))
(sqr (- (z com ) (z point)))))
(if (< distance closest)
(setq closest distance)))
(dolist (item features)
(cond ((member item fixtured)
(setq possibles ‘(,© possibles ,item )))

a

(setq com (twin-try
‘(eg ,(feature-nom item))))
(setq distance
(+ (sqr (- (x com)
(x point)))
(sqr (- (y com)
(y point)))
(sqr (- (z com)
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(z point)))))
(if (< (abs (- com distance)) 0.1)
(setq possibles
‘(,© possib les ,item ))))))))
possibles))
;; which-peg- W e are trying to find which peg
;; feature is
;;
clearance feature o f interest.
(defim which-peg (point item list)
(let ((com ) (distance) (closest 1000)
(tform (make-xform point)) (location) (peg))
(dolist (item list)
(setq com (twin-try ‘(eg ,(feature-nom
item))))
(setq location (mvmult tform ‘(,@ com I)))
(setq distance
(+ (sqr (- (x location) (x point)))
(sqr (- (y location) (y point)))
(sqr ( - (z location) (z point)))))
(cond ((and {< distance closest)
(equal (feature-sign item) I))
(setq closest distance)
(setq peg item))))
peg))
(defun after-features (obst list)
(cond ((null list) nil)
((equal obst (caar list))
(just-first (cdr list)))
(t (after-features obst (cdr list)))))
(defun just-first (list)
(let ((newlist nil))
(dolist (item list)
(if newlist
(setq newlist ‘(,@ newlist ,(x item)))
(setq newlist ‘(,(x item)))))
newlist))
;; update-uncertainty- This routine updates
;; the uncertainty
;; m odel contained in the file uncertainties
;; after
;; a fine-motion has been executed.
(defun update-uncertainty (assent)
(let ((fp (open ‘/home/rvl/q/uncertainties
!direction !output
:if-exists !overwrite
:if-does-not-exist !create))
(apu (assembly-pose-uncert assem))
(acu (assembly-control-uncert assem))
(uncert) (item) (obstacles) (result)
(fx (assembly-fixtured-part assem)))
;; First build list o f obstacle-lists. The
;; obstacles are the
;; PARTS making up the fixtured part or
;; subassembly.
;; N ow recreate the uncertainties file.
(dolist (item ^obstacles* result)
;; Record obstacle part uncertainty
(setq uncert (part-uncert (feature-part
(twinobj-feature item))))
(if (null uncert) (setq uncert ’( 0 0 0 0
0 0 )))

(format fp "~s ~s ~s ~s ~s ~s ~ % "
(x uncert) (y uncert)
(z uncert) (d uncert) (e uncert) (r
uncert))
(if (or (> (d uncert) 0) (> (e uncert) 0)
(> (r uncert) 0))
(setq rotsam pl 3))

(setq result (twinobj-center item))
(if (not (listp result)) (setq result ’(0
0 0 )))
(format fp "~s ~s ~s
(x result) (y
result)
(z result)))
( (format

00000*% 0 0 0

'% " ))

;; Record object pose and motion
;; uncertainty
(format fp "~s ~s "s ~s ^s ~s
,
(x apu) (y apu) (z apu) (d apu) (e apu)
(r apu))
(form atf p m^s “s ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ W ' .
(x acu) (y acu) (z acu) (d acu) (e acu)
(r acu))
(if (or (> (d apu) 0) (> (c apu) 0) (> (r
apu) 0))
(setq rotsampl 3))
(if (or (> (d acu) 0) (> (e acu) 0) (> (r
acu) 0))
(setq rotsampl 3))
(format fp "~s ~s ~ % " rotsampl fo& am pi)
(close fp)))
; reverse-path- Since w e do path planning
; starting for
; disassembly, reverse path so that w e now
; go in forward direction thru path.
(defun reverse-path ()..
(let ((fp (open ’/home/rvl/q/slp.but !direction
!input
!if-does-not-exist nil))
(fpout (open */home/rvl/q/soa.out
!direction !output
:if-exists !overwrite
!if-does-not-exist !create))
(list nil) (num) (i) (j) (point))
(cond ((null fp)
(format t
"Invalid assembly, cannot produce plan
~%")
nil)
(t
(setq num (read fp))
(format foout " ~ s num)
(dotimes (i num)
(setq point nil)
(dotimes ( j *dof*)
(if point
(setq point
‘(,© point ,(read fp)))
(setq point ‘(,(read fp)))))
(setq list (append (list point)
list)))
(dolist (i list)
(dolist (j i) (format fpout "~s "
j))
(format fp o u t"~%"))
(close fp) (close fpout) t))))
(defvar *library* nil)
; library- This file contains library o f
; available actions
;
that can be used by our motion planner,
(setq *library*
‘( ;; List o f available strategies
( ;; Gross motion thru free space
( ;; Preconditions

Stfe
Vt.'*
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(null uncertainties) -,uncert precondition
(null constraints)) ;; const precond
m oveto)
;; M ove func

rotpeginholeto
;; M ove func
update-assem-uncertainty)
;; postcond
func

( ;; Compliant m otion thru free space
( ;; Preconditions
(null uncertainties) ;; uncert precond
(not (null constraints))) ;; const
precond
com plyto)
;; M ove func

( ;; M ultiple peg and hole
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties '(X Y Rotx Roty Rotz))
;; Uncert precond
nil
;; N o constraint
(and (> (length (first m isc)) I)
(equal (fifth m isc) O)))
;;
M iscellaneous
multiplepeginholeto
;; M ove funp
update-assem-uncertainty)
;; Postcond
func

( ;; Guarded motion
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties '/(Z))) ;; uncert
precond
guardedto
;; M ove func
update-assem-uncertainty) ;; postcond func

( ;; RCC with Rotz
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties ’(X Y Rotx Roty Rotz))
",Uncertprecon
nil
;; N o constraint
(equal (fifth m isc) I))
;;
M iscellaneous
rrcwithrotzto
;; M ovefiin c
update-assem-uncertainty)))
;; Postcond

( ;; Biased motion along X axis
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties *(X ))) ;; uncert
precond
biasedxto
;; M ove func
update-assem-uncertainty) ;; postcond func
( ;; Biased m otion along Y axis
( ; ; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties *(Y ))) ;; uncert
precond
biasedyto
;; M ove func
update-assem-uncertainty) ;; postcond func
( ;; Peg in hole m otion
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties ’(X Y ))) ;; uncert
precond
peginholeto
;; M ove func
update-assem-uncertainty) ;; postcond func
( ;; Rotational search
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties '(Rotz))) ;; uncert
precond
biascdrotzto
;; M ove func
update-assem-uncertainty) ;; postcond func
( ;; Tilt and slide
( ", Preconditions
(equal uncertainties '( X Y Rotx Roty)) ;;
ync precond
nil
",const cond
(equal (fifth m isc) O))
;; M isc cond
tiltaridslideto
;; M ove func
update-assem-uncertainty)
;;
postcond func
( ;; RCC no Rotz
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties '(X Y Rotx Roty)) ;;
unc precond
nil
;; const cond
(equal (fifth misic) I))
;; m isc cond
recto
;; m ove func
update-assem-uncertainty)
;;
postcond func
( ;; C onvex peg and hole
( ;; Preconditions
(equal uncertainties ’(X Y Rotx Roty Rotz))
;; Uncertprecnd
nil
;; N o constraint
(and (equal (length (first m isc)) I )
(equal (fifth m isc) O)))
;;
M iscellaneous

»»
m oyeto- Function to set up a pt-to-pt m otion
witli no compliance.
These funcs call other functions. W e w ill
»»
,■** only
show the code for a few exam ples o f these
»»funcs
since they are highly similar, and there is
»»
»» quite a
H bit o f code involved.
(defun m oveto (start lstate estate assem)
‘(,(goto-position (car lstate) (car estate))))
(defun complyto (start lstate estate assem)
‘(,(com ply-position (car lstate) (car estate)
(caddr estate))))
(defun guardedto (start lstate estate assem)
‘(,(guarded-position (car lstate) (car estate)
(caddr estate))))
(defun biasedxto (start lstate estate assem)
(let ((point (fourth (fourth estate))) (dir ’-)
(constraints (third estate)))
(if (member '-X constraints) (setq dir '+))
(biased start point (first estate) dir 'x
assem)))
(defun biasedyto (start lstate estate assem)
(let ((point (fourth (fourth estate))) (dir ’-)
(constraints (third estate)))
(if (member *-Y constraints) (setq dir ’+))
(biased start point (first estate) dir *y
assem)))
(defun biascdrotzto (start !state estate assem)
(let ((point (fourth (fourth estate))))
(rotate-search start point (first estate)
assem)))
(defim peginholeto (start lstate estate assem)
(let ((point (fourth (fourth estate)))
(shape (second (fourth estate))))
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(peg-in-hole start (first estate) point shape
assem)))
(defiin tiltaridslideto (start lstate estate assem)
(let ((point (fourth (fourth estate)))
(axis) (constraints (third estate))
(shape (second (fourth estate))))
(cond ((and (not (member *X constraints))
(not (member *+X constraints))
(not (member *-X constraints)))
(setq a x i s ’x))
(t (setq axis ’y)))
(tilt-and-slide start end axis shape assem)))
(defun recto (start !state estate assem)
(let ((point (fourth (fourth estate))))
(rcc start (first estate) point assem 0)))
(defun rotpeginholeto (start lstate estate assem))
(defun multiplepegiriholeto (state lstate estate
assem)
‘(,(make-instance ’m ove
!motion nil
losition-bound nil
I brce-bourid nil
!vector nil
:goal-terminating-conditions nil)))
(defun rccrotzto (start lstate estate assem)
(let ((point (fourth (fourth estate))))
(rcc start (first estate) point assem I)))

(defun update-assem-uncertainty (Is cs assem)
(setf (assembly-pose-Uncert assem) *clearance*))
;; goto-position- This routine builds a data
;; structure for
;; pt-to-pt gross motion described by input
;; parms
(defun goto-position (last current)
(let ((motion)
(x (- (x current) (x * first*)))
(y (- (y current) (y *first*)))
(z (- (z current) (z ♦first*)))
(d (- (d current) (d last)))
(e (- (e current) (e last)))
(r (- (r current) (r last))))
;; Define m otion spec
(setq motion (make-instance ’m ove
:motion ‘(m ove ((ap ,x) (ap fy) (ap ,z)
(dp ,d) (dp ,e) (dp ,r))
nil)
iposition-bound
(standard-position-bound x y z d e r)))
(if (< (z current) (z last))
(setf (move-goal-terminating-conditions
motion)
‘((Lz (+ (sz *starting-point*) ,z .15))))
(setf (move-goal-terminating-conditions
motion)
‘((Gz (+ (Sz * starting-point*) sz -.15)))))
motion))
;; guarded-position- Builds a data structure for a
;; guarded motion where it might be necessary to
;; comply along som e surfaces.
(defun guarded-position (last current consts)
(let ((motion)
(x (- (x current) (x *first*)))
(y (- (y current) (y *first*)))
(z (- (z current) (z *first*)))

(d (- (d current) (d last)))
( e ( - ( e current) (e last)))
(r (- (r current) (r last))))
(setq motion
(make-instance ’m ove
imotion
‘(move
(,(if (or (member *+X consts)
(member ’-X consts)
(member *X consts)) *(df 0)
(list ’ap x))
,(if (or (member *+Y consts)
(member ’-Y consts)
(member *Y coils ts)) *(df O)
,(if ^or (member *+Z consts)
(member ’-Z consts)
(member ’Z consts)) ’(df 0)
(list *ap z))
‘, (if (member ’Rotx consts)
’(dp 0) ( lis t ’dp d))
,(if (member tRoty consts)
’(dp 0) (list *dp e)>
,(if (member fRotzcohstS)
’(dp O X lis t’dp r)))
((Tz 1.2) (Tz -1.2)))
!position-bound
(standard-position-bound x y z d e r)))
(if (< (z current) (z last))
(setf (move-goal-terniinating-conditions
motion)
‘((Lz (+ ‘(Sz *starting-pbint*) , z . 10))>
(Sz (- *rorce-z* 1.5))))
(setf (move-goal-terminating-cbnditions
motion)
‘((Gz (+ (sz *starting-poiht*) ,z -.10))
(B z (+ *force-z* 1.5)))))
m otion))
;; comply-position- This routine builds a data
;; structure for a
;; pt-to-pt motion that com plies along som e
;; surfaces
(defun comply-position (last cuffeht consts)
(let ((motion)
(x (- (x current) (x *first*)))
(y (- (y current) (y *first*)))
(z (- (z current) (z *first*)))
(d (- (d current) (d last)))
(e ( - ( e current) (e last)))
(r (- (r current) (r last))))
;; Define m otion spec
(setq motion
(make-instance ’m ove
.•motion
‘(m ove
(,(if (or (member *+X consts)
(member ’-X consts)
(m em ber’X consts)) ’(dfO)
(list ’ap x))
,(if (or (member ’+Y consts)
(member ’-Y consts)
(member ’Y consts)) ’(df 0)
(list ’ap y))
,(if (or (member *+Z consts)
(member *-Z consts)
(member *Z c o n sts))’(dfO)
(list ’ap z))
,(if (member ’Rotx consts)
’(dp 0) (list ’dp d))
,(if (member Roty consts)
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’(dp O H lisfdpe))
,(if (member Rotz consts)

ir is e s
!position-bound
(standard-positipn-bound x y z d e r)))
(if (< (z ciirreht) (z last))
(setf(move-goal-term inating-conditions

motion)
‘((Lz (+ (sz *starting-point*) ,z .15))))
(setf (move-goal-terminating-conditions
motion)
‘((G z (+ (sz * starting-point*) ,z -.15)))))
m otion))
;; guarded- This routine generates a data
;; structure
;;
describing a guarded m ove.
;; Type=O Ends cither when travelled dist or
;; contact
;; Type=I E nd sw ith contact
;; Type=2 Ends when travelled dist
;; rcc=t Add constraints *((fx) (fy) (tx) (ty))
;; like rcc
;; rcc=rotz Add constraints ’((fx) (fy) (tx)
;;(ty )(tz ))
(defun generate-guarded-move (last point current
unc type rcc)
(let ((motion) (x (- (X current) (x *first*)))
(y (- (y current) (y *first*)))
(z (- (z current) (z *first*)))
(d ( -(d current) (d last)))
(e ( - (e current) (e last)))
(r (- (r current) (r last)))
(m x ( - (x point) (x *first*)))
(my (- (y current) (y *first*)))
(mz (- (z current) (z * first*)))
(md ( - (d ppint) (d last)))
(m e ( - (e point) (e last)))
(m r (-(r point) (r last))) (dist))
(setq m otion
(m ake-instance’m ove
;; Set up for type 0,1. Change if necessary.
;; Should m ake it somewhere between point
;; arid current.
:position-bound

*(((+(sx *starting-point*)
,(/ (+ m x x) 2.0))
,(+ (abs (/ ( + m x x ) 2.0)) .3 »
'((+■ (sy *starting-point*)
,(/( V m y y ) 1 6 ) )
,(+ (abs ( / ( + rhy y ) 2.0)) .3))
((¥ (sz *starting-point*)
,(/ (+ mz z) 2.0))
X + (a b s ;(/(-im z z )2 .0 )).3 ))
((+ (S d initial-position)
,(rtd ( /( + m d d ) 2.0)))
>(rtd (+ (abs (J (+ A d d) 2.0)) .3)))
((+ (se initial-position)
,(rid (/ (+ me e) 2.0)))
,(rid (+ (abs ( J (+ m e e) 2.0)) .3)))
((+ (sr m itial-posilion)
,(rtd (/ (+ m r r) 2.0)))
,(rtd (+ (abs (/ (+ mr r) 2.0)) .3))))))
(cond ((null rcc)
(setf (m ove-m otion motion)
‘(m ove ((ap ,x) (ap ,y) (ap ,z)
((equal r c c ’rotz)
(self (m ove-motion motion)
‘(m ove ((d f0 ) (dfO) (ap ,z)

r i f e ®
(self (m ove-m otion motion)
4(m ove ((df 0) (df 0) (ap ,z)

r i f «

»

,

(cond (
;; Ends either when position reach or
;; contact
(equal type 0)

;; Allow for typical slop in position
“ Control.
(if (< (z last) (z current))
(setqpcond
‘(Gz (+ (z *starting-point*)
,(* .95 (- (z current) (z

last))))))
(setq pcond
‘(Lz (+- (z
(: *starting-point*)
X* -95 (- (z current) (Z

>

last)))))))

(setf (move-goal-tenninating-conditions

4 motion)
■(.pcond
(Bz (+ *force-z* 1.0))
\ ( S z (- *force-z* 1.0)))))
I; Ends when contact, else protectional
;; cond hit
Xequal type I)
(setf (move-goal-terminating-conditionS
motion)
‘((B z (+ *forcez* 1.0))
(Sz ( - *forcez* 1.0)))))
;; Successfully ends when position, else
;; protection
((equal type 2)
(if (< (z ^asO (z current))
(setq pcond
‘(Gz (+ (z *starting-point*)
,(* .95 (- (z current) (z
IflsO)))))
(setq pcond
‘(Lz (+ (z *starting-point*)
,(* .95 (- (z current) (z
IasO))))))
(setf
(move-protectional-terminating-conditions
motion)
‘((B z (+ *forccz* 1.5))
(Sz (- *forcez* 1.5))))
(setf (move-goal-terminating-conditions
motion)
‘(,pcond))
(setf
(move-position-bound m otion)
‘(((+ (sx * starting-point*) , x ) ,(+ 0.2
unc))
((+ (sy *starting-point*) , y ) ,.(+ 0.2
unc))
((+ (sz *starting-point*) , z ) ,(+ 0.2 unc))
((+ (sd initial-position) ,(rtd d)) 6)
((+ (se initial-position) ,(rtd e)) 6)
((+ (sr initial-position) ,(rtd r)) 6)))
(setf (move-force-bound motion)
‘((*forcex* 6) (*forcey* 6) (*forccz* 6)
(O in f)(O inf)(O inO ))))
motion))
(defun standard-position-bound ( x y z d e r)

‘(((4- (sx ^starting-point*) ,x) 0.3)
((+ (sy * starting-point*) ,y) 0.3)
((+ (sz *starting-point*) ,z) 0.3)
((+ (sd initial-position) ,(rtd d)) 5)
((+ (se initial-position) ,(ltd e)) 5)
((+ (sr initial-position) ,(rtd r)) 5)))
(defun convert-to-fspec (list)
(let ((fspec nil))
(cond ((member fX list)
(setq fspec ‘(fx ty)))
((or (member *-X list) (member ’+X list))
(Setq f s p e c ‘(fr))))
(cond ((member •Y list)
(setq fspec ‘(fy tx)))
((or (member ’-Y list) (member ’+Y list))
(setq fspec ‘(fy))))
fspec))
;; biased- This routine builds up a fine motion
;; plan for a
;; biased strategy. This m otion plan consists
;; o f guarded
;;
m ove to surface o f obst, and a
;; bias-search over obst
(defun biased (start point end dir axis assem)
(let ((guarded) (bias-search) (unc) (finish)
(mdist)
(bias) (xunc) (yunc) (zunc)
(apu (assembly-pose-uncert assem))
(acu (assembly-control-uncert assem)))
;; Calculate uncertainty in given
;; toolframe.
(setq xunc (+ (x apu)
(* (abs (- (x start) (x end))) (x acu))))
(setq yunc ( + (y apu)
(* (abs (- (y start) (y end))) (y acu))))
(setq zunc (+ (z apu)
(* (abs (- (z start) (z end))) (z acu))))
;; Get guarded-move that ends in contact,
(setq guarded
(generate-guarded-move start point end zunc
I nil))
;; N ow get finishing guarded motion that
;; ends at endpoint.
(setq finish
(generate-guarded-move start point end zunc
(cond ((equal axis ’x)
(multiple-value-setq
(dx dy dz)
(convert-to-gripper (cdddr point) (+ xunc
. 1)0

0))

(setq unC xunc))
((equal axis ’y)
(multiple-value-setq
(dx dy dz)
(convert-to-gripper (cdddr point) 0 ( +
yunc .1 )0 ))
(setq unc yunc)))
(cond ((equal dir *+)
(setq bias (make-instance 'm ove
:motion
((dp ,dx) (dp ,dy)
(dp ,dz) (dpO) (dp O)
(dp 0)) nil)
:force-bound ‘((*forcex* 3)
(*forcey* 3)
(*forcez* 3)

(*torquex* 10)
(ttorquey* 10)
(*torquez* 10))
:position-bound
*(((+ (sx initial-position) ,dx) 0.1)
((+ (sy initial-position) ,dy) 6.1)
((+ (sz initid-position) ,dz) 0.1)
((sd initial-position) 0.1)
((se initial-position) 0.1)
((sr initial-position) 0.1))
:goal-terminating-conditions 4((Gs. <unc)))),
(setq bias-search (make-instance ’m ove
imotion ‘(m ove ((dp ,(- dx))

(dp .(-dy))
(d p .(-d z ))

^°o!>(dp0)
((Tz I)

CTz-D))

:force-bound ‘((*forcex* 3)
(*forcey* 3)
(♦forcez* 3)
(*torquex* 10)
(♦torquey* 10)
(♦torquez* 10))
.•position-bound
*’(((- (sx initial-position) ,dx)

0 . 1)
((- (sy initial-position) ,dy)

0 . 1)
((- (sz initial-position) ,dz)
0 . 1)
((sd initial-position) 0.1)
((se initial-position) 0.1)
((sr initial-position) 0.1)))))
((equal dir *-)
(setq bias (make-instance ’m ove
!motion ‘(m ove ((d p ,(- dx))
(d p ,(- dy)) (d p ,(- dz))
(dp 0) (dp 0) (dp 0)) nil)
:force-bourid
‘((*forcex* 3) (*forcey* 3)
(♦forcez* 3) (*torquex* 10)
(♦torquev* 10) (*torquez* 10))
!position-bound
‘(((- (sx initial-position) ,dx) 0.1)
(Cr (sy initial-position) ,dy) 0.1)
((-(s z initial-position) ,dz) 0,1)
((sd initial-position) 0.1)
((se initial-position) 0.1)
((sr initial-position) 0.1))
:goal-terminating-conditions
‘((Gs xunc))))
(setq bias-search (make-instance ’m ove
!motion
‘(m ove ((dp ,dx) (dp ,dy)
(df 0) (dp 0)

!force-bound ‘((*forcex* 3)
(*forcey* 3)
(*forcez* 3)
(*torquex* 10)

(♦torquey* 10)
(♦torquez* 10))
!position-bound
‘(((4 (sx initial-position) ,dx)

0 . 1)
((+ (sy initial-position) ,dy)
((+ (sz initial-position) ,dz)

0 . 1)
((sd initial-position) 0.1)
((se initial-position) 0.1)
((sr initial-position) 0.1))))))
(if (< (z end) (z start))
(setf
(m ove-goal-tenniiiating-conditions
bias-search)
‘((B z (+ *negative-z-contact-force* 2))))
(setf
(move-goal-terminating-conditions
bias-search)
‘((Sz (- *positive-z-contact-fprce* 2)))))
(list bias guarded bias-search finish)))
(defun convert-to-gripper (rot x y z)
(let ((psi (x rot)) (theta (y rot)) (phi (z
rot)) (n) (o) (a))
(setq n ‘(,(* (cos phi) (cos theta))
,(* (sin phi) (cos theta))
,(-(sin th eta ))))
(setq o ‘(,(- (* (cos phi) (sin theta) (sin
psi))
■(* (sin phi) (cos psi)))
;(+ '(M $ fo p tt) (sfetheta) (sinpsi))■
■: (* (cos phi) (cos psi)))
,(* (cos theta) (sin psi))))
(setq a *(,(+ (* (cos phi) (sin theta) (cos
(^S(sm p h i) (cos psi)))
,(- (* (sin phi) (sin theta) (cos psi))
(* (cos phi) (sin psi)))
,(* (cos theta) (cos psi))))
(values (+ (* (x n) x) (* (x o) y ) (* (x a)
( + ( * (y n) x) (* (y o ) y) (* (y a) z))
( + ( * ( z n ) x) (* (z o) y) (* (z a)

z)))))
;; peg-in-hole- Builds m otion subplan for
;; mating
;;
convex part with concave part when
;; there
;;
is uncertainty in X and Y.
(defun peg-in-hole (start point end shape assem)
(let ((guarded) (get-dver-hole) (xunc) (yunc)
(zunc)
(skip) (bias) (xunc) (yunc) (zunc) (finish)
(flag (if (< (z end) (z start)) t nil))
(apu (assembly-pose-uncert assem))
(acu (assembly-cOntrol-uncert assem)) (Iatunc))
;; Calculate uncertainty in Object
;; coordinate frame.
(setq xunc (+ (x apu)
(* (abs (- (x start) (x end))) (x acu))))
(setq yunc ( + (y apu)
(* (abs (- (y start) (y end))) (y acu))))
(setq zunc (+ (z apu)
(* (abs (- (z start) (z end))) (z acu))))
(setq latuhc (sqrt (/ (+ (sqr xunc) (sqr
;; Get guarded-move that ends in contact or
;; when reached
;; end if hole alignment was
;; serendipidously achieved.
(setq guarded
(generate-guarded-rhove start point end zunc
O nil))
;; Set up skip condition in case its not
. ;; necessary to

;; make the remaining m oves in the
;; strategy.
(if flag
(setq skip ‘((Lz (+ (sz *starting-point5|e)
,(+ (- (z end) (z start)) 0.05)))))
(setq skip ‘((G z (+ (sz *starting-point*)
, ( - (z end) (z start)) 0.05)))))
;; N ow get finishing guarded motion that
;; ends at endpoint.
(setq finish

(generate-guarded-move start point end Zunc
(setf (move-skip-conditions finish) skip)
(setq get-over-hole
(make-instance ’m ove
imotion
‘(m ove ((dp (xtarget
,(* 1.3 latunc)
,(if (equal shape ’peg)

I -I)))

(dp (ytarget
,(* 1.3 latunc)
»(if (equal shape ’peg)

1 - 1)))
(dfO) nil nil nil)

mm*™

!skip-conditions skip
:final-funcs
‘((setq *starting-point*
(append
Oist (sx *current-position*)
(sy *current-position*)
(cddr
♦starting-point*)))))
!position-bound
‘(((sx initial-position) ,latunc)
((sy initial-position) ,latunc)
((+ (sz initial-position)
,(if flag -.2 .2))
,(+ zu n c .22))
((sd initial-position) ,(rtd .3))
((se initial-position) ,(rtd .3))
((sr initial-position) ,(rtd .3)))))
(if flag
(setf
(move-goal-terminating-conditions
gct-over-hole)
‘((B z (- *forcez* 1.0))
(Lz (- (sz initial-position) 0.05))))
(setf
(move-goal-terminating-conditions
get-over-hole)
‘((Sz (+ *forcez* I))
(G z (+ (sz initial-position) 0.05)))))
(list guarded get-over-hole finish)))
;; This routine builds the m otion subplan for
;; mating a convex part with a concave part w hen
;; there
;; is uncertainty about the Z axis.
(defan rotate-search (start point end assem)
(let ((guarded) (rotate) (xunc) (yunc) (zunc)
(bias) (xunc) (yunc) (zunc) (skip)
(flag (if (< (z end) (z start)) t nil))
(apu (assembly-pose-uncert assem))
(acu (assembly-control-uncert assem )) (rzunc))
;; Calculate uncertainty in object
;; coordinate frame.
(setq xunc
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(+ (x apu) (* (abs (- (x start) (x end)))
(xacu ))))
(setqyunc
(+ (y apu) (* (abs (- (y start) (y end)))
(y acu))))
(setqzunc
(+ (z apu) (* (abs (- (z start) (z end)))
(z acu))))
(setq rzunc
(+ (r apu) (* (abs (- (r start) (r end)))
(r acu))))
;; guarded-move that ends in contact or when
;; reached
;; end if hole alignment serendipidously
;; achieved.
(setq guarded
(generate-guarded-move
startp p in ten d zu n cO n il))
;; Set up skip cond in case its not necessary
;; to
•
•
;; make the remaining m oves in the strategy,
(if flag
(setq skip ‘((Lz (+ (Sz ^starting-point*)
X- (z end) (z start)) -0.1))))
(setq skip ‘((G z (+ (sz * starting-point*)
X- (z end) (z start)) 0.1)))))

EXECUTE

;; execute- This is the top level routine o f
;;
the execution unit, strategy is a
;;
m ove data structure, such as the
;;
structures instantiated by the
;;
planner.

(defun execute (strategy)
(let ((skip nil) (item))
;; Execute initial functions and
;; set up data structure
(update-position)
(setf

(pmove-current-position strategy)
iicCurrent-Position*)
(dolist (item (pmove-initial-funcs strategy))
(eval item))
(setq initial-position *current-position*)
(update strategy)
;; Make sure mat w e aren’t supposed to
;; skip this step
?
(dolist (item (pmove-skip-condition strategy))
(if (buildcond item strategy)
(setq skip t)))
(cond ((not skip)

(attempt strategy)))
;; get finishing guarded m otion that ends at
;; endpoint,
(setq finish
(generate-guarded-move start point end zunc 2
t))
■
(setf (move-skip-conditions finish) skip)
- ■
’•

■’ • ■

(setq rotate
(m ake-instance-m ove
;; Rotate until no contact force left
:motion
•(move ((dp 0) (dp 0) (df 0)
(dp 0) (dp 0)
(if (< (-(sr interim-position)
(sr initial-position))
X* 0.9 (rtd rzunc)))
(ap Xrtd rzunc))
(ap X -(rtd rzunc)))))
Xif flag ’((Tz 0 .8 ))
XCTz-0.8))))
!skip-conditions skip
!position-bound
‘(((sx initial-position) 0,3)
((sy initial-position) 0.3)
((sz initial-position) 0.3)
((sd initial-position) ,(rtd .3))
((se initial-position) Xrtd .3))
((sr initial-position)
Xrtd (+ rzunc .3))))))
(if (< (z end) (z start))
(setf (move-goal-terminating-conditions
rotate)
X(Bz ( - *forcez* I))
(Lz (- (sz initial-position) 0.05))))
(setf (move-goal-terminating-conditions
rotate)
X(Sz (- *forcez* I))
(Gz (+ (sz initialrposition) 0.05)))))
(list guarded rotate finish)))

;; Execute final functions
(dolist (item (pmove-final-funcs

strategy))
(eval item))))
;; attempt- Top level driver to execute the
;; strategy •
;;
set forth by the plaimer. It attempts to
;;
execute the strategy, and then checks for
;;
error conditions, executes a recovery
;;
motion if necessary, and reattempts the
;;
execution.
(defun attempt (strategy)
;; Current info is now initial info
(current-to-past strategy)
(execute-motion (pmove-motion strategy))
;; Update current conditions
(update strategy)
(cond ((motion-successful strategy) t)
(t (if (recovery strategy)
(attempt strategy) nil))))
;; m otion-successful-Returns true if all
;; indications
;;
infer the motion was successful.
(defun m otion-successful (strategy)
(format t "force= ~s "% interim-force = ~s
♦forces* interim-force)
(format t "position= ~s "%" *current-position
*)
(if (and (goal-termination strategy)
(setq *verify*
(verification-motion strategy))
(position-in-bounds strategy)
(force-in-bounds strategy)) t nil))
;; verification-motion- Returns true if
•,',verification
;; motion not not needed or
;; verification m ove was made
;; and motion verified success.
(defun verification-motion (strategy)
(verify-if-needed strategy))
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recovery- Returns true if an error was detected
else it returns nil. If error is detected
recovery motion is made, which * should*
bring the assembly to the goal position,
(defun recovery (strategy)
(if (or (forces-out-of-bounds strategy)
(positions-out-of-bounds strategy)
(vary-from-path strategy)
(path-changed strategy)
(goal-termination-not-met strategy)
(protectional-terminating-condition-met
strategy))
(cond ((pm ove-relief-m otion strategy)
(eval (pm ove-relief-m otion
strategy))
(update-position))

(tt))))
;; execute-m otion- B uilds a motion specification
;;
and then the motion.
(defun execute-m otion (posmotion)
(let ((type) (new-motion) (motion))
; If motion has temporarily been replaced
;;b y

; recovery motion, run it, and get rid o f
;; it.
(cond (*tempmotion*
(setq m otion *tempmotion*)
(setq *tempmotion* nil))
(t
(setq motion posm otion)))
(setq type (sx motion))
(generous-ft-spec)
(setq new-m otion (evaluate-motion motion))
(stable-forces)
(eval new-m otion)
(update-position)))
(defun evaluate-motion (motion)
(let ((spec) (item) (new-m otion) (type) (axis)
(mag) (axislist ’( x y z d e r ) )
(listspec (cadr motion)) (fspec nil)
(mspec) (tspec) (lptr 0) (cuipos) (start-point)
(label-spec ’(fs l fs2 fs3 fs4 fs5 fs6)))
(update-position)
(do ((axis (car axislist) (car axislist))
(start-pointl *starting-point*
(cdr start-pointl))
(curposl *current-position*
(cdr cu rp osl))
(item (car listsp ec) (car listsp ec)))

((null axis) new-motion)
(setq axislist (cdr axislist))
(setq curpos (car curposl))
(setq start-point (car start-pointl))
(setq listspec (cdr listspec))
(setq type (car item))
(setq mag (cadr item))
(cond ((equal ty p e ’ap)
(if (equal mag 0)
(setq spec ‘(,@ spec ,curpos))
(setq spec ‘(,@ spec ,(+ start-point
(eval m ag))))))
((and (equal type *dp))
(cond ((equal mag 0)
(setq s p e c ‘(.© sp ec ,curpos)))
(t (setq s p e c :
‘(,@ spec
,(+ curpos

(eval m ag)))))))
((equal type *df)
(setq s p e c ‘(,© sp ec ,curpos))
(if fspec
(setq fspec ‘(,@ fspec
,(com pose-force-spec axis)))
(setq fspec
‘(,(com pose-force-spec axis)))))
((null item)
(setq spec ‘(,@ spec ,curpos)))))
(setq *current-pose*
(make-xyz-rpy (sx spec) (sy spec)
(sz spec) (sd spec)
(se spec) (sr spec)))
(setq m spec ‘(m ove ’,♦current-pose*))
(format t "spec= ~s
spec)
(setq new-m otion ‘(comply ’,fspec ,mspec))
(format t "new-motion= ~s
new-m otion)
;; Build up force-terminating spec
(ppm ’new-m otion new-motion)
(stable-forces)
(dolist (item (caddr m otion))
(cond ((equal T x (sx item))
(if (> (sy item) 0)
(setq spec
‘(,(nth lptr label-spec)
V; (> fx
S ,(+ (float (sx *forces*)
>

1. 20)

(cadr item)))))
(setq spec
‘(,(nth lptr label-spec)
(< fx
,(+
(float (sx *forces*) 1.20)
(cadr item ))))))
(setq tspec ‘(,spec ,@ tspec)))
((equal 1Ty (car item))
(if (> (cadr item) 0)
(setq spec
‘(,(nth lptr label-spec)

(> fy .(+

(float (sy *forces*) 1.20)
(cadr item)))))
(setq^pec ‘(,(nth lptr label-spec)
,(+
(float (sy *forces*) 1.20)
(cadr item ))))))
(setq tspec ‘(,spec ,@ tspec)))
((equal T z (car item))
(if (> (cadr item) 0)
(sct<j spec ‘(,(nth lptr label-spec)
»(+
(float (sz *forces*) 1.20)
(cadr item)))))
(sct<| spec ‘(,(nth lptr label-spec)
»(t
.
(float (sz * forces*) 1.20)
(cadr item))))))
(setq ts p e c ‘(,spec ,@ tspec))))
(setq lptr (+ I lptr)))
(format t "tspec= ~s
tspec)
(add-ft-spec tspec)
;; (print-it-spec)
new-m otion))
(defun compose-force-spec (axis)
(cond ((equal axis ’x) ’fx)
((equal axis *y) ’fy)
((equal axis ’z) ’fz)
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((equal a x is 'd) *tx)
((equal axis 'e) *ty)
((equal axis ’r) 'tz)))
(defim get-dir (axis)
(cond ((equal axis 'x) :x)
((equal axis 'y) :y)
((equal axis 'z) :z)
((equal axis 'd) :phi)
((equal a x is-e ) :theta)
((equal axis ’r) :psi))>
(defiin pm (funct m essage)
(cond (*verbose-mode*
(format t "Inside fiinct: ~s -" funct)
(if m essage (format t "~s
m essage))
(foim att ■%’’))
(tn il)))
(defun ppm (funct m essage)
(cond (*verbose-mode*
(format t ’’Inside funct: ~s -" funct)
(if m essage (format t "Ts r %" m essage))
(format t^J% V)
(cond (*break-mode*
(format t ’’Continue? ")
(setq temp (read))
(if (member temp *(n no N N o))
(break fimct))
(if (member te m p ’(lop toplevel))
(break fiinct (reset))))
(t (format t - % ’’» ))
(t nil)))
(defun query-force (&key (robot *current-robm*))
(let ((ft (get-ft :robot robot)) (f) (m)>
(setq f (robot: :force ft))
(setq m (robot: itorque ft))
(setq *forces* tU x f ) f(y f)",(z f)
,(x m ) ,( y m ),(z m )))))
(defiin stable-forces (&key (robot *cuirent-robot
*))
(let ((ft) (fx 0) (fy 0) (fz 0)
(tx 0) (ty 0) (tz 0) (f) (m))
(query-force)
(setq ft (get-ft :robot robot))
(setq f (robot:-.force ft))
(setq m (robot: :torque ft))
(setq fx (x f)) (setq fy (y f)) ( s e t q f z ( z f ) )
(setq tx (x m )) (setq ty (y m )) (setq tz (z m ))
(setq * forces* (stablize fx fy fz tx ty tz
robot))))
(defim stablize (fx fy fz tx ty tz robot)
(let ((ft) (f) (m))
(get-ft :robot robot)
(setq ft (get-ft :robot robot))
(setq f (robot: :force ft))
(setq m (robot::torque ft))
(cond ((< (abs (- (z f) fz)) 0.2)
(list ( / ( + ( x f ) f x ) 2.0)

(/ (+ (y 0 fy) 2.0)
(/ (+ (z f) fz) 2.0)
( / ( + ( x m ) t x ) 2.0)
(/ (+ (y m ) ty) 2.0)
(/ (+ (z m ) tz) 2 .0 » )
(t (stablize (x f) (y f) (z f)
m)(z m )
( x m i)) ((y
ym
robolD))))
;; update-position-Update current position.
(defun update-position (&key (robot *current-robot
*))

(let ((pose (get-current-xyz-rpy :robot robot))
(ht (current-ja-to-tr)))
(cond ((null *current-pose*)
(setq ^current-pose* pose)
(setq *current-positiori*
‘(.(x pose) ,(y pose) (z pose)
,(rx pose) ,(ry pose)
,(rz pose))))
((same-onentation ht ^current-pose*)
(setq *current-position*
*(,(x pose) ,(y pose) ,(z pose)
,(rx ^cuirent-pose*)
,(ry *current-pose*)
,(rz *current-pose*))))
(t (setq *current-position*
‘(,(x pose) ,(y pose)
,(z pose) ,(rx pose)
,(ry p ose),(rz pose)))))))
(setq *verbose-mode* t)
(setq *break-mode* t)
(defim same-orientation (ht pose)
(let ((or (make-otr)))
;; Gomjpule orientation matrix for desired
;; pose
(to-htr pose or)
; ;I fn 'n ’,s * s ’, a'a’ ok
(and (same-vector (n h t) (n of))
(same-vector (s ht) (s or))
(same-vector (a ht) (a or)))))
(defim same-vector (a b )
(and (same-scalar (x at) (x b))
(same-scalar (y a) (y b ))
(same-scalar (Z a )(Z b ))))
(defim same-scalar (a b)
(< (abs (- a b)) 0.005))
(defun init-compliance ()
(set-ft-errpr-handler#’sue-error-hmdler)
(set-compliance-mode :w6rld)
(set-default-cgain)
(set-cgain :kfx .045)
(set-speed 0.39))
(defim sue-error-handler (robot)
(update-position)
(generous-ft-spec)
(format t "Terminating on force constraint
Tc") nil)

(ab s_fz(>
(abs_tx (>
(abs_ty (>
(abs_tz (>

(abs fz) 50))
(abs tx) 150))
(abs ty) 150))
(abs tz) 150)))))

;; goal-termination- Checks to see if all
;;
terminating cqnds were met.
(defim goal-termination (strategy)
(let ((term (pmove-goal-termiriating-conditions
strategy))
(goal ml) (item))
(cond (term
(dolist (item term)
(if (buildcond item strategy)
(setq goal t))) goal)
(tt))))
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;; protec tional-terminating-condition-met- Returns
;; true if a prptectional terminating condition
;; was met.
(defun protectional-terminating-condition-met
(strategy)
(let ((term
(pmove-protectional-terminating-conditions
strategy))
(it<
(flag nil) (item))
(dolist (item term)
(if (buildcond item strategy)
(setq flag t)))
(cond (flag
(rev erse-pmov e-mo tion strategy)
t)
(t nil))))
;; path-changed- This routine makes sure the path
;;
that the peg is traveling on hasn’t
;; changed.
(defim path-changed (strategy)
(let* ((curpos
(pmove-current-position strategy))
(initpos
(pm ove-initial-position strategy))
(vx ( - (sx curpos) (sx initpos)))
(vy ( - ( s y curpos) (sy initpos)))
(vz ( - (sz curpos) (sz initpos)))
(n e w x (e v a l
(sx (pmove-vector strategy))))
(new y (eval
(sy (pm ove-vector strategy))))
(n ew z(eval
(sz (pmove-vector strategy))))
(vd (- (sd curpos) (sd initpos)))
(ve (- (se curpos) (se initpos)))
( v r ( - (sr curpos) (sr initpos)))
(newd (eval
(sd (pm ove-vector strategy))))
(new e (eval
(se (pm ove-vector strategy))))
(newr (eval
(sf (pm ove-vector strategy)))))
(cond ((> (+ (sqr (- new x vx))
^^ (sqr (^tiew y vy))
(sqr ( - new z v z))) 0.2)
((> ( + (sqr ( - new d vd))
(sqr ( - new e ve))
(sqr (- iiewr vr))) 5)
(format t
"newd= rs vd= ~s new e= “s v e = “s newr= ~s vr= ~s
/O

new d vd new e ve newr vr)
(t nil))))
;; vaiy-from -path-This routine makes sure the peg
;; has
;;
not varied from its intended path,
;;
as specified by eqn.
(defun vaiy-from-path (strategy)
(cond ((pmove-equation strategy)
(let ((xreal (eval (sx (pmoVe-equation
strategy))))
(yreal (eval (sy (pmove-equation strategy))))
(zreal (eval (sz (pmove-equation strategy))))
(dreal (eval (sd (pmove-equation strategy))))
(ereal (eval (se (pmove-equation strategy))))
(rreal (eval (sr (pmove-equation strategy))))
(curpos (pmove-current-position strategy)))
(cond ((> (- (sx curpos) xreal) 0 3 5 )
(x-too-big

^

strategy
( - (sx curpos) xreal))
t)
( ( > ( - xreal (sx curpos)) 0.2)
(x-too-sm all
strategy
( - (sx curpos) xreal))
t)
((> (- (sy curpos) yreal) 0.2)
(y-too-big
strategy
(- (sy curpos) yreal))
0
((> (- yreal (sy curpos)) 0.2)
(y-too-sm all
strategy
( - (sy curpos) yreal))
t) .
((> (- (sz curpos) zreal) 0.2)
(z-too-big
strategy
(- (sz curpos) zreal))
t)
J((> ( - zreal (sz curpos)) 0.2)
(z^-too-small
strategy
(I (sz curpos) zreal))
t)
((> (- (sd curpos) dreal) 0.2)
(d-too-big
strategy
( - (sd curpos) dreal))
t)
((> (- dreal (sd curpos)) 0.2)
(d-too-small
strategy
(- (sd curpos) dreal))
((> (- (se curpos) ereal) 0.2)
(e-too-big
strategy
(- (se curpos) ereal))
t)
((> ( - ereal (se curpos)) 0.2)
(e-top-small
strategy
(- (se curpos) ereal))
0
((> ( - (sr curpos) rreal) 0.2)
(r-too-big
strategy
(- (sr curpos) rreal))
t)
((> (- rreal (sr curpos)) 0.2)
(r-too-small
strategy
(- (sr curpos) rreal))
0 Ct nil))))
(t nil)))

;; goal-termination-not-met- Returns true if all
;; goal termination conditions were not met.
(defun goal-termination-not-met (strategy)
(not (goal-termination strategy)))
;; buildcond- Turns a condition on a m otion into
;;
a lisp test.
(defim buildcond (cond strategy)
(cond ((null cond) nil)
(t
Oet ((axis) (type)
(mag (eval (sy cond)))
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(current-force) (current-position)
(initial-force) (initial-position))
(multiple-v alue-setq
(type axis) (separate-cond (car cond)))
(setq
current-force
(cond
((equal axis *x)
(sx (pmove-current-force strategy)))
((equal axis 'y)
(sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
((equal axis ?z)
^
(sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
((equal a x is 'd)
(sd (pmove-current-force strategy)))
((equal axis 'e)
(se (pmove-current-force strategy)))
((equal axis 'r)
(sr (pmove-current-force strategy)))))
(setq
current-position
(cond
((equal axis *x)
(sx (pmove-current-position strategy)))
(sy (pmove-current-position strategy)))
((equal a x is ’z)
(sz (pmove-current-position strategy)))
((equal axis 'd)
(sd (pmove-current-position strategy)))
((equal axis 'e)
(se (pmove-current-position strategy)))
((equal axis 'r)
(sr (pmOve-current-position strategy)))))
(setq ;
initial-force
(cond
((equal axis *x)
(sx (pmove-initial-force strategy)))
((equal a x is 'y)
(sy (pmove-initial-force strategy)))
((equal axis *z)
(sz (pmove-initial-force strategy)))
((equal a x i s 'd)
(sd (pmove-initial-force strategy)))
((equal a x is 'e)
(se (pmove-initial-force strategy)))
((equal axis 'r)
(sr (pmove-initial-force strategy)))))
(setq
initial-position
(cond
((equal axis *x)
(sx (pmove-initial-position strategy)))
((equal axis 'y)
(sy (pmove-initial-position strategy)))
((equal axis 'Z)
(sz (pmove-initial-position strategy)))
((equal a x i s 'd)
(sd (pmove-initial-position strategy)))
((equal axis 'e)
(se (pmove-initial-position strategy)))
((equal axis 'r)
(sr (pmove-initial-position strategy)))))
(cond ((equal type 'G)
(if (< current-position mag) nil t))
((equal type X )
(if (> current-position mag) nil t))
((equal type 'B)
(if (< current-force mag) nil t))
((equal type 'S)
(if (> current-force mag) nil t))
((equal type T )

(if (> mag 0)
(> current-force
(+ initial-force m ag))
(< current-force
(+ initial-force m ag)))))))))
(defun separate-cond (a)
(cond ((equal a 'Lz) (values 'L *z))
((equal a X y ) (values 'L 'y))
((equal a 'Lx) (values 'L ’x))
((equal a 'Ld) (values *L 'd))
((equal a 'Le) (values 'L 'e))
((equal a 'Lr) (values *L 'r))
((equal a 'Bz) (values 'B *z))
((equal a ’By) (values 'B 'y))
((equal a 'Bx) (values 'B *x))
((equal a 'Br) (values 'B 'r))
((equal a 'Be) (values 'B 'e))
((equal a 'Bd) (values *B *d))
((equal a 'Gz) (values 'G *z))
((equal a 'Gy) (values *G 'y))
((equal a 'Gx) (values 'G ’x))
((equal a 'Gd) (values 'G 'd »
((equal a 'Ge) (values 'G 'e))
((equal a 'Gr) (values 'G 'r))
((equal a 'Sz) (values 'S ’z))
((equal a T z ) (values 'T ’z))
((equal a 'Ty) (values 'T 'y))
((equal a 'Tx) (values 'T *x))
((equal a 'Sy) (values 'S 'y))
((equal a 'Sx) (values 'S *x))
((equal a ’Sd) (values 'S ’d)>
((equal a 'Se) (values 'S *e))
((equal a 'Sr) (values *S 'r))))
;; verify-if-needed- If an adhoc strategy for
;; verification exists, execute it. Else,
;; we want to verify any motion that
;; terminates on the loss o f contact,
;; which is signified by a force servo
;; A N D a force terminating cond on the
;; same axis. W e assume gain o f contact
;; conditions and positional terminating
;; conditions do not need to be verified,
(defun verify-if-needed (strategy)
(let ((adhoc
(pmove-ad-hoc-verification strategy))
(initpos
(pmove-initial-position strategy))
(sx (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(forcey
(sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(forcez
(sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(curpos
(pmove-current-position strategy))
(motion
(pmove-motion strategy) (m ove) (term))
(term
(pmove-goal-terminating-conditions
strategy)))
(setq m ove (sy motion))
(setq term (sz m otion))
(cond
(adhoc
(pm verification-needed "adhoc strategy")
(edr adhoc))
((and (member (sx (sx m ove)) *(df a f»
(assoc-s 'Tx term)
(no-net-motion
(cadr (assoc-s 'Tx term)) 'x
(sx initpos) (sx curpos))

■
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(and (> forcex *negative-x-contact-force
*)
■■
(< forcex *positive-x-contact-force*)))
(p m ’verification-needed "in x")
(make-verification-move
*x 0.12 (cadr (assoc-s ’Tx term)) strategy))
((and (member (sx (sy m ove)) ’(df af))
(assoc-s T y term)
(and (> forcey *negative-y-contact-force
.

'

*

)

,

'

(< forcey *positive-y-contact-force*))
(no-net-motion
(cadr (assoc-s T y term ))’y
(sy initpos) (sy curpos)))
(pm ’verification-needed "in y")
(make-verification-move
’y 0.12 (cadr (assoc-s T y term)) strategy))
((and (member (sx (sz m ove)) ’(df af))
(assoc-s T z term)
(no-net-motion
(cadr (assoc-s T z term))
*z (sz initpos) (sz curpos)))
(p m ’verification-needed "in z")
(make-verification-move
*z0.06 (cadr (assoc-s T z term)) strategy))
((and (member (sx (sz m ove)) ’(df af))
(assoc-s *Bz term)
(and (> forcez
( + *negative-z-contact-force* 0.3))
(< forcez *positive-z-contact-force*))
(no-net-motion
I *z (sz initpos) (sz curpos)))
(pm ’verification-needed "in z")
( io m a f t "forcez= ~s
forcez)
(make-verificatioii-move ’z 0.06 I
strategy))
;; no-net-m otion- If a compliant m otion
•,!experiences
;; loss o f force, it m ay make a net motion into
;; the no longer present surface. This motion
;; is one w ay to kno w if a real terminating
'• condition was met.
(defun no-net-m otion (term axis init cur)
(cond ((equal axis *x)
(cond ((and (< term 0)
(> ( - init cur) 0.02)) nil)
((and (> term 0)
(> ( - cur init) 0.02)) nil)
- ■ (tt)»
• (t ■•
(format t "init= "s " init)
(form at! "cur= rs." cur)
(format t "termag= ~sT'%" term)
(cond ((and (< term 0)
(> (- cur^init) 0.018)) nil)
((and (> term 0)
(> ( - iriit cur) 0 ,0 1 8 »
(format !"R eturning
nil)
(tt))» )
;; make-verification-move- If a motion was made
;; that terminates with loss o f contact,
;; one method for verifying this really
;; occurred is by making a small guarded
;;
m ove ih that direction and if no contact
■; is made, the terminating condition was met.
;; This routine makes such a guarded move,
;; contact is made, it assumes the motion
;; terminated /
;! falsely. I f it terminates with no contact
;; b e fo r e ,

;; it goes the entire distance, it retries the
; guarded motion. Else it signifies success.
; Returns
; t if motion believed successful, nil if
;; believed in error.
(defun make-verification-move (axis length termmag
strategy)
riet ((curpos (pmove-current-position strategy))
(curforce (pmove-current-force strategy))
(initpos (pmove-initial-position strategy)))
(cond ((equal a x is ’x)
(pm ’make-verification-move "in x")
(if (< termmag 0)
(execute-motion

‘(guar^-niove
({a p ,(- (sx curpos) length
(sx *starting-point*)))
(df 0) (df 0) nil nil nil)
(C T xl))))
(execute-motion
‘(guarded-move
((a p , ( - ( + (sx curpos) length)
(sx *starting-pomt*)))
(df 0) (df 0) nil nil nil)

(C fx-I)))))
(update strategy)
(Cond
((not (no-net-motion
term m ag’x (sx initpos)
(sx (pmove-current-position
strategy)))) t)
(tn il)))
((equal axis ’y)
(current-to-past strategy)
(pm ’make-verification-move "in y ")
(if (> termmag 0)
(execute-motion
‘(guarded-move ((df 0)
(ap ,(-/(sy curpos) length
(sy *starting-point*)))
(dfO) nil nil nil)
((T y -I))))
(execute-motion
‘(guarded-move ((dfO)
( s y ,((+ (sy curpos) length)
(sy ♦starting-point*)))
(dfO) nil nil nil)
((T y l)))))
(update strategy)
(cond ((not (no-net-motion
term m ag’y (sy initpos)
(sy (pmove-current-position
strategy)))) t)
(tn il)))
((equal axis *z)
(current-to-past strategy)
(pm ’make-verification-move "in z")
(if (> termmag 0)
(execute-motion
‘(guarded-move ((df 0) (df 0)
(dp ,(-length))
nil nil nil) (( T z -3))))
(execute-motion
‘(guarded-move ((df 0) (df 0)
(a p ,(- ( + (sz curpos) length)
(sz *starting-point*)))
nil nil nil) ((Tz I)))))
(update strategy)
(cond ((and (not (no-net-motion
term m ag’z (sz initpos)
(sz (pmove-current-position
strategy))))
(> (sz (pmove-current-force strategy))
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(- *forcez* 2.5))) t)

(m il))))))
position-out-of-bounds- Checks to see if w e are
outside o f bounding ellipse. If w e are short,
continue along vector. I f we overshot, reverse
motion.
(defun positions-out-of-bounds (strategy)
(cond ((check-under-bounds strategy) t)
((check-pyer-bounds strategy)
(reverse-pmove-motion strategy) t)
(t nil)))
;; force-in-bounds- Verifies forces are within
;; bounds.
(defun force-in-bounds (strategy)
(curforce (pmo vc-current-force strategy)))
(setq nom (eval (sx (sx m f))))
(setq bound (sy (sx m f)))
(cond ((not (equal bound ’inf))
(setq bound (eval bound))
(if (or (> (sx ciirfbrce) (+ nom bound))
(< (sx curforce) (- nom bound)))
(setq flag nil))))
(setq nom (eval (sx (sy m f))))
(setq bound (sy (sy m f)))
(cond ((not (equal bound ’inf))
(setq bound (eval bound))
(if (or (> (sy curforce) (+ nom bound))
(< (sy curforce) (- nom bound)))
(setq flag nil))))
(setq nom (eval (sx (sz m f))))
(setq bound (s y (s z m f)))
(cond ((not (equal bound ’inf))
(setq bound (eval bound))
(if (or (> (sz curforce) (+ nom bound))
(< (sz curforce) (- nom bound)))
(setq flag nil))))
(setq nom (eval (sx (sd m f))))
(setq bound (sy (sd m f)))
(cond ((not (equal bound *inf))
(setq bbuhd (eval bound))
(if (or (> (sd curforce) (+ nom bound))
(< (sd curforce) (- nom bound)))
(setq flag nil))))
(setq nom (eval (sx (se m f))))
(setq bound (sy (se m f)))
(cond ((not (equal bound ’inf))
(setq bound (eval bound))
(if (or (> (se curforce) (+ nom bound))
(< (se curforce) (- nom bound)))
(setq flag nil))))
(setq nom (eval (sx (sr m f))))
(setq bound (sy (sr m f)))
(cond ((not (equal bound ’inf))
(setq bound (eval bound))
(if (Or (> (sr curforce) (+ nom bound))
(< (sr curforce) (- nom bound)))
(setq flag nil))))
flag))
;; forces-out-of-bounds- Checks to see if a force
;; is out o f bounds and if so, does a force;; seeking motion to counteract.
(defun forces-out-of-bounds (strategy)
(let ((m f (pmove-force-bound strategy))
(flag nil) (bound) (nom)
(curforce (pmove-current-force strategy))
(curpos (pmove-current-position strategy)))

(setq nom (sx (sx mf)))
(setq bound (sy (sx mf)))
(cond
((not (equal bound ’inf))
(setq flag
(cond
((> (sx curforce)
(+ (eval nom) (eval bound)))
(move-in-positive-x
strategy (sx cuipos)) t)
((< (sx curforce)
(- (eval nom) (eval bound)))
(move-in-negative-x

<S S fw

?

(setq nom (sx (sy mf)))
(setq bound (sy (sy mf)))
(cond
((not (equal bound *inf))
(seta flag
(cond
((> (sy curforce)
(+ (eval nom) (eval bound)))
(move-in-negative-y
strategy (sy curpos)) t)
((< (sy curforce)
(- (eval nom) (eval bound)))
(move-in-positive-y
strategy (sy curpos)) t)
(setq nom (sx(szm f)))
(setq bound (sy (sz mf)))
(cond
((not (equal bound *inf))
(setq flag
(cond
((> (sz curforce)
(+ (eval nom) (eval bound)))
(mpve-in-negative-z
strategy (sz cuipos)) t)
((< (sz curforce)
( - (eval nom) (eval bound)))
(move-in-positive-z
flag))
;; position-in-bounds- Verifies that position is
;; within bounding ellipsoid.
(defun position-in-bounds (strategy)
(let ((vector (pmove-vector strategy))
(sdO)
(xc (eval
(sx (sx (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(a (eval
! (sy (sx (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(yc (eval
(sx (sy (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(b (eval
(sy (sy (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(zc (eval
(sx (sz (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(c(eval
(sy (sz (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(xO (eval
(sx (pmove-current-position strategy))))
(yO (eval

(sy (pmove-current-position strategy))))
(zO (cval
(sz (pmovc-Currcnt-position strategy))))
(dc (evm
(sx (sd (pmove-position-boimd
strategy)))))
(g (cval
(sy (sd (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(ec (eval
(sx (se (pmove-position-boimd
strategy)))))
(h (eval
(sy (se (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(re (eval
(sx (sr (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(i (eval
(sy (sr (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(dO (eval
(sd (pmove-current-position strategy))))
(eO (eval
(se (pmove-current-position strategy))))
(rO (eval
(sr (pmove-current-position strategy)))))
(cond
((or (> (abs ( - xO xc)) a)
(> (abs ( - yO yc)) b)
(> (abs (- zO z c ))c )
(> (abs (- dO dc)) g)
(> (abs (- eO ec)) h)
(> (abs (- rO rc)) i))
(pm ’position-in-bounds
’’position out o f bounds")
nil)
(tt))))
;; check-under-bounds- Checks to see if we are out
;; o f bounds, but if w e continue along vector we
;; w ill be in bounds. If so, continue motion.
(defun check-under-bounds (strategy)
(let ((vector (pm ove-vector strategy))
(xc (eval (sx (sx (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(a (eval (sy (sx (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(yc (eval (sx (sy (pmove-position-bound
(b (eVal (sy (sy (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(zc (eval (sx (sz (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(e (eval (sy (sz (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(dc (eval (sx fsd (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(g (eval (sy (sd (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(ec (eval (sx (se (pmove-position-bound
(h (eval (sy (se (pmove-position-bound
(rc (eval (sx (sr (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(i (eval (sy (sr (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(xO) (yO) (zO) (dO)-(eO). (rO) (mx)
(my) (mz) (md) (me) (mr))
(setq xO ( - (eval (sx
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) xc))

(setq yO ( - (eval (sy
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) yc))
(setq zO (- (eval (sz
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) zc))
(setq dO (- (cval (sd
(pmove-current-position
sirategy))) dc))
(setq eO ( - (eval (se
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) ec))
(setq rO (- (eval (sr
(pmoVe-current-position
strategy))) rc))
(setq mx (eval (sx vector)))
(setq m y (eval (sy vector)))
(setq m z (eval (sz vector)))
(setq md (eval (sd vector)))
(setq m e (eval (se vector)))
(setq mr (eval (sr vector)))
(cond ((and (> (abs xO) a) (> (abs m x) 0))
(if (< (* xO m x) 0) t nil))
((and (> (abs yO) b) (> (abs m y) 0))
t i f ( < ( * yO m y) 0 ) t n il) )
((and (> (abs zO) c) (> (abs m z) 0))
(if (< (* zO m z) 0) tn il))
((and (> (abs dO) g) (> (abs md) 0))
(if (< (* dO md) 0 ) t nil))
((and (> (abs eO) h) (> (abs m e) 0))
( i f (< (* eO m e) 0) t nil))
((and (> (abs rO) i) (> (abs mr) 0))
(if (< (* rO mr) 0) t nil))
(tn il))))
;; check-over-bounds- Checks to see if w e are out
;; o f
;; bounds because w e went too far along vector.
;; I f so reverses direction o f motion.
(defun check-over-bounds (strategy)
(let ((vector (pmove-vector strategy))
(xc (eval (sx (sx (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(a (eval (second (sx (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(yc (eval (sx (sy (pmove-position-bound
(b (eval (second (sy (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(zc (eval (sx (sz (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(c (eval (second (sz (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(dc (eval (sx (sd (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(g (eval (second (sd (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(ec (eval (sx (se (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(h (eval (sy (se (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(rc (eval (sx (sr (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(i (eval (sy (sr (pmove-position-bound
strategy)))))
(xO) (yO) (zO) (dO) (eO) (rO)
(mx) (my) (mz) (md) (me) (mr))
(setq xO ( - (eval (sx
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) xc))
(setq yO ( - (eval (sy
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) y c »
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(setq zO (- (eval (sz
(pmove-curreht-position
strategy))) zc))
(setq dO (- (eval (sd
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) dc))
(setq e 0 ( - (eval (se
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) ec)j
(setq rO (- (eval (sr
(pmove-current-position
strategy))) rc))
(setq m x (eval (sx vector))) (setq m y (eval
(sy Vector)))
(setq m z (eval (sz vector))) (setq md (eval
(sd vector)))
(setq m e (eval (se vector))) (setq mr (eval
(sr vector)))
(cond ((and (> (abs xO) a) (> (abs m x) 0))
(if (> (* xO m x) 0) tn il))
((and (> (abs yO) b) (> (abs m y) 0))
(if (> (* yO m y) 0) t nil))
((and (> (abs zO) c) (> (abs m z) 0))
(if (> (* zO m z) 0) t nil))
((and (> (abs dO) g) (> (abs md) 0))
(if (> (* dO md) 0) t nil))
((and (> (abs eO) h) (> (abs m e) 0))
(if (> (* e0 m e) 0) t nil))
((and (> (abs rO) I ) (> (abs mr) 0))
(if (> (* rO mr) 0) t nil))
( tn il))))

;; replace-motion- Replaces an old positional
;;
condition with a new one.
(defun replace-motion (axis mag motion)
(let ((type (sx m otion))
(motionspec (sy m otion))
(term (sz m otion)) (newm ove))
(cond
((equal a x i s ’x)
(setq new m ove
(,type ((ap ,mag)
,@(cdr m otionspec)) term)))
((equal axis ’y )
(setq new m ove
‘(.type (,(sx m otionspec) (ap ,mag)
,@(cddr m otionspec)) term)))
((equal axis *z)
(setq new m ove
‘(.type (,(sx m otionspec) ,(sy
m otionspec)
(ap ,mag) ,@(cdddr motionspec))
term)))
((equal axis ’d)
(setq new m ove
‘(.type (,(sx m otionspec) ,(sy
m otionspec)
,(sz m otionspec) (ap ,mag)
,@(cddddr m otionspec)) term)))
((equal axis *e)
(setq new m ove
‘(,type (,(sx m otionspec) ,(sy
m otionspec)
,(sz m otionspec) ,(sd m otionspec)
(ap ,mag) (sr motionspec)) term)))
((equal axis *r)
(setq new m ove
‘(,type (,(sx m otionspec) ,(sy
m otionspec)
,(sz m otionspec) ,(sd motionspec)
,(se m otionspec) (ap ,mag)) term))))
(pm ’replace-motion ( ’considering newm ove))

new m ove))
;; move-in-negative-x- This strategy generally
;;does
;; a guarded motion in the negative x description
».»
;; if w e overshot a force constraint. In the
;; event
;; w e inadvertantly run into something w e use
;; x-to-small to get around the problem and
;; continue in the positive x direction.
(defun m ove-in-negative-x (strategy xpos)
(let ((goal (pmove-goal-terminatmg-conditions
strategy))
(vx (eval (sx (pmove-vector
strategy)))))
(cond ((or (assoc-s ’G x goal)
(assoc-s T x goal))
(p m ’m ove-in-negative-x nil)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp - .I ) ( d f 0 ) ( d f 0 )
nil nil nil) nil)))
(t (x-too-small strategy (/ vx 2))))))
;; move-in-positive-x- This strategy generally
;; does
;; a guarded motion in the positive x direction,
;; if w e overshot a force constraint. In the
;; event
;; w e inadvertantly run into something w e use
;; x-to-big to get around the problem and
;; continue
;; in the negative x direction.
(defiin move-in-positive-x (strategy xpos)
(let ((goal (pmove-goal-terminating-conditions
strategy))
(vx (eval (sx (pmove-vector strategy)))))
(cond ((or (assoc-s *Lx goal) (assoc-s T x
goal))
(pm ’move-in-positive-x nil)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((d p ,I) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) nil)))
(t (x-too-big strategy ( / vx 2))))))
;; m ove-in-negative-y- This strategy generally
;;does
;; a guarded motion in the negative y direction,
;; if we overshot a force constraint. In the
;; event
;; We inadvertantly run into something w e Use
;; y-to-smaU to get around the problem and
;; continue in the negative y direction.
(defiin m ove-in-negative-y (strategy ypos)
(let ((goal (pmove-goal-terminating-conditions
. strategy))
(vy (eval (sy (pmove-vector strategy)))))
(cond ((or (a ss o c -s’Gy goal)
(assoc-s T y goal))
(pm ’m ove-in-negative-y nil)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dfO) (dp - .l ) ( d f 0 )
nil nil nil) nil)))
(t (y-too-small strategy (/ vy 2))))))
;; move-in-positive-y- This strategy generally
;; does
;; a guarded motion in the positive y direction,
;; if we overshot a force constraint. In the
;; event
;; w e inadvertantly run into something w e use
;; y-to-big to get around the problem and
;; continue in the negative y direction.
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(defun m ove-in-positive-y (strategy ypos)
(let ((goal (pmove-goal-terminating-conditions
strategy))
(vy (eval (sy (pmove-vector strategy)))))
(cond ((or (assoc-s ’Ly goal)
(assoc-s T y goal))
(pm 5m ove-m -positive-y nil)
(execute-m otion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp .1) (df 0)
nil nil nil) nil)))
(t (y-too-big strategy ( / vy 2))))))
;; m ove-in-negative-z- This strategy generally
;; does
;; a guarded motion in the negative z direction,
;; if w e overshot a force constraint. In the
;; event
;; w e inadvertantly run into something w e use
;; z-to-small to get around the problem and
;; continue in the negative y direction.
(defun move-in-riegative-z (strategy zpos)
(let ((goal (pmove-goal-terminating-conditions
strategy))
(Vz (eval (sz (pm ove-vector strategy)))))
(cond ((or (assoc-s *Gz goal)
(assoc-s T z goal))
(pm *move-m-negative-z nil)
(execute-m otion
‘(comply ((dfO ) (dfO) (dp -.1)
nil nil nil) nil)))
(t (z-too-sm all strategy (/ v z 2))))))
;; m ove-in-positive-z- This strategy generally
;; does
;; a guarded motion in the positive z direction,
;; if w e overshot a force constraint. In the
;; event
;; w e inadvertantly run into something w e use
;; z-too-sm all to get around the problem and
;; continue in the positive z direction.
(defim m ove-in-positive-z (strategy zpos)
(let ((goal (pmoye-goal-terminating-conditions
strategy))
(motion (pm ove-m otion strategy))
(vz (eval (sz (pm ove-vector strategy)))))
(cond ((or (assoc-s 5Lz goal)
(assoc-s T z goal))
(pm ’m ove-in-positive-z nil)
(execute-m otion
‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp .03)
nil nil nil) ((Tz 4)))))
(cond ((and (member (sx (sz (sy motion)))
’(af df))
(> (third *forccs*)
(+ ’''ne^ative-z-cpntact-force*
(execute-m otion
‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp -.05)
nil nil nil) ((Tz -0.8))))))
(t (z-too-big strategy (/ v z 2))))))
;; z-too-sm all- In the event w e moved to far in -z
;; w e want to make a m ove in +z without altering
;; anything else about situation. If w e have a
;; contact force in +z, w e m ove a little bit in a
;; free direction and then tty the guarded move,
(defun z-too-sm all (strategy length)
(let
((zforce (sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(xforce (sx (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(yforce (sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(curpos (pmove-eurrerit-position strategy))
(motion (pm ove-m otion strategy))

(termforce 0) (m ovespec))
(current-to-past strategy)
(setq m ovespec (sy motion))
(pm ’z-too-sm all nil)
(cond ((> zforce (- *positive-z-contact-force*

0 .2 ))
(pm ’z-too-small "moving out o f w ay”)
(cond
((member (sx (sz m ovespec)) ’(af df))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp -.05)
nil nil nil) nil)))
((not (member (sx (sx m ovespec)) ’(af df)))
(if (> *forcex* xforce)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp -.1) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((Tx I))))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp .1) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) (CTx-I))))))
((not (member (sx (sy m ovespec)) ’(af df)))
(if (> yforce *forcey*)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp -.1) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((Ty -I))))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp .1) (df 0)
fiil nil nil) ((Ty I)))))))
(update strategy)
(setq zforce (sz (pmove-current-force
strategy)))
(setq termforce (+ *positive-z-contact-force*
D)
(if (> termforce zforce)
(execute-motion
‘(comply
( ( d f 0 ) ( d f 0 ) (dp ,length)
nil nil nil)
((T z ,(- termforce zforce))))))
(update strategy)
(ir (vaiy-from-path strategy)
(z-too-sm all
strategy
(- length
(- (sz (pmove-current-position strategy))
(sz (pmove-initial-position
strategy))))))))))
;; z-too-big- In the event w e m oved to far in +z
;; w e want to make a m ove in +z without altering
;; anything else about situation. If w e have a
;; contact force in +z, w e m ove a little bit in a
;; free direction and then try the guarded m ove,
(defun z-too-big (strategy length)
(let
((zforce (sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(xforce (sx (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(yforce (sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(curpos (pmove-current-position strategy))
(motion (pmove-motion strategy))
(m ovespec) (termforce 0))
(current-to-past strategy)
(setq movesppe (sy m otion))
(p m ’z-too-big nil)
(cond
((< zforce (+ *negative-z-contact-force* 0.2))
(jpm ’z-too-big "moving out o f way")
(cond
((member (sx (sz m ovespec)) ’(af df))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp .05)
nil nil nil) nil)))
((not (member (sx (sx m ovespec)) ’(af df)))
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(if (> *forcex* xforce)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp -.1) (df 0) (dfO)
nil nil nil) ((Tx I))))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp .1) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ( (T x -I))))))
((not (member (sx (sy m ovespec)) *(af df)))
(if (> yforce *forccy*)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp -.1) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((T y -I))))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp .1) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((Ty I)))))))
(update strategy)
,
(setq zforce (sz (pmove-current-force
strategy)))
(setq termforce (- *negative-z-contact-force*
D)
(if (< termforce zforce)
(execute-m otion
K
‘(comply ((df 0) (d f 0) (d p ,(- length))
((T z ,(- termforce zform ))))))
(update strategy)
(if (vary-from-path strategy)
(z-too-big
strategy
(- length
(- (sz (pmove-initial-position strategy))
(sz (pmove-current-position
strategy))))))))))
;; y-too-sm all- In the event w e m oved to far in -y
;; w e want to make a m ove in +y without altering
;; any thing else about situation. If w e have a
;; contact force in +y, w e m ove a little bit in a
;; free direction and then try the guarded m ove,
(defun y-too-sm all(strategy length)
(let
((xforce (sx (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(yforce (sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(zforce (sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(curpos (pmove-current-position strategy))
(motion (pmove-motion strategy))
(m ovespec) (termforce 0))
(current-to-past strategy)
(setq m ovespec (sy m otion))
(pm ’y-too-sm all nil)
(cond
((> yforce (- *positive-y-contact-force* 0.2))
(pm ’y-too-sm all "Moving out o f w ay”)
(cond
((member (sx (sy m ovespec)) ’(af df))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp -.05) (df 0)
nil nil nil) nil)))
((not (member (sx (sx m ovespec)) '(af df)))
(if (> *forcex* xforce)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp -.1) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((Tx I))))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp .1) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ( (T x -I))))))
((not (member (sx (sz m ovespec)) ’(af df)))
(if (> *forcey* yforce)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp -.1)
nil nil nil) ( (T z -I))))
(execute-m otion

‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (d p . I)
nil nil nil) ((Tz I )))))))
(update strategy)
(setq yforce (sy (pmove-current-force
strategy)))
(setq termforce (+ *positive-y-contact-force*
(if (> termforce yforce)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp ,length) (df 0)
((Ty ,(-term force yforce))))))
(update strategy)
(if (vary-from-path strategy)
(y-too-small
strategy
(- length
(- (sy (pmove-current-position strategy))
(sy (pmove-initial-position
strategy))))))))))
;; y-too-big- In the event w e m oved to far in -y
;; w e want to make a m ove in +y without altering
;; anything else about situation. I f w e have a
;; contact force in +y, w e m ove a little bit in a
;; free direction and then try the guarded move,
(defun y-too-big (strategy length)
(let
((xforce (sx (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(yforce (sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(zforce (sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(curpos (pmove-current-position strategy))
(motion (pmove-motion strategy))
(m ovespec) (termforce 0))
(pm ’y-too-big nil)
(setq m ovespec (sy motion))
(current-to-past strategy)
(cond
((< yforce (+ *negative-y-contact-force* 0.2))
(pm ’y-too-big "Moving out o f way")
(cond
((member (sx (sy m ovespec)) '(af df))
(execute-motion
((not (member (sx (sx m ovespec)) '(af df)))
(if (> *forcex* xforce)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((d p -.1) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((Tx I ))))
(execute-motion
‘W
*
S
) f 0)
((not (member (sx (sz m ovespec)) ’(af df)))
(if (> zforce *forcez*)
,.(execute-m otion
1f ‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp -.1)
nil nil nil) ((T z -I))))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp .1)
nil nil nil) ((Tz I)))))))
(update strategy)
(setq yforce (sy (pmove-current-force
strategy)))
(setq termforce (- *negative-y-contact-force*
I))
(if (< termforce yforce)
(execute-motion

((T y , ( - termforce yforce))))))
(update strategy)
(if (vary-from-path strategy)
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(y-too-big
strategy
(- length
(- (sy (pmove-initial-position strategy))
(sy (pmove-current-position
strategy))))))))))
;; x-too-sm all- In the event w e m oved to far in -x
;; w e want to make a m ove in +x without altering
;; anything else about situation. If We have a
;; contact force in +x, w e m ove a little bit in a
;; free direction and then try the guarded m ove,
(defiin x-too-sm all (strategy length)
((xforce (sx (pmove-cuirent-force strategy)))
(yforce (sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(zforce (sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(curpos (pm oye-cuirent-position strategy))
(motion (pm ove-m otion strategy))
(m ovespec)(term force 0))
(current-to-p£^t strategy)
(setq m ovespec (sy motion))
( p m ’x-too-sm all nil)
(cond
((< xforce (+ *negative-x-contact-force* 0.2))
(pm ’x-too-sm all "Moving out o f way")
Xcond
((member (s x (s x m ovespec)) *(df af)>
(execute-m otion
‘(comply ((dp -.02) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) nil)))
((not (member (sx (sy m ovespec)) *(af df)))
(if (> yforce *forcey*)
(execute-m otion
((T y -1 .5 ))))
(execute-m otion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp 0.1) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((Ty 1.5))))))
((not (member (sx (sz m ovespec)) *(af df)))
; (if (> z fo r ee *fbrcez*)
(execute-m otion
^
‘(comply ((dfO )(d fO ) (d p -0.1) :
nil nil nil) ((T /.-1 ))))
(execute-m otion
;‘(com ply ((df 0 ) (d f O) (d p -0.1)
hil:nil nil) ((TZ I)))))))
(update strategy)
; (setq xforce (sx (pmove-current-force
;; strategy)))
; (setq termforce (- *negative-x-contact-force

;
;

(if (< termforce xforce)
(execute-motion ;
; ‘(com ply ((dp ,lengdi) (df 0) (d f 0)
;
nil nil nil)
;
((Tx ,(- termforce xforce))))))
(update strategy)
(if (vaiy-from-path strategy)
(x-too-sm all
strategy
(-len gth
( - (sx (pmove-current-position strategy))
(sx (pm ove-initial-position
strategy))))))))))

;; x-loo-big- In tlic event w e moved to far in +x
;; w e want to make a m ove in -x without altering
;; any thing else about situation. If w e have a
;; contact force in -x, w e m ove a little bit in a
;; free direction and then t r y the guarded move,
(defiin x-too-big (strategy length)

(let
((xforce (sx (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(yforce (sy (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(zforce (sz (pmove-current-force strategy)))
(curpos (pmove-current-position strategy))
(motion (pm ove-m otion strategy))
(m ovespec) (termforce 0))
(current-to-past strategy)
(setq m ovespec (sy motion))
(pm *x-too-big nil)
(cond
((> xforce (- *positive-x-contact-force* 0.2))
(pm *x-too-big "Moving out o f way")
(cond
((member (sx (sx m o v e sp e c))’(df af))
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((dp .02) (df 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil) nil)))
((not (member (sx (sy m ovespec)) ’(af df)))
(if (> yforce *forcey*)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (dp -.1) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((T y -I))))
(execute-motion
‘(Comply ((df 0) (dp .1) (df 0)
nil nil nil) ((Ty I))))))
((riot (member (sx (sz m o v e sp e c))’(af df)))
(if (> zforce *foreez*)
(execute-motion
‘(comply ((df 0) (df 0) (dp -.1)
nil nil nil) ( (T z -I))))
(execute-motion
(update strategy)
(setq xforce (sx (pmove-current-force
strategy)))
(setq termforce (+ *positive-x-contact-force*

;
;
;
;
;

D)

(if (> termforce xforce)
(execute-m otion
‘(comply ((d p ,(- length)) (d f 0) (df 0)
nil nil nil)
((Tx X- termforce xforce))))))
(update strategy)
(ir (vary-from-path strategy)
(x-too-big
strategy
(-len gth
(- (sx (pmove-initial-position strategy))
(sx (pmove-current-position
strategy))))))))))

;; reverse-pmove-motion- Reverses direction o f
;; positional motion by finding the vector it
;; had traveled along, negating it, scaling it,
;; and adding it to the current position.
(defiin reverse-pmove-motion (strategy)
(let*
((bound (pmove-position-bound strategy))
(xinit (eval (first (sx bound))))
(xbound (eval (second (sx bound))))
(yinit (eval (first (sy bound))))
(ybound (eval (second (sy bound))))
(zinit (eval (first (sz bound))))
(zbound (eval (second (sz bound))))
(xcur (sx (pmove-current-position Strategy)))
(ycur (sy (pmove-current-position strategy)))
(zeur (sz (pmove-current-position strategy)))
(p 0) (tempflag nil) (axism ove nil)
(m ovespec nil) (newm ovespec)
(tempmove (pmove-motion strategy)))
(setq m ovespec (sy tempmove))

(pm ’reverse-pmove-motion tempmove)
(cond
((member (sx (sx m ovespec)) ’(df af))
(setq axism ove nil))
((equal (sx (sx m ovespec)) *ap)
(if (equal 0 (sy (sx m ovespec)))
(setq axism ove nil)
(setq axism ove (sy (sx m ovespec)))))
(t (setq axism ove (Sy (sx m ovespec)))))
(axism ove
(if (not (numberp axism ove))
(setq tempflag t))
(if (> xcur x in it)<: '
(setq p (- xinit xbound (sx * starting-point* )))
(sej^ p (- (+ xinit xbound) (sx *starting-point
(setq a x ism o v e ‘(ap ,p))
(setq new m ovespec ‘(.axism ove)))
(t (setq new m ovespec ‘(,(sx m ovespec)))))
(cond
((member (sx (sy m ovespec)) ’(df af))
(setq axism ove nil))
((equal (sx (sy m ovespec)) 'ap)
(if (equal 0 (sy (sy m ovespec)))
(setq axism ove nil)
(setq axism ove (sy (sy m ovespec)))))
(t (setq axism ove (sy (sy m ovespec)))))
(cond
(axism ove
(if (not (numberp axism ove))
(setq tempflag t))
(if (> ycur yinit)
(setq p (- yinit ybound (sy *starting-point*)))
(setq p (- (+ yinit ybound) (sy *starting-point
*))))
(setq axism ove ‘(ap ,p))
(setq new m ovespec ‘(,(©newmovespec
,axism ove)))
(t (setq new m ovespec
‘(,(©newmovespec ,(sy m ovespec)))))
(cond
((member (sx (sz m ovespec)) ’(df af))
(setq axism ove nil))
((equal (sx (sz m ovespec)) ’ap)
(if (equal 0 (sy (sz m ovespec)))
(setq axism ove nil)
(setq axism ove (sy (sz m ovespec)))))
(t (setq axism ove (sy (sz m ovespec)))))
(cond
(axism ove
(if (not (numberp axism ove))
(setq tempflag t))
(if (> zcur zrnit)
(setq p (- zinit zbound (sz *starting-point*)))
(setq p (- (+ zinit zbound) (sz *starting-point
*))))
(setq a x ism o v e ‘(ap ,p))
(setq new m ovespec ‘(,© new m ovespec
,axism ove)))
(t (setq new m ovespec
‘(,© new m ovespec ,(sz m ovespec)))))
(setq new m ovespec ‘(,© new m ovespec ,©(cdddr
m ovespec)))
(setq tempmove
‘(,(sx tempmove) ,newm ovespec ,(sz tempmove)))
; Som e motions w e can’t just replace
(if tempflag (setq *tempmotion* tem p m ove)
(setf (pmove-motion strategy) tempmove))))

